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Abstract 

This thesis is a study of fifteenth- to mid sixteenth-century Netherlandish triptych exteriors, 

focusing on the so-called ‘grisaille’ technique. During this period, altarpieces produced in the 

Low Countries were typically constructed in a tripartite format with folding wings. This 

arrangement created the opportunity for pictorial representations on both sides of the hinged 

panels. Painters emphasized the distinction between the triptych’s two faces by executing the 

exteriors in a strikingly more subdued palette than the interiors. Particular iconographic subject 

matter was favoured for grisailles, which often depict the Annunciation or saints that reflect the 

triptych’s patronage or intended location.  Jan van Eyck was notable for his emphasis on 

imitating stone statuary and created three important grisailles, one of which would influence 

triptych exteriors for years to come. Hieronymus Bosch, an artist working at the turn of the 

sixteenth century, also brought innovation to his grisailles, further expanding the potential of 

these reduced-palette paintings. This thesis examines the creative process involved in the 

production of grisailles and compares the underdrawings of triptych exteriors to those of the 

corresponding polychromatic interiors. In this study, grisailles are situated in their context as part 

of multifaceted artworks as well as within the broader church environment.    

 

New infrared reflectograms were generated using Queen’s OSIRIS infrared camera to document 

works in Belgium and the Netherlands. While some aspects of underdrawings could indicate that 

the figure was meant to imitate statuary, this distinction was not directly linked to triptych 

exteriors and was related instead to efforts at a trompe-l’oeil effect. Such attempts at mimicry 

can also be found on triptych interiors. Through a close examination of the underdrawing stage 
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of these paintings it appears that this part of the creative process was not distinguished in any 

significant way from the underdrawings of triptych interiors.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Folding triptychs of the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries were often painted on both 

their interior and exterior. Today, we tend to call the paintings of the exterior ‘grisailles,’ 

a term which alludes to their apparently monochrome palette. However, upon closer 

inspection many of these artworks are in fact composed of far more colours than merely 

shades of grey. In the area that is often called the Low Countries, the so-called grisaille 

enjoyed a period of popularity during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. But what were 

these images called in their own time? What were the sources and influences that 

impacted their initial development? Why did they become such a popular choice for 

triptych exteriors? How precisely did they function as the decoration of these objects? 

What are the materials and processes involved in their creation and how are they 

significant? How do they contribute to the meaning of the artwork? These are but a few 

of the questions that continue to fascinate art historians and that require further 

elucidation.  

 

An analysis of these paintings is complicated by several factors that deserve 

consideration. Foremost among these is the survival rate of objects produced in the early 

fifteenth century: an untold number of paintings have been lost to us through a variety of 

destructive forces (accidental damage, iconoclasm and war to name but a few examples). 

The same holds true for archival sources. Many surviving grisailles are in poor condition, 

some almost to the point of complete loss, their features nearly unintelligible. Given their 
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most common position on the exteriors of triptych side panels, grisailles were situated on 

the protective face of the structure, acting as shields for the colourful paintings of the 

interior. 

 

Yet another complicating factor is the practice of adding grisailles to triptych exteriors 

that did not initially feature such representations. Triptych interiors and exteriors were 

not always created as part of a single campaign and their iconography and style may 

reflect this. The ‘additive trend’ speaks to the increasing popularity enjoyed by the 

grisaille over the course of the fifteenth century as a desired or appropriate subject. With 

significant exceptions (Hieronymus Bosch for example) the participation of artists' 

workshops in the creation of grisailles is also suggested based on an assessment of the 

lower general quality of many examples, which will be discussed in the following 

chapters. 

 

The factors discussed above make an interpretation of the early development of the 

grisaille, its function and reception quite challenging. It is difficult to contextualize the 

earliest extant instances of grisailles without more surviving examples of early fifteenth 

century painted triptychs. Drawing conclusions about these paintings is thus quite 

problematic. However, it is equally problematic to ignore or disregard the information 

provided by those works by artists like Hubert and Jan van Eyck, the Master of 

Flémalle/Robert Campin and Rogier van der Weyden that did survive the passage of 
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time.1 The objects themselves can give us a great deal of information about the way 

grisailles were constructed. Technical investigations can clarify working methods and 

materials, helping to generate an understanding of the physical makeup of these objects. 

Despite only providing information about individual paintings, this type of research can 

generate important questions for further research. It may be possible that, as with his 

other achievements, a highly talented artist like Jan van Eyck did indeed produce the first 

example of what we might today consider a ‘typical’ grisaille. It is hoped that in the 

future contemporary written evidence will surface that can assist in analyzing these early 

works. 

 

The placement of grisailles on the moveable panels of winged triptychs has greatly 

impacted the way these paintings are displayed in recent history. It is often the case that 

grisailles are not easily viewed in a modern church, museum or gallery environment. By 

remaining open, the essentially mobile nature of triptych wings is largely disregarded and 

grisailles are further relegated. With the current emphasis on the colourful painting of 

early Netherlandish artists, collections are justifiably proud to place triptych interiors on 

permanent display, making their exteriors either impossible to see, or only visible by 

assuming a somewhat contorted posture to peer around the sides of angled wings. Some 

laudable attempts have been made to make the reverses of triptych wings more accessible 

by placing mirrors on the gallery walls, resulting in a more visible – albeit flipped – 

image of the grisailles.  

 
                                                        
1 The complicated issue of the artistic oeuvre surrounding the Master of Flémalle/Robert Campin 
is examined in Chapter 4. 
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Furthermore, exhibition catalogues, monographs and other publications generally reserve 

colour images for paintings in full polychromy, thus for the interiors of the triptychs. 

While it is clearly important to reproduce colourful paintings accurately, the tendency to 

print black and white images of grisailles has had an undesirable impact on our 

understanding of these artworks. By printing grisailles in this way, any inclusion of subtle 

colour is erased, the image is flattened and the sense of three-dimensionality is reduced. 

This further underscores the grisaille’s inferior position in regard to polychromed 

paintings without allowing the works to present themselves accurately or completely. The 

very features of the grisaille that are essential to its success and power as an image are 

precisely those that are generally reduced by reproduction in black and white.   

 

Information about collection holdings and artworks has become more readily available 

thanks to the Internet. Websites like the Web Gallery of Art, ARTstor and Lukasweb, and 

museum websites like those of the Rijksmuseum, the National Gallery in London and the 

Metropolitan Museum in New York have greatly facilitated access to images of 

paintings. This allows researchers, professionals, and a variety of interested individuals to 

examine artworks from afar. However, some of these sites do not feature images of both 

sides of their triptychs. For example, a search for the artist Jacob Cornelisz. van 

Oostsanen on the Rijksmuseum online collection will result in an image of his Adoration 

of the Magi triptych from 1517, but will not include a corresponding image of the 

grisaille exterior, which depicts the figures of Saint Christopher and Saint Anthony 

Abbot. Although these websites make reference to the reverses of these objects, by 
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excluding a visual description, the website visitor is left with an incomplete sense of the 

artwork.  

 

Our contemporary emphasis on the triptych’s colourful interior has contributed to the 

comparative lack of focus on the grisaille exterior. The reduced use of colour of the 

grisaille is precisely what makes it so interesting. The decision to paint in largely 

monochromatic palette – or a greatly reduced palette – primarily involving shades of grey 

was a deliberate one and, as such, poses a series of questions about the technique itself 

and its relationship to the more brightly coloured painting of triptych interiors. How did 

painters’ methods for creating grisaille evolve over the course of two centuries? Were 

grisailles created using a different technique from full-colour painting? Were grisailles 

underdrawn in a different way than colourful triptych interiors? 

 

The present study seeks to add to our understanding of these objects on a more technical 

level than has previously been attempted. Recent studies such as those of Noëlle Streeton 

have noted some issues pertaining to Jan van Eyck’s grisaille painting that relate 

specifically to their technique.2 Streeton has written two publications that both examine 

grisailles by Jan van Eyck. In her 2012 article Streeton suggests that grisailles represent a 

facet of Jan van Eyck’s production that could more easily be carried out by workshop 

assistants, but does not include sufficient justification for such an assertion. It is not 

                                                        
2 See Noëlle Streeton, “Emulating Van Eyck: The Significance of Grisaille,” CATS Proceedings 
from National Gallery of Denmark, Copenhagen 21-22 May 2012, Copying, Replicating & 
Emulating Paintings in the 15th – 18th Century (No. 1, 2012): 29-35 and Perspectives on the 
Painting Technique of Jan van Eyck. Beyond the Ghent Altarpiece (London: Archetype 
Publications Ltd, 2013). 
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enough to assume workshop participation in areas of paintings that appear to have a 

simpler layered structure in cross-section analysis. The current restoration treatment has 

revealed that the Ghent grisailles were executed in a highly confident, skillful manner, 

with no suggestion of workshop participation in these panels. Streeton’s hypotheses will 

be discussed in greater detail in the following chapter. The article by conservator Emile 

Bosshard (1992) on Jan van Eyck’s Thyssen-Bornemisza Diptych [Fig. 1.1] presents 

material gathered from technical analysis and conservation treatment. He provides 

evidence that the painting was originally conceived as a diptych and was not, as has been 

suggested, originally the two side panels of a triptych. Data generated from technical 

analysis is carefully interpreted in the catalogue entry on the Thyssen-Bornemisza 

Annunciation in Hand, Metzger and Spronk’s Prayers and Portraits: Unfolding the 

Netherlandish Diptych (2006). The following analysis attempts to provide a focused 

study of the Netherlandish triptych grisaille technique and the underdrawing in particular, 

using a series of case studies to set out the key issues and suggesting directions for future 

technical research.   

 

Grisailles and reduced colour imagery can be found in a variety of forms throughout the 

history of Western art.3 It is beyond the scope of this study to discuss the depth and 

breadth of monochromatic artworks in their many manifestations. This study employs 

certain parameters to establish a focused group of artworks for research. The first is 

related to media and object type: grisailles executed on panel support and located on 

triptych exteriors will comprise the majority of the objects analyzed in this study. 
                                                        
3 Other types of monochromatic representations can be found in stained glass, manuscript 
illumination, and preparatory drawings and sketches to name but a few examples. 
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Comparative works that do not adhere to this format will be discussed where relevant. 

The second parameter is geographical: only works produced in areas of present-day 

Belgium and the Netherlands will be examined in detail. The reason for the 

aforementioned parameters is that triptych grisailles produced in this area tend to 

conform to a certain set of iconographical, stylistic and compositional standards.  

 

The third parameter is temporal: while painted grisailles were produced in this region 

after the mid sixteenth century, this study will focus on examples from the early fifteenth 

up to the mid sixteenth century. To expand this temporal scope would involve examining 

grisailles that begin to diverge from those produced by previous generations of artists as 

well as examples that no longer conform to the parameters of media, object type and 

location listed above. Over the course of the sixteenth century, grisailles become 

increasingly liberated from both the triptych format and the imitation of sculpture—both 

common characteristics of the early Netherlandish grisaille.4 These basic restrictions 

provide an arena in which a particular manifestation of the grisaille technique can be 

evaluated.  

 

Methodology 

The paintings in this study were examined to better clarify the materials and working 

methods involved in their production. This type of approach has sometimes been called 

‘technical art history,’ which is a relatively recent development in the field of art history, 

                                                        
4 Some examples of reduced palette works include those by Adriaen Pietersz van de Venne (c. 
1587/89-1662) and Jacob de Witt (1695-1754). Triptych grisailles like Jacob de Backer’s Raising 
of Lazarus on the reverse of his The Prophecy of the Recovery of Hezekiah triptych are 
increasingly less sculptural. 
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but one that has roots extending back to the professionalization of conservation and the 

first applications of scientific technologies to the study of art.5 This method, while 

applicable to artworks in a variety of different media, has strong connections to research 

on early Netherlandish panel painting in particular. Works like the Ghent Altarpiece have 

been the focus of technical investigations like those lead by Paul Coremans (1952 and 

1953), resulting in publications that stand as watershed moments in the development of 

the interdisciplinary study of paintings. It is especially the impressive display of artistic 

skill exhibited in the works of Jan van Eyck that have inspired close physical 

examinations of their material composition. Vasari’s suggestion in Le Vite de’ più 

eccellenti pittori, scultori e architettori (first edition 1550, enlarged 1568) that Jan was 

responsible for the invention of oil painting helped provide the impetus for investigations, 

which sought to establish the material qualities of his painting process that could explain 

such impressive artworks.6  Such studies have contributed greatly to the growth of the 

scientific study of paintings, although the issue of the Eyckian medium remains unsolved. 

In the past century, as technology has become increasingly sophisticated, the application 

                                                        
5 Although not properly defined as a methodology in itself, Erma Hermens discusses the 
development of technical art history in her essay “Technical Art History: The Synergy of Art, 
Conservation and Science” Art history and visual studies in Europe: transnational discourses and 
national frameworks, Matthew Rampley et al., eds. (Leiden: Brill, 2012), 151-166. Maryan 
Ainsworth’s “From Connoisseurship to Technical Art History: The Evolution of the 
Interdisciplinary Study of Art” accessible via 
http://www.getty.edu/conservation/publications_resources/newsletters/20_1/feature.html also 
provides an overview of the growth of this holistic field. Similar summaries can also be found in 
Ainsworth’s Early Netherlandish Painting at the Crossroads (2001) and Bernhard Ridderbos, 
Anne van Buren and Henk van Veen’s Early Netherlandish Paintings: Rediscovery, Reception 
and Research (2005).  
6 Research into the secret of Jan’s masterful paintings has long been pursued in two major 
avenues: through the study of his materials on the one hand, and through analysis of his artistic 
process on the other. For a summary of research into Jan van Eyck’s medium, see Elise Effmann, 
“Theories about the Eyckian painting medium from the late-eighteenth to the mid-twentieth 
centuries,” Reviews in Conservation, No. 7 (2006): 17-26. 
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of new tools to the study of paintings has become more commonplace. This has enriched 

our understanding of not only painting techniques, but also the equipment involved in 

examining artworks. 

 

By analyzing the materials and techniques of these paintings and focusing on the 

underdrawing stage the grisaille technique and its relationship with polychromatic 

triptych interiors will become clearer. The application of technical examination does not 

by any means exclude the necessity of interpretation and traditional art historical 

analysis. The use of such a methodology entails that the results of technical study be 

assessed within the context of an artist’s oeuvre and contemporary painting practices, 

leaving ample room for interpretation and, to a degree, connoisseurship. To conduct in-

depth technical investigations of artworks it is critical to examine each object as closely 

as possible and in person. A close visual examination is a basic requirement of technical 

study, and is an important first step in any analysis of technique.  Access to technical 

documentation such as infrared reflectographs and X-radiographs is also vital to an 

assessment of the creative process.7 Accessibility of the paintings and the technical 

documentation were two major factors in the pragmatic selection of ten grisailles from 
                                                        
7 The author was able to examine the Ghent Altarpiece grisailles unframed during this treatment. 
The Vienna Christ Child by Hieronymus Bosch was also analyzed without its frame in the 
conservation studio of the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna.  The author also assessed the 
following paintings off the gallery wall but in their frames: Hans Memling’s Annunciation panels 
(Bruges, Groeningemuseum), the Master of the Legend of Saint Ursula panels (also Bruges, 
Groeningemuseum) and the Master of Delft’s Annunciation from the Virgin and Child in an 
Enclosed Garden Triptych (Utrecht, Catharijneconvent Museum). The following paintings were 
viewed in person, but remained mounted in their gallery setting: Adriaen Isenbrant’s Seven 
Sorrows of the Virgin panels in Brussels, Rogier van der Weyden’s Middelburg/Bladelin Triptych 
(only its exterior) and the Moreel Triptych by Hans Memling. Jan van Eyck’s Dresden Triptych 
remained in its vitrine during the author’s visit and its grisailles were thus not possible to examine 
closely. The interior of the Ghent Altarpiece was also displayed behind heavy glass during the 
author’s visit. 
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this period chosen for close analysis. For the most part these grisailles were possible to 

view in person and technical documentation was made available. Unfortunately, it was 

not always possible to examine every painting free from any barrier to the paint surface 

or up close. In these cases, previous campaigns of photography and scientific 

investigation were of great use. Many of the paintings by Bosch that are discussed in the 

following study were assessed primarily based on the detailed documentation carried out 

by the Bosch Research and Conservation Project (BRCP), to whom this researcher is 

greatly indebted.8 

 

Infrared reflectography (IRR), which allows for the study of underdrawings and 

underpaintings, is one of the central techniques of this project. Other methods of analysis 

were sometimes available, such as X-radiography, X-ray fluorescence (XRF) and 

ultraviolet fluorescence (UV), but none were as consistently accessible. This emphasis on 

IRR is also supported by the possibility of employing the Osiris IRR camera, owned by 

Queen’s University, as a key research tool of this project. Generously donated to the Art 

History Department by Dr. Alfred Bader, the Osiris camera was used to generate 

reflectograms of several paintings that form part of the focus of the present study.9 For 

                                                        
8 The Bosch Research and Conservation Project’s monographic study is published in two 
volumes and both provided critical information to this dissertation: Matthijs Ilsink, Jos 
Koldeweij, Ron Spronk, Luuk Hoogstede, Robert G. Erdmann, Rik Klein Gotink, Hanneke Nap, 
and Daan Veldhuizen, Hieronymus Bosch, Painter and Draughtsman: Catalogue Raisonné 
(Brussels: Mercatorfonds, 2016) and Hieronymus Bosch, Painter and Draughtsman: Technical 
Studies (Brussels: Mercatorfonds, 2016).  
9 The following works were analyzed with Queen’s Osiris IR camera: Hans Memling’s 
Annunciation panels (Bruges, Groeningemuseum), the Master of the Legend of Saint Ursula 
panels (also Bruges, Groeningemuseum), and the Master of Delft’s Annunciation from the Virgin 
and Child in an Enclosed Garden Triptych (Utrecht, Catharijneconvent Museum). At the 
Boijmans van Beuningen in Rotterdam three works were also documented with the Osiris camera. 
The Osiris IR camera is equipped with an InGaAs array with a spectral response of 900-1700 nm. 
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this reason, IRR and the study of the underdrawings of grisailles are given particular 

attention and is used to elucidate the creative process. 

 

Due to the limitations inherent in adopting such an approach, this study does not aim at 

encompassing the entirety of triptych grisaille production over the course of roughly a 

century and a half. The sheer number of grisailles produced in this period renders it 

essentially impossible to view each work in person, let alone examine any corresponding 

infrared reflectograms or other technical documentation. Given the secondary status often 

ascribed to these paintings, technical investigations have not been carried out on triptych 

exteriors as often as their colourful counterparts. Far more documentation work remains 

to be performed in order to produce the requisite comparative material. This creates 

another hurdle to investigations into the grisaille technique. For this reason, an attempt 

was made to select grisailles that had either been documented with IRR, or were possible 

to document using Queen’s IRR camera.10  While it is tempting to look for general trends 

in grisaille production in this period, the limitations of this study and the restricted 

number of artworks examined in depth discourage making strong general statements 

about these paintings.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                     

The Osiris’s standard 6-element Rodagon f/5.6, 150mm- lens with its special coating for NIR was 
used. Digital access to the technical documentation of Bosch’s oeuvre was granted by the Bosch 
Research and Conservation Project and to the Ghent Altarpiece grisailles (courtesy of the website 
closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be.)  
10 An exception to this policy is the case of Rogier van der Weyden’s Bladelin Altarpiece 
exterior. Although this work has not been studied with IRR, it remains an interesting example of 
the practice of adding grisailles to completed altarpieces, and for this reason was included in this 
study.  
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This project aims at setting out the major questions pertaining to the grisaille technique 

that remain to be addressed. It will also provide a tentative characterization of the 

underdrawings of a group of grisailles that range in date from the early fifteenth century 

to the mid sixteenth century. An iconographic analysis of grisailles of this period will be 

provided, as well as an account of the extant documentary evidence that gives us insight 

into the way these paintings were produced. The majority of research into grisaille 

painting has not been published in English, making this investigation a useful tool for 

those interested in these paintings but who do not have an understanding of other 

languages like French or German.11  

 

The first chapter of this text provides a critical review of the literature on grisailles; a 

discussion of the issues that stem from the use of terminology associated with these 

paintings; an examination of the significance of the triptych format, its function and 

iconography with respect to the grisaille; a consideration of the practice of imitation and 

the construction of illusion in early Netherlandish art; and finally, an analysis of the 

connection to contemporary sculpture and the environment in which grisailles are 

commonly found. These topics will establish a foundation from which a close 

investigation of contemporary source material can proceed. In chapter two, the 

Netherlandish painting technique and its relationship to the grisaille will be discussed in 

the context of extant documentary evidence. 

 

                                                        
11 These non-English texts include those of Destrée (1911), Heubach (1925), Janssens de 
Bisthoven (1960), Sulzberger (1962), Philippot (1966/64), Coeckelberghs (1968), Grams-Thieme 
(1988), Preimesberger (1991), Täube (1991), Dittelbach (1993), Krieger (1995 and 1996), Itzel 
(unpublished PhD thesis, 2003) and Greub-Fracz (unpublished PhD dissertation, 2010). 
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Grisailles of the early fifteenth into the sixteenth century are examined in chapters three 

to five, which are divided into three temporal groups. The grisailles of Jan van Eyck and 

other examples from the early fifteenth century are discussed in the third chapter. The 

fourth chapter contains works from the mid-to-late fifteenth century, including examples 

associated with Rogier van der Weyden, Robert Campin/Master of Flémalle and Hans 

Memling. Grisailles produced in the early to mid sixteenth century are investigated in the 

fifth chapter. The extraordinary paintings of Hieronymus Bosch, also studied in chapter 

five, provide examples of the enormous artistic range offered by a reduced palette, 

despite its somewhat regimented use by other Netherlandish artists of the fifteenth 

century. Boschian grisailles demonstrate the creative ways an artist could manipulate and 

exploit this technique.  

 

Grisaille literature 

The masterful paintings on altarpiece interiors have long been the focus of scholarly 

attention. Within the past fifty years, however, the grisailles of fifteenth and sixteenth 

century Netherlandish panel altarpieces have also received greater consideration, 

although not in the same depth. The critical literature on the Netherlandish grisaille, 

while not extensive, demonstrates an increasing awareness of the significance of triptych 

exteriors and their function as part of the work as a whole. Grisailles are often mentioned 

in scholarly literature as a secondary or supporting element of the artwork, connected 

through their iconography to the subject matter of the interior. In general, grisailles 

produced during the fifteenth century have received greater attention than later examples, 

creating the opportunity for further study into the development of the Netherlandish 
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grisaille from the fifteenth into the sixteenth century. Larger monographs and catalogues 

reserve relatively little space for grisailles.  

 

More focused studies on this topic have been produced, like those of Molly Teasdale-

Smith, Michaela Krieger and Marion Grams-Thieme among others. In 1959, Teasdale-

Smith wrote one of the earliest studies on the topic, discussing the connection between 

grisailles and the period of Lent. Teasdale-Smith’s argument is no longer accepted as an 

explanation of the phenomenon as a whole. However, her exploration of the use of 

subdued colour as a way to adhere to the strictures of Lenten observance put forward the 

idea that grisailles may have been, at least in part, a response to the requirements to 

decorate churches in an appropriately modest manner during Lent. Grams-Thieme (1988) 

has examined a range of manifestations of the grisaille to argue that early Netherlandish 

examples create a sense of material reality by imitating stone and that this illusionism 

places the grisaille in a realm beyond human reality. For Grams-Thieme this allows 

grisailles to serve as mediators between the colourful world of the altarpiece interior and 

the world of the viewer. Emphasis on the mediatory role of the grisaille is certainly 

warranted, however, the connection between grisailles and the concept of ‘living stones’ 

cannot be properly substantiated without documentary evidence from the fifteenth 

century. Krieger's Grisaille als Metapher (1995) focuses on the grisaille technique in 

another medium (the camaïeu in the early fourteenth century).12 

 

                                                        
12 The camaïeu is a monochromatic technique that utilizes tints of a single colour (not necessarily 
grey) to create an image.  
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Much of the research into grisailles has been concentrated on examples by Jan van Eyck 

and other early fifteenth-century artists like Robert Campin and Rogier van der Weyden 

(Philippot 1966/64, Coeckelberghs 1968, Preimesberger 1991, Bosshard 1992, Stack 

1992). This is partially because these artists demonstrated an impressive mastery of the 

medium and were therefore able to create illusionistic trompe l’oeil paintings simulating 

stone sculpture. Jan van Eyck’s Thyssen-Bornemisza Annunciation is the topic for two 

articles in which Rudolf Preimesberger (1991) and Emil Bosshard (1992) address this 

work from different perspectives. Preimesberger approaches the Annunciation from the 

view, first put forward by Panofsky, that Van Eyck is directly engaging with the 

paragone debate, seeking to outdo the sculptor’s art by painting an object that is mistaken 

for that which it imitates. Preimesberger couches his argument in contemporary theories 

of optics, as well as ancient and classical prototypes of master painters, transforming Van 

Eyck’s work into an intellectual treatise on the power of painting over sculpture. 

Bosshard, on the other hand, writes based on material generated from technical analysis 

and conservation treatment. He provides evidence that the painting was originally 

conceived as a diptych and was not, as had been suggested, originally the two wings of a 

triptych.  

 

In her short essay, Charlotte Schoell-Glass (1999) discusses the relationship between the 

term grisaille and the way modern associations with this word affect how these paintings 

are understood today. Schoell-Glass also mentions the terms used to describe grisaille 
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illustrations in fifteenth-century French manuscripts: “images de blanc et de noir.”13 She 

does not, however, advance this discussion of contemporary Netherlandish terminology, 

which to my knowledge, has not yet been the subject of intensive research.   

 

One of the common themes in the study of the Netherlandish grisaille is their relation to 

their subject matter: statuary. In addition to depicting stone sculpture, the technique was 

also employed by Netherlandish artists to create trompe-l’oeil architectural frameworks. 

Paul Philippot (1966/64) has explored the way Netherlandish grisailles serve to establish 

distinctions between the reality of the viewer and the painted world. Denis 

Coeckelberghs’ article “Les grisailles de Van Eyck” (1968) suggests that grisailles 

mediate between reality and the painted world and emphasizes the role of grisailles as 

framing devices that enhance the illusion of three dimensions. Such trompe-l’oeil frames 

were often related to the carved frames, most of which do not survive. He also 

acknowledges that these artists must have considerable skill to successfully deceive the 

eye into believing the painted subject is an actual, corporeal object.  

 

The MA thesis of Joan Elaine Stack (1992) ties together the interest in understanding the 

advent of panel painting in the early fifteenth century, and the study of the emergence of 

the Netherlandish grisaille. Although Stack notes some functional similarities between 

grisailles and Italian trompe-l’oeil frescoes like those of Giotto in the Arena Chapel, 

which she suggests may have been the inspiration for the development of Netherlandish 

grisailles, she is unable to provide substantial evidence for this argument. Stack’s 
                                                        
13 Charlotte Schoell-Glass, “En grisaille—Painting Difference,” in Text and Visuality: Word and 
Image Interactions III Heusser et al, eds. (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1999),199. 
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argument is thus weakened. As Jacobs would later do in Opening Doors (2011), Stack 

views the grisaille on the exterior of the altarpiece as a flexible tool for generating a 

hierarchical image structure.  

 

Several studies examine Netherlandish grisailles as artworks that adhere to guidelines for 

the correct appearance of religious imagery laid out in literature of the fifteenth and 

sixteenth centuries. Constanze Itzel, in her 2003 PhD dissertation, follows the views of 

Panofsky and Preimesberger in interpreting grisailles as seeking to outdo the sculptor in 

his art. Itzel’s use of fifteenth- and sixteenth-century literature lends her arguments a 

stronger foundation than those of Preimesberger, since his literary sources do not belong 

as closely to the period in which the artworks were produced. In a similar fashion to 

Teasdale-Smith, Itzel interprets grisailles as responses to religious strictures. The PhD 

thesis of Krystyna Maria Greub-Frącz (2010) focuses on the grisaille and examines the 

relationship between these paintings and the rood screen.  

 

There have not been many exhibitions that feature works in grisaille in any medium. Two 

significant examples are ‘Gray is the Color’, which took place in 1974 at the Rice 

Museum in Houston, Texas and displayed grisaille paintings from the thirteenth to the 

twentieth century, and the exhibition on grisailles in Madrid from 3 November 2009 to 31 

January 2010. The publication accompanying the latter, edited by Till-Holger Borchert 

(2010), includes essays that examine grisailles in formats other than panel painting as 

well as excellent colour images of the works exhibited. The Madrid exhibition 

demonstrated the widespread use of grisaille as a technique and displayed objects in 
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different media. The companion catalogue discusses the grisaille phenomenon in its 

various forms: paint, sculpture, manuscript and miniature illumination. Borchert’s essay 

“Color lapidum: A survey of the late Medieval grisaille” presents a brief summary of the 

key scholarship on painted grisailles in Netherlandish art. Julien Chapuis’s “Partial 

Polychromy in Sculpture” is a succinct presentation of the long-standing 

acknowledgment of precious materials in sculpture. Chapuis opens by highlighting the 

fact that it is rare for today’s museum goer to view works in their original format, and 

that objects that were originally polychromed do not always survive in their intended 

colourful state. However, as Chapuis goes on to explain, many highly prized materials 

such as porphyry, that were employed by sculptors and craftsmen were left uncovered to 

prominently display the impressive amounts of expensive material paid for by the patron. 

To emphasize the cost of their commission, these works would not be polychromed. 

Chapuis then charts the resulting monochrome effect through the centuries, finally 

connecting this development to grisaille painting of the fifteenth century. The two other 

essays in this volume (“Virtuosity in Black and White: From Drawing to Grisaille” by 

Melanie Holcomb and “Monochrome and Grisaille: A European Overview” by 

Alexander Markschies) reflect on drawing in France, Germany and the Netherlands from 

the ninth to the fifteenth century and its value as a display of artistic skill (Holcomb) and 

attitudes towards monochrome imagery in Europe from antiquity to contemporary art 

(Markschies).14 

 

                                                        
14 Till-Holger Borchert, Ed., Contextos de la Colección Permanente 23: Jan Van Eyck Grisallas, 
(Madrid: Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza, 2010). 
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Terminology 

Some of the publications listed above tend to employ the term grisaille without too much 

consideration. However, the term grisaille is itself problematic. It has been used to 

describe artworks that differ significantly in their degrees of colour, technique, and 

context. The Arena Chapel frescoes by Giotto depicting personifications of the seven 

vices and virtues are sometimes regarded as the precedents for the Netherlandish grisaille 

[Fig. 1.2].15 These images are executed in a medium much different from early extant 

Netherlandish grisaille images painted on panel in an oil. While Giotto’s grisailles 

present figures situated in architectural niches, as do many Netherlandish examples, they 

are also part of a larger fresco cycle as opposed to existing as part of a triptych as a three-

dimensional structure. Yet both are called grisaille. Another example of this broad 

application of the term can be found in the use of the term grisaille to the painted 

architectural frameworks found in such paintings as Rogier van der Weyden’s Miraflores 

Altarpiece [Fig. 1.3], a non-folding tripartite painting.16 Although these painted arches 

are decorated with small statuary similar to those depicted in a large scale on triptych 

exteriors, they are an element within a much larger framework, and are not the central 

focus of an image plane in the same way as the statuary that is the sole focus of many 

triptych exteriors. It may be argued that, in serving the function of a frame by supporting 

and drawing attention to that which is within the arch, these small sculptures and their 

                                                        
15 See the unpublished MA thesis of Joan Elaine Stack (1992) as well as the definition by Jane 
Turner discussed in a later section. The lack of concrete evidence directly connecting Giotto’s 
frescoes with the earliest surviving examples of Netherlandish grisailles by Jan van Eyck and the 
Master of Flémalle/Robert Campin means that such a proposed relationship must remain 
hypothetical at best. These works will be examined in more detail.  
16 See Lynn F. Jacobs, Opening Doors: The Early Netherlandish Triptych Reinterpreted, 
(Pennsylvania: Penn State Press, 2011), 92, 107-111. 
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superstructure are serving a similar role to those larger sculptures painted on triptych 

exteriors, which emphasize the colourful imagery depicted within the triptych.17 To some 

extent, this functional similarity is true. But can these smaller simulations of statuary also 

be called grisailles? To further complicate matters, Paul Philippot has given the term 

‘demi-grisaille’ to representations that create ambiguity between statues and painted 

representations of living beings by showing monochrome figures with coloured flesh and 

hair.18 But with their obvious inclusions of colour, does the term grisaille belong at all – 

even in a partial sense – to these representations? What precisely constitutes a grisaille? 

Can the term be defined based on a specific technique or use of reduced colour? Is this 

even a term that can be used consistently?  

 

Terminology today 

Concise twenty-first century definitions of grisaille offer some insight into the way these 

paintings are conceptualized today. In the Oxford Dictionary of Art, the term grisaille is 

defined as a “painting done entirely in shades of grey or another neutral greyish 

colour.”19 This definition goes on to say that the phenomenon was evidently applied first 

in the realm of stained glass and cites Giotto’s Arena Chapel frescoes as some of the 

earliest examples of painted grisailles. Here, the term has already been applied to 

artworks created in different media. The definition also mentions that, as in the works of 

                                                        
17 Joan Elaine Stack (1992) and Lynn Jacobs (Opening Doors, 2011) view the hierarchy-
generating function of imitation statuary as central to its purpose, both when found in 
architectural details on altarpiece interiors and when the subject of altarpiece exteriors.  
18 Philippot, Paul. “Les grisailles et les degrés de réalité de l’image dans la peinture flamande des 
XVe et XVIe siècles.” Bulletin des Musees Royaux des Beaux-Arts Belgique (1966/64): 225-242. 
19 Ian Chilvers, "grisaille." in The Oxford Dictionary of Art and Artists. Oxford University Press, 
2009. http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199532940.001.0001/acref-
9780199532940-e-1058. 
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Rubens in particular, grisailles could be used “for underpainting or for oil sketches.”20  

According to this definition, not only can the term be taken to mean artworks created in 

different materials for different contexts, but it may also refer to a particular stage in the 

paint layer buildup. The suggestion that the term grisaille may refer to underpainting or 

an oil sketch is, in this author’s opinion, highly problematic. Grisaille imagery should not 

be conflated with two other types of painting that are themselves distinct from one 

another, especially in function. Grisaille paintings in fresco or on panel are polished 

finished products not meant as an intermediary paint stage and certainly do not function 

as a rough draft in the creative process, such as the doodverf stage in Netherlandish 

painting. 

 

Harold Osborne’s definition from The Oxford Companion to Western Art also restricts 

examples to works of “grey or greyish colour”, and points out that it was commonly used 

in the imitation of sculptures.21 Again, Giotto’s fresco cycle is noted, but also the Ghent 

Altarpiece Saint John the Baptist and Saint John the Evangelist as well as Uccello’s 

condottiere figure and Castagno’s simulated sculptural monuments in the cathedral of 

Florence.22 Both the Grove and Oxford definitions include Italian examples of wall 

paintings alongside a basic descriptive explanation of the term. Yet none of the Italian 

examples listed in either definition fits exactly into the category of a painting “done 

entirely in shades of grey or anther neutral greyish colour” (as in the Grove) or 

                                                        
20 Chilvers, “grisaille.” 
21 Harold Osborne. "Grisaille." In The Oxford Companion to Western Art.Oxford University 
Press, 2001. 
http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780198662037.001.0001/acref-
9780198662037-e-1122. 
22 Ibid.   
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“monochrome painting in grey or greyish colour” (as in the Oxford Companion). The 

equestrian figures (like Uccello’s condottiere) present horses that have colourful 

harnesses and the imitation stone of Giotto’s Vices and Virtues include areas of colour, 

used to mimic the qualities of a particular type of stone. Thus the very examples used to 

illustrate the definition of the term do much to contradict this suggested meaning. 

 

Osborne’s definition continues by pointing to the works by Mantegna and the oil sketches 

by Rubens, the latter intended for engravings. He also notes the presence of grisaille in 

manuscript illumination, particularly as marginal decoration, and highlights that in this 

case they do not tend to mimic sculpture as directly as later examples that are painted on 

panel. Finally, Osborne also records the presence of grisaille in stained glass painting and 

enamelware.23 Most definitions contain some statement to the effect that these works 

were executed in grey or greyish colours. Some make the distinction that the technique 

was intended to have the effect of creating the illusion of three-dimensional objects, 

while others simply list examples of paintings produced in Italy and elsewhere. 

 

The second edition of James Stevens Curl’s A Dictionary of Architecture and Landscape 

Architecture (2006) makes a significant reference to a popular location for grisaille 

painting: on the exteriors of triptych altarpieces.24 Whereas most other definitions 

mentioned above cite examples found in different media, here there is an 

                                                        
23 Osborne, “Grisaille.” 
24 James Stevens Curl. "grisaille." In A Dictionary of Architecture and Landscape Architecture. 
Oxford University Press, 2006. 
http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780198606789.001.0001/acref-
9780198606789-e-2108. 
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acknowledgment that painted grisailles are found in a variety of different locations, such 

as churches and the exteriors of secular buildings, a point that is important to 

acknowledge since it also suggests that the technique could serve different functions 

depending on its location.  

 

One of the more thorough definitions can be found in the thirty-four volume Grove 

Dictionary of Art.25 This longer entry on the grisaille not only explains the historical use 

of the term, but also other contemporary descriptions of works painted in a reduced 

palette and astutely points out that “the term grisailles, as commonly used today, itself 

only inadequately describes the various modes it subsumes.”26 In the section on fifteenth- 

century painted grisailles, several other key features of the phenomenon in this period are 

highlighted: their placement on altarpiece exteriors as “autonomous sculptural images” or 

as imitation sculpture within the colourful interior scenes; their propensity for displaying 

lifelike qualities that belie the effect of imitation sculpture; and finally, the extensive 

amount of variation found in the application of the technique.27 This definition, benefiting 

from its greater length, is one of the more useful and comprehensive encapsulations of 

the phenomenon.  

 

The word grisaille was not used in the fifteenth or sixteenth centuries. It was first coined 

in the seventeenth century and has, since its first employment, been used in reference to 

images that appear to have a reduced palette, consisting primarily of tints and shades of a 

                                                        
25 Michaela Krieger, The Grove Dictionary of Art in 34 Volumes, Vol. 13, Jane Turner, Ed (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1996), 672-677. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Ibid. 
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single colour or degrees of grey as has been seen in the previous discussion.28 As 

Charlotte Schoell-Glass points out in her essay “En grisaille—Painting Difference,” this 

“visual criterion” has remained a defining feature of objects to which the term grisaille is 

applied. 29 It has also been employed to describe works produced in the twentieth century, 

for instance in relation to paintings exhibited in the “Gray is the Colour” exhibition, held 

in 1974 in Houston, Texas. Schoell-Glass explains that a lack of fifteenth century 

discussion about these paintings complicates an analysis of grisailles: “it can be said to be 

almost completely unaccompanied by any sort of verbalizing, i.e. it was neither theorized 

nor was it, as far as we know, an important part of the writing of studio tradition. This 

can be said to be true of the entire time-span of its frequent use since the fourteenth 

century.”30 When grisailles are discussed, even in earlier centuries, the examples used as 

illustrations prove how broadly the term was applied. Schoell-Glass cites a definition 

from 1789, which includes artworks executed not only in grey, but also monochrome 

images in any colour. This definition also states that these works are called different 

words in different languages—monochromata in Greek, grisailles or “blanc & noir” in 

French, or “cirages” for camayeux in yellow.31 The emergence of the term grisaille as a 

rather inclusive label, even at its earliest application in reference to a range of objects, 

leaves open the question as to whether the simulated sculptures of Netherlandish triptych 

exteriors were given a specific name in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. It also 

                                                        
28 Schoell-Glass, “En grisaille,” 198. 
29 Ibid., 197. 
30 Ibid. 
31 Johann Georg Krünitz, Oekonomisch-technologische Encyklopädoe oder allgemeines System 
der Staats-Stadt-Haus und Land-Wirthschaft, und der Kunst-Geschichte, Vol. 20, second ed. 
Berlin: Joachim Pauli, 1789, 101 (s.v. Grisaille) and vol. 19 [1788] s.v. Grau in Grau, 792. 
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encourages a more critical application of the term – if it is indeed still relevant – to this 

type of artwork.32  

 

Contemporary terminology 

Archival research into the contemporary terminology for painted representations of 

illusionistic sculpture or monochromatic images created in the Netherlands in the early 

fifteenth century does not offer much assistance. Unfortunately, due to the lack of extant 

documentary material pertaining to these objects, there is not enough evidence to provide 

an accurate idea of how these paintings were discussed in their own time. The contract 

between painter Saladin de Stoevere and his patron detailing the execution of altarpieces 

has been highlighted by Stephan Kemperdick as one of the few documents that offer a 

clue as to how these works were called. This document, dated to 1434, stipulates that 

Stoevere must paint “four figures in black and white, each in its own stone enclosure,” 

which Kemperdick understands as referring to what we now call grisailles.33 As 

Kemperdick notes, this language is purely descriptive, suggesting that there may not have 

been a particular term in use at the time. This contract makes plain that it was the patron 

who determined that the work be executed in a palette could be used in the imitation of 

                                                        
32 In her brief essay, Schoell-Glass (1999) attempts to draw connections between objects that have 
been given the label grisaille, even between monochrome yellow or green images, and those 
whose colour is more subdued. This proposal, supported by her explanation of the negative 
associations given in the modern period to the term and its counterparts (colourless, discoloured, 
uncoloured), largely discounts our lack of understanding as to how these objects were referred to 
during the period in which they were created.  
33 ‘Vier beelden on the outer shutters, and wel ende reinlic ghedaen van witten ende van zwarten, 
elc in zijn metserie’ quoted in Stephan Kemperdick and Jochen Sander, Eds, The Master of 
Flémalle and Rogier van der Weyden, (Germany: Hatje Cantz Verlag, 2009), 123.  
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stone. Hence, it was the patron and not the artist (in this case) who was responsible for 

determining the palette of the exterior. 

 

Perhaps the lack of a single term like ‘grisaille’ points to the fact that the simulated 

sculpture on triptych exteriors were not considered a distinct entity, worthy of more than 

a descriptive title? Dürer calls images that represent bas-reliefs or statues “stone 

coloured.”34 References to “images de blanc et de noir” survive in French inventories, 

describing instances of manuscript illumination with a reduced palette, and more general 

lists mention objects that may have also featured this technique.35 But while these 

examples reinforce the suggestion that imitation sculptures in panel paintings were 

simply referred to in a descriptive manner, it does not exclude the presence of such a 

specific term for this type of image. Until more concrete evidence becomes available, we 

are left without a very clear sense of how – and indeed if – these paintings were labeled 

as a group in their own time. In any case, the use of the term grisaille remains 

problematic, and further elaboration is often required when it is employed to categorize a 

particular type of image. Issues of terminology are discussed where relevant to the case 

studies found in the proceeding chapters.  

The triptych format 

As has been noted, grisailles, whether as imitation sculpture or simply reduced-palette 

images, are often found on triptych exteriors. The folding triptych became an especially 

popular format for altarpieces produced in the Netherlands during the fifteenth and 

                                                        
34 Referenced in Schoell-Glass, “En grisaille,” 199. 
35 Ibid., 198-199. 
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sixteenth centuries.36 One of the key functions of the altarpiece was to communicate the 

dedication of the altar to which it was connected. This was stipulated in the Synod of 

Trier of 1310, which also mentioned instructions for altar furnishings.37 This can help to 

explain the popularity of images of standing saints that are often related to the patrons of 

the triptych, or to the dedication of the altar or church in which the work is placed. 

Triptychs commonly feature an emphasized and larger central panel flanked by two 

smaller side panels, each half the width of the central panel.38 These smaller panels, 

which are now commonly called “wings,” can be closed to cover the central panel and 

create the opportunity for a number of different positionings, according to necessity.39 

The incorporation of individual panels and several faces allows for a multiplicity of 

painted or carved images.40 This tripartite format, ubiquitous throughout several centuries 

                                                        
36 A history of triptych format and the significance of its contrasts and thresholds can be found in 
Lynn Jacobs, Opening Doors, 20-29. The development of the altarpiece has been examined by 
Braun (1924), Burckhardt (1988) and Recht (2008), among others. Humfrey and Kemp also 
provide insight into the development and function of this object type. See Peter Humfrey and 
Martin Kemp, eds, The Altarpiece in the Renaissance (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1990). 
37 See Roland Recht, Believing and Seeing: The Art of Gothic Cathedrals (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2008), 220. 
38 Polyptychs that contain more than three panels, but which emphasize the central scene have 
also been considered as adhering to the same basic compositional format as a three-paneled work. 
Altarpieces featuring sculpted or carved interiors also adopted the triptych format and could take 
the form of polyptychs with an emphasized central section, thus achieving an essentially tripartite 
structure. As an example, Lynn Jacobs examines the Ghent Altarpiece – a polyptych with twelve 
painted surfaces – as essentially composed as a triptych. Jacobs, Opening Doors, 2012, 67. 
39 Attempts have been made to establish the guidelines for opening and closing altarpieces in the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Unfortunately, the lack of surviving documentation has left this 
question generally unanswered. Individual instances provide some sense of what might have been 
more common practice—see the example cited by Lynn Jacobs in Opening Doors, 8-10. There is 
a strong tendency to assume that altarpieces were left closed except for Sundays and feast days. 
See, for example, Stephan Kemperdick, “I Tableau à II Hysseoires—A Panel with Two Wings: 
Altarpieces with and without foldable wings at the time of Rogier van der Weyden,” in The 
Master of Flémalle and Rogier van der Weyden, Kemperdick and Sander, eds. (Frankfurt am 
Main: Städel Museum, 2009), 117. 
40 Shirley Neilsen Blum pointed out that this format creates compartments for individual artistic 
subjects, preventing the need to display several different narrative moments within a single panel. 
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of Netherlandish art, can also be found in other regions such as Germany.41 While 

altarpieces with three distinct painted areas are also found in Italy, these images are not 

usually joined by hinges, and cannot therefore be manipulated. The dramatic potential of 

the triptych for revelation and concealment posed both artistic challenges and 

opportunities for Netherlandish painters who were faced with the task of painting both 

the interior and exterior of the triptych.  

 

It is tempting to understand the emergence of the grisaille as connected to that of the 

Netherlandish triptych format. Certainly, some of the earliest extant examples of the 

Netherlandish and German triptych, which date from the thirteenth century, feature 

exteriors executed in subdued colour.42 These exteriors need not be figurative: imitation 

marbling could also serve a similar purpose as in the Crucifixion from the Rogier van der 

Weyden workshop now in Berlin. The triptych format indeed features an inherent 

contrast between its opened and closed states. The process of revelation and its potential 

for ceremonial drama creates a natural emphasis on the inner view of the triptych. 

Examples of objects in other media that also present an inner and outer face also reflect 

this contrast, as can be seen in the small multimedia triptych, produced in Paris and now 

in the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. When the wings of this triptych are closed, Saint John 

the Baptist and Saint Catherine are shown blue and gold, whereas the opened wings are 

                                                                                                                                                                     

She also noted that the triptych’s distinction between interior and exterior recreated an essential 
feature of church architecture. See Blum, Early Netherlandish Triptychs: A Study in 
Patronage (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1969), 3-4.  
41 This tripartite composition was employed for not only altarpieces associated with the main 
altars of churches, but also those connected to side altars and smaller objects for private devotion. 
42 Stephan Kemperdick, “I Tableau,” 119. 
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polychromatic and the central image is cast [Fig. 1.4].43 It is possible that a highly 

creative artist like Jan van Eyck was encouraged to imitate stone on the outer face of the 

triptych by the format with its natural hierarchy and tradition of subdued exteriors. Other 

artists, sometimes in response to the work of Van Eyck, maintained the heightened 

contrast established by painting triptych exteriors in near monochrome. Of course it is 

impossible to prove that it was Van Eyck, or an artist of his generation who first painted 

an entire triptych exterior in an imitation of sculpture. However, it is this incorporation of 

largely monochromatic mimesis that marks a significant development in the treatment of 

these objects. 

 

Naturally, it is important to study triptych grisailles in their historic setting. Painted 

triptychs are among a wide array of different types of ecclesiastical decoration. Many 

other types of object are also closely associated with the altar table such as independent 

statues, altar cloths, and reliquaries. Some of these items have been analyzed in the 

context of the Netherlandish altarpiece’s development. For example, the possibility that 

the early winged altarpiece evolved out of the sacristy cabinet has been explored, with a 

focus on German examples.44 Altar fronts were also decorated, for example with 

sculpture or an antependium, a hanging cloth that served as decoration. These altar 

ornaments share many compositional similarities with early altarpieces that feature single 

                                                        
43 This tiny object also conforms to the hierarchical arrangement that favours three-dimensions 
over two, as noted by Kemperdick, “I Tableau,” 117. 
44 Donald L. Ehresmann, “Some Observations on the Role of Liturgy in the Early Winged 
Altarpiece,” Art Bulletin, Vol. 64, no. 3 (Sept., 1982): 359-369. 
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rows of standing saints placed in niches or under an arcade.45 The Parement de Narbonne 

[Fig. 1.5] is an example of a silk altarcloth that, given its monochromatic palette, is often 

cited in relation to early panel grisailles.46 This altar cloth divides its subject matter into 

separate compartments using decorated arches in a similar fashion to the spatial settings 

of panel grisailles.  

 

On a generally larger scale, sacrament houses and rood screen decoration further 

immersed the fifteenth-century churchgoer in the spiritually charged church environment. 

Sacrament houses essentially function as containers for the Host.47 They thus operate in a 

somewhat similar fashion as triptychs that, when closed, often concealed a representation 

of the crucified Christ. When constructed as freestanding towers, these Host containers 

could be ornamented on all sides by sculptural details that enhance the message of 

sacrifice and salvation associated with the Eucharistic rite. These structures reflect a 

hierarchy that further connects them to painted triptychs; from exterior to interior, both 

objects reserve their most essential elements for their innermost part.48 Not all triptychs 

were located in this sanctified environment, surrounded by other church decorations. 

However, by nature of their subject matter, these images retain the power to recall 

sculpted ecclesiastical ornamentation even when not placed in a sacred space.  

 

                                                        
45 Molly Teasdale-Smith, “The Use of Grisaille as a Lenten Observance,” Marsyas 8 (1959): 43-
54. 
46 Ibid. 
47 For a discussion of sacrament houses see Achim Timmermann, Real Presence: Sacrament 
Houses and the Body of Christ, c. 1270-1600, (Turnhout: Brepols Publishers n.v., 2009). 
48 Small ivory triptychs and Vierge Ouvrantes also share this hierarchy.  
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Triptych function and iconography 

Triptychs could serve a variety of functions that were often reflected by their scale. 

Smaller tripartite objects could be transported and employed for private devotional 

purposes in different settings, their wings useful as protective shutters. On the other hand, 

larger triptychs that could not be easily moved were mostly commissioned for a specific 

location, usually in a church, and thus might have been seen by a bigger audience. Many 

triptychs were destined for semi-public settings like side chapels where they could be 

seen through screens or fences. This study examines triptychs of different scales, from 

the relatively small Dresden Triptych by Jan van Eyck [Fig. 1.6] to the large Moreel 

Triptych by Hans Memling [Fig. 1.7].   

 

Patrons were aware that depending on where their triptychs were displayed, these 

artworks might be seen by casual viewers. They were therefore tactful in their choice of 

subject matter and the way artworks reflected their taste. Triptychs were specifically 

intended to outlive their commissioners, who were often portrayed on the wings.49 

Depictions of patrons demonstrated their faith and status depending on the manner of 

their deportment and costume. Patron saints were often included because they served as 

mediators between the patrons, the Virgin and Christ and thus carried out important 

religious functions for the commissioners. Intercessory figures like these are often 

painted in a restricted palette when placed on triptych exteriors. Weale (1861) proposed 

                                                        
49 Over the course of the fifteenth century, patrons enjoyed an increasingly close relationship with 
the divine subjects they worshipped. Initially placed on triptych exteriors, they were eventually 
moved into closer proximity with sacred figures, even to the point of sharing the central panel 
with such holy figures as the Virgin and Christ Child as can be seen in Rogier van der Weyden’s 
Nativity/Bladelin/Middelburg Triptych.  
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that the grisaille figures of Saint George and Saint John the Baptist on the Moreel exterior 

are thought to have been commissioned by the two sons of Willem Moreel who wished to 

include their patron saints on the triptych.50 Donors could also be shown in relation to 

these trompe-l’oeil figures (whether or not they represented patron saints) as in Hans 

Memling’s Gdansk Last Judgment [Fig. 1.8]. Thus, these paintings could serve a 

memorial function, reminding their viewers to keep the dead in their prayers. When 

associated with an altar, triptychs were also important visual accessories to the rituals of 

the liturgy (in the case of high altars) or of smaller or less frequent masses that could be 

established as part of a foundation for a side chapel.51  

 

Other important motivations determined the content and production of altarpiece 

triptychs. Patrons wished to create evidence of their piety, and this in their iconographical 

content. The opened triptych contained the most important imagery, usually scenes taken 

from the life of Christ and, in particular, His Passion. Suzanne Laemer’s MA thesis 

includes an inventory of the surviving Southern Netherlandish triptychs from 1390 to 

1530 and provides an overview of the choice of subject matter depicted on these 

objects.52 The subject matter of triptych exteriors was thus firmly anchored in the overall 

iconographic program of the altarpiece. The significance of this exterior face is 

underscored if it is accepted that churchgoers were only granted the privilege of viewing 

                                                        
50 W. H. James Weale, “Documents authentiques concernant la vie, la famille et la position 
sociale de Jean Memling,” Journal des beaux-arts 3 (1861). 
51 For an in-depth discussion on the relationship between the altarpiece and the liturgy see 
Barbara G. Lane, The Altar and the Altarpiece: Sacramental Themes in Early Netherlandish 
Painting (New York: Harper & Row Publishers, 1984). 
52 Suzanne Laemers, “De Triptiek als Liturgisch Gebruiksvoorwerp. Kwantitatief onderzoek naar 
de themakeuze en de vertelstructuur van de Zuidnederlandse triptiek, 1390-1530” (MA thesis, 
Radboud University Nijmegen, 1995). 
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the altarpiece’s interior on special occasion.53 The outer triptych was therefore the most 

visible face of the altarpiece, and its initial bearer of meaning. Exteriors functioned as an 

introductory image to the opened work, acting as visual stimuli that reminded viewers to 

contemplate the hidden content of the inner altarpiece.  

 

Closed triptychs often depict the Annunciation or individual standing saints in grisaille, 

although this type of colouration was by no means the rule.54  The reason for the frequent 

use of the Annunciation lies in its iconographic versatility. As the moment of Christ’s 

Incarnation, it is an event that occurs before most of the popular subjects found on 

triptych interiors.55 Barbara Lane’s 1984 book The Altar and the Altarpiece offers an in 

depth analysis of the relationship between the celebration of mass and the imagery of the 

altarpiece. The Annunciation, as the moment of the Incarnation where the word of God 

was made flesh in the body of Mary, made possible the Infancy and Passion of Christ, 

which are usually depicted on the interior. Liturgically, this connection is significant to 

the celebration of mass where Christ's body is consumed by the faithful; this sacrament 

can only be performed because of Christ's sacrifice on the cross. The Annunciation 

served as an appropriate introduction for the subject matter of the opened triptych. The 

feast of the Annunciation also occurs on 25 March, during the period of Lent, a time of 

restriction and of austerity. Depicting the Annunciation in a muted palette on a triptych 

exterior adheres to the strictures of the Lenten period. This point has been noted by 

                                                        
53 This point is discussed in more detail in the section below. 
54 Laemers, 1995. 
55 Blum, 1969. 
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Stephan Kemperdick, among others.56 Mass would be celebrated in front of the closed 

altarpiece during this time, meaning that the grisaille imagery served as the supporting 

imagery for the ritual. With their predominately grey tones, grisailles increased the 

functionality of triptych wings by not only protecting the paintings of the interior, but 

also serving as sombre imagery for the celebration of mass during Lent when the 

altarpiece remained closed.  

 

It is important to distinguish between those exteriors that imitate sculpture and those that 

are simply painted in a muted palette. Those that mimic sculpture not only create contrast 

with the polychromatic triptych interior, but, if done successfully, they also demonstrate 

artistic prowess. By establishing the illusion that a two-dimensional panel contains a fully 

three-dimensional object, an artist could assert the power of their art.57 As has been 

stated, the triptych format presents an inherently hierarchical series of views, beginning 

with the subordinate exterior and culminating in the colourful innermost scene. The 

nature of the triptych format has been discussed in the works of Klaus Lankheit (1959), 

Antje Neuner (1995), Karl Schade (2001), Marius Rimmele (2010), and Lynn F. Jacobs 

(2011).  Joan Elaine Stack’s unpublished MA thesis (1992) also considers the role of the 

grisaille within this framework. The triptych’s hierarchy can be interpreted as being 

reinforced by the progression from less colourful imagery (exterior) to scenes represented 

using the entire colour spectrum to its full advantage (interior).58 Whether an image 

                                                        
56 See Kemperdick, “I Tableau,” 117. 
57 Denis Coeckelberghs acknowledges the importance of artistic skill in the works of Jan van 
Eyck for his grisailles to achieve a sense of three-dimensionality. Coeckelberghs, 1968, 21. 
58 This hierarchical construction is one of the most commonly noted functions of this colour 
distinction, found in Stack (1992), Jacobs (2011) and Borchert (2006) among others.  
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imitating sculpture or simply a more monochromatic representation, many theories have 

been proposed in an attempt to explain the function of these images.59 The present study 

examines the function of these representations on an individual basis, seeking to avoid 

unwarranted generalizations.    

 

Triptych altarpieces and their iconographic programs could also be executed in different 

media as has been noted. Sculpted or carved retables were also in demand during this 

period and are often compared with the grisaille paintings on triptych exteriors. Erwin 

Panofsky described the way in which these painted representations of sculpture entered 

into a competition with the media they depict.60 Those triptych exteriors that mimic 

carved stone emphasize paint’s potential for illusion and invite comparisons with the 

three-dimensional objects they simulate.  

 

We may be given the impression that the earliest proponents of these subdued-palette 

paintings were primarily concerned with the imitation of sculpture and its materials. The 

artists responsible for the first extant examples like Jan van Eyck and the Master of 

Flémalle/Robert Campin were interested in creating the appearance of the natural world, 

including stone sculptures. They produced panels that are careful imitations of carved 

figures, as can be seen in the Saint John the Baptist and Saint John the Evangelist figures 

of the Ghent Altarpiece by Hubert and Jan van Eyck [Fig. 1.9 and 1.10] or the Trinity 

panel by the Master of Flémalle/Robert Campin in Frankfurt [Fig. 1.11]. One of the most 

effective pictorial strategies for establishing a credible illusion that is frequently 
                                                        
59 See the preceding Literature Review section. 
60 Erwin Panofsky, Early Netherlandish Painting, 162. 
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employed by fifteenth century artists is the inclusion of plinths and architectural niches. 

Setting figures in a recognizable environment for stone statuary further encourages the 

viewer to make an association between the painted representation and three-dimensional 

stone carving. Plinths and pedestals that are rendered in the same tonalities as the figures 

above also suggest a material connection to the viewer, enhancing the trompe-l’oeil 

nature of these images and underscoring their essentially static nature. These features of 

the Netherlandish grisaille will be examined in the proceeding chapters with reference to 

specific examples. 

 

Due to the poor survival rate of objects from this period, it would not be prudent to 

suggest that all early paintings in a subdued palette shared this concern for illusion. Some 

other contemporary paintings may have simply used a monochromatic palette, we may 

never know. Over the course of the fifteenth century some artists maintained an interest 

in illusion, while others moved away from trompe-l’oeil. What can be stated with 

certainty is that it became extremely common to paint these objects in a muted palette, 

regardless of their potential for illusion.  

 

Manuscript illumination 

Some monochromatic illuminations possess a sculptural quality that can be related to the 

grisailles on panel. The relationship between manuscript illustrations and fifteenth- 

century panel painting has intrigued art historians who tend to focus on the involvement 

of Hubert and Jan van Eyck in the production of the Turin-Milan book of hours. Several 
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hands have been identified and associated with these artists.61 Examples of 

monochromatic or partial-monochrome illuminations demonstrate a creative application 

of this type of palette. These representations can serve to establish contrast on a page in a 

similar way that paintings on triptych exteriors highlight contrast with the interior. The 

presence of these illuminations also underscores an interest in muted-colour images that 

existed alongside a taste for bright, polychromatic luxury objects. The Brussels Book of 

Hours,62 Psalter of Jean de Berry,63 Book of Hours of William Rolin,64 Book of Hours of 

Jeanne d’Evreux65 and the Book of Hours of Philip the Good66 all contain partially or 

entirely monochrome imagery that can be discussed in the context of the Netherlandish 

grisaille. 

 

                                                        
61 Hulin de Loo attempted to separate the hands of Hubert and Jan in the Turin-Milan book of 
hours, although his attributions were later contested by Dvorak and de Tolnay. Museum 
Boymans-van Beuningen, Van Eyck to Bruegel, 1400-1550: Dutch and Flemish painting in the 
collection of the Museum Boymans-van Beuningen, (Rotterdam: The Museum, 1994), 350-358. 
62 The Brussels Book of Hours features an enthroned Virgin and Child in demi-grisaille that forms 
half of a double page executed in this technique. (Bibliothèque Royale de Belgique (Bruxelles, 
Belgium, Ms. 11060-61)  
63 André Beauneveu created the grisaille images for this psalter (Paris, Bib. N., MS. fr. 13091) 
possibly in 1386.  
64 Guillaume Rolin, Lord of Oricourt and Beauchamp commissioned this Books of Hours, 
(Madrid, Bib. N., MS. Res. 149) with grisaille miniatures by Simon Marmion before his father’s 
death in 1462. Anne Hagopian van Buren. "Rolin." Grove Art Online. Oxford Art Online. Oxford 
University Press, accessed September 14, 2015, 
http://www.oxfordartonline.com.proxy.queensu.ca/subscriber/article/grove/art/T072794pg2. 
65 The miniatures of note in this volume are attributed to Jean Pucelle and will be discussed in 
more detail below. (New York, Cloisters, MS. 54.1.2).  
66 This book of hours contains grisaille illuminations produced by Jean le Tavernier for which he 
received payment in 1454. (The Hague, Kon. Bib., MS. 76.F.2). Le Tavernier was also 
responsible for other manuscript grisailles, commissioned by Philip the Good, including a 
manuscript entitled Cronicques et conquests de Charlemaine (Brussels, Bib. Royale Albert 1er, 
MSS 9066–8). Bodo Brinkmann. "Le Tavernier, Jean." Grove Art Online. Oxford Art Online. 
Oxford University Press, accessed September 14, 2015, 
http://www.oxfordartonline.com.proxy.queensu.ca/subscriber/article/grove/art/T050641. 
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An example that is connected with the workshop of sculptor André Beauneveu is the 

Psalter of Jean de Berry with its series of enthroned figures, all painted in this demi-

grisaille fashion [Fig. 1.12 and 1.13]. These figures do not overtly mimic sculpture 

despite the flesh colours being painted so subtly they are barely perceptible. An emphasis 

on the figures is established by setting these greyish individuals and their monochromatic 

thrones against a delicately patterned background. The contrasts between figure, throne 

and background underscores the difference between elements within the scene. Without 

documentary evidence it is impossible to establish the precise motivation for selecting 

greyish tones for these figures and their thrones; Beauneveu’s intent cannot be absolutely 

divined.67 

 

In a similar vein to the miniatures of Beauneveu discussed above, Pucelle’s Book of 

Hours of Jeanne d’Evreux depicts figures with monochrome grey garments and areas of 

flesh colour. As a predecessor to the type of modeled image seen in Beauneveu’s 

miniatures, these works of Pucelle are rendered in a more striking contrast, underscoring, 

for example, the sense of depth in the folds of Christ’s robe as he carries the cross on the 

way to Calvary [Fig. 1.14]. Even the figures in the marginal decoration are rendered in 

the same greyish tonalities and areas of stronger colour are found mostly in backgrounds 

or details like Gabriel’s wings [Fig. 1.15] or pieces of furniture. This series places many 

of its narratives within an ornamental Gothic framework, which encloses the subject in a 

somewhat similar way to the niches of the two Saint John figures in the Ghent Altarpiece, 

for example. These Gothic frameworks thus situate the narratives within an elevated 
                                                        
67 Michaela Krieger, Grisaille als Metapher. Zum Enstehen der Peinture en Camaieu im frühen 
14. Jahrhundert, (Vienna: Verlag Holzhausen, 1995). 
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space through the use of ornamentation that might be recognized by contemporary 

viewers as a motif present in church architecture on a larger scale.  

 

There are also manuscript illuminations that are executed in shades of grey, without any 

areas of localized bright colour. Examples by Simon Marmion and Jean le Tavernier 

demonstrate that there was a taste for monochromatic imagery for its own sake, unrelated 

to an attempt to paint three-dimensional forms more convincingly.68 These images 

include colours on their borders and in some details, but many do not feature any colour 

within their margins [Fig. 1.16 and 1.17]. Both examples by Marmion and le Tavernier 

make plain that presenting entire scenes in shades of grey was not simply a matter of 

skillful artistic demonstration, but were likely applied for other considerations, at the 

bequest of the patron. The absence of colour must have served some other function that 

would explain their demand in these types of situations.  

 

These examples of manuscript illumination point to a preference for monochrome grey 

imagery, as well as representations in which areas of grey drapery contrasts with 

colourful backgrounds and localized flesh tones. Any common features that miniatures 

share with early examples of Netherlandish painted grisailles is largely restricted to an 

interest in the accurate reproduction of the natural world. In the more monochromatic 

miniatures mentioned above this is evident in a greater attention to modeling.  Early 

examples of panel grisailles like those of the Ghent Altarpiece, the Master of 

Flémalle/Campin Trinity, and Jan van Eyck’s Dresden Altarpiece demonstrate both a 
                                                        
68 Marmion set up his estate in northern France but also spent a great deal of his career in the 
Duchy of Burgundy where Philip the Good was one of his patrons. 
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mastery of modeling, and the imitation of different materials. However, it is difficult to 

identify any direct influence exerted by reduced palette miniature images on these 

examples of Netherlandish panel grisailles. Both types of image are evidence of a taste 

for illustrations in monochrome or partial monochrome. One important factor that 

complicates such an investigation is the issue of scale: panel grisailles are generally much 

larger than miniatures, bringing them much closer in size to contemporary stone 

sculpture.  

 

Contemporary sculpture 

The obvious reference to sculpture in many early examples of Netherlandish panel 

grisailles invites a comparison with contemporary sculpture. This is an avenue of 

research that has been pursued by scholars previously. Panofsky, for example, looked to 

early unpolychromed sculpture or sculpture in a pre-polychromed or unfinished state to 

explain the appearance of the imitated sculptures on altarpiece exteriors.69 This only 

partially clarifies the emergence of the grisaille, but does not completely explain the 

motivation behind the artistic goal of many early Netherlandish panel grisailles: to mimic 

stone sculpture and in some instances even to replicate particular types of stone. In these 

instances, such an achievement would be rendered more difficult by attempts to imitate 

polychromatic sculpture. 

 

At this juncture it is useful to consider the close level of interconnectedness between the 

various types of craftsmen in this period that allowed for painters to take part in 

                                                        
69 Panofsky, Early Netherlandish Painting, 162.  
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sculptural projects. Guilds would often contain painters and sculptors, as well as saddlers, 

goldsmiths, and other artisans. Collaborations between artists working in different media 

were not without their challenges, but such cooperative work was regulated by the guild 

system of the period, typically governed by strict policies. The common guild-sanctioned 

practice of employing painters to polychrome sculptures underscores the collective nature 

of the various crafts at the time; painters would have been no less aware of developments 

in sculpture in their area than their patrons. These interactions would have made 

unpolychromed sculpture common to the fifteenth century artist. These objects could also 

be seen in a church environment along with the elaborately gilded and painted wooden 

altarpieces that adorned high altars in the Netherlands, to be discussed below.  

 

Fifteenth century audiences were exposed to wood and stone sculpture that was often 

polychromed, but which could also be left largely without paint. There is often a direct 

correlation between the value—or perceived value—of materials and whether or not 

sculptures made of such materials were polychromed, a factor which may be reflected in 

certain examples of grisaille painting, especially those by Jan van Eyck. Patrons could 

indicate their wealth throught the use of precious materials by leaving them bare or only 

sparsely embellished. In some cases, this “truth to material” also coincided with an added 

skillfulness required on the part of the artist to mold this substance into an artwork.70 To 

establish a strong, direct link with sculpture – regardless of the colouration of the painting 

                                                        
70 Porphyry and bronze are two such examples and are discussed in Julien Chapuis’s essay 
“Partial Polychromy in Sculpture,” Till-Holger Borchert, (ed.) Contextos de la Colección 
Permanente 23: Jan Van Eyck Grisallas, (Madrid: Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza, 2010), 261-266 
(English text). The material of sculptures also dictated, at least in part, the scale of each project. 
Ivory, for instance, is not a substance that permits large-scale carvings.   
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– the artist could portray figures in niches and standing on plinths.71 By combining a 

palette and technique that underscores the material nature of the object represented (often 

stone and not wood) with the inclusion of pedestals and niches, a painter could be quite 

explicit in communicating the sculptural nature of their subject. However, this directness 

is not always expressed in Netherlandish grisailles, meaning that comparisons to 

contemporary sculpture are not always warranted. This point will be explored further in 

the following chapters. 

 

Many of the examples that are discussed in this study were commissioned for a specific 

location. These painted objects were often seen in an environment that contained 

decorative architectural and ornamental embellishment. Sculptures in stone and other 

materials remained popular, visible in both secular and sacred environments by artists 

and the public alike. Roland Recht has noted the connection between church environment 

and altarpiece exterior and suggests that the inclusion of the Saint Johns on the Ghent 

Altarpiece exterior make the painting a reflection of the church itself.72 Triptych 

altarpieces connected to high altars tended to include three-dimensional elements. 

 

Many altarpieces in this period featured carving in their central section or caisse with 

painted two-dimensional wings.73 Stone retables were more common in the Netherlands 

                                                        
71 The potential association between sculpture and the triptych exterior becomes more 
complicated with the development of the “demi-grisaille” with its localized areas of naturalistic 
colour. This issue is discussed further with regards to Hans Memling’s Annunciation on the 
exterior of the Crabbe Triptych in Chapter 4. 
72 Recht, Believing and Seeing, 254-255. 
73 This is true of the Southern Netherlands from 1380 to 1550 as Jacobs discusses in her book 
Early Netherlandish Carved Altarpieces. See Lynn Jacobs, Early Netherlandish Carved 
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before 1380 and after 1550. Wood was the chosen material for the intermediary period.74 

The imitation of sculpture on painted triptych exteriors thus creates an interesting 

reversal, since this three-dimensional medium typically appeared on the interior of these 

objects. In fact, Max J. Friedländer proposed that the emergence of the grisaille was 

linked to the shift in medium from sculpture to painting, that this type of image was 

“simulating what it replaced.”75 Blum has also argued that the Netherlandish triptych 

arose from the gradual medium shift from architecture and sculpture to painting on 

panel.76 Perhaps early grisailles reflect an extension of this transference although they 

tend to represent a type of statuary not found on carved triptych altarpieces. Due to 

practical considerations, carved sculpture is not found as often on wing interiors, and 

never on the exteriors.77 Altarpiece sculpture was usually polychromed by a painter in an 

attempt to enhance the splendour of the interior to add flesh tones that would make the 

figures more lifelike. The inclusion of colour varied, with some altarpieces only partially 

polychromed.  

 

The construction of carved altarpieces is similar to that of fully painted works in that they 

both maintain a hierarchical structure, focusing attention on the central scene. Although 

also a reflection of practical considerations for carved altarpieces, more valuable material 

and important subject matter were reserved for the central panel. The establishment of a 

                                                                                                                                                                     

Altarpieces, 1380-1550: Medieval Tastes and Mass Marketing, (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1998), 80. 
74 Jacobs, Early Netherlandish Carved Altarpieces, 8. 
75 Max J. Friedländer, Early Netherlandish Painting Vol I The van Eycks-- Petrus Christus, first 
published in Berlin from 1924-33 (New York: Praeger, 1967), 28.  
76 Blum, Early Netherlandish Triptych, 4. 
77 Carved wood or stone weighs far more than a painted panel, thus making it more difficult to 
include this type of imagery on triptych or polyptych wings. 
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hierarchy of views was clearly important, whether achieved through use of colour or 

through choice of material.  

 

Descriptions of altarpieces  

Scholars have looked to painted depictions of altarpieces for information about their 

material nature (i.e. wood, stone, two-dimensional panel painting), their colouration, and 

their relationship to the church environment in which they functioned.78 Analyzing these 

images as reflections of contemporary practice is not without its pitfalls as they are the 

products of an artistic process that may not have attempted historical accuracy. 

Nevertheless, these works can be used as long as they are assessed in a critical fashion. 

Fifteenth- and sixteenth-century paintings that include representations of altarpieces 

include monochromatic carved, sculpted or cast objects that seem to be made of wood, 

metal or stone, as well as works with two-dimensional images that look as though they 

are painted in grisaille or full polychromy. There are a variety of motivations that could 

determine how an altarpiece would be represented in a painting or illustration and these 

are not always easy to clarify. Given the monochromatic nature of these paintings within 

paintings it can be quite difficult to determine whether the object depicted is carved (in 

the round) or painted (flat, i.e. a triptych grisaille). For example, the painting by the 

workshop of Jan Polack depicts a small diptych constructed in a reddish-brown material 

that is sitting on an altar. In this case, the diptych appears to be a three-dimensional 

sculpted work.  

                                                        
78 See the essay by Kim Woods (in Humfrey and Kemp eds., 1990), which examines depictions of 
altarpieces in an attempt to clarify their function. Also Anja Sibylle Steinmetz’s Das Altarretabel 
in der altniederländischen malerei. Untersuchungen zur Darstellung eines sakralen Requisits 
vom frühen 15. bis zum späten 16. Jahrhundert, (Weimar: VDG, 1995). 
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A somewhat less clear example is A Sermon on Charity (possibly the Conversion of Saint 

Anthony) [Fig. 1.18] at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Here, the altarpiece-within-a-

painting is closed and there are grey figures presented on its visible face. Above the 

closed altarpiece stand two sculpted angels and a third figure below a pinnacle. These 

three figures appear to be made of a yellow metal, unlike the Annunciation duo below, 

which is distinguished from the figures above by the relative absence of a metallic 

reflection. The Annunciate figures are also rendered in a greyish paint whereas the 

surrounding niche environment is painted in brown. For structural reasons it is highly 

unlikely that the exterior of an altarpiece featured full rounded stone statuary contained in 

wooden niches. Further evidence that the figures on the closed face of the altarpiece are 

not three-dimensional is provided by the rarity of carving on the outer wings of surviving 

altarpieces. Thus, it is more likely that this Annunciation is an imitation of a painted 

triptych grisaille.79 The challenge placed before the viewer to distinguish whether or not a 

three-dimensional object is being depicted may explain why paintings of altarpieces 

seldom seem to attempt to recreate fully polychromed sculptures. To attempt to paint a 

polychromed carved altarpiece would force the viewer to look quite closely to determine 

whether the representation was of a fully coloured three-dimensional object or a 

polychromatic two-dimensional painting.  The painting of the Vision of St. Bernard of 

Clairvaux at the Catharijneconvent [Fig. 1.19] is a good example of this phenomenon. 

Many other depictions of altarpieces place these objects further into the background (like 

                                                        
79 To my knowledge, there are no extant examples of altarpieces with carved figures in the round 
located on the exterior. 
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the Sermon on Charity) and thus execute them with little detail, making it increasingly 

difficult to establish their material nature.  

 

It should be noted that despite the previous discussion, representations of colourfully 

painted panels do appear in fifteenth century paintings.80 In fact, it seems to have been 

popular to depict opened or partially-opened rather than closed two-dimensional painted 

altarpieces or works without movable panels. Joos van Cleve’s Annunciation (c. 1525) 

[Fig. 1.20] includes a half-opened triptych in the background that emphasizes its painted 

two-dimensional nature by featuring a grisaille exterior and polychromatic interior, only 

partly visible. Wingless works are sometimes shown with curtains hanging to either side 

that would presumably have been used to hide the object from view at certain times. 

Artists were able to paint a variety of different types of altarpiece within their 

representations, to varying degrees of illusionistic success. Painting a polychromed 

carved altarpiece within a larger representation posed a challenge for artists who did not 

wish their images to be ambiguous. A solution was to paint the altarpiece either as a 

carved object of metal, stone, or wood, and not to paint a monochromatic two-

dimensional object whose material nature could be mistaken. Establishing a connection to 

stone sculpture and ornament is closely linked to the painter’s materials and their 

application. The following chapter explores the grisaille technique and its relation to 

mimesis around the second quarter of the fifteenth century, focusing on the works of Jan 

van Eyck.  

                                                        
80 Examples of this include: Jan Joest’s The Presentation in the Temple, 1505-08, Kalkar, St 
Nicholas; the Anonymous Southern Netherlandish artist’s Benediction/Display of the Host, 
1470/85, Antwerp, Museum of Fine Arts. 
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Chapter 1 Figures 

 

 
[Fig. 1.1] Jan van Eyck, Annunciation, c. 1433-35, oil on panel, left wing 38.8 x 23.2, right wing, 
39.0 x 24.0 cm, Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza, Madrid. 
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[Fig. 1.2] Giotto, Envy from Seven Vices and Seven Virtues, 1306, fresco, 120.0 x 55.0 cm, Arena 
Chapel, Padua. 
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[Fig. 1.3] Rogier van der Weyden, Miraflores Altarpiece, c. 1440, oil on oak panel, each panel 
71.0 x 43.0 cm, Gemäldegalerie, National Museums in Berlin. 
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[Fig. 1.4] Anonymous, Reliquary in the form of a triptych, c. 1400 – 1410, gold, 12.5 x12.7 cm, 
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. http://hdl.handle.net/10934/RM0001.COLLECT.17757 
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[Fig. 1.5] Anonymous French artist, Altarcloth of Narbonne, 1364-1378, grey wash on fluted silk 
imitating samite, 78.0 x 208.0 cm, Musée du Louvre, Paris 
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[Fig. 1.6] Jan van Eyck, Annunciation, exterior of The Virgin and Child with Saints Michael and 
Catherine and a Donor (Dresden or Giustiniani Triptych), 1437, oil on oak panel, central panel 
33.1 x 27.5 cm, wings 33.3 x 13.6 cm, Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Dresden, Gemäldegalerie 
Alte Meister.  
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[Fig. 1.7] Unknown late fifteenth century Netherlandish artist and Hans Memling, Saint John the 
Baptist and Saint George, exterior of the Moreel Triptych, interior dated 1484; exterior panels 
postdate 1484, oil on panel, left wing 121.0 x 69.0 cm, right wing 121.0 x 68.6 cm, 
Groenigemuseum, Bruges. 
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[Fig. 1.8] Hans Memling, exterior of Last Judgment Triptych, 1467-71, oil on panel, each panel 
223.5 x 72.5 cm, Muzeum Narodowe, Gdansk. 
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[Fig. 1.9] Jan van Eyck, Saint John the Evangelist from the Ghent Altarpiece, c. 1423-32, 
oleaginous medium on panel, 146.4 x 52.6 cm, St Bavo, Ghent. Image courtesy of 
closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
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[Fig. 1.10] Jan van Eyck, Saint John the Baptist from the Ghent Altarpiece, c. 1423-32, 
oleaginous medium on panel, 146.0 x 51.8 cm, St Bavo, Ghent. Image courtesy of 
closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
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[Fig. 1.11] Master of Flémalle, Throne of Mercy/ Trinity, oil on oak, 160.2 x 68.2 cm, Städel 
Museum, Frankfurt am Main. 
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[Fig. 1.12] André Beauneveu, David and his harp, from the Psalter of Jean de Berry, c. 1386, 
Ms. français 13091, Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris.  
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[Fig. 1.13] André Beauneveu, Saint John the Evangelist from the Psalter of Jean de Berry, c. 
1386, Ms. français 13091, Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris.  
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[Fig. 1.14] Jean Pucelle, Carrying of the Cross from the Book of Hours of Jeanne d’Evreux, c. 
1324-28, grisaille, tempera, and ink on vellum, single folio: 9.2 x 6.2 cm; overall (with binding): 
9.9 x 7.2 x 3.8 cm, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, The Cloisters Collection, New York. 
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[Fig. 1.15] Jean Pucelle, Annunciation from the Book of Hours of Jeanne d’Evreux, c. 1324-28, 
grisaille, tempera, and ink on vellum, single folio: 9.2 x 6.2 cm; overall (with binding): 9.9 x 7.2 
x 3.8 cm, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, The Cloisters Collection, New York. 
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[Fig. 1.16] Simon Marmion, Visitation from the Book of Hours of William Rolin, fol. 45v, MS 
RES 149, Biblioteca Nacional de España, Madrid.  
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[Fig. 1.17] Jean le Tavernier, Presentation of the book to Philip le Bon, from Les Croniques et 
conquests de Charlemaine, ms. 9066, Bibliothèque royale, Brussels. 
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[Fig. 1.18] Netherlandish (Antwerp Mannerist), A Sermon on Charity (possibly the Conversion of 
Saint Anthony), c. 1520-25, oil on wood, 85.1 x 58.4 cm, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New 
York. 
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[Fig. 1.19] Master of Delft, Vision of St. Bernard of Clairvaux, c. 1500, oil on oak panel, 
Catharijneconvent Museum, Utrecht. 
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[Fig. 1.20] Joos van Cleve, Annunciation, c. 1525, oil on wood, 86.4 x 80 cm, The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York. 
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Chapter 2 

The grisaille and early Netherlandish painting technique 

On the surface of things, so to speak, there is a clear distinction between the palette range of 

imitations of stone or representations in subdued tones and the vibrant, colourful panels found on 

triptych or polyptych interiors. But whether or not these material differences extend below the 

visible paint layer to the preparation stages below has not yet been fully explored.81 It seems 

reasonable to assume some consistency between the materials and technique used to imitate 

niches, pillars and other architectural elements on polyptych interiors and those exteriors that 

replicate sculpture, especially when both mimic a type of stone or marble.82 With the help of 

scientific methods of investigation, it is possible to examine the painting process and to assess 

these potential consistencies. To the author’s knowledge, no systematic study of the materials and 

technique of these two related subject matter currently exists, although information can be pieced 

together from separate studies. Here, again, the general lack of focus on the grisaille technique 

means that a thorough exploration is not possible at the moment. Technical study can also shed 

light on questions of value. Were these outer faces treated in the same way and with pigments of 

equal value to their polychromatic counterparts? Were restricted palette paintings a clever way 

for patrons and artists to reduce costs for artworks that could be monumental in size? It can also 

be useful to interpret the results of technical findings in light of contemporary sources describing 

the painter’s art. It is of course important to be critical of these sources, keeping in mind the 

                                                        
81 The most recent study of the early Netherlandish grisaille technique can be found in Noëlle 
Streeton’s Perspectives on the Painting Technique of Jan van Eyck. Beyond the Ghent Altarpiece 
(2013). Streeton also focuses on the way in which areas of grisaille may have offered an 
appropriate moment for the master to delegate to his workshop assistants in her article 
“Emulating Van Eyck: The Significance of Grisaille” (2012). 
82 Noëlle Streeton makes a brief examination of this question in relation to the works of Jan van 
Eyck, which will be discussed below. See Streeton, Perspectives (2013) and Streeton “Emulating 
Van Eyck” (2012). 
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particular agenda of each author.83 Unfortunately, as discussed in the previous chapter, there is 

very little extant material on this topic from the fifteenth-century Low Countries. Later sources 

from this area do survive, and Italian texts can also provide interesting data, although they are 

obviously not directly linked to early Netherlandish examples. 

 

As noted in the introduction, there are so many variations in the treatment of grisaille that a 

comprehensive survey of their technique is almost impossible. Without extensive supporting 

evidence, generalizations across over a century of artistic production—much of which is lost or 

damaged—are hardly useful or feasible. This chapter will therefore describe the basic materials 

and techniques of early Netherlandish painting and relate the grisaille technique to this relatively 

well understood polychromatic painting process. More in-depth studies of individual works will 

follow in the proceeding chapters. It was not possible to take samples from the selected paintings 

due to the inherent limitations and scope of this project.84 Although information from cross-

sections exists in greater amounts for triptych interiors, a comparable level of research has not 

been undertaken on their exteriors. This renders comparative analysis difficult without further 

sampling from the outer paintings. For this reason, the present chapter focuses on the 

interpretation of existing technical documentation and images of the underdrawing stage created 

by the author. Recent studies of the grisaille technique will also be discussed. Finally, this chapter 

will explore some of the earliest surviving written material that makes mention of these less 

                                                        
83 Mark Clarke discusses the challenges inherent in using contemporary sources like recipe books 
to interpret materials and techniques in “Asymptomatically approaching the past: historiography 
and critical use of sources in art technological source research,” in Art Technology Sources and 
Methods, ed. Stefanos Kroustallis et al. (London: Archetype Publications, 2008), 16-22. 
84 It was not possible to obtain permission for non-invasive or micro-invasive pigment analyses 
due to the fact that many of the works examined were part of permanent exhibitions. In addition, 
a trained conservator was not available to take cross-sections, nor was the technology required for 
further analysis readily available. Such information will become accessible as part of the research 
and conservation project of the Ghent Altarpiece. The documentation initiative carried out by the 
Bosch Research and Conservation Project has also published data regarding works associated 
with the Bosch workshop.  
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colourful paintings and, where possible, assess the degree to which these documents reflect 

contemporary practice. 

 

Early Netherlandish painting technique 

The painting technique of fifteenth century Netherlandish artists has long been the subject of 

research, with emphasis given to the work of Jan van Eyck.85 Van Eyck’s paintings, and the 

Ghent Altarpiece in particular [Fig. 2.1], received special praise from an early date.86 His works 

were also recognized as the product of a special mastery of the oil medium.87 From the pioneering 

stages of technical research, the layered structure and the binding medium of early Netherlandish 

paintings has been examined, developing art historians’ understanding of the materials and 

technique involved in the production process. While researchers benefit from around a century of 

compiled data, this information has also served to illuminate areas that require further study, 

revealing the limits of our knowledge in the field and highlighting the importance of rigorous 

scholarship. For example, Marika Spring’s work on binding media suggests that previous 

investigations may have resulted in false positives for protein, leading to the supposition that 

                                                        
85 Not only has the Eyckian technique been examined from a stylistic perspective, it has also been 
the subject of some of the earliest scientific attempts to clarify artistic working methods. Giorgio 
Vasari instigated the myth that Van Eyck had invented oil painting, sparking investigations into 
his technique. The history of this examination can be found in Pim Brinkman, Het geheim van 
Van Eyck, (Zwolle: Waanders Uitgevers, 1993) and Elise Effmann, “Theories about the Eyckian 
painting medium from the late-eighteenth to the mid-twentieth centuries,” (2006): 17-26. The 
publication L’Agneau Mystique au laboratoire by Paul Coremans and his team was a significant 
moment in the literature on early Netherlandish painting, making accessible the results of a 
collaborative project to understand the technique of the Ghent Altarpiece. Paul Coremans et al, 
Les Primitifs flamands, III. Contributions à l’étude des Primitifs flamands, 2. L’Agneau Mystique 
au laboratoire: Examen et traitment, (Antwerp: De Sikkel, 1953). These publications are a small 
representation of the existing literature.  
86 For example, the fifteenth-century text De Viris Illustribus by Bartholomaeus Facius lists Jan 
van Eyck among the greatest painters of the era: “Iohannes gallicus nostril saeculi pictorum 
princeps iudicatus est.” See Michael Baxandall, “Bartholomaeus Facius on Painting: A Fifteenth-
Century Manuscript of the De Viris Illustribus,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, 
27 (1964): 102-103. 
87 See note 85 above. 
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more Netherlandish artists used an emulsion in areas with lead tin yellow than was actually the 

case.88  

 

Young painters gained their skills through apprenticeship, often as part of a family unit of 

painters. With the system of guilds, masters, pupils and journeymen, the technique remained 

fairly standardized over the course of the fifteenth century, with only minor variations. These 

deviations could result from exposure to other techniques as part of a painter’s travels, but could 

also depend on individual preferences and peculiarities in training methods. The materials 

available to artists also did not vary to a great degree; for example, the wooden support and 

pigments used by artists of the fifteenth century are quite consistent, marking out exceptions as 

important instances of deviation to tradition.89  

 

Extant fifteenth-century Netherlandish triptychs are typically painted on wooden boards. 

Paintings could also be created in a glue medium on a cloth support, in what is called the tüchlein 

technique, but unfortunately few examples of such painting survive.90  Frames of small panels 

                                                        
88 See Atherine Higgitt, Marika Spring, and David Saunders, "Pigment-medium interactions in oil 
paint films containing red lead or lead-tin yellow," The National Gallery Technical Bulletin 24, 
(2003): 75-95. Jeltje Dijkstra’s chapter “Technical Examination” provides a summary of the 
process by which this technique is analyzed in Early Netherlandish Paintings. Rediscovery, 
Reception, and Research, 2005, 292-329.   
89 For example, artworks not painted on the Baltic oak so frequently used by early Netherlandish 
painters suggests that either the artist had traveled, or had wood imported.  Peter Klein, the 
dendrochronologist examines the dating of wooden supports from the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries in his essay “Dendrochronological Analyses of Netherlandish Paintings.” Klein notes 
the practice of transporting Baltic oak to other regions like Spain and Portugal. Understanding the 
characteristic materials is thus useful for issues of attribution as well as charting artistic 
development and influence. See Recent Developments in the Technical Examination of Early 
Netherlandish Painting: Methodology, Limitations & Perspectives, Molly Faries and Ron Spronk, 
eds. (Turnhout: Brepols Publishers, 2003), 65-82 as well as the bibliographical entries for Peter 
Klein in the same volume.  
90 This type of painting was not typically used for triptychs. Due to their inherently fragile nature, 
these types of artworks were especially prone to damage and destruction. A few examples survive 
like those by Quinten Massys and Dieric Bouts at the National Gallery, London. See Ashok Roy, 
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would often be carved from the same piece of wood as the support; this is called an integral 

frame. Medium-size and larger works were typically given engaged or grooved frames and this 

was likely the case for the majority of triptychs examined in this study. This type of frame was 

the most common device used for Netherlandish panels up to about 1520. Other types of frame 

existed as well, including the semi-integral, the applied, and the rebated frame. Applied frames 

were not made of the same wood as the support, but instead were attached to it, typically by 

gluing and pegging the frame to the front of the panel. Semi-integral frames were, as the name 

suggests, only partially made from the same wood as the panel support. The other parts (usually 

the frame members that ran against the wood grain) would be applied to the panel. After c. 1520 

rebated frames were used, which became standard around the middle of the sixteenth century.91  

 

The panels would be prepared for painting by seasoning and smoothed before further preparations 

could proceed. These steps would often take place before the panels entered the artist's studio. A 

layer of animal glue would be laid down before the ground to improve the adhesion of subsequent 

layers. The ground was made of chalk (calcium carbonate, CaCO3) and animal glue and could be 

applied in one or several layers.92 When the ground was set onto to an artwork with an integral 

frame, or with an applied frame already attached, a raised edge or barbe of material was created 

where the ground met the edge of the frame. This small ridge can be useful in ascertaining the 

original dimensions of paintings that were created with a frame already in place, even after it was 

                                                                                                                                                                     

“The Technique of a ‘Tüchlein’ by Quinten Massys,” National Gallery Technical Bulletin, 12 
(1988): 39-43. 
91 In her study of Netherlandish frames, Hélène Verougstraete notes five categories: integral, 
applied, semi-integral, grooved (more often called engaged), and rebated frame. See Frames and 
Supports in 15th- and 16th- Century Southern Netherlandish Painting, (Brussels: Royal Institute 
for Cultural Heritage, 2015), e-book published with the support of the Getty Foundation, Panel 
Paintings Initiative. 64-68. The Bosch Research and Conservation Project uses the terms 
‘integrated’ for applied frames and ‘engaged’ for grooved. 
92 The ground used in Netherlandish painting differs from the mixture used in Italy and Spain, 
which was made of calcium sulphate (CaSO4). Exceptions to this general rule exist. For example, 
some Netherlandish-type grounds have been found in Venice.  
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removed. This is most often true of engaged frames. The practice of applying the ground with the 

frame changed in the sixteenth century, with an increasing number of grounds set down before 

the repainted frame was attached. These later paintings do not have barbes. 

 

Once the ground layer had been made smooth, an underdrawing was typically applied in either a 

liquid (ink, for example) or a dry material (like black chalk). The underdrawing served to map out 

the composition so that the paint layers could be applied more efficiently. Underdrawings could 

also provide an indication of modeling in a particular area, mapping out light and shade, 

sometimes with the apparent intention to be seen through subsequent paint layers. By utilizing the 

underdrawing in this way, artists could avoid using more paint to create shadow simply by 

allowing this dark modeling to shine through semi-transparent paint. Examples of this will be 

discussed below. Before or after the underdrawing stage an isolation layer in an oil medium 

would be applied to reduce the porosity of the surface and prevent the layers of paint from 

sinking in to the ground, which would result in undesirable matte colours. In some cases, the 

artist could add colour to this second isolation layer, providing a subtle tone that would reduce the 

whiteness of the ground and act as a base colour for further paint layers.93 Lorne Campbell has 

also noted that most, but not all of the works listed in his catalogue of fifteenth-century 

Netherlandish paintings at the National Gallery, London have a thin priming layer above the 

ground and underdrawing. Some of these primings have been tinted to appear “pale greyish, 

brownish, pinkish or yellowish.”94 

 

                                                        
93 This was noted, for example, in Jan van Eyck’s Dresden Triptych. See Uta Neidhardt and 
Christoph Schölzel, "Jan van Eyck's Dresden Triptych" in Investigating Jan van Eyck, Susan 
Foister, Sue Jones and Delphine Cool eds. (Turnhout: Brepols, 2000), 29.  
94 Lorne Campbell, National Gallery Catalogues. The Fifteenth Century Netherlandish Schools, 
(London: National Gallery Publications, 1998), 30. 
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Following the second isolation application, an initial paint layer could be set down, whose 

purpose was similar in a way to those pigmented isolation layers just mentioned. This paint layer 

could be applied over the entire surface of the panel or to particular areas. The terminology used 

to describe these layers is confusing. Doodverf, dead colouring, and underpainting are just some 

of the appellations for this stage in the painting process and these terms are not always applied 

consistently, as Nico van Hout has observed.95 Artists could block out particular areas of a 

composition with a more opaque paint before more transparent mixtures were applied on top. 

Light would shine through these more translucent paints and also reflect off the underpaint layer, 

creating a depth to the area in question. This technique is often found in areas with glazes, which 

were applied very thinly and in several layers over more opaque colours. This moment within the 

creative process has been and continues to be the subject of both technical and art historical 

research.96  

 

Paint was usually applied from fat to lean, light to dark, with thin, transparent layers like those 

described above put down after more opaque paint.97 The underdrawing made it possible for 

artists to paint from background to foreground, a pragmatic and economical solution that allowed 

them to keep areas in reserve and thus avoid having to cover paint that had already been laid 

down. Flesh tones were generally applied toward the later stages of the process, with other 

highlights and more impasto strokes kept for the final moments. Lead white is found in greatest 

concentration in the lowermost paint stages, providing a reflective surface over which glazes 

could be applied.98 In the sixteenth century, painters used fewer and thinner paint layers, through 

                                                        
95 See Nico van Hout, "Functies van Doodverf. De onderschildering en andere onderliggende 
stadia in het werk van PP Rubens," (PhD diss., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, 2005), 29-34. 
96 Nico van Hout has examined the function of doodverf especially in relation to the work of Peter 
Paul Rubens. Van Hout, "Functies van Doodverf,” 2005. 
97 The painting technique of Hieronymus Bosch and his workshop provides an exception to this 
standard method, which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6. 
98 Dijkstra, 2005, 321. 
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which the ground would be visible. Grounds thus grew in importance as their optical effect 

increased as part of this more efficient painting process.  

 

The range of pigments available to Netherlandish painters did not change much over the course of 

the century, although due to the cost of some materials like lapis lazuli for instance, not all were 

used with great frequency. Analyses of early Netherlandish paintings reveal that brown, black, 

grey and white (the colours found on many triptych exteriors) were executed in pigments like 

brown ochre, bone black, and lead white, or mixtures of these pigments. Brown could also be 

supplied by earth pigments, which could also create reds and greens. Yellows were created from 

earths but lead tin yellow could also be used. Azurite, ultramarine (lapis lazuli) and smalt 

provided blues. For reds, artists often used red ochres, red lake (of organic origin) or vermilion 

(mercuric sulphide); malachite and verdigris were employed for green paints.99 

 

The technique of the exterior 

There are many general consistencies between the materials and techniques used for the interior 

and exterior of triptychs. Baltic oak was used as the support for these artworks and would be 

given the same ground and painted on both faces. However, if imagery was added to the exterior 

in a separate campaign from the interior, there may well be variations in the ground composition 

and appearance. Therefore, the presence of notable differences between the overall execution of 

the painted interior and the exterior grisaille may help establish if the outer imagery was added 

later, and possibly even when it was created. The addition of grisailles to existing altarpieces is a 
                                                        
99 Evidence of these pigments can be found throughout the technical literature on early 
Netherlandish painting technqiues. For example, see Thomas Ketelsen, and Uta Neidhardt, das 
Geheimnis des Jan van Eyck: die frühen niederländischen Zeichnungen und Gemälde in Dresden, 
(Munich: Deutscher Kunstverlag, 2005), 33. Pigment analysis of the Ghent Altarpiece can be 
found in Coremans, et al. and the two publications by Noëlle Streeton (2012 and 2013). The 
National Gallery Technical Bulletins also offer further information. See for instance Rachel 
Billinge, et al. "Methods and materials of Northern European painting in the National Gallery, 
1400–1550," National Gallery Technical Bulletin 18 (1997): 6-55.  
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phenomenon that can provide evidence about the demand for this type of image and its function 

at different stages of its history. More pervasive disparities may also exist between the layered 

structure of the colourful interior and the subdued exterior from the ground through to the final 

layers of varnish and any overpainting or retouching on the surface. An analysis of the grisaille 

technique may reveal to what extent these paintings were given to students or assistants – perhaps 

to an even greater degree than parts of altarpiece interiors.  

 

The following section will set out the major issues pertaining to the technique of the exterior, 

focusing on the underdrawing stage. Individual case studies will be examined in the proceeding 

chapters, which will outline some of these differences in more specific terms. This section is not a 

definitive account of the grisaille technique and is not meant to suggest that a universal approach 

existed. Instead, some features of the painting process will be highlighted that may be especially 

important to this type of representation.  

 

Ground 

As noted above, the ground layer of the exterior was typically made of the same material as that 

of the interior. The basic chalk glue ground was employed fairly consistently in the Netherlands 

in this period, and there is little reason to assume any change to its major ingredients since it 

served essentially the same function on both faces. Generally speaking, painters did not prepare 

the ground themselves. Specialists would provide this service before the panels entered the 

painter’s workshop. Evidence from the German painter Albrecht Dürer’s letters shows that an 

assistant was responsible for applying the ground as well as some areas of colour for a triptych 

that had been constructed outside the artist’s studio.100 While in Antwerp in 1520, Dürer writes 

that he paid four stuivers for both the mixing and setting down of the ground for three small 
                                                        
100 Albrecht Dürer, Dürer: Schriftlicher Nachlass Vol. 1. ed. Hans Rupprich, 3 vols, (Berlin Dt. 
Verein für Kunstwiss., 1956), 64-65. Letter dated 28 August 1507. 
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panels.101 This further suggests an existing division and specialization in the workforce.102 As 

with the interior, the number of ground layers on the triptych exterior could also vary. Due to 

their component materials, grounds were usually white in appearance. As the sixteenth century 

progressed, coloured grounds were increasingly used, which involved the addition of pigmented 

materials. It is unlikely that the colour of this ground layer differed for exteriors that feature 

imitation sculpture or reduced palette imagery. 

 

Underdrawing 

Almost all the artworks examined in this study have underdrawings that have been revealed by 

infrared photography (IRP) and/or infrared reflectography (IRR).103 These compositional sketches 

vary in their media: some are executed in a liquid medium, some in a dry, and others in a 

combination of the two. Netherlandish paintings also differ strongly in the extent and character of 

their underdrawings. For example, the panels by the Master of the Ursula Legend feature an 

extensive underdrawing on their exterior [Fig. 2.2], which emphasize contour lines and establish a 

sense of three-dimensionality through areas of hatching. The underdrawing on the exterior of the 

Master of Delft’s Virgin and Child in an Enclosed Garden is loose, and does not feature as much 

hatching in one of its panels (Gabriel) [Fig. 2.3]. The panel with the Virgin Annunciate includes 

more hatching, which corresponds generally to areas of shadow in the paint surface. Finally, 

underdrawings differ in a more obvious manner: personal style creates variations in execution 

that may be instrumental in clarifying attribution issues. Differences between the underdrawings 

of grisailles may be due to a series of factors, among which are specific workshop practices, the 

use of an existing compositional sketch or design, or the participation of several different artists. 

                                                        
101 “Mehr hab ich 14 stüber für 3 täfelein geben. Mehr 4 stüber zu waisen, Darvon zu bereiten” (5 
August 1520). Ibid., 152 lines 83-88. 
102 Panels were also prepared by a specialist outside the painter’s studio. Rachel Billinge et al., 
"Methods and materials," 12. 
103 The exterior of the Bladelin altarpiece had not been examined with IRR or IRP. 
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Contour 

One of the most important functions of an underdrawing is to set out the composition, placing 

figures and architectural details in their intended positions before paint is applied. This is true of 

both faces of a polyptych. Several artwork exteriors examined as part of this study feature shifts 

in the underdrawn contours, indicating that the artist was actively working out the composition in 

the underdrawing stage as can often be seen in the interior.104 In setting out the composition in the 

underdrawing, the artist could leave certain areas in reserve. A good illustration of this technique 

can be seen in the reflectogram of the Annunciation panels by Hans Memling [Fig. 2.4], which 

are now at the Groeningemuseum in Bruges. Here, the artist has applied the dark paint of the 

background around the underdrawn figures of Gabriel and Mary in the common ‘back to front’ 

technique previously noted. By establishing the contour lines the artist could be precise in his 

application of the dark background paint. The use of underdrawing may therefore have been 

especially relevant for the many exteriors that set brightly lit sculpted figures in shadowy niches 

like the Memling Annunciation. To achieve a strong contrast between sculpture and niche, it 

would be highly beneficial to leave the figures in reserve, otherwise a great quantity of lead white 

would be required to cover the dark paint of the shadow.  

 

Examining the contour lines in an underdrawing can also be helpful in assessing whether or not a 

composition is taken from another sketch or model. When there is little change to the placement 

of figures or to their environment, as is the case for the Memling Annunciation mentioned above, 

it is likely that the artist worked from an existing design. This does not always mean that the same 

artist responsible for the underdrawing was not also the creator of the initial composition. Rather, 

it means that the more creative part of the process had already been carried out elsewhere. Some 

                                                        
104 For instance, this can be seen in the John the Evangelist panel on the exterior of the Master of 
the Ursula Legend’s eponymous panels and the crossed hands of the Master of Delft’s Virgin 
Annunciate. 
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evidence exists that artists reused their compositions intended for the outer faces of artworks. For 

instance, there are two very similar Annunciations painted on polyptych exteriors and attributed 

to the Master of the Ursula Legend, one of which is located in Dresden and the other in Bruges. It 

is more difficult to make out the underdrawing in the Dresden reflectogram [Fig. 2.5].105 Both 

works feature slight changes between the underdrawing and the paint surface. Although it is 

difficult to state with certainty which work was created first, it is clear that they share the same 

original design; they may have been modeled after the same composition, or one was based on 

the other. 

 

Hatching, cross-hatching 

Hatching (a series of parallel lines) and cross-hatching (overlapping patterns of parallel lines) also 

serves a useful function in the underdrawing, as has been mentioned. This pattern of linework, 

particular to each artist, could be used to delineate areas of darker paint to follow. The function of 

hatching is thus generally consistent between the interior and exterior of a polyptych since it is 

also found in the shadows of underdrawings below layers of colourful paint. The use of hatching 

varies for the works examined in this project. Some underdrawings include extensive hatching 

and/or cross-hatching like Memling’s demi-grisaille Annunciation, for example. Jan van Eyck’s 

Dresden Triptych, on the other hand, features comparatively little. Still others, like the Master of 

Delft Annunciation and the Master of the Ursula Legend panels have a moderate amount. This 

variation does not appear to be related to any desire to imitate sculpture. Whether or not the 

underdrawing was used as a guide for other artists responsible for applying paint is also difficult 

                                                        
105 The most recent reflectogram of the Dresden Annunciation is a composite of individual 
captures. With advances in infrared cameras and their accompanying software this manual cutting 
and pasting of individual reflectograms is greatly simplified. Computer software like Photoshop 
and the more advanced and scientifically accurate MATLAB is now able to seamlessly stitch 
together individual captures to create a complete reflectogram that encompasses an entire 
painting. A new reflectogram of the Dresden Annunciation using updated technology would 
assist in this comparative analysis. 
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to establish in general terms. One of the major outcomes of this study is that the works examined 

exhibit no apparent difference between the underdrawing of the interiors and the exteriors. 

 

The underdrawing was an important stage in the creative process for both triptych interiors and 

exteriors. Grisailles do not seem to have received less extensive underdrawings than triptych 

interiors despite their difference in pigmentation.106 In some cases, in fact, triptych exteriors 

feature a more elaborate underdrawing than the interior. For example, the interior and exterior of 

the Sforza Triptych by the workshop of Rogier van der Weyden have been analyzed with IRR. 

Each exterior wing features an imitation sculpture, one of Saint George and the dragon and the 

other St Jerome with the lion. The underdrawings on both faces of the triptych are similar in style, 

and both reveal the artist working out the composition.107 It has been suggested that the more 

extensive underdrawing of the Sforza exterior was motivated by a desire to set out contrast.108 For 

paintings that imitate sculpture, the establishment of contrast is especially significant since in the 

relative absence of colour it is primarily through light and shadow that forms are communicated. 
                                                        
106 Although produced by a non-Netherlander, the Grey Passion by Hans Holbein the Elder 
features extensive underdrawing below its largely monochromatic paint, evidence that this stage 
was also of importance to the artistic process in other regions. Infrared reflectography and other 
analyses reveal that this drawing was executed in several stages, beginning with a ‘harsh’ sketch 
in a dry medium, and proceeding to tracings using a brush and liquid medium. Finally, a broad 
brush was used over hatched areas. The painter placed great value in this part of the creative 
procedure, especially since it was intended to be visible through subsequent paint layers. 
Stephanie Dietz et al, “Die Graue Passion von Hans Holbein d. Ä.- Material und Technik,” in 
Hans Holbein D. Ä. Die Graue Passion in inhrer Zeit. Elsbeth Wiemann, ed. (Ostfildern: Hatje 
Cantz, 2010), 110-111. 
107 Details of the underdrawings from the St George and St Jerome panels have been published in 
Cyriel Stroo and Pascale Syfer-d'Olne, The Flemish Primitives: Catalogue of early Netherlandish 
painting in the Royal Museums of Fine Arts of Belgium: The Master of Flémalle, Rogier van der 
Weyden, vol. 1 (Turnhout: Brepols, 1996), 131-152. In several cases the underdrawing of the 
grisaille appears to have been designed by the same artist responsible for the rest of the artwork, 
underscoring their often close relationship with polyptych exteriors. Another instance of a 
triptych that features a similar underdrawing between interior and exterior wings is the Zierikzee 
Triptych. Several other examples can also be listed. For more information on the Zierikzee 
Triptych see Cyriel Stroo, The Flemish Primitives: Catalogue of early Netherlandish painting in 
the Royal Museums of Fine Arts of Belgium: Masters with provisional names, Pascale Syfer-
d'Olne, and Anne Dubois, eds. vol. 4. (Turnhout: Brepols, 2006),73.    
108 Stroo and Syfer-d’Olne, 1996, 136. 
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What may have been a more significant factor is the possibility that a different artist might have 

been responsible for subsequent paint layers, necessitating a careful underdrawing that could be 

easily followed by the next artist involved.109   

 

Underpainting 

Underpaint layers were applications of monochromatic paint that could be set down in isolated 

areas or over the entire surface of the panel. These layers can be found on both the interiors and 

exteriors of triptychs. For exteriors, the underpainting could serve an important function that is 

somewhat similar to that of pigmented isolation layers: establishing a general tone for the 

subsequent paint. In some cases, where the representation features large areas of shadow, 

darker—and sometimes almost black—underpaint could be used. 110  Here, the technique of the 

exterior may differ more markedly to the interior, where greater sections of light underpaint was 

set down and then covered by darkening glazes. For the outer faces, these darker initial layers 

could be left exposed, acting as the shadows while lighter areas were built up with semi 

transparent or opaque paint, depending on the required level of brightness. An example of this 

can be found on the exterior of the Portrait of Laurent Froimont. On the reverse of this painting 

there is a largely monochromatic depiction of St Laurence [Fig. 2.6], which has been executed 

over a black paint layer.111 As noted by Stroo and Syfer-d’Olne, this would have been an 

expedient step, providing the painter with the shadow areas and thus necessitating merely the 

application of mid and light shades to model the subject. Stroo and Syfer-d'Olne propose that a 

                                                        
109 Noëlle L. W. Streeton argues that grisaille elements may have been an appropriate place for 
the participation of workshop assistants in the case of Jan van Eyck’s creative process but focuses 
her evidence more on the application of individual paint layers rather than the underdrawing. 
Streeton, “Emulating van Eyck,” 2012. 
110 This is not to suggest that the strategy of employing a dark underpaint layer was in any way a 
common approach. Rather, it seems that in some cases artists may have applied this strategy 
when they were producing a fairly uniformly dark panel, but such instances are rare. 
111 Stroo and Syfer-d’Olne, 1996, 125. 
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polychromatic painting was removed before the black paint was applied.112 Other examples of 

this technique exist, including two works associated with Bosch: the Last Judgment triptych 

exterior (Groeningemuseum, Bruges) [Fig. 2.7], and Visions of the Hereafter (Palazzo 

Grimani,Venice) [Fig. 2.8].  

 

For lighter representations on polyptych exteriors, the underpaint may be more similar to that of 

the interior. In their analysis of Jan van Eyck's Dresden Triptych, Uta Neidhardt and Christoph 

Schölzel state that neither the "grey painting of the architecture with a single layer of paint" nor 

the grisaille exterior contrast with the more colourful areas of paint in the X-radiographs.113 This 

is because a grey underpaint was noted in the area of the nave, simplifying the creation of three-

dimensionality by providing a mid-tone upon which could be added a "light pigment toning" and 

a subsequent application of colour. This suggests that fifteenth- and sixteenth-century 

Netherlandish artists were as pragmatic in their treatment of interiors as they were with exteriors 

and that including a strategically toned underpainting fits such a tendency.114  

 

Pigments and paint layers 

Even with the naked eye it is possible to see that grisailles were executed using coloured paint, 

not merely black, white and grey. While some pigments (like blues and greens) may have 

generally been avoided for these paintings, it is an oversimplification to assume that these 
                                                        
112 W. Jahn (1980) and D. R. Täube’s assessment of the quality of this painting led them to 
suggest that Rogier van der Weyden did not create this image. Instead, they suggested that Hans 
Memling, van der Weyden’s supposed pupil, may have been responsible for its production. Stroo 
and Syfer-d’Olne refute this hypothesis, citing both stylistic and technical grounds. Ibid., 125-
126. 
113 Neidhardt and Schölzel, "Jan van Eyck's Dresden Triptych," 32. 
114 With its apparently reduced palette, the grisaille technique shares characteristics with 
underpaint or doodverf layers of polychromatic imagery, described above. In particular, the use of 
muted colours and pigments may be similar. However, this doodverf layer was not intended to be 
visible everywhere in the final presentation of the artwork, suggesting that while there may be 
similarities with the grisaille, the very fact that the grisaille was understood as a finished product 
underscores their basic differences in function.  
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paintings were created by a simple subtraction of all colour from the typical Netherlandish palette 

as the term grisaille suggests. Although some pigments may have been used fairly consistently, it 

is important to keep in mind that each work reflects different artistic goals, which impact the 

selection of ingredients. Colour is present especially in those grisailles that imitate a particular 

type of stone or other material. The imitation of particular materials appears to have been a 

frequent objective of Jan van Eyck, an artist who was responsible for some of the earliest 

surviving grisaille examples. It seems logical that artists like Van Eyck, in attempting to mimic 

stone buildings, would use the same pigments to imitate stone on other areas of the same work-- 

both interiors and exteriors.115 This supposition may be true, especially given the fairly restricted 

number of pigments available at the time. Why should an artist change his palette if it has already 

proven capable of rendering the desired imagery? Other grisailles employ areas of bright red for 

emphasis, like the curtain in the Bladelin exterior [Fig. 2.9]. The demi-grisaille integrates greater 

regions of colour with their incorporation of colourful flesh and hair. The following section will 

focus first on research into the pigments used by Jan van Eyck, followed by a brief examination 

of the issues surrounding paint materials used for grisailles by other fifteenth-century artists.  

 

Jan van Eyck and technique 

Jan van Eyck, an artist known for his revolutionary illusionistic grisailles, used ample colour in 

his trompe-l’oeil paintings of sculpture, whether on the interior or exterior of a polyptych or on a 

single-panel artwork or its frame. Along with the works given to Robert Campin/the Master of 

Flémalle, as well as advances in manuscript illumination, scholars have heralded the emergence 

of an ars nova in the period of Van Eyck. This development in representation has sometimes been 

connected to advances in materials and technique.116 The suggestion here is that without such 

                                                        
115 This point will be discussed in more detail in the proceeding section on Jan van Eyck.  
116 For a discussion of this development see Jochen Sander, “Ars Nova and European Painting in 
the Fifteenth Century,” in The Master of Flémalle and Rogier van der Weyden, 2009, 32-34. 
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practical improvements, especially in the use of an oleaginous medium, the type of convincingly 

illusionistic paintings of the early fifteenth century (like grisailles) would not be possible. 

However, examinations of the basic components of Van Eyck’s paintings suggest that he was not 

using dramatically different materials from his predecessors. In terms of Jan van Eyck’s 

grisailles, a confluence of factors appears to have contributed to the influential power of these 

images—including his use of colour.117 This will be examined in more detail in the following 

chapter, which focuses on the grisailles of the Ghent Altarpiece, the Dresden Triptych and the 

Thyssen-Bornemisza Diptych. 

 

As noted above, Van Eyck’s works have been the focus of several technical research campaigns, 

most especially the Ghent Altarpiece, which he executed along with his elder brother Hubert.118 

Red ochre has been identified in the paint mixture of the grisaille panels of the Ghent 

Altarpiece.119 Other Eyckian paintings employ red ochre where rock is imitated: the two panels 

depicting St Francis and the Three Maries at the Tomb. The frame of Jan van Eyck’s Van der 

Paele Madonna and the porphyry decoration on back of his portrait of Margareta van Eyck all 

include this pigment.120 Van Eyck’s incorporation of a red pigment in the Ghent panels reflects 

his desire to render the colour of a specific type of stone as accurately as possible, a very distinct 

goal from that of simply painting in monochrome. However, the attempts to identify particular 

variant of stone in Van Eyck’s grisailles based on their tonality can also be misleading. Although 

                                                        
117 See Chapter 3 for a more in-depth discussion of Jan van Eyck’s grisailles. 
118 The pioneering work of Paul Coremans and his team remains one of the most significant 
documentation and restoration projects on an early Netherlandish polyptych. Information from 
this initiative remains an important source of data for current researchers, although this will be 
improved by the current research project, to be discussed below. Paul Coremans et al., L’Agneau 
Mystique au laboratoire, 1953. 
119 This has been concluded based on cross-sections taken from the St John the Evangelist and St 
John the Baptist panels. Streeton, Perspectives, 91-92.   
120 Vermilion has also been found in areas (both underlayers and modeling) where Van Eyck 
mimics stone, sometimes added to lead white or as a major colourant for mid-tones. Streeton, 
Perspectives, 81. 
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finely ground red and yellow ochres, along with lead white and carbon black and an unspecified 

blue pigment have been identified in the Ghent exterior, the stone passages are not intended to 

mimic sandstone, as has often been suggested.121 As a result of the ongoing cleaning treatment, 

the grisaille panels, free of a very discoloured varnish and layers of dirt no longer appear yellow. 

What emerges is a light, veined marble. In the case of Jan van Eyck, colour plays a significant 

role in the successful trompe-l’oeil of his grisailles.  

 

Noëlle Streeton’s recent publications examine the painting technique of Jan van Eyck and focus 

on his grisaille panels.122 She argues that grisailles were a way for Van Eyck to delegate sections 

of his paintings to workshop assistants given that these areas are somewhat simpler in layered 

buildup.123 Streeton bases her hypothesis by observing that passages of paint on the exterior of the 

Ghent Altarpiece (primarily Saint John the Baptist and Saint John the Evangelist and the drapery 

of the Annunciation figures) are similar in technique and materials to architectural elements in 

other paintings by Van Eyck.124 For Streeton, this technical connection between areas of 

secondary import (architectural elements) and the grisaille figures suggests that both were created 

by similarly less masterful hands, i.e. workshop or student participants. However, this argument is 

difficult to substantiate, especially since Streeton cites works that vary considerably in dimension 

and optical effect. Furthermore, the virtuosity with which the Ghent Altarpiece grisailles were 

painted negates Streeton’s proposed delegation to assistants. Previous attempts to assess the 
                                                        
121 Streeton cites an approximate 90% of the Ghent exterior as being based on sandstone tones, 
which is staggeringly high. Streeton, Perspectives, 89. Rudolph Preimesberger also discusses the 
imitation of particular types of stone the chapter “On Jan van Eyck’s Diptych in the Thyssen-
Bornemisza Collection” in his book Paragons and Paragone: Van Eyck, Raphael, Michelangelo, 
Caravaggio, and Bernini, (Los Angeles: Getty Publications, 2011), 23-52. 
122 Streeton “Emulating Van Eyck” (2012) and Perspectives (2013). 
123 Streeton, “Emulating Van Eyck”. 
124 The Madrid and Washington Annunciations, the Lucca Madonna, the Dresden Triptych and 
the Canon van der Paele Madonna are all listed as examples. Streeton, “Emulating Van Eyck,” 
32. The forthcoming publication by the team currently working on the Ghent Altarpiece should 
provide a great deal more material to assess, especially regarding the paint mixture. The website 
http://closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be provides the most up-to-date information about this initiative. 
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quality of the grisaille panels have been largely misrepresentative given the presence of 

substantial areas of overpaint. The general consistency in use of materials is certainly plausible 

since both the grisailles and the architectural details imitate similar materials. But these two 

identifiable features alone do not serve as adequate proof that Van Eyck delegated these areas to 

his assistants.125  

 

In the case of the Ghent Altarpiece grisailles, the Van Eyck workshop was not responsible for 

grisaille production. The successful imitation of stone statuary was achieved by a freer, lighter 

touch that reflects a more masterful artist at work. The incorporation of colour in these paintings 

tends to stem from the importance of successful mimesis. Van Eyck’s illusionistic sculptures 

inspired subsequent generations of artists who used coloured pigments in their grisailles with 

varying degrees of success. 

 

Beyond Van Eyck 

Jan van Eyck was certainly not the only artist to have included colour in his imitations of statuary, 

but his grisailles have received comparatively more attention than those produced by other 

artists.126 For this reason, more technical data pertaining to Jan van Eyck’s grisailles has been 

generated than for examples by other painters. However, fifteenth-century Netherlandish painters 

generally had access to the same materials, meaning that resources available to Jan van Eyck 

were also used by others. For Netherlandish grisailles, the pigments and the medium in which 

they are contained vary between artworks although the basic components are probably similar. It 

                                                        
125 Streeton’s observation that “the grisaille images on the exterior wings of the Ghent Altarpiece 
fit few of the criteria for the complexity that is currently identified with the technique of van 
Eyck” further undermines her argument by suggesting that the artist’s technique is fully 
understood. Streeton, Perspectives, 143. 
126 Van Eyck’s grisailles are discussed in publications by Lynn F. Jacobs (2013), Emile Bosshard 
(1992), Noëlle Streeton (2012 and 2013), Uta Neidhardt and Christoph Schölzel (2000), among 
others.  
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is likely that the same medium was used for polyptych interiors as well as their grisailles—often a 

linseed or walnut oil. Artists were aware of the relationship between medium and pigment, 

making the necessary adjustments to avoid unwanted optical effects. For example, walnut oil 

could be used as a medium to avoid yellowing of the paint mixture.127 There does not seem to be 

any motivation for adjusting the medium for a grisaille. Like the pigments found in Jan van 

Eyck’s paintings, lead white, carbon black, various ochres, earths and vermilion were likely used 

in various quantities by other fifteenth century artists for their grisaille panels. When desired, 

more pigments could supplement these options; an artist could select from within the full range of 

available pigments where cost and access permitted. Artists could also differ in their paint 

application, using thick or thin layers, transparent or opaque mixtures as necessary.  

 

Some analysis of the pigments and paint application of fifteenth-century grisailles has been 

undertaken, largely on a case-by-case basis. For instance, lead white was found in the exterior of 

the Sforza Triptych, a very stable pigment that was widely used for its hiding power and light 

tone.128 The panels are described as having been built up from dark to "medium values with a thin 

and relatively transparent layer of beige monochrome."129 Lead white could act as a siccative, 

providing an efficient way to shorten drying times when mixed with other pigments. The 

Zierikzee Triptych also features lead white as a major constituent for flesh colours of the interior 

as well as for the grisaille painting where it is used for “a layer of beige paint modelled with lead 

                                                        
127 Walnut oil in a blue paint sample from Christ Nailed to the Cross by Gerard David (National 
Gallery, London). See Billinge, et al. "Methods and materials” (1997): 54. 
128 As an interesting side note, the language used by researchers to describe the painting technique 
reflects the material imitated: "The brushwork seems almost chiselled rather than painted, and 
sometimes creates small groups of hatching." The authors also note that the exterior and interior 
seem to have provided the artist with an equal challenge, suggesting, in this case, that the grisaille 
representation does not differ in artistic merit. Stroo and Syfer-d'Olne, 1996, 139. 
129 Ibid. This characterization can also be applied to the St Laurence panel associated with the 
workshop of Van der Weyden, discussed above. 
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white, covered with brown glazes in the shadows. Black paint has been used to strengthen many 

of the contours."130  

 

The many variations in subject matter and artistic treatment of exteriors are mirrored by the 

relative inclusion of colour. The incorporation of colour in a grisaille does not necessarily mean 

that a particular material is being imitated; many grisailles produced in this period do not appear 

to be aiming at convincing illusion and still incorporate colour in some way. Sometimes, as with 

the Bladelin example, colour is used without an identifiable type of stone being replicated, 

possibly related to the use of a compositional model as well as limitations of time or artistic 

skill.131 Demi-grisailles by definition feature isolated areas of colour, making flesh and hair come 

alive while maintaining the stillness of statuary in other more monochromatic passages. In still 

other works, like the panels by Bosch, trompe-l’oeil effects do not appear to have been as much 

of a concern. These paintings, examined in more detail in Chapter 5, use colourful pigments in a 

very different manner than Jan van Eyck, forming part of larger narrative scenes unrelated to 

freestanding sculpture. The colourants added in various amounts (red or yellow ochre, for 

example) to a mixture of lead white and carbon black could achieve a stone-like tonality – if 

desired – that was relatively inexpensive.132 However, without surviving contracts it is difficult to 

directly connect economic concerns to the grisaille technique and its materials. Some aspects of 

the materials and process involved in the grisaille seem to suggest they were more affordable than 

polychromatic paintings. However, this is not sufficient evidence to argue that selecting this type 

of painting was motivated by financial concerns and the variation within grisaille imagery adds 

further complexity to such a connection. Patrons must have been keenly aware of the greater risk 

of damage to the outer faces of polyptychs and may have thus been less inclined to commission 

                                                        
130 Stroo and Syfer-d'Olne, 2006, 78. 
131 The execution of the Bladelin exterior will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.  
132 See, for example, Streeton, “Emulating Van Eyck,” 30. 
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paintings for exteriors that required gold or ultramarine, for example. It was more pragmatic to 

reserve these valuable materials to the inside of the artwork where they stood a better chance of 

survival.  

 

Issues of scale necessarily play a significant role in the way these paintings – and indeed all 

paintings – were carried out. Overall dimensions of a painting could impact the number of artists 

involved with its execution (at every stage in the creative process), the choice of materials to be 

used, and the composition itself. The size of the artwork could be determined by many factors, 

including, but not limited to, the intended location, the ambition of the commission, as well as the 

preferences of the patron. Function determined the scale and the subject matter of an artwork. For 

instance, a grisaille on the exterior of a large church triptych that was intended to serve as a more 

public image might feature saints reflecting the dedication of the church or some other more 

generally accessible subject. On the other hand, grisailles meant for more private contemplation 

typically depict a subject more closely connected to the patrons. The final outcome resulted from 

the intersection of a variety of factors, including those mentioned above, mediated by the creative 

powers of the artist and the desires of the patron(s).  

 

Written sources 

Contemporary artists' treatises and handbooks offer information about the way paintings were 

executed. These written sources, especially those containing practical “how to” directions for the 

creation of particular subject matter can be compared with the results of technical examination. 

This type of analysis helps to establish the degree to which these texts reflect contemporary 

practice, improving our understanding of artists’ attitudes toward and conceptions of their work. 

To the author’s knowledge, no surviving documents from the fifteenth- century Netherlands give 
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explicit instructions for the creation of a panel grisaille. This lack of extant material leaves such a 

line of questioning open to future studies.133 

 

Written sources from other periods and regions outside the Low Countries can shed some light on 

the materials and processes involved in painting Netherlandish grisailles. Care must be taken 

when incorporating sources from outside the context of study. While some of the sources touch 

on issues that can be related to imitation sculpture or monochromatic painting (the establishment 

of three-dimensionality for example),134 this section will be limited to two texts that make explicit 

mention of either trompe-l’oeil imagery or restricted-palette panel paintings: Le vite de'più 

eccellenti pittori, scultori ed architettori (The Lives of the Most Excellent Painters, Sculptors and 

Architects) by Giorgio Vasari (1550 and 1568) and its Netherlandish counterpart (of sorts) Het 

Schilder-boeck (The Book of Painting) written by Karel van Mander (1604).135 Vasari’s text is 

                                                        
133 Documents offering instructions for the preparation of pigments that were probably used in 
grisaille painting do survive, but there are no thorough sources relating specifically to the 
fifteenth and sixteenth century Low Countries. Sources like Karel van Mander (1604), Théodore 
Turquet de Mayerne (1620-1646), Samuel van Hoogstraten (1678) and Gerard de Lairesse (1707) 
provide a somewhat better picture of aspects of the Netherlandish painting practices, but 
generally pertain to works that fall outside the scope of this study. Mark Clarke has compiled a 
list of medieval sources describing painting materials and technique. These include the Liber de 
coloribus illuminatorum siue pictorum (Sloane Ms. 1754), the Le Begue manuscript, and Cennino 
Cennini’s Il libro dell’arte. See Mark Clarke, The Art of All Colours. Mediaeval Recipe Books for 
Painters and Illuminators, (London: Archetype Publications, 2001). 
134 Of course the successful creation of form was a topic of interest to fifteenth and sixteenth 
century artists, and not only in terms of the mimesis of stone or marble objects. However, these 
sources are primarily concerned with light and shadow in drawings, and as such cannot be 
directly related to the objects on which the present study is focused. For instance, Paul Taylor 
examines ‘flatness’ according to Samuel van Hoogstraten and Gerard de Lairesse. See Paul 
Taylor, “Flatness in Dutch Art: Theory and Practice,” Oud Holland 121, No. 2/3 (2008): 153-184. 
135 For the proceeding section, the following translations have been used: Vasari on Technique, 
translated into English by Louisa Maclehose, (New York: Dover Publications, Inc. 1960); 
Giorgio Vasari, Lives of the Most Eminent Painters, Sculptors & Architects, translated to English 
by G. C. de Vere (London: MacMillan and Co & The Medici Society, 1912); and finally Karel 
van Mander, The Lives of the illustrious Netherlandish and German painters, from the first 
edition of the Schilder-boeck (1603-1604): preceded by the lineage, circumstances and place of 
birth, life and works of Karel van Mander, painter and poet and likewise his death and burial, 
from the second edition of the Schilder-boeck (1616-1618) Translation and commentary by 
Hessel Miedema, (Doornspijk: Davaco, 1994). 
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temporally closest to the objects on which this study focuses. The Lives discusses the execution of 

illusionistic artworks in a different medium, thus relating to the trompe-l’oeil effect of many 

Netherlandish grisailles.  

 

Giorgio Vasari 

Giorgio Vasari’s Lives were published in 1550 and again in a revised edition of 1568. The 

introduction to the 1568 Lives includes a section devoted to the art of painting.136 Vasari’s use of 

the term chiaroscuro is multivalent and is applied to a variety of other types of imagery, 

including the chiaroscuro woodcut, drawings and sketches. In the Lives, Vasari discusses 

monochrome wall painting, emphasizing the illusionistic potential of these images. He also likens 

this type of representation to the art of drawing, “because it has been derived from copying 

marble statues and figures in bronze and various sorts of stone; and artists have been accustomed 

to decorate in monochrome the façades of palaces and houses, giving these a semblance other 

than reality, and making them appear to be built of marble or stone, with the decorative groups 

actually carved in relief.”137  Here, Vasari touches on several interesting points that bear further 

discussion.  

                                                        
136 This section is titled 'Of painting on the wall in Monochrome with various earths: how objects 
in bronze are imitated: and of groups for Triumphal Arches or festal structures, done with 
powdered earths mixed with size, which process is called Gouache and Tempera,' thus making 
plain the essential difference in medium and location between the Netherlandish grisailles and the 
type of imagery Vasari is discussing. See Vasari on Technique, 1960, 240. “Del dipignere nelle 
mura di chiaro e scuro di varie terrette, e come si contrafanno le cose di bronzo; e delle storie di 
terretta per archi o per feste a colla, che è chiamato a guazzo, et a tempera.” Giorgio Vasari, Le 
vite de'più eccellenti pittori, scultori ed architettori, ed. Gaetano Milanesi, Vol. 1 (Firenze: G.C. 
Sansoni, 1878-85), 190. 
137 “Vogliono i pittori che il chiaroscuro sia una forma di pittura che tragga più al disegno che al 
colorito, perché ciò è stato cavato da le statue di marmo, contrafacendole, e da le figure di 
bronzo et altre varie pietre. E questo hanno usato di fare nelle fa[c]ciate de’ palazzi e case in 
istorie, mostrando che quelle siano contrafatte e paino di marmo o di pietra con quelle storie 
intagliate, o veramente contrafacendo quelle sorti di spezie di marmo e porfido e di pietra verde 
e granito rosso e bigio o bronzo o altre pietre - come per loro meglio si sono accommodati- in 
più spartimenti di questa maniera, la qual è oggi molto in uso per fare le facce delle case e de’ 
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Firstly, he establishes a direct connection between the art of carving and painting in monochrome. 

For Vasari, sculpture is used as the basis for painted representation, developed through 

observation and replication. This strategy was certainly an important focal point for contemporary 

Italian artists and can be related to the paragone debate between sculptors and painters. Whether 

this was an issue for most fifteenth-century Netherlandish artists remains unclear.138 Vasari’s 

acknowledgement of a practical relationship between illusionistic paintings and the three-

dimensional objects they mimic may also be applicable to grisailles from the Low Countries. As 

noted, Panofsky highlighted the presence and participation of painters in the creation of three-

dimensional objects, assisting sculptors in the design and polychromy of their artworks. This 

relationship between painters and sculptors was flexible in essence. For instance, sculptures could 

be polychromed by a painter years after the carving finished, sometimes long after the object had 

been delivered to its intended location.139 Painters were often commissioned to polychrome 

carved objects, among whom the most famous documented examples were the masters Jan van 

Eyck and Robert Campin. Although a direct model-copy relationship may never be identified 

between a grisaille painting and an extant Netherlandish sculpture, it seems possible that painters 

looked to their environment for direct models.140  

 

In Vasari’s discussion, the creative link between the model and copy lies in the medium of 

drawing. Vasari is highlighting the importance of constant observation and training for the 

successful establishment of illusion, the practice of drawing serving as the method by which it is 

                                                                                                                                                                     

palazzi, così in Roma come per tutta Italia.” Vasari-Milanesi, Vol. 1, 190-191. English 
translation from Vasari on Technique, Trans. Louisa Maclehose, 240. 
138 Preimesberger discusses the paragone debate in regard to the work of Jan van Eyck. See 
Rudolf Preimesberger, “Zu Jan van Eycks Diptychon der Sammlung Thyssen-Bornemisza.” 
Zeitschrift für Kunstgeschichte 54, no. 4 (1991): 459-489 and Preimesberger, 2011, 28-31.  
139 Panofsky, Early Netherlandish Painting, 162. 
140 The relationship between drawings, grisailles and sculpture is examined further in Chapter 4. 
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possible to eventually be able to achieve a “semblance other than reality.”141 Interestingly, this 

favouring of disegno over colore in relation to trompe-l’oeil is mirrored in the terminology used 

to describe these works: chiaroscuro, which translates literally to light and shade. Significantly, 

Maclehose translates chiaroscuro to “monochrome.” It appears as though for Vasari, an important 

feature of these images was their emphasis on modeling over considerations of hue, 

demonstrating an artist’s ability to work in light and shade to create form. The replication of a 

particular type of material like marble or bronze, which would have necessitated a polychromatic 

palette, appears to have been secondary.  

 

Although reflecting Italian practices, Vasari’s brief inclusion highlights one of the somewhat-

common hypotheses pertaining to restricted palette painting: that executing a work with fewer – if 

any – colours may have been a decision based on economic concerns. In one significant passage 

Vasari specifically examines a monochromatic painting, executed on the exterior of a building. In 

his life of Andrea del Sarto Vasari also alludes to the affordability of painting in monochrome. He 

writes that del Sarto created twelve images in chiaroscuro for the Compagnia dello Scalzo in 

Florence. These images, depicting subjects from the life of John the Baptist, were located in the 

cloister of a building at the head of the Via Larga. Vasari emphasizes that the commissioners 

were “richer in spirit than in pocket,” suggesting that the decision to paint in monochrome rather 

than polychromatic fresco was, at least in part, related to financial concerns.142 It is logical that 

these works be executed in monochrome if the goal was to blend the images with the surrounding 

masonry, but Vasari’s note regarding the economy of the decision seems a pointed measure 

intended to highlight a different motivation for such a monochromatic palette, however 

                                                        
141 Maclehose, 240. 
142 “Onde vedendo alcuni di loro che Andrea veniva in grado d’ottimo pittore, deliberarono, 
essendo più ricchi d’animo che di danari, che egli facesse intorno a detto chiostro in dodici 
quadri di chiaro scuro, cioè di terretta, in fresco, dodici storie della vita di San Giovan Batista.” 
Vasari-Milanesi, Vol. 5, 9. English translation De Vere Vol. 5, 87. 
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convenient it may have been. It is also interesting to note that Vasari’s next sentence connects the 

beginnings of del Sarto’s fame as an artist to these chiaroscuro paintings.143 Clearly the ability to 

execute a commission in a reduced palette offered at least an equal opportunity for fame as a 

polychromatic work—if done successfully. 

 

Karel van Mander 

Karel van Mander’s Schilder-boeck (Haarlem, 1604) is the earliest comprehensive source 

documenting the lives of local Netherlandish painters and their works. It is divided into six major 

parts, the first four deserving greater attention here.144 The Schilder-boeck opens with a lengthy 

poem on the foundations of the art of painting called “Den Grondt der edel-vry schilder konst” 

(“The foundations of the noble and free art of painting.”) The following three segments are 

devoted to biographies of artists from ancient Egyptian, Roman and Greek examples to Italian 

artists and finally German and Netherlandish painters. In this way, Van Mander’s text is similar 

in essence to the Vite of Giorgio Vasari. Van Mander uses the term wit en swart (“white and 

black”) or a close variation of this phrasing to describe grisaille.145 This terminology throughout 

the Schilder-boeck highlights the same qualities as Vasari’s use of chiaroscuro. These words 

emphasize the importance of light and shadow, of white and black for this type of imagery. This 

feature is briefly expanded upon somewhat in “Den Grondt.”  

 

                                                        
143 “Per lo che egli messovi mano, fece nella prima quando San Giovanni battezza Cristo, con 
molta diligenza e tanto buona maniera che gl’acquistò credito, onore e fama per sì fatta maniera, 
che molte persone si voltarono a fargli fare opere, come a quello che stimavano dover col tempo 
a quello onorato fine che prometteva il principio del suo operare straordinario pervenire.” 
Vasari-Milanesi, Vol. 5, 9. English translation De Vere Vol. 5, 87. 
144 The fifth segment is a commentary on Publius Ovidius Nasso’s Metamorphoses and the sixth 
is a section for figures. 
145 Other phrases include swart ende wit and wit op swart. Van Mander’s language sometimes 
refers to the sequence of paint application (wit op swart is white on black) as opposed to simply 
suggesting a mixture of the two.  
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There is a brief mention in “Den Grondt” of Swart op wit (black on white) in a section discussing 

form in history pieces.146 Van Mander is commenting on the problem with painting in sharp 

contrast—in black on white without midtones— making images appear “like prints from the 

printer.”147 The advice to use intermediary shades and tones demonstrates the value Van Mander 

places on successful modeling, even for works seen from afar. It is interesting to note that Van 

Mander likens the unsuccessful paintings to objects made of marble, suggesting in an indirect 

way that imitations of this material employ strong contrasts. This is the only mention of wit en 

swart painting in “Den Grondt.”148 The more technical introduction lacks a systematic discussion 

of the type of reduced palette and/or illusionistic painting that is the focus of this thesis, an 

omission that fits into the pattern set by other contemporary sources, which tend to either gloss 

over this type of painting or neglect it entirely. The overall lack of attention paid to this type of 

painting suggests that grisaille held a relatively low status as a discreet category of image, or, that 

it was simply not distinguished with much frequency from panel painting in general. That no 

contemporary term for the grisaille exists (to present knowledge) further supports the view that 

this style of image was not paid much attention in written sources from the fifteenth-century Low 

Countries. Mimicking statuary in the manner typical of fifteenth-century polyptych exteriors 

seems not to have been a great concern for Van Mander, who, after all, reflects – and is interested 

in reflecting – the artistic practices and challenges of his time. 

 

                                                        
146 “Langh' heeft voortijts gheregneert een disorden/ Onder Schilders, als dwalighe ghesinten,/ 
Dat hun Historien van verre worden/ Aenghesien oft Marbre waer, oft schaeck-borden,/ 
Bringhende swart op wit, soo Druckers printen:/ maer nu comen d'Italy Mezza tinten/ In u soo 
halfverwighe soete graeuwen,/ Die't achter allencx bedommelt verflaeuwen.” Karel van Mander, 
“Den Grondt der edel-vry schilder-const,” in Het Schilder-boeck, Cap. 5, 42 (Haarlem, 1604). 
147 This translation is found in Ernst van de Wetering, A Corpus of Rembrandt Paintings V: The 
Small-Scale History Paintings. Vol. 5. (Springer Science & Business Media, 2013), 57. 
148 “T’witte met t’swerte” is mentioned in the thirteenth section of “Den Grondt” in reference to 
the art of writing/drawing. See Fol. 51v, 18-19. 
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Van Mander’s own biography, included in the bookseller Jacob Pietersz Wachter's 1618 edition 

of Het Schilder-Boeck, features three mentions of the term wit en swart. Van Mander himself is 

thus documented as having painted grisailles.149 The biography states, in the Miedema translation, 

"He also painted many pieces in grisaille, which immediately pleased the lovers of art."150 This 

passage suggests that “the lovers of art” who viewed these grisailles enjoyed Van Mander’s 

artistry, indicating a positive reception possibly linked to trompe-l’oeil. The final instance of a wit 

en swart by Van Mander describes a work that seems closest to the triptych exterior grisaille: 

"The [altar] triptych was painted on the outside in grisaille with two large standing figures..."151 

This last description suggests that Van Mander’s painting is an extension of the fifteenth-century 

tradition of painting altarpiece exteriors in subdued tones.152 Without more information, it is 

impossible to determine whether or not this work was a proper trompe-l’oeil.  

 

In the Life of Zeuxis Van Mander cites a method used by the Greeks, “Zeuxis also created many 

paintings in black and white, which the Greeks called Monochromata.”153 This is consistent with 

many seventeenth and eighteenth century writers who examine painting technique and its history. 

This mention of monochromatic imagery can also be found in Van Hoogstraten and Junius, 

                                                        
149 For example, Van Mander painted a flood in grisaille: “Eerstelijck tot Haerlem/ etc. gekomen 
zynde in 'tjaer 1583. maeckten hy een deluvie van wit en swart” Fol. S2ra. English translation 
Miedema, Vol. 1, 1994, 26. 
150 “...maekten hy veel stucken van wit en swart / alsoo die de liefhebbers met den eersten wel 
bevielen...” Fol. S2ra. English translation see Miedema, Vol. 1, 1994, 26. 
151 “een Outaer-tafel met twee deuren te schilderen [...] Den inhout vande tafel met haer deuren 
waren van bupten swart / ende wit / met twee groote staende beelden...” Fol. S1ra. English 
translation see Miedema, 1994, 22. The biography of Van Mander was added to the Schilder-
boeck in the 1618 publication by the bookseller Jacob Pietersz Wachter.   
152 Van Mander’s artistic production falls outside the scope of the present study. Furthermore, this 
description does not come from Van Mander himself, but rather from his biographer. However, it 
is interesting to note that, as a painter, Van Mander continued to produce what are likely grisailles 
without examining them in much detail in his Schilder-boeck.  
153 “Zeuxis heeft oock veel dinghen oft Conterfeytsels ghedaen van wit en swart, Monochromata 
doe by den Griecken geheeten.” Schilder-boeck Fol. 67v. 
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among others.154 However, this point is not expanded upon by Van Mander, and any potential 

relationship to more contemporary painting practice is left unremarked.  

 

Hessel Miedema has translated the section on the lives of Netherlandish and German artists into 

English, reading wit en swart as grisaille. Most of the instances of wit en swart in the Lives are 

simply Van Mander listing works created by a particular artist. These examples are concentrated 

in the Italian section, although some do occur in the part on German and Netherlandish 

painters.155 Sometimes Van Mander seems to be referring to grisailles on polyptychs. For 

example, in the life of Van Heemskerck, Van Mander describes the outside of an altarpiece using 

the same terminology:  "In the Church of St Aechte an altarpiece with the Three Kings; this he 

designed so that one King stood in the middle panel, and one in each of the shutters; on the 

outside was the Brazen Serpent in grisaille."156 This also appears to be the case in his description 

of a work in the section on Peter and Frans Pourbus.157 In other instances, it appears as though 

                                                        
154 The tradition of citing classical texts is one that can be found in medieval literature. Authors 
often employed these texts as reliable material, without reflecting on the accuracy of their 
content. For medieval compilers, classical documents could be interspersed with medieval 
practice without hesitation. See Clarke, 2001, 10. For later writers like Van Mander, the inclusion 
of references to Pliny and other stories from antiquity seems to have been intended to connect the 
painters he discusses to an illustrious history of artistic tradition, establishing an impressive 
pedigree for his selection as well as demonstrating his awareness of these earlier sources.   
155 According to Van Mander, Italian artists who painted works in wit en swart include: Andrea 
Mantegna, Baltasar da Siena, Andrea del Sarto, Polidoro da Caravaggio, Rosso Fiorentino, 
Domenico Beccafumi, Jacopo Pontormo, and Francesco Salviati, among others. Hans Holbein, 
Jan Gossart, Joachim Beuckelaer, Maerten van Heemskerck, Pieter Vlerick van Cortrijck, Carel 
van Yper, Bartholomaeus Spranger, Hendrick Goltzius, Cornelis Ketel, Abraham Bloemaert, and 
Peter and Frans Pourbus are some of the German and Netherlandish painters also documented as 
having executed a work in grisaille. 
156 “…van buyten / was de Serpent-bytinge van wit en swart.” Fol. 246. English translation see 
Miedema, 1994, 242-243. 
157 “…en was d'Historie van S. Hubrecht: de binnen Tafel was een Doopsel, daer twee Persoonen 
van eenen Bisschop werden ghedoopt, met twee die Toortsen houden, in eenen schoonen Tempel, 
op de perspectijf seer wel ghedaen: in d'een deur had hy ghemaeckt een becoringhe, daer de 
boose geesten den Sanct schatten toonen, maer wijstse van hem: op d'ander deur wort hy met 
Vrouwen van hun becoort: van buyten, daer Maria de trappen op climt, en de groet Elisabeths, 
van wit en swart: dese dinghen zijn noch binnen Delft.” Schilder-boeck Fol. 257v. English 
translation see Miedema, 1994, 287-287. 
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Van Mander appears to be describing what Philippot calls a demi-grisaille: a work with areas of 

colour restricted to flesh, hair and other isolated elements. In the life of Holbein, two works 

referenced are executed in watercolour on canvas and depict the Triumph of Wealth.  The work 

has "All the nude parts: faces, hands and feet are flesh-coloured; all the clothing or drapery is in 

grisaille, with the edges and the adornments drawn with powdered gold."158  

 

In his discussion of the lives of Italian artists, Van Mander highlights many instances of wit en 

swart imagery. These representations are often the decoration of interiors or some other type of 

trompe-l’oeil wall adornment, far more directly tied to its environment than those fifteenth- 

century grisailles found on polyptych exteriors. Also frequent is Van Mander’s connection of 

grisaille to historien and copies of antique objects. The mention of wit en swart in the life of 

Mantegna is perhaps the most illuminating for the present study. Here, Van Mander makes clear 

that the grisaille representation is imitating a particular material: marble.159 Furthermore, Van 

Mander connects the illusionistic marble painting to its model in antique relief sculpture. In 

another case he notes the use of lead white highlights in a grisaille by Leonardo da Vinci, but 

again, this does not refer to a polytych exterior but rather to a patroon for a door.160 Van 

                                                        
158 “[...] zijn alle naeckte: tronien / handen en boeten / zijn vleyf-verwe: en alle de cleederen oft 
draperije / van wit en swart: de boordekens en cieteraten met schelp-gout getrocken wesende.” 
Fol. 222v. English translation see Miedema, 1994, 148-149. Powdered gold refers to shell gold, 
which is made from a mixture of gold powder and gum Arabic. It is quite rare outside of 
Germany and more commonly found in manuscript illumination. “Shell gold,” CAMEO, accessed 
September 16, 2015, http://cameo.mfa.org/wiki/Shell_gold.  
159 “En alsoo seer hy voorhenen altijt Andreas dinghen hadgepresen, soo seer heeft hy't van doe 
af altijts openbaerlijck veracht: segghende, dat Andreas Beelden niet en doogden, om dat hy die 
hadde geconterfeyt na d'Antijcke steenen Beelden, waer naer men niet can leeren schilderen te 
deghe: want die steenen dinghen behouden altijts herdicheyt, nemmermeer hebbende een seker 
teere soeticheyt, die t'vleesch oft het leven heeft, dat hem roert en bouwt op verscheyden actien: 
voeghende noch daer by, hadde Andreas zijn Beelden van wit en swart als marber ghemaeckt, 
sonder van soo veel verwen, sy souden meer gratie ghehadt hebben: want dan soudense emmer te 
minsten Antijcksche steenen Beelden gheleken hebben.” Schilder-boeck Fol. 108r. Van Mander 
also notes the imitation of marble in the life of Andrea del Sarto. See Fol. 124v.  
160 “Hy maeckte een Patroon, om een behangh voor een deur, om den Coning van Portegael, 
t'welck in Vlaender van goudt en sijde soude zijn ghewrocht, het was van Adam en Eva, daer sy 
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Mander’s Schilder-boeck emphasizes the use of trompe-l’oeil imagery for ornamentation and 

embellishment, a characteristic that is also highlighted in many twenty-first century definitions of 

the term grisaille. In the absence of more written information from the fifteenth- and sixteenth- 

century Low Countries we must return to the objects themselves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                     

sondighen, van wit en swart, te weten, gehooght met loot-wit: Hy bracht te weghe een beemdt vol 
cruyden, en ghedierten, soo natuerlijck, en met sulck een vlijt alst moghelijck is.” Schilder-boeck 
Fol. 112r. 
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Chapter 2 Figures 

 

 
[Fig. 2.1] Hubert and Jan van Eyck, the Ghent Altarpiece (open) with missing Just Judges panel 
indicated on lower left tier, c. 1423-32, oleaginous medium on panel, 3.65 x 4.87 m (wings open), 
St Bavo, Ghent. Image courtesy of closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be.  
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[Fig. 2.1] fully closed state.  
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[Fig. 2.2] Master of the Ursula Legend, IRR of [Fig. 5.1] Wings with the Church Fathers, 
Evangelists, and the Annunciation (exterior wings), before 1489, oil on oak panel, each Church 
Father/Evangelist panel approximately 47.7 x 30 cm; Annunciation panels 59.4 x 18.7 cm; 59 x 
18.2 x cm, Groeningemuseum, Bruges. © Nenagh Hathaway 
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[Fig. 2.3] Master of Delft, IRR detail of Annunciation (exterior of Virgin and Child in an 
Enclosed Garden), c. 1500, oil on panel, Each wing 86.5 x 31.5 cm, central panel 87.1 x 69.2 cm, 
Catharijneconvent Museum, Utrecht on loan from Rijksmuseum Amsterdam. © Nenagh 
Hathaway 
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[Fig. 2.4] Hans Memling, IRR of Annunciation (exterior of the Crabbe Triptych), 1467-70, oil 
and tempera on oak panel, 83.3 x 26.5 cm each, Groeningemuseum, Bruges. © Nenagh 
Hathaway 
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[Fig. 2.5] Master of the Ursula Legend, Annunciation IRR of [Fig. 5.6] 
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[Fig. 2.6] Workshop of Rogier van der Weyden, Saint Laurence (reverse of diptych wing), panel, 
51.1 x 33.2 cm, Royal Museum of Fine Art, Antwerp. 
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[Fig. 2.7] Hieronymus Bosch, Crowning with Thorns (exterior of The Last Judgment triptych), c. 
1495-1505, oil on oak panel, left wing 99.5 x 28.8 cm, right wing 99.5 x 28.6 cm, 
Groeningemuseum, Bruges. 
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[Fig. 2.8] Hieronymus Bosch, Ascent of the Blessed from Visions of the Hereafter, c. 1505-15, oil 
on oak panel, 88.8 x 39.9 cm, Palazzo Grimani,Venice. 
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[Fig. 2.9] Unknown Netherlandish artist, Annunciation (exterior of Rogier van der Weyden’s 
Bladelin Altarpiece of 1445-1450), last quarter of the fifteenth century, 91.0 x 40.0 cm,  
Staatliche Museen, Gemäldegalerie, Berlin.  
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Chapter 3 

Jan van Eyck and Early Fifteenth- Century Grisailles  

Like many analyses of Netherlandish panel painting since the time of Vasari and Van 

Mander, the present study begins with the brothers Van Eyck and with the Ghent 

Altarpiece grisailles in particular.161 It is certainly possible that other grisailles were 

produced before those of the Ghent Altarpiece, and indeed the impressive Trinity panel 

that is attributed to the Master of Flémalle (sometimes identified with Robert Campin) 

[Fig. 1.11] may predate the Ghent panels.162 Both the Trinity panel and the grisailles of 

the Ghent Altarpiece, which depict Saint John the Baptist and Saint John the Evangelist 

[Fig. 1.10 and 1.9], present illusionistic statuary set in trompe-l’oeil niches. The Ghent 

Altarpiece grisailles and their underdrawings can be compared with other surviving 

examples by Jan van Eyck, providing insight into the relationship between design and 

mimesis.  

 

The Ghent Altarpiece panels are often examined as part of attempts to chart the origins of 

the Netherlandish grisaille. However, without more surviving material – both in the form 

                                                        
161See, for example, Otto Pächt’s Van Eyck and the founders of early Netherlandish painting 
(1994), Till-Holger Borchert’s Van Eyck to Dürer: the influence of early Netherlandish painting 
on European art, 1430-1530 (2010), or Susan Frances Jones’s Van Eyck to Gossaert: towards a 
northern Renaissance (2011). Even earlier, Max J. Friedländer also notes this tendency in his 
fourteen volume exploration of early Netherlandish painting, which happens to begin with Jan 
van Eyck. See The van Eycks – Petrus Christus, Early Netherlandish Painting Vol. 1, trans. Heinz 
Norden, first published in Berlin from 1924-33 (Leyden: A. W. Sijthoff, 1967), 19.  
162 As noted in the introductory chapter, Stefan Kemperdick has pointed out that the Berswordt 
Annunciation (c. 1395) features a reduced palette, somewhat similar to the tones of the same 
subject in the Ghent panels (completed in 1432). The Berswordt example, while perhaps a 
precursor, is not itself a grisaille. The complex history of the artist responsible for the so-called 
Flémalle panels and the oeuvre surrounding these works is examined in Chapter 4 and also 
Kemperdick and Sander, 2009, 13-24.  
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of paintings and written sources – efforts to define this genesis remain limited. Several 

attempts to clarify this emergence have been made, but none have been conclusive.163 For 

example, the eminent connoisseur Max J. Friedländer proposed that the fifteenth-century 

Netherlandish grisaille developed as part of the eventual substitution of painting for 

sculpture in altarpieces of the period.164 Since, as he also notes in reference to the 

survival rate of early Netherlandish paintings, “[o]f every thousand bricks that once made 

up the structure, no more than a hundred have come down to us,” it is thus possible that 

examples of altarpieces with grisaille interior wings and carved central compartments 

once existed, but have since been destroyed.165 This issue of survival impacts any 

hypothesis concerning the grisaille’s origins. The present chapter will touch upon the 

initial development of the Netherlandish panel grisaille but will focus instead on what can 

be gleaned from information provided by the surviving works themselves.  

 

This chapter begins with a brief discussion of Jan van Eyck’s artistic production in the 

context of fifteenth-century panel painting and carved sculpture, setting the stage for a 

closer inspection of his grisailles. Jan van Eyck was an artist whose ability to observe the 

world around him had a significant impact on his painting. For this reason, Van Eyck’s 

grisailles are situated in the context of this overarching artistic goal. 

 

The first grisailles to be examined are those of the Ghent Altarpiece (completed 1432), a 

monumental polyptych produced by the brothers Hubert and Jan van Eyck according to 

                                                        
163 See Introduction, discussion of grisaille literature. 
164 Friedländer, The van Eycks, 1967 edition, 28.  
165 Ibid., 18, 28. Without surviving objects, it is not possible to substantiate Friedländer’s theory. 
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the altarpiece’s quatrain [Fig. 3.1]. Jan van Eyck’s Dresden Triptych (1437) follows as 

the second example of Van Eyck’s use of the grisaille [Fig. 1.6], which will be compared 

with both the Ghent Altarpiece panels as well as a third surviving grisaille by Jan van 

Eyck: the Thyssen-Bornemisza Diptych (c. 1433-1435) [Fig. 1.1]. Analysis focuses on 

the iconography of these works as well as their underdrawing stage.  The two most 

popular choices of subject matter for this type of artwork (the Annunciation and standing 

saints) will also be briefly discussed. These works by Van Eyck will be situated in a 

broader context of fifteenth-century Netherlandish triptych painting. 

 

Jan van Eyck and mimesis 

Jan van Eyck’s artistic production plays a significant role in the shift in panel painting 

commonly referred to as the ars nova, and his grisailles participate in this development. 

Van Eyck’s grisailles reflect the important role mimesis played in his artistic agenda. Jan 

is an artist whose paintings demonstrate his careful observation and imitation of the 

visible world. For instance, Jan convincingly paints the luminous qualities of a pearl, with 

light reflecting within as well as off its surface [Fig. 3.2]. He does this just as successfully 

as he paints the recession of a landscape into the far distance [Fig. 3.3]. As Otto Pächt 

suggests, the works of Jan van Eyck (and the Master of Flémalle) represent “the first 

portraits of works of art […] This was the specific historical moment at which copying, 

too, became possible.”166 This quotation refers to copying in the sense that Van Eyck was 

looking at the world around him and replicating it in paint. Jan used contemporary 

environments as the setting for his painted deities and saints rather than favouring gold 

                                                        
166 Pächt, 1994, 25. 
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leaf as an indication of the spiritual world that can only exist in the mind’s eye. This 

represents an enormous step forward from previous generations of artists.  

 

Pre-Eyckian panel painting in the Low Countries was by no means devoid of the 

imitation of nature. Carefully executed details like flora and fauna exist in works from the 

period leading up to Jan van Eyck. However, these elements generally take their place as 

part of a larger, more heavily stylized artistic whole.167 The resulting Pre-Eyckian painted 

image is thus one that includes some naturalistic features but whose artistic goal is to 

successfully convey a spiritual message or narrative as directly and clearly as possible. 

Particularly with subjects that must be set in a heavenly realm, artists turned to materials 

like gold leaf and overt schematization that underscored the non-earthly nature of the 

scene. In opposition to this tendency, Jan van Eyck’s grisailles, like his other paintings, 

emphasize the significance of earthly objects in the quest for the divine. Using existing 

sculptures as models for his grisailles would thus have fit with Van Eyck’s artistic 

tendency, although again, we have no proof of this.168  

 

The imitation of the visible world was achieved by Jan primarily on the panel surface, but 

he also used illusionistic devices outside the panel support to emphasize the trompe-l’oeil 

effect in many of his works. Frames, both painted and carved, serve to enhance the 

                                                        
167 Indeed, as has been noted, manuscript illumination presents the most substantial group of pre-
Eyckian images that demonstrate the replication of the natural world. Anne van Buren also 
discusses this in her article “Thoughts, Old and New, on the Sources of Early Netherlandish 
Painting,” Simiolus Vol. 16, No. 2/3 (1986): 93-112. 
168 Susie Nash suggests that Jan van Eyck’s designs for sculptures provided him with the 
inspiration for his grisailles. See Northern Renaissance Art (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2008), 174. Perhaps Jan’s grisailles demonstrate that he could both design and execute sculpture 
more successfully than sculptors. 
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lifelike nature of Jan’s portraits and religious scenes. For example, the Portrait of a Man 

at the National Gallery, London (1432) [Fig. 3.4] features an imitation stone ledge that 

both separates and connects the sitter with the world of the viewer, participating in each 

of these spaces as a framing element. A similar awareness of the significance of framing 

devices can be seen in the Ghent Altarpiece where the extant frames of the exterior have 

been painted to imitate stonework. This illusionistic detailing was heavily overpainted 

while the panels were in Berlin but has been revealed again through recent cleaning. 

 

In the Adam and Eve panels of the Ghent Altarpiece [Fig. 3.5] the stone niches in which 

the pair stand are carefully rendered with shadows behind each figure to enhance their 

three-dimensional presence. The Adam panel is of particular interest here because Van 

Eyck has enhanced the illusionistic potential of the stone niche framework by positioning 

Adam’s toes jutting forward into the viewer’s space as they rest on the lip of the niche 

floor [Fig. 3.6]. This positioning was deliberately changed from the underdrawing stage. 

Infrared reflectography shows that Adam’s feet were initially planned to match the 

placement of Eve’s feet [Fig. 3.7]. His foot thus lacked the foreshortening that now 

makes it appear to jut forward beyond the edge of the stone floor. By making this 

intentional change in the paint layers, Jan enhanced the trompe-l’oeil character of this 

panel and established a greater connection between the figure of Adam and the world of 

the viewer. 
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Jan van Eyck’s framing devices often imitate different types of stone, an attention to 

detail that can be seen in other parts of his paintings.169 For example, Van Eyck carefully 

distinguishes between each column in the central panel of the Dresden Triptych by 

rendering them in different colours and with individualized veining [Fig. 3.8]. In his 

Washington Annunciation (c. 1434/1436), Van Eyck employs a similar strategy for his 

colourful columns, his awareness of detail evident in each of the two stories [Fig. 3.9]. 

Illusionistic architectural frameworks and the rendering of particular stone species are 

especially significant for grisailles, and will be discussed in more detail below. 

Subsequent generations of artists carried on the mimetic legacy of Van Eyck’s grisailles 

to varying degrees, often in direct relation to their technical proficiency.  

 

The Ghent Altarpiece 

The Ghent Altarpiece is a masterful example of Jan van Eyck’s remarkable artistic 

prowess, a compelling reflection of his observational skill and painting technique 

combined with a highly complex iconographical program. There are two prominent 

grisaille panels in the Ghent polyptych, one depicting John the Baptist and the other John 

the Evangelist [Fig. 1.10 and 1.9]. These figures are centrally located in the lowest tier of 

the exterior, close to their audience. Not only do they appear directly in front of the 

altarpiece’s viewers when fully closed, but through this positioning they are also the 

focus of adoration of the patrons who kneel in adjacent niches [Fig. 3.10].170 In this 

                                                        
169 The illusionistic frame of the Thyssen-Bornemisza Diptych will be discussed below. Jan also 
uses painted inscriptions that appear to be carved or tooled in other paintings like the Dresden 
Triptych and the Van der Paele Madonna.  
170 Van Asperen de Boer noted a shift in the positioning of the patron’s pupils from the 
underdrawing and final paint layers. Given Van Asperen de Boer’s proposal for the positioning of 
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prominent location, the two saints are well situated to communicate between the world of 

the altarpiece and that of the viewer. The Baptist directs his attention to both the audience 

as well as Jodocus Vijd, who kneels in prayer at the far left of the closed altarpiece. Saint 

John the Evangelist’s stony gaze is also somewhat ambiguous, generally directed 

downward towards Elisabeth Borluut. For the patrons, this artwork served an important 

function to help ensure their path to eternal salvation. Vijd paid for a Foundation that 

included not only the polyptych, but also the endowment of the entire chapel in which the 

work was placed, as well as the necessary furnishings.171 The grisailles, and the altarpiece 

as a whole participated in the Christian Mass, paid for—in perpetuity, according to the 

aforementioned document—by the donors, and delivered in the interest of assuring their 

place in heaven.  

 

Above the grisaille panels the Archangel Gabriel delivers his news across two panels 

depicting a lavabo and city view to the receptive Virgin Mary. Surmounting the 

Annunciate figures are round-topped niches containing prophets and sibyls who lean 

forward out of their encasements to foretell the coming of Christ, forming the third tier of 

the altarpiece’s exterior [Fig. 3.10]. When opened, the altarpiece can be generally divided 

into two horizontal tiers.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                     

the altarpiece wings, this adjustment directs Borluut’s and Vijd’s gaze towards the Adoration of 
the Lamb. See J. R. J. van Asperen de Boer, “A note on the original disposition of the Ghent 
altarpiece and the Beaune polyptych,” Oud Holland Vol 117 (2004), 109. 
171 This information comes from a document dated 13 May, 1435. Elizabeth Dhanens discusses 
this information in her book Van Eyck: The Ghent Altarpiece (London: Penguin Books, 1973), 
24.  
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The bottom tier features five panels, with the Adoration of the Lamb, its main subject, 

located at the centre [Fig. 2.1]. Flanking the Adoration to the viewer’s right are the 

Hermits and Pilgrims. To the left can be found the Knights of Christ and a copy of the 

Just Judges panel, which was stolen in the early twentieth century and has yet to be 

recovered. At the centre of the upper tier sits the Deity figure (identified as Christ and/or 

God the Father), who wears a triple crown and raises his right hand in a gesture of 

blessing. The Virgin Mary and John the Baptist sit to either side and are themselves 

flanked by Singing and Music Making Angels. Adam and Eve stand at the outermost left 

and right sides of the opened altarpiece, facing toward the polyptych’s centre. These 

naked figures stand in stone niches, decorated at the tops with trompe-l’oeil sculpted 

depictions of The Sacrifices of Cain and Abel (above Adam) and Cain Slaying Abel 

(above Eve.)  

 

The iconography of the Ghent Altarpiece 

Theories abound as to the overall iconograpic program of this complex polyptych. To 

date, no such program has been identified, although the general scholarly consensus is 

that its iconography relates to the liturgy of All Saint’s. Elizabeth Dhanens was the first 

to propose a possible single source for the polyptych’s iconographic program, by 

interpreting the work as a reflection of the writings of Rupert of Deutz.172 Anne van 

Buren describes the altarpiece as “[t]hree christophanies, the Incarnation, the Mass and 

                                                        
172 Rupert of Deutz was a twelfth century commentator. Passages from his text De victoria Verbi 
Dei (Concerning the Victory of the Word of God) can be found illustrated, after a fashion, in the 
central Deësis figure. Furthermore, as Dhanens explains, his “allegorical system concerning the 
Redemption” finds close parallels throughout the iconography of the polyptych. See Elisabeth 
Dhanens, 1973, 88-100. 
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the final Triumph.”173 She also supports Dhanens’s view (1973) that the twelve panels 

form an essentially coherent unit.174 This was, in essence, a reaction to Panofsky, who 

had suggested that the work is a composite whose initial design did not reflect its current 

state. Panofsky’s thesis has recently been revitalized by Hugo van der Velden.175 

Dendrochronological analyses, however, demonstrates that some panels from the upper 

and lower tier were derived from the same trees, further contributing to the refutation of 

Panofsky’s (and, in extension, Van der Velden’s) theory.176  James Snyder suggests that 

the iconography derives from the mystical visions of the heavenly mass and the 

Adoration of the Lamb written by Saint John the Evangelist in his Book of Revelation.177  

 

 

                                                        
173 Anne Hagopian van Buren. "Eyck, van." Grove Art Online. Oxford Art Online. Oxford 
University Press, accessed August 11, 2015, 
http://www.oxfordartonline.com.proxy.queensu.ca/subscriber/article/grove/art/T027196pg1. 
174 Inscriptions on the altarpiece derive from a variety of sources, including the Bible, the Little 
Office of the Virgin, St John Chrysostom, St Augustine, the Book of Revelation, and Hugh of St 
Victor. Several of these writings are found together in Rupert of Deutz’s comments, discussed in 
detail by Dhanens. See Dhanens, 1973, 51-102. 
175 Erwin Panofsky, Early Netherlandish Painting, Its Origins and Character (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1966), 208-209. 
176 Different campaigns of dendrochronology have been performed on the Ghent Altarpiece 
panels. In the report produced by Pascale Fraiture, it is concluded that “Two [planks] from the 
panel of God the Father came from a single oak; the same is true for the third element of this 
panel and a plank from the Adoration of the Lamb.” See Pascale Fraiture, Report of 
dendrochronological analysis. Dossier no. P463-P464-P465-P466 (Dossier IRPA/KIK no. 
2008.09837). May 2011. page 12. These documents are also accessible on the Closer to Van Eyck 
website: http://closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be/#home/sub=dendrochronology 
177 James Snyder, Northern Renaissance Art, Northern Renaissance Art: Painting, Sculpture, and 
the Graphic Arts from 1350 to 1575, (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall; New York: Harry N. 
Abrams, 1985), 93. 
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There are significant vertical alignments in regards to the proposed iconography of the 

polyptych.178 For example, an iconographical connection exists between the central 

Deësis figure, the dove in the Adoration of the Lamb panel below and the altar with the 

Lamb. When read along this vertical axis the Deity can only be interpreted as God the 

Father, with the Holy Ghost present as the dove and Christ identified as the Lamb of God. 

The fountain also shares the vertical link, although it is a later addition by Jan van Eyck. 

However, this is not the only way of interpreting the polyptych and the ambiguity 

between horizontal and vertical axes has generated several different explanations. 

Iconographical readings of the Ghent Altarpiece are complicated by a lack of 

documentary evidence outlining the polyptych’s original design, subsequent stages of 

construction and the shares given to each Van Eyck brother. 

 

The iconography of the exterior is, like the altarpiece as a whole, also difficult to explain 

as a single, coherent program, and the same holds true for the two grisaille panels. The 

upper tier with the prophets Zechariah and Micah and the Erythraen and Cumaean sibyls 

foretell Christ’s coming and the Annunciation in the middle tier makes possible the 

promise of salvation for mankind. Both thus relate to the Mystery of the Incarnation.179 

There is no single convincing explanation for the inclusion of Saint John the Baptist and 

Saint John the Evangelist, although several partial justifications exist and are discussed 

below. Neither Saint John the Baptist nor Saint John the Evangelist reflect the identities 

                                                        
178 The complicated issue of the interior’s iconography is outlined by Stephan Kemperdick in his 
essay “The History of the Ghent Altarpiece” in The Ghent Altarpiece by the Brothers Van Eyck: 
history and appraisal, Stephan Kemperdick and Johannes Rößler Eds., (Berlin: Staatliche 
Museen zu Berlin, 2014), 12-19. 
179 This is discussed by Dhanens, 1973, 51-55.  
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of the donors, which is a notable difference from polyptychs that typically featured patron 

saints along with (or instead of) the donor figures. While the painted presence of 

Elizabeth and Jodocus reminds the viewer of their significance as instigators of the 

altarpiece, it is nevertheless a somewhat peculiar omission that may be related to issues 

surrounding the polyptych’s patronage. The inclusion of Saint John the Baptist is 

partially explained by the contemporary dedication of the parochial church to John the 

Baptist, rather than Saint Bavo. As one who foretells the coming of Christ, the Baptist is 

an appropriate introductory figure for the opened polyptych.180 The Baptist holds and 

points toward his attribute, a lamb, referencing his identification of Jesus as the Lamb of 

God (agnus dei).181 It is possible that some of the current iconographical idiosyncrasies 

were triggered by the adaptations to the altarpiece for the baptism of Philip the Good of 

Burgundy and Isabelle of Portugal’s son Josse, which took place on the same date the 

polyptych was revealed according to the chronogram included in the quatrain (6 May 

1432.)182 Possible changes to the altarpiece related to Josse’s baptism include the addition 

of the fountain in the foreground of the Adoration of the Lamb and perhaps also the 

dove.183 Hugo van der Velden’s article refutes such a link by proposing that 6 May 1432 

was the date that part of the lower tier was first placed on display, identifying the 

Adoration of the Lamb and its inner wings as the sections of the work unveiled at this 

                                                        
180 See the Gospel of John 1:15-29 for the Baptist’s prophecies. 
181 See also John 1:29. 
182 Penny Howell Jolly proposes a link between Josse’s birth, baptism and the Ghent Altarpiece in 
her article “More on the Van Eyck Question: Philip the Good of Burgundy, Isabelle of Portugal, 
and the Ghent Altarpiece,” Oud Holland Vol. 101, No. 4 (1987): 237-253. 
183 The addition of the fountain was first noted by Van Asperen de Boer and was also discussed 
by Hugo van der Velden. See J. R. J. Van Asperen De Boer, "A scientific re-examination of the 
Ghent Altarpiece." Oud Holland 93, No. 3 (1979): 141-213 and Van der Velden, “A reply to 
Volker Herzner and a note on the putative author of the Ghent quatrain,” Simiolus: Netherlands 
Quarterly for the History of Art, Vol. 35, No. 3/4, (2011):140. 
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time. Therefore, according to Van der Velden, the outer wings of the lower tier, including 

the grisailles, as well as the upper tier did not exist in 1432 when Josse’s baptism took 

place.184 However, Van der Velden’s argument is influenced by his attempt to link the 

polyptych with the Ghent town hall and is contradicted by the dendrochronological 

results discussed above. Questions raised by the temporal gap between the date of the 

chronogram (1432) and the Vijd Foundation (1435) have resulted in problematic efforts 

like Van der Velden’s that seek to both tie up iconographic loose ends and explain the 

construction and history of the polyptych.  

 

John the Evangelist’s poisoned chalice recalls the offering of Christ’s blood as part of the 

Eucharistic rite and text from his Book of Revelation can be found around the edge of the 

fountain.185 Together, the grisailles prefigure the imagery of the altarpiece’s interior and 

share the same temporal zone as their audience.186 The quatrain does state that the work 

was completed for Jodocus, but not that it was commissioned for him.  

 

The altarpiece is also thought to have featured a predella, now lost. According to the 

account of Marcus van Vaernewyck, this tier included watercolour depictions of Hell. 

However, it has been convincingly suggested for iconographical reasons that it was 
                                                        
184 See Hugo van der Velden, “The quatrain of the ‘Ghent Altarpiece,’” Simiolus: Netherlands 
Quarterly for the History of Art, Vol. 35, No. 1 / 2 (2011): 5-40. 
185 Although the fountain is a later addition, it may have been part of the alterations and 
expansions made by Jan after his brother’s death. Thus, the connection between the text from 
Revelation and the grisaille Evangelist on the exterior fit if both are seen as Jan’s creations. 
Dhanens has also interpreted the groups surrounding the Lamb of God as the “great multitude, 
which no man could number, of all nations…” from Revelation vii, 9 and indeed identifies the 
Book of Revelation as one of the primary sources for the opened altarpiece. These interpretations 
establish further potential connections between the figure of the Evangelist with imagery found 
on the altarpiece’s interior. See Dhanens, 1973, 55-56. 
186 Jacobs, Opening Doors, 72-73. 
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Purgatory and not Hell that was depicted in the predella and that this inclusion was 

impermanent, intended only for the baptism of Duke Philip’s son Josse. 187 These 

paintings had already been destroyed by inept cleaning attempts before Van 

Vaernewyck’s lifetime. Lotte Brand Philip supports Van Vaernewyck’s statement, further 

suggesting that the predella was a hanging cloth antependium that would have been 

placed in front of the altar.188  

 

Dating and attribution 

The completion of the Ghent Altapriece can be dated to 1432 based on the quatrain’s 

chronogram, revealed during a cleaning in Berlin and published by Waagen in 1824 [Fig. 

3.11]. This date has recently been interpreted by Hugo van der Velden as the moment 

when Hubert’s share of the work was first unveiled rather than the date of completion of 

the polyptych as a whole. Van der Velden identifies the Adoration of the Lamb with its 

wings as the part of the altarpiece connected with the quatrain and its chronogram.189 The 

quatrain, which includes the date, also states that Hubert van Eyck (Jan’s elder brother) 

began the altarpiece. Recently, Van der Velden hypothesized that it was Hubert who 

                                                        
187 Marcus van Vaernewyck, Van de beroerlicke Tijden in die Nederlanden en voornamelijk in 
Ghendt, 1566-1568, Ghent University Library, Hs. G 2469 and Van der Velden, “A reply to 
Volker Herzner,” (2011):140.  
188 Lotte Brand Philip, The Ghent Altarpiece and the Art of Jan van Eyck, (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1971), 32. 
189 According to Van der Velden, at this date, the upper part of the altarpiece was not present, nor 
were the exterior paintings of the lower register (patrons and grisailles.) Van der Velden also 
argues that these remaining panels were designed and completed between 6 May 1432 and 13 
May 1435, the date the Foundation was registered. See Van der Velden, “The quatrain,” (2011), 
5-40. A lively discussion on the nature of the quatrain continues, with Volker Herzner’s article 
“A response to Hugo van der Velden, ‘The quatrain of the ‘Ghent Altarpiece,’’” Simiolus: 
Netherlands Quarterly for the History of Art, Vol. 35, No. 3/4, (2011): 127 – 130 and Joris C.  
Heyder’s "Further to the discussion of the highlighted chronogram on ‘The Ghent altarpiece,’" 
Simiolus: Netherlands quarterly for the history of art, Vol. 38, No. 1 (2015): 5-16. 
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began the altarpiece, which was initially commissioned by the Ghent magistrates for the 

town hall of the Keure.190 But Hubert left the work incomplete when he died in 1426. 

According to Van der Velden, in 1430 Joos Vijd purchased the unfinished artwork for his 

foundation in the Church of Saint John and tasked Jan with its completion.191 Certainly 

Van der Velden’s account is far from the final word on the genesis of this complex 

altarpiece and the debate continues – and will continue – to produce other explanatory 

hypotheses.  

 

The incomplete picture of Jan van Eyck’s whereabouts in the 1420s and 1430s further 

confounds efforts to clarify his share in the work. Jan van Eyck is documented in The 

Hague working for Jan of Bavaria from August 1422 probably until Jan of Bavaria’s 

death in January 1425. Jan is next documented in Bruges on 19 May 1425 where he takes 

up employment for Duke Philip the Good. This complicated situation has left scholars 

with the complicated task of parsing out Hubert and Jan’s individual shares.192 Looking 

to the stylistic evidence found in the illuminations of the Turin-Milan Hours, art 

historians have also drawn connections between a more archaic style (connected with 

Hubert) and what is often interpreted as the more progressive, naturalistic work of Jan.193 

                                                        
190 The Keure was a group of thirteen aldermen responsible for defending the constitution of 
Ghent and for administrative tasks related to the town.  
191 Van der Velden, “A reply to Volker Herzner,” (2011):140.  
192 In the nineteenth century, scholars like Waagen, Baldass (1952) and Panofsky (1953) have 
attempted to identify the hands of Hubert and Jan in the Ghent Altarpiece. Friedländer advocated 
a total avoidance of this issue while Renders argued for the inauthenticity of the quatrain and 
proposed that Hubert was a fiction. Others, like Van Buren suggest Jan’s involvement consisted 
primarily of enhancing illusionistic details on both faces of the polyptych. See Anne Hagopian 
van Buren. "Eyck, van."  
193 The Turin-Milan Hours is an illuminated manuscript produced by French and Netherlandish 
artists over the course of the late fourteenth and mid-fifteenth century. Various artists have been 
ascribed groups of miniatures within the book, including both Hubert and Jan van Eyck. Elements 
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The recent cleaning campaign reveals that it was Jan who was primarily responsible for 

the two grisaille paintings. The freshness of the painting technique and the expert 

rendering of the soft, smooth marble texture supports this attribution, although we cannot 

exclude the possibility that other hands may have been involved. The presence of 

overpaintings has had a significant impact on the judgment of these panels, often 

resulting in more overly negative assessments than these skillful grisailles warrant.  

 

Issues of attribution aside, Saint John the Baptist and Saint John the Evangelist are 

closely connected to the donor panels to either side by the continuation of the 

architectural stone framework that provides a unified decorative scheme. An identical set 

of trefoil pointed arches was initially also planned for the Annunciation panels above, 

establishing continuity between the panels of this tier as can be seen in the infrared 

reflectogram [Fig. 3.12 and 3.13].194 While this program was not carried out in the later 

paint stages, its presence in the underdrawing indicates that the early design of the 

exterior featured a more unified plan for the upper and lower tiers. By situating the 

Archangel Gabriel and Mary in a stone environment similar to that of the panels below, 

the exterior of the Ghent Altarpiece would contrast even more sharply with the colourful 

interior. Furthermore, this design would underscore the essentially sculptural nature of 

                                                                                                                                                                     

of the Arrival of a Count of Holland (Turin, Bib. N. U., MS. K.IV.29, fol. 59v; destr.) like the 
contemporary fashion and use of atmospheric landscape suggest that it was created in the 1420s, 
probably by Jan van Eyck. Other miniatures like the Mass of the Dead are also given to Jan. Anne 
Hagopian van Buren. "Turin-Milan Hours." Grove Art Online. Oxford Art Online. Oxford 
University Press, accessed August 19, 2015, 
http://www.oxfordartonline.com.proxy.queensu.ca/subscriber/article/grove/art/T086600. 
194 See 
http://closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be/#viewer/sync=3&view=3&id1=61&scale1=0.05408&centerX1
=397.533828125&centerY1=1117.8200390625&id2=63&scale2=0.05408&centerX2=397.53382
8125&centerY2=1117.8200390625.  
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the polyptych exterior, which extends to the top level with the polychromatic prophets 

and sibyls. These colourful figures are generally interpreted as depictions of living 

figures set in niches, like an abbreviated version of Adam and Eve on the interior.  

 

The dramatic change in setting of the middle tier between the underdrawing and paint 

stages has invited speculation as to whether or not the Annunciation was initially planned 

for this space and how it would have been represented. If the Annunciation was indeed 

part of the design at the stage with the underdrawn arcade, would the protagonists have 

been represented as stone sculptures like the two saints below and like Jan van Eyck’s 

later grisailles? Or might they have been depicted in the same manner as Adam and Eve 

on the opened altarpiece, who are shown as living figures set in a stone niche? Extending 

this line of questioning one step further – would an entirely different subject be planned 

for this level, perhaps two other saints depicted as stone statues? Anne van Buren 

suggests that Hubert van Eyck, the brother to whom she attributes the underdrawn design 

of the Annunciation, “planned to simulate a sculptured retable such as those of the 

Rhineland” and cites the example of the Liebfraukirche, Oberwesel [Fig. 3.14].195 In its 

opened state, this retable features rows of individual sculptures standing beneath 

decorative baldachins, much like the grisailles of the Ghent Altarpiece. While the 

sculptures of the Liebfraukirche altarpiece are gilded and polychromed, they nevertheless 

evoke the general composition of the Ghent grisailles. These issues help to illustrate the 

significance of painting the Annunciation in a polychromatic contemporary interior to the 

establishment of hierarchy within the polyptych. 

                                                        
195 Anne Hagopian van Buren. "Eyck, van."  
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The Ghent Altarpiece exterior has been noted for its relatively subdued outer face, 

especially when contrasted with the vibrant colours of the opened polyptych, thus 

creating a hierarchy between interior and exterior.196 Grisailles serve this function 

particularly well when they occupy the entire face of an exterior. While the Ghent 

example does not use grisailles in this way, it does achieve a similar outcome, especially 

by painting the robes of the Annunciate pair in different tones of off-white, which 

occupies a relatively large portion of the exterior. Although there are areas of bright 

colour, as in the robes of Jodocus Vijd, these are fairly isolated when compared with the 

explosion of reds, yellows, greens and blues that cover the majority of altarpiece interior. 

The bright hues of the opened polyptych will be heightened once the layers of dirt and 

discoloured varnish over the surface have been removed. The grisailles and the 

Annunciation panels also appear far brighter after cleaning, somewhat reducing this 

contrast. To fully assess these panels, a re-examination post-cleaning is necessary. But 

we can already state that hierarchy is established through the setting of the Annunciation. 

This subject received a more colourful treatment because it was set in a furnished 

interior. Thus, it is rendered more significant than the four niches below, not only through 

its use of colour but also because it is quite literally above the patrons and grisailles.  

 

Framing the altarpiece 

Griet Steyaert’s recent theory that part of the altarpiece was set into a tower structure 

poses an interesting sculptural connection to the grisailles while further emphasizing the 

                                                        
196 Hierarchies and boundaries and the triptych format are examined throughout Lynn Jacobs’s 
Opening Doors (2011). 
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hierarchical significance of the Deësis group.197 Steyaert’s hypothesis promotes the 

interpretation of the Deësis as imitation statuary in a similar manner to the grisailles of 

the exterior, although the Deësis figures are fully polychromed. Noting the fact that the 

frame of these three figures has been lost and the remaining panels were cut down, 

Steyaert moves on to examine several incongruous features of the polyptych in her 

reconstruction of its ultimate presentation. The rounded tops of the wings (Singing and 

Music-making Angels, Adam and Eve) contrast with the rectangular shape of the Deity, 

Virgin and Baptist panels. Thus, when closed, the wings do not completely cover the 

upper corners of the three Deësis panels. Steyaert also notes “a break in the continuity of 

certain vertical framing elements between the lower and upper tiers” as well as 

compositional inconsistencies.198 Steyaert compares the relationship between substantial 

upper tier and diminutive lower tier of the Ghent Altarpiece interior to contemporary 

carved altarpieces, an example of which can be seen in the background of Rogier van der 

Weyden’s Seven Sacraments Triptych (c. 1440-50) [Fig. 3.15]. It is such a format with its 

carved central compartment, baldachin top and painted wings that Steyaert suggests may 

be reflected by the original framework of the Ghent polyptych. This would place the 

                                                        
197 Griet Steyaert, “The Ghent Altarpiece: new thoughts on its original display,” The Burlington 
Magazine (February 2015), 74-84. Lotte Brand Philip also proposes a sculptural framework for 
the Ghent Altarpiece in the first chapter of her book The Ghent Altarpiece and the Art of Jan van 
Eyck (1971). Here, Brand Philip looks to the painting The Fountain of Life now at the Prado, 
which includes a Gothic structure. Denis Coeckelberghs provides further support for the 
hypothesis that the Ghent Altarpiece was framed by a structure that would emphasize the 
illusionism of the painted imagery. See “Les grisailles de Van Eyck,” 1968, 25. 
198 Steyaert, 2015, 75. 
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Ghent Altarpiece within the tradition of works like the Chapelle Cardon [Fig. 3.16] and 

the Tower Retable [Fig. 3.17].199 

 

Significantly, this hypothesis promotes the interpretation of the upper tier panels with the 

Deity, John the Baptist and the Virgin Mary as trompe-l’oeil sculptures in a similar vein 

as the grisailles of the exterior.200 The use of gold and the impressively decorated robes 

and jewelry of the Deësis figures seems to relate to three-dimensional ornamental works 

in gold, metals and other expensive materials.201 This connection to an existing sculptural 

type suggests that Van Eyck may have made use of contemporary artworks for 

inspiration, and, by extension, reinforces the potential relationship between his grisailles 

and stone statuary. Furthermore, this suggestion highlights the significance of framing 

devices and viewing angles for enhancing illusionistic effects since the flanking Virgin 

and Saint John panels would be placed at an angle to the Deity panel in Steyaert’s 

reconstruction. With their crowning structure, the three-dimensional quality of these 

images would be emphasized. Steyaert’s view, while impossible to uncontrovertibly 

prove, nevertheless implies a greater connection between the Ghent Altarpiece and 

contemporary three-dimensional artworks.  

                                                        
199 The painted wings of the Tower Retable with Scenes from the Infancy of Christ (c. 1390-1395) 
in Museum Mayer van den Bergh, Antwerp also provide an interesting comparison to grisailles in 
that they are somewhat restricted in palette. The scenes are dominated by blues, especially in the 
garments of the figures as well as in some architectural details. A strong contrast is generated 
through the use of a predominately monochromatic palette with heavy gilding in large areas of 
the background. While not imitating stone in this instance, the ample use of blue seems to be 
reflecting manuscript illumination as discussed in the Introduction.  
200 Steyaert, 2015, 78. 
201 Steyaert highlights the concentrated use of gold and silver leaf in these panels, and argues that 
the Deity, Mary and John figures might represent monumental enamel figures. Steyaert, 2015, 82.  
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Grisailles and mimesis 

The two Ghent Altarpiece grisailles are impressive examples of imitation stone sculpture. 

Attention has been paid to replicating the tooling of marble, which can be seen, for 

example, in the drilled hair of the Evangelist [Fig. 3.18]. Comparing the treatment of hair 

in the grisailles to the Annunciation panels underscores the hard, material nature of the 

two saints. Placing the figures on plinths, which bear inscriptions that identify each saint, 

further emphasizes the plastic nature of the representation. Unlike some later grisailles 

that feature somewhat more convincingly lifelike elements, like Hans Memling’s demi-

grisaille Annunciation (1472) for example [Fig. 3.19], here there can be no doubt that the 

artist intended to mimic statuary.  

 

In the past, scholars have identified sandstone as the type of material imitated in the 

Ghent statuary.202 This incorrect identification was made prior to the cleaning and 

restoration campaign currently underway.203 The present initiative has revealed that the 

grisaille panels, like much of the exterior, were heavily overpainted and coated with 

layers of now degraded and yellowed varnish.204 Furthermore, the remaining original 

paint suffers locally from losses, especially in the robe of the Evangelist. The much 

                                                        
202 See Chapter 2.  
203 For more information on this treatment and its results, see the website 
http://closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be.  
204 In fact, approximately 60% of the polyptych’s exterior was covered by overpaint. Cleaning 
tests were performed on both grisaille panels: the Baptist panel was cleaned in the upper right 
corner, see 
http://closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be/#viewer/sync=3&view=3&id1=375&scale1=0.02704&centerX
1=207.75&centerY1=155.375&id2=376&scale2=0.02704&centerX2=207.75&centerY2=155.37
5; and the Evangelist in the left hand capital, see 
http://closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be/#viewer/sync=3&view=3&id1=391&scale1=0.02704&centerX
1=155.375&centerY1=207.75&id2=392&scale2=0.02704&centerX2=155.375&centerY2=207.7
5.  
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brighter, original paint was carefully applied to imitate the polish and light veins of 

marble, not yellowy sandstone, as has been proposed.  

 

Actual sculpture in marble, ivory and alabaster would have been expensive and valuable 

to a fifteenth-century patron.205 By choosing to imitate these materials, Jan van Eyck was 

producing a less costly object that advertised itself as a much more precious material than 

paint. In the case of the Ghent Altarpiece grisailles, which imitate marble, Van Eyck 

promotes the wealth and status of the patrons while maintaining a fairly subtle palette. 

This is also seen to a different extent in his Thyssen-Bornemisza [Fig. 1.1] and Dresden 

grisailles [Fig. 1.6], which imitate smaller statuary.206 The Thyssen-Bornemisza example, 

however, is notably more bright and lively than the Ghent grisailles, perhaps in part due 

to its diptych structure and because the painting is found on the interior and is thus the 

main subject matter. Despite their smaller scale, these trompe-l’oeil statuettes would have 

also been highly valuable objects for their owners. The successful imitation of these 

subtly different materials is predicated on the skill of the painter and intimately tied to 

their painting technique. 

 

                                                        
205 Alabaster and ivory were both given comparatively less polychromy than cheaper materials, 
often receiving minimal gilded embellishment to enhance the beautiful soft nature of the stone 
itself. Alabaster was a popular choice for European tombs by about 1400 and was an important 
industry in the Low Countries in this period. See Fritz Scholten “Sculpture in the Burgundian 
Netherlands, 1380-1450,” in The Road to Van Eyck, (Rotterdam, Boijmans van Beuningen, 
2012), 74. 
206 The grisailles of the Dresden Triptych are described as imitating ivory or alabaster. See Das 
Geheimnis des Jan van Eyck, 2005, 180. The trompe-l’oeil elements of the Thyssen-Bornemisza 
Annunciation are also well summarized by the catalogue entry in the exhibition catalogue edited 
by Till-Holger Borchert. See Borchert, 2010, 276-278. 
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Materials and technique of the Ghent Altarpiece grisailles 

As noted above, the painting technique of the Ghent Altarpiece, including its grisailles, is 

currently the topic of study as part of the ongoing treatment of the polyptych.207 This 

treatment reveals that our perception of the grisailles has been strongly impacted by their 

preservation. The Evangelist panel includes an especially large area of paint loss and is 

generally more damaged and abraded than the grisaille of the Baptist.208  This section will 

focus primarily on the underdrawing of the Ghent grisailles rather than attempt to define 

their painting technique.209 

 

The trompe-l’oeil effect of the grisailles is highly successful. The illusion of glossy, 

polished marble is convincingly created through the application of bright white for the 

highlights in drapery folds, especially around the area where fabric is gathered (for 

instance, in the cascading folds of the Baptist’s garment below the lamb) [Fig. 3.20]. 

Veins have been indicated in a semi-transparent layer of paint, further enhancing the 

mimetic power of these images. These veins do not appear in the infrared reflectogram, 

suggesting that they were executed in a paint that did not include carbon.210 The niche 

and columns are painted to imitate a different material that lacks the veins of marble.  

                                                        
207 These panels were examined by the author during the more in-depth phase of cleaning, after an 
initial stage that still left some yellowed varnish and some overpaint. 
208 This assessment may be somewhat premature and change once further treatment has been 
carried out on the Baptist panel. The present author examined these works at an intermediary 
point in their treatment when the Saint John the Baptist panel retained more overpaint and 
discoloured varnish than the panel depicting Saint John the Evangelist.  
209 As discussed in the previous chapter, Noëlle Streeton has examined Jan van Eyck’s painting 
technique with an emphasis on his grisailles. Since she could not examine the grisailles in their 
cleaned states it does not seem necessary to revisit her arguments at this juncture.    
210 Once cleaning is complete and new infrared reflectograms are created, it may be possible to 
assess whether these lines contain carbon since the excess dirt and overpainting will have been 
removed. 
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Underdrawing 

The grisailles have been underdrawn primarily in a liquid medium, with parallel hatches 

defining the shadows of drapery folds [Fig. 3.21 and Fig. 3.22].211 A similar 

underdrawing medium is also found in the faces of the prophets and sibyls, as well as the 

Annunciate pair.212 The parts of the underdrawing in the faces of the donors, on the other 

hand, feature much more precise, delicate strokes (see the eye socket of Vijd [Fig. 3.23], 

or the bridge of Borluut’s nose, as examples [Fig. 3.24].) The Sacrifices of Cain and Abel 

has an underdrawing that is similar to the grisailles [Fig. 3.25], but the corresponding 

Murder of Abel features an underdrawing with the same fine strokes as the donor 

portraits [Fig. 3.26]. This suggests that the underdrawing medium was not specific to 

those representations that imitate sculpture.  

 

Delicate, shorter lines can be seen in the eye sockets of the Evangelist. But generally, 

lines are fairly loose in application, with thicker strokes indicating areas to receive darker 

paint, or to emphasize a particular contour. The inscriptions on the plinths are not 

underdrawn. No major compositional shifts between underdrawing and paint surface are 

present in either grisaille and the established reserve generally adheres to the design.213 

Some small adjustments have been made between the underdrawing and the painted 
                                                        
211 For an interactive view of the infrared reflectography of the two grisaille panels see 
http://closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be/#viewer/id1=49&id2=0  
212 To compare the underdrawings of these areas see the image viewer on the website 
http://closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be/#home/sub=close Different sections can be compared by first 
selecting an initial panel, dividing the viewing screen into two (horizontally or vertically) and 
then choosing a second image for comparison. The drop-down menu that appears will allow for 
comparisons between macrophotography, infrared macrophotography, infrared reflectography 
and X-radiography files. 
213 An exception to this occurs in the Baptist panel where a garment fold, hidden in shadow below 
the Lamb, appears not to have been left in reserve. This feature is a demonstration of efficiency 
because using the dark underlayer minimized the amount of paint required. 
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composition, especially in the case of the Baptist grisaille. For instance, the position of 

the lamb’s head has been changed from a more forward facing view in the underdrawing 

to the current profile in paint [Fig. 3.27]. The Baptist’s thumb was also moved; instead of 

peeking over the base of his index finger, as indicated in the underdrawing, the paint 

layers show the thumb below the index, making his gesture more legible from afar [Fig. 

3.28].   

 

In both grisailles, the shape of the far niche wall was brought downwards, closer to the 

heads of the figures and also made rounder [Fig. 3.29 and 3.30].214 This suggests that the 

sculptures now occupy a greater portion of their niches than was initially planned. The 

small capitals atop the thin columns to either side of the sculpted figures have received 

more attention in the underdrawing than the corresponding elements in the donor panels. 

These decorative elements appear to have been placed higher up the column in the 

underdrawing and were lowered during the painting process. The lack of comparable 

shifting in the columns of the donor panels suggests that the design of the niches was 

established first in the grisailles and then simply incorporated directly into the patrons’s 

niches. This hypothesis is further supported by the lack of adjustment in the underdrawn 

back of the niche wall in the Vijd and Borluut panels, although in these areas the 

reflectograms are much darker and thus make the underdrawing more difficult to see.  

 

                                                        
214 See 
http://closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be/#viewer/sync=3&view=3&id1=69&scale1=0.05408&centerX1
=468.375&centerY1=418&id2=71&scale2=0.05408&centerX2=468.375&centerY2=418.  
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The underdrawing can also offer information about the conception of the grisaille figures, 

beyond an assessment of the significance of compositional adjustments. This design can 

be evaluated for the degree to which it reflects the sculptural essence of the painted 

figures. In the Ghent grisailles the underdrawing is somewhat ambiguous; in general, it 

does not strongly assert itself as representing an inanimate carving any more than a figure 

capable of movement. Furthermore, a comparison between the underdrawn garments of 

the grisailles and those of the patrons or the Annunciate pair (who are not trompe-l’oeil 

sculptures) reveals no significant difference. What might be suggested is that the 

underdrawn design of the sculpted robes is intended to emphasize their solidity, their 

massive quality, rather than their particular material as is the case for the Annunciation 

figures above. This solidity is achieved through the broad, angular folds defined in the 

underdrawing and given additional three-dimensionality in the paint layers, which add 

essential highlights and deepen shadows. It is the paint layers that really define the 

images as sculpture through their imitation of marble. 

 

The tight curls of both the Baptist’s and Evangelist’s hair are more loosely defined in the 

underdrawing stage than in the paint layers. Although similar in medium, this style of 

underdrawing is different from the Annunciate pair above, where hair is hardly indicated 

in the Gabriel panel and only lightly defined by waving strands for the Virgin 

Annunciate. The execution of hair is one of the most suggestive elements of an image 

that mimics sculpture because its qualities are so essentially different when carved. This 

difference in execution is more pronounced when comparing the underdrawn hair of the 

grisaille with John the Baptist [Fig. 3.31] with that of the Enthroned Baptist of the 
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interior [Fig. 3.32]. Although there is no major difference in the underdrawing of the 

robes of these figures, greater care has been paid to indicating individual strands of hair 

in the underdrawing of the Enthroned Baptist than for his hair in the grisaille. When 

comparing the underdrawing of the grisaille panels to the underdrawing of other 

polychromatic figures in the Ghent Altarpiece it becomes clear that it is really only in the 

hair that the figures assert any sculptural quality. The underdrawing of Jan van Eyck’s 

Dresden Triptych, discussed below, features a more striking contrast in its underdrawn 

hair. It appears that for Jan van Eyck, an artist concerned with mimicking stone carving 

as convincingly as possible, no special treatment was required for underdrawing 

grisailles, except perhaps in the rendering of hair.  

 

Cain and Abel 

The sculpted figures of Cain and Abel that appear on the opened polyptych are also 

interesting to examine in the context of the grisailles of the exterior. These small 

imitation carvings adorn the tops of niches in which stand Adam and Eve. The prophets 

and sibyls on the closed altarpiece are located in a comparable setting, but are 

polychromatic, leading Craig Harbison to call the Old and New Testament exterior 

figures semi-grisailles.215 The Cain and Abel figures function in a similar fashion to the 

grisailles of the exterior in that they contrast with lifelike figures, enhancing the 

difference between the depiction of carved stone and that of soft flesh. These depictions 

illustrate the challenges in establishing a definition of the term grisaille since they adhere 

to some of the characteristics often associated with the word (they imitate sculpture and 
                                                        
215 Craig Harbison, Jan van Eyck. The Play of Realism, (London: Reaktion Books, Ltd., 2012), 
217. 
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are executed in a muted palette) and yet not all (the images are not found on an altarpiece 

exterior.) The Cain and Abel scenes are distinct from Saint John the Baptist and Saint 

John the Evangelist through their smaller size and less prominent location within the 

ensemble as a whole. 

 

An example of the very direct impact of the Ghent Altarpiece can be found on the 

exterior of Rogier van der Weyden’s Beaune Altarpiece (c. 1445-1450), which also 

features grisaille panels [Fig. 3.33].216 Unlike the Ghent grisailles, the Beaune grisailles 

can be found in two tiers of the altarpiece’s outer face, although in content they are 

similar: the lower level consists of two standing saints (Sebastian and Anthony) and the 

upper features the Annunciation. Saint Anthony and Saint Sebastian gaze toward the 

patrons who, like the donors of the Ghent Altarpiece, are also located to either side of the 

saints. As is the case with the Ghent grisailles, the saints of the Beaune polyptych are not 

the patron saints of the donors. The Beaune patrons are placed in much larger and more 

elaborate niches than those on the lower tier of the Ghent altarpiece exterior. 

 

Saint Sebastian and Saint Anthony have been painted in such a way that they appear less 

solid than the Ghent grisailles and generally lack the monumentality and weight of Van 

Eyck’s examples. This is especially true of the Saint Sebastian figure since it does not 

                                                        
216 The Ghent Altarpiece is known to have impressed countless artists, among them Hugo van der 
Goes, Albrecht Dürer and Jan Gossart. Michiel Coxie was also commissioned to paint a copy of 
the Ghent Altarpiece in the late 1550s. During the cleaning of the polyptych in 1550, Lancelot 
Blondeel and Jan van Scorel also commented on its artistic skill. Written evidence of this 
veneration can also be found in the sixteenth century writings of Marcus van Vaernewyck and 
Lucas de Heere as well as in the early seventeenth century with Karel van Mander. Stephan 
Kemperdick and Friso Lammertse discuss this in The Road to Van Eyck, 2012, 11. 
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include the heavy folds of drapery that clothe Saint Anthony. However, in the upper tier, 

another strategy is employed to convey the sculptural nature of the figures. The addition 

of struts that support the stone figures makes the relation to sculpture even more explicit 

[Fig. 3.34]. Rogier removes the playfully ambiguous nature of Van Eyck’s Dresden and 

Thyssen-Bornemisza grisaille Annunciations, in favour of an emphasis – in no uncertain 

terms – on the solidity of the depicted objects.217 Rogier was quite capable of making 

paint look like stone without such obvious devices and examples of his paintings are 

examined in the following chapter. Perhaps the massive scale of the Beaune polyptych 

prompted Rogier to include struts instead of expressing the material nature of the figures 

in a subtler way since the delicate veins of marble would be more difficult for the viewer 

to see from a greater distance. The grisailles of the Beaune Altarpiece demonstrate the 

influence of the Ghent panels as a model for later artists. Perhaps less influential due to 

their smaller sizes were the grisailles of Jan van Eyck’s Dresden Triptych and Thyssen-

Bornemisza Diptych.218  

 

Jan van Eyck’s grisaille Annunciations 

Jan van Eyck’s other extant grisailles are much smaller in scale than those of the Ghent 

Altarpiece. The grisailles of the Dresden Triptych [Fig. 1.6 and 3.8] and the Thyssen-

Bornemisza Diptych [Fig 1.1] are intimate representations that share the same subject 

matter and compositional scheme. Unusually, the Thyssen Annunciation is found on the 

                                                        
217 Even the Dove of the Holy Spirit has been painted in such a way as to suggest it has been 
affixed to the wall at the back of the niche. This unambiguously sculptural representation is not 
found in Jan van Eyck’s earlier grisaille Annunciations, to be discussed below. 
218 These smaller works were privately owned and likely intended for a private or semi-private 
location, which would have made them less accessible to other artists. 
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inner face of its diptych format, whereas the Dresden Annunciation graces the exterior of 

a triptych. In both cases, the Archangel’s news must be passed across a physical divide in 

panels to the Virgin on the partnering wing. The dove of the Holy Spirit, located above 

the Virgin’s head in both works, is the physical manifestation of Gabriel’s message. The 

presence of the dove underscores the various actions taking place in the scene: the 

Archangel saluting the Virgin, Mary’s acceptance of the news, and the miraculous 

moment of the Incarnation. At the same time, the trompe-l’oeil bird, because it is painted 

so as to look like stone carving, cannot move and thus imbues the image with a certain 

ambiguity.  

 

Both the Thyssen and Dresden grisailles focus on the imitation of different types of stone, 

from the reflective black polished background of the Thyssen Annunciation to the lighter 

stone of the Dresden figures. This section will focus on Jan van Eyck’s Dresden Triptych, 

examining its underdrawing and comparing it to the Thyssen diptych. While the materials 

and artistic process will differ from the Ghent Altarpiece, partly due to differences in 

scale, the Dresden Triptych will also be compared to this other example of Van Eyck’s 

grisaille production. Jan van Eyck’s polychromatic Ghent Annunciation will also be 

compared to his grisailles of the same subject. 

 

Tightly packed into their individual niches, Mary and Gabriel are depicted as 

unpolychromed stone statuary on the Dresden exterior. The simple, unembellished spaces 

do not offer much room for the statues; Gabriel’s wing appears to be almost touching the 

far wall of the nook. At first glance it appears clear that each figure occupies its own, 
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articulated niche, but at closer inspection the shadow separating the two panels derives 

from the frame member, making the separation between spaces more ambiguous. Jan van 

Eyck used a similar incorporation of the framing elements in his Annunciation of the 

Ghent Altarpiece [Fig. 3.10]. Here, light from the beholder’s world falls on the vertical 

frame members and casts painted shadows on the floor of the interior. This device 

suggests a link between the two spaces (painted interior and realm of the audience.)  

 

In narrative terms it makes sense to paint Gabriel, Mary and the Dove in the same 

environment (again, like the Ghent Altarpiece.) However, the placement of each figure in 

a self-contained niche underscores their sculptural nature by adhering to early fifteenth 

century sculptural conventions. This compartmentalization is often seen in contemporary 

church sculpture, from jamb figures located on portals to pleurants decorating the base of 

sarcophagi. The separation also corresponds to the composition of the Thyssen diptych, 

in which the distinction between spaces is more readily apparent. 

 

In the case of the Thyssen diptych an illusionistically painted frame serves to enrich the 

sense that the work is fully carved from precious material [Fig. 1.1].219 In both the 

Dresden and Thyssen grisailles Van Eyck emphasizes the presence of the carved frame, 

using it as part of the establishment of illusion. As three-dimensional borders for the 

painted image, frames that are carefully integrated with the two-dimensional subject help 

to deceive the viewer by muddying the distinction between the two elements. While the 

                                                        
219 The imitation tortoiseshell frame of the Dresden Annunciation is a later addition, confirmed by 
J.R.J. van Asperen de Boer. This discovery is further interpreted in Neidhardt and Schölzel “Jan 
van Eyck’s Dresden Triptych,” 27. During cleaning, a small strip of original paint has been 
revealed, and can be seen at the bottom of the Virgin panel.  
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frame of the Dresden exterior was left black as far as we know, the Thyssen diptych 

frame received an illusionistic marbling effect, connecting it through its inclusion of 

painted mimesis to the trompe-l’oeil statuary.220 In addition, the reverses of the Thyssen 

diptych were painted with illusionistic marbling, which Susie Nash suggests may have 

been meant to give the impression that the object is a solid marble block when closed.221 

For Jan van Eyck, framing devices served an especially important purpose for his 

grisailles.  

 

The inclusion of plinths further enhances the plasticity of each figure. Like the Ghent 

Saint John the Baptist and Saint John the Evangelist, pedestals highlight the sculptural 

essence of the Annunciate figures. This effectively freezes the narrative moment into a 

single point in time. The viewer is encouraged to use his or her imagination to reanimate 

the figures and conceptually enact both what precedes the sculpted moment and what is 

to follow.222 In the Dresden Annunciation, the pedestals were painted to look as though 

they were carved from the same material as the sculpted figures and perhaps the niches as 

well.223 Given this general uniformity in tone, the exterior presents a relatively subdued 

face to the viewer and renders the modeling of the figures even more significant as the 

areas of greatest tonal variation and optical interest. 
                                                        
220 As Joris Corin Heyder notes, Van Eyck’s illusionistic frameworks reflect his awareness of 
manuscript illumination, especially in the way they replicate the experience of a window to the 
world. Joris Corin Heyder, “Book Illumination and Jan van Eyck’s Early Years,” in The Road to 
Van Eyck, 2012, 60. 
221 Nash, Northern Renaissance Art, 61. 
222 Craig Harbison discusses the use of images as a tool to incite spiritual activity (visionary 
experiences) as this relates to Netherlandish painting. See “Visions and Meditations in Early 
Flemish Painting,” Simolius 15, no. 2 (1985): 87-118. 
223 Rudolf Preimesberger identifies ivory as the carving material of the Dresden statuettes. See 
Preimesberger, “Zu Jan van Eycks Diptychon der Sammlung Thyssen-Bornemisza,” Zeitschrift 
für Kunstgeschichte 54, No. 4 (1991): 466, note 23.  
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The opened Dresden Triptych depicts the enthroned Virgin and Child in its central panel 

with Saint Catherine on the right wing and Saint Michael presenting the donor on the left 

[Fig. 3.8]. The figures are set in the interior of a church, its architecture integrated with 

the triptych structure so as to direct the viewer’s gaze to the central pair, sitting in a 

slightly elevated position at the end of the nave in place of the altar. The secondary 

figures look toward Mary and Christ from the aisles while the Virgin directs her attention 

at the patron. The church setting includes many different types of stone as well as a row 

of statues atop each column, punctuating the separation between the nave and the aisles. 

These sculptures stand below pinnacles, echoing the niche environment of the exterior. 

The Virgin Annunciate on the exterior and the sculpted figures standing under baldachins 

above the columns are all painted to look as though carved from a similar type of stone. 

In terms of paint application, the manner in which the forms are highlighted is consistent, 

as are the predominating tones: a warm sandy brown provides the basic mid-tone with 

highlights and shadows applied on top of this layer [Fig. 3.35]. Each supporting column 

is painted to imitate a different type of colourful marble.  

 

The repetition of freestanding stone sculpture on interior and exterior may have served to 

establish a link between the viewer’s own space and the elevated world of the Virgin and 

Child. When closed, the sculpture of the exterior is painted so as to look convincingly 

three-dimensional and present in the world of the viewer in a similar fashion to the 

sculptures of the interior are integrated with their environment. This aim for connection 

between secular and sacred realms is reinforced by the presence of the patron on the left 
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wing, close to the Christ Child and his mother by his position in the same church, but at 

the same time disconnected by the divide between panels.  

 

The Dresden Triptych grisailles: underdrawing 

The underdrawing of the grisailles was executed in a liquid medium and is readily visible 

due to the thin layers of paint applied on top. For example, it is possible to see the 

hatching of the underdrawing shining through the paint in some areas of the Virgin’s 

robes. The underdrawing was executed in two different brushes and in at least two stages 

[Fig. 3.36]. Strong contour lines define the forms and bundles of hatching indicate 

shadows in the drapery folds as well as in the recesses of the niche. For finer, lighter 

hatching a smaller brush may have been employed. In quality, the underdrawing is 

comparable to that of the interior. Neidhardt and Schölzel identified the underdrawing of 

the grisailles as well as the figure of Saint Catherine as particularly Eyckian in 

character.224  

 

When comparing the underdrawn drapery of the grisailles to similar passages on the 

interior it appears that in general both were executed in the same manner. Darker lines 

were used for the edges of individual folds with deeper areas of shadow indicated with 

parallel hatching and thicker lines. However, the underdrawing of the grisaille Virgin is 

far more involved than that of St Catherine. There is more of an attempt to suggest the 

depth of individual folds in Mary’s garment, giving them greater three-dimensionality 

                                                        
224 Uta Neidhardt und Christoph Schölzel, “Jan van Eycks Dresdener Marientriptychon-- 
Entstehung und Funktion,” in Das Geheimnis des Jan van Eyck, 2005, 16. 
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[Fig. 3.37]. The underdrawing in the clothing of St Catherine is relatively simple and flat 

in comparison [Fig. 3.38].   

 

The dove was not included in the underdrawing, suggesting that its placement was not 

carefully fixed and that, as a fairly small feature, its modeling did not require as much as 

that of Gabriel and Mary [Fig. 3.39].225 There may be a slight shift in the direction of the 

Virgin’s gaze between the underdrawing and the painted eyes [Fig. 3.40]. The infrared 

reflectogram shows the Virgin looking out under heavy eyelids to the right in a slightly 

slanted fashion, which would bring her glance more directly in line with that of Gabriel. 

This underdrawn version thus creates a stronger connection between the Archangel and 

Mary compared to the painted image where Mary’s eyes stare out more widely and 

blankly, almost as though she were looking beyond Gabriel and perhaps heavenward, 

towards God. Although the direction of Mary’s glance is not dramatically different from 

that in the underdrawing, in the painted stage she seems to be looking almost outside the 

picture frame and into the world of the viewer, thus establishing a link between the 

painted world and the audience. 

 

The underdrawing of the Dresden grisailles shows that Van Eyck established their 

sculptural nature at an early stage.226 Comparing the underdrawn hair of the grisaille 

Virgin Annunciate to that of the polychromatic Saint Catherine demonstrates the 

difference between these two underdrawings. The hair of Saint Catherine is prepared as 

                                                        
225 The dove on the interior of the Ghent Altarpiece was also not underdrawn, as has been 
demonstrated by J. R. J. van Asperen de Boer. See Van Asperen de Boer, 1979, 193.  
226 A new campaign of infrared reflectography with the latest equipment would allow researchers 
to better assess this stage in the creative process. 
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virtually weightless strands framing her face [Fig. 3.41]. On the other hand, the 

underdrawing for the Virgin’s hair on the exterior uses stronger contours to indicate the 

heavy weight of two winding strands, emphasizing their sculpted essence [Fig. 3.42]. It 

thus appears that Van Eyck intended to show her hair as carved stone from the initial 

design stages in a somewhat more overt fashion than the underdrawing of the Ghent 

Altarpiece grisailles. 

 

Iconography and early fifteenth century grisailles 

Most fifteenth century grisailles depict the Annunciation and/or saints placed in niches. 

The Annunciation was a logical choice for triptych exteriors since it fitted well in the 

overall iconographic program of works with scenes from the Life or Passion of Christ on 

their interior. As the moment of Christ’s Incarnation, the Annunciation served as an 

introduction that corresponded chronologically to the viewing sequence of the triptych. 

The salvific import of this scene would have been immediately clear to the contemporary 

beholder without further explanatory imagery or text.227 But in the process of opening the 

wings of the triptych and viewing the Annunciation as an integral part of the larger 

narrative of Christ’s birth, death and resurrection, the viewer would be encouraged to 

reflect upon the significance of the immaculate conception.  

 

                                                        
227 The intimate connection between religion, its imagery and everyday life is discussed 
throughout Johann Huizinga’s The waning of the Middle Ages: a study of the forms of life, 
thought, and art in France and the Netherlands in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, trans. F. 
Hopman (Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin Books, 1965). This book was first published in 
Dutch in 1919 and translated into English in 1924. 
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As Lynn Jacobs notes, both the Virgin and Christ were often understood as portals or 

gateways through which salvation was accessible. This connection made the 

Annunciation an appropriate subject matter for an object with hinged panels and door-

like properties.228 Mary, the second Eve, was seen as the gateway to heaven, closed at 

first by Eve, but opened again with the coming of Mary’s son Jesus. Mary’s virginity was 

commonly conceived as the porta clausa, an association that is echoed by grisaille 

Annunciations located on triptych exteriors—their closed states in other words. Although 

not depicted in the Annunciation, Christ is present in Mary’s womb from the moment of 

the Incarnation. Christ also grants access to heaven, and was described in Scripture as a 

gate.229 The Annunciation provides a doubly emphasized representation of the beginning 

of the Era of Grace, made possible by both Mary and Christ. 

 

The Ghent Altarpiece grisailles appear to have served as an example of what was to 

become one of the second major iconographic motifs for this type of imagery: depictions 

of saints as imitation sculptures, contained in their own niches. Unlike the Ghent 

Altarpiece, these saints would typically be the name saint of the patron. Alternatively, 

saints could be connected to the dedication of the church or chapel in which the object 

stood. These donors were sometimes painted in close proximity to their imitation 

sculpted patron saint. When not accompanied by representations of the donor, grisaille 

saints could still remind viewers to pray for those figures not immortalized in paint. Thus, 

grisailles could function in a similar fashion to those memorial sculptures that show the 

deceased in prayer. This section explores some fifteenth century grisailles in relation to 
                                                        
228 Lynn F. Jacobs, Opening Doors, 4-8 
229 See John 10:9; see also Jacobs. Ibid., 6. 
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the characteristics defined by Van Eyck’s examples and examines the significance of 

mimesis for these images. 

 

Although Jan van Eyck’s surviving grisailles vary in size, placement and location within 

the overall composition, certain features of these paintings seem to have helped establish 

what would become somewhat of a tradition for Netherlandish triptychs later in the 

century. Three prominent elements commonly associated with the Netherlandish grisaille 

are present in Van Eyck’s examples, although not always together. Characteristically, 

fifteenth century Netherlandish grisailles adhere to at least two of these general criteria: 

they are found on the exterior of the supporting structure, they are painted on triptychs, 

and they imitate sculpture. However, two of Jan van Eyck’s extant grisailles are not 

connected to the triptych format. The small Thyssen-Bornemisza panels form a diptych 

and the Ghent Altarpiece is technically a polyptych, although it has been described as 

having a central emphasis in a similar vein as the triptych.230 The Dresden triptych is the 

single triptych by Jan van Eyck that has survived. 

 

Of the three surviving works by Jan van Eyck that feature grisailles, two position these 

representations on the exterior of their supporting structure, regardless of the number of 

component sections.231 The Thyssen-Bornemisza diptych is the notable exception here 

                                                        
230 For instance, Lynn Jacobs argues that the Ghent Altarpiece essentially forms a tripartite 
structure. Jacobs, Opening Doors, 67. Although sometimes called a grisaille, the St Barbara panel 
is rather an unfinished work despite its carefully painted frame and signature.   
231 The single-panel St Barbara has also been called a grisaille, although this is only one of the 
issues surrounding this small painting. Whether or not the work is finished remains a topic of 
debate. See Rachel Billinge, Hélène Verougstrate and Roger Van Schoute, “The Saint Barbara,” 
in Investigating Jan van Eyck, 2000, 41-48. 
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with its Annunciation taking place on the two inner faces of the small artwork. The 

characteristic that best fits all of Van Eyck’s surviving grisailles is their subject matter: 

sculpture. The Ghent grisailles imitate marble sculpture while the Dresden and Thyssen-

Bornemisza examples are painted to look like small stone carvings.232  

 

The Trinity by the Master of Flémalle (c. 1428-1430) [Fig. 1.11] is often credited as the 

earliest surviving example of the Netherlandish grisaille when this position is not given to 

the Ghent panels.233 This grisaille has been associated with two other paintings that 

together form the so-called “Flémalle Panels” group. These other two paintings depict 

The Virgin Mary Nursing the Infant Jesus [Fig. 3.43] and Saint Veronica with the 

Sudarium [Fig. 3.44].234 The  Trinity was long thought to have formed part of a triptych 

exterior with the Saint Veronica and Virgin Mary acting as the inner wings, which framed 

a lost painted central panel. However, the original composition of this polyptych remains 

unknown, although several authors have proposed different constructions for the lost 

ensemble.235  

                                                        
232 Jan’s efforts to imitate specific materials in his grisailles seem not to have been as significant 
to the proceeding generations of artists, which do not tend to imitate types of stone to the same 
degree of precision. 
233 Baldass erroneously called the grisailles on the reverse of the Prado Marriage of the Virgin the 
“oldest grisaille figures to be found in a panel-painting.” Ludwig Baldass, Jan van Eyck (New 
York: Phaidon Press, 1952), 17.  
234 The panels came to be associated with the name Flémalle when the they were purchased by the 
Aachen collector Ignaz van Houtem for the Städelsches Kunstinstitut. Allegedly, the paintings 
came from the Abbey of Flémalle, and although no such abbey nor any other notable religious 
institution in Flémalle existed, the name continues to be used. The Master of Flémalle has 
become associated with the historical figure Robert Campin, a sculptor from Tournai, who will be 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. Identifying the artist responsible for these paintings 
remains a hotly debated topic in art historical circles. See Stefan Kemperdick and Jochen 
Sander’s Introduction in The Master of Flémalle, 2009, 9-24. 
235 Both the Trinity and Saint Veronica panels have been thinned, and were long considered to 
have been the front and back of a single wing panel of the original ensemble. However, this 
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The Trinity grisaille, like the two Saint John grisailles of the Ghent Altarpiece, depicts 

stone sculpture set in a niche and is also close in scale to the Ghent examples. However, 

it differs from the Ghent paintings in some significant areas. One clear difference 

between the Flémalle grisaille and the Ghent paintings is the number of figures painted as 

imitation sculpture in a single niche. God the Father supports the slumped figure of 

Christ, upon whose shoulder rests the dove of the Holy Spirit. Christ’s feet slip over the 

edge of the supporting ledge and his head tilts awkwardly over one shoulder. And yet, 

despite this apparent unconsciousness, Christ lifts his hand to reveal the gash made by 

Longinus’s spear. God the Father, a monumental figure in his long robe, supports his son 

while looking directly at the viewer.  

 

A double shadow is cast on the far wall of the niche in the Trinity, indicating that there 

must have been two light sources present. The Trinity may have therefore been intended 

for a specific location where two windows would cast such a double shadow. This brings 

to mind the attention to lighting effects in the Ghent Altarpiece panels. For instance, the 

Singing Angels panel includes a painted reflection of a window in the Vijd chapel that is 

so minutely detailed it replicates individual stained glass panes [Fig. 3.45].236 This 

                                                                                                                                                                     

possibility was refuted by the fact that the panels did not align properly. The Virgin panel was 
considered to be the interior face of the other wing, which would have also featured a grisaille on 
its reverse. But the original verso of this painting has not survived. This panel now includes a 
grisaille addition of around 1600, probably executed by Josse van Baren. For a discussion of 
possible reconstructions of the polyptych see Jochen Sander’s entry (Cat. No. 6) in The Master of 
Flémalle and Rogier van der Weyden, 2009, 206-214. 
236 For a detailed image of this area see 
http://closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be/#viewer/sync=3&view=1&id1=5&scale1=0.01352&centerX1=
2632.89828125&centerY1=4846.6959375 
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demonstrates that both the Master of Flémalle and Jan van Eyck were highly aware and 

observant in their incorporation of light sources.  

 

In the Trinity panel, the figures of God the Father and the limp Christ jut forward, beyond 

the recessed space of the niche and into the space inhabited by their audience. In contrast, 

Saint John the Baptist and Saint John the Evangelist in the Ghent Altarpiece are more 

fully contained by their niches, despite the right foot of each saint stepping forward 

beyond the lip of their plinth. The Flémalle panel is also different in the articulation of 

the niche. Here, individual blocks of stone are more clearly delineated, and there is less 

ornamentation than is present for the Ghent archways. The viewer also sees more of the 

wall into which the niche is incorporated. Without the remainder of the Flémalle 

polyptych, it is difficult to establish the potential relationship between the Trinity and the 

imagery that made up what was probably an exterior face of the artwork.  

 

Another work that is commonly associated with the Master of Flémalle/Robert Campin 

and also on display at the Städel Museum, Frankfurt is the Thief fragment (c. 1430) [Fig. 

3.46].237 A copy of this work that dates to the 1460s is now in the collection of the 

Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool, and survives in a complete state (although this may not 

precisely reflect the composition of the original) [Fig. 3.47].238 The reverse of the 

                                                        
237 A further grisaille associated with the Campin/Flémalle group can be found on the reverse of 
the Marriage of the Virgin at the Prado. This example, at first thought to be one of the earlier 
iterations of the grisaille, has since been dated some time after the 1450s on the basis of its 
underdrawing. See Jacobs, Opening Doors, 35. 
238 The exterior of the Liverpool version is likely to have been changed from the original 
composition. The Baptist grisaille has been moved from its position on the left to the right. The 
niche shape has changed and the baldachin is removed. Lynn Jacobs, Opening Doors, 59-60.  
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Frankfurt Thief features a badly damaged grisaille that is thought to depict John the 

Baptist [Fig. 3.48]. Only the head, shoulders and raised hand remain somewhat intact as 

does the metal baldachin surmounting the figure. The construction of the niche is similar 

to that of the Trinity grisaille in that individual bricks are clearly defined. Here, the 

material of the sculpted figure is also distinguished from the stone of the niche, reflecting 

a similar attention to detail as the grisailles of Van Eyck.  

 

Jan van Eyck’s grisailles served as the inspiration for a work now in the Louvre, which 

depicts Saint John the Baptist and the Virgin and Child [Fig. 3.49]. This diptych was 

likely created by a follower or assistant of Van Eyck and its exterior is painted to look 

like porphyry, a trompe-l’oeil effect that echoes Jan van Eyck’s framing devices [Fig. 

3.50].239 On the interior, attention is paid to the tracery-decorated arches and their 

supporting columns, much in the same manner as the Ghent panels, but here on a much 

smaller scale. The figure of Saint John also recalls the Ghent Saint John the Baptist in 

grisaille. The plinth design is close to those in the Dresden grisailles. Furthermore, the 

overall format recalls the Thyssen-Bornemisza Annunciation. The versatility of Van 

Eyck’s grisailles must have been appealing, especially for artists who could produce 

similar works by reusing established compositional models, a common and accepted 

                                                        
239 In 1957, Bruyn attributed the work to an assistant of Van Eyck, aptly calling this unknown 
artist ‘Master of the Grimacing Saint John’ and dating the diptych to the mid 1430s. The imitation 
binding framework is either a much later addition, dating to the seventeenth or eighteenth 
century, or, as Verougstraete and Van Schoute (2000) believe, an original element of the diptych, 
in which case it is similar to Van Eyck’s Thyssen Diptych. See The Age of Van Eyck. The 
Mediterranean World and Early Netherlandish Painting 1430-1530, Till-Holger Borchert Ed. 
(London: Thames and Hudson, 2002), 238. 
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practice at the time. Furthermore, these standard images would be attractive to patrons 

who could commission versions customized to their personal details.  

 

Setting, sculpture and visibility 

The rationale behind the common placement of grisailles on triptych (or polyptych) 

exteriors may have been motivated at least in part by the intended location of the 

artwork.240 It is possible that, when closed, a curtain or some other protective device 

further covered these works, depending on their specific locations. Larger altarpieces 

could be concealed by drapes in adherence to Lenten strictures and smaller works might 

be protected while taken abroad. Van Eyck’s smaller Dresden Triptych may have also 

been protected by a box or pouch when not in use or on view, especially when 

travelling.241 Folding triptychs that functioned as altarpieces emphasized concealment 

and revelation in a somewhat parallel fashion to the importance of visual spectacle and 

drama of the church service.242 Although it is difficult to ascertain just how many 

altarpieces were further disguised when closed, this practice would underscore the 

grisaille’s function as intermediary imagery, as a stage between the complete invisibility 

                                                        
240 This point has been discussed in the Introduction and will be examined where relevant with 
each example to follow. 
241 Protective cloth pouches were used for precious manuscripts in a similar fashion. Patrons were 
careful to ensure the preservation of the costly objects they commissioned, whether these works 
were manuscripts or larger panel paintings. For example, the protective pouch that once held 
Nicolas Froment’s portrait diptych of René I, Duke of Anjou and Jeanne de Laval has survived. It 
is illustrated in the catalogue of the Prayers and Portraits exhibition under Cat. no. 10. See John 
Oliver Hand, Catherine A. Metzger and Ron Spronk, Prayers and Portraits: Unfolding the 
Netherlandish Diptych, (Washington: National Gallery of Art, 2006), 82-83. 
242 The significance of seeing the Host is examined by Miri Rubin, who describes the connection 
between the elevation of the Host and the possibility of visually consuming it in accordance with 
contemporary theories on optics. See Miri Rubin, Corpus Christi: The Eucharist in Late Medieval 
Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 63-72. 
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of the altarpiece and the fully opened situation.243 Covering triptych exteriors would also 

emphasize the precious nature of these objects, regardless of their scale. Van Eyck’s 

grisailles (especially those of the Ghent Altarpiece) are part of artworks that present a 

veritable smorgasbord of precious objects and materials, from gemstones to rich textiles. 

 

Fifteenth century grisailles like the Ghent Altarpiece panels, whose viewing environment 

was a church interior, would have visual parallels in their surroundings, which often 

included three-dimensional carved stone figures as well as numerous other altarpieces.244 

The Dresden Triptych features Van Eyck’s only grisaille that covers the entire surface of 

its exterior. Due to its small size, this work was most likely not envisioned for a church or 

semi-private chapel in a church. It is difficult to establish whether Jan van Eyck intended 

for such a visual link between grisaille paintings and their intended location, although his 

careful rendering of light effects suggests he was often aware of the precise conditions 

present in the destination setting.245  

 

Whether or not Jan van Eyck’s grisailles were intended to aid with the integration of the 

artwork with its destined environment, they seem to take into consideration the type of 

                                                        
243 See the Introduction and Jacobs, Opening Doors, 8-10. 
244 Monique Tahon-Vanroose highlights the presence of sculpture on both ecclesiastical and 
secular buildings in her essay “Aspects of Late Gothic Sculpture.” Churches would often feature 
a large scale Triumphal Cross atop the rood screen, along with other sculptural works. Further 
sculptural decoration would also be present in the choir as well as surrounding the altarpiece and 
the container for the Host. She notes that Christian iconography was repeated through sculptural 
iterations on contemporary buildings like the Bruges Town Hall, begun in c. 1376. Jan van Eyck 
is known to have polychromed sculptures for the hall façade. See Late Gothic Sculpture. The 
Burgundian Netherlands by John W. Steyaert with the collaboration of Monique Tahon-Vanroose 
(Ghent: Ludion Press, 1994), 16, 21. 
245 For example, the shadows painted in the Ghent Altarpiece grisailles incorporate the lighting 
conditions present in the Vijd Chapel, where the work was placed.  
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freestanding sculpture present in the contemporary church interior rather than the type 

found in carved stone retables, which tended to be in lower relief by necessity. Van Eyck 

was clearly comfortable with devoting entire panels to the imitation of sculpture in stone 

and for this reason it is interesting to examine why he decided not to mimic relief 

sculpture, which is sometimes found on the inner wings of carved wooden altarpieces.246 

Especially with smaller works, why not choose to impress the viewer by imitating the 

polish of a slab of marble, carved in low relief?247 Jan van Eyck was fully capable of 

painting a more two-dimensional stone carving. Other paintings that include imitation 

stone elements prove that Van Eyck was perfectly able to render stone in a variety of 

forms in unsurpassed quality, from a receding arcade as in the small Berlin Madonna 

[Fig. 3.51] to the different marbles used as columns in the Rolin Madonna [Fig. 3.3]. The 

exterior of the Thyssen Diptych also features imitation marbling across its surface. But 

beginning – as far as we know – with the Ghent Altarpiece, Van Eyck experiments with 

allocating full panels to an imitation of sculpture, giving it greater import than those more 

ornamental or architectural background figures like the statuary on the interior of the 

Dresden Triptych or the Berlin Madonna. By painting a single statue in a niche, Van 

Eyck creates a highly legible image through the contrast between freestanding carving 

and darkened niche. A relief, on the other hand, lends itself to narrative representations, 

although it still relies on contrast to render the image clear.  

 

                                                        
246 Jacobs,1998, 97.  
247 Relief sculpture in stone was more popular in Italy so the potential influence of this type of 
carving may have been less of a factor in the Netherlands. However, its presence in woodcarving 
noted above means that artists were still exposed to this representational possibility. 
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Through their imitation of stone sculpture, Jan van Eyck’s Ghent Altarpiece grisailles 

suggest a link with another altarpiece type: the carved altarpiece. In reference to these 

paintings, Friedländer hypothesized that grisailles mimic that which they replace: the type 

of carving present on contemporary altarpieces.248 The connection between carved 

imagery and the Netherlandish altarpiece has also been discussed by Lynn Jacobs, who 

notes that stone carving was noticeably absent from altarpieces between 1380 and 1550, 

which instead featured wood as the preferred medium.249 To some degree, this 

observation fits with Friedländer’s theory, although it does not explain why stone 

sculpture is found again on altarpieces in about 1550 as Jacobs observes. Friedländer 

avoids grappling with the fact that the type of statuary mimicked by the Ghent Altarpiece 

grisailles (and the Trinity panel) could not have been carved on the exterior of an 

altarpiece wing.250 Stone sculpture was certainly an important factor as a model – if only 

in general terms – for the grisailles of the Ghent Altarpiece and the Flémalle panel, and 

yet, to the author’s knowledge, no extant stone sculptures from the Netherlands can be 

identified as the direct model for a grisaille, although this does not render such a direct 

relationship impossible.251 Although essentially different in medium – on two accounts – 

                                                        
248 “At first there was actual statuary in the middle shrine, while the wings, to avoid being 
encumbered in their movement by too heavy a burden, carried pseudosculpture created by the 
painter’s skill. This simulacrum lingered on, even after the sculptors had relinquished the fixed 
centre panels to the painters. With a fine sense of parsimony, the stonelike grisaille images were 
long retained for the outside, to enhance, by contrast, the ultimate and supreme illusion due to 
realistic colour, when the shutters were folded back.” Friedländer, The van Eycks, (1967 edition), 
28. 
249 Jacobs, Early Netherlandish Carved Altarpieces,1998. 
250 Friedländer does not address the fact that many contemporary carved altarpieces were made of 
wood rather than stone.  
251 There is some evidence that a sculptural group provided the model for two paintings depicting 
the Crucifixion, one by Rogier van der Weyden and the other by an anonymous artist who was 
probably working in Brussels. Van der Weyden’s painting is a polychromatic image whereas the 
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the panel grisaille can be compared to carved wooden altarpieces that feature individual 

standing saints.252 Such figures are often found flanking the emphasized central 

compartment of carved altarpieces (as in Jacques de Baerze’s Crucifixion altarpiece from 

the Chartreuse de Champmol of the 1390s [Fig. 3.52]. The altarpiece from the Béguinage 

of Tongeren of c. 1435 also incorporates sculptures positioned in a similar manner to 

painted grisailles, as well as architectural ornamentation that is comparable to the spatial 

settings of painted imitations.253 

 

Why did artists like Jan van Eyck imitate stone rather than unpolychromed wood carving, 

especially if wood was the preferred material for altarpiece embellishment? Again, as far 

as the author is aware, there are no extant examples of trompe-l’oeil paintings of 

unpolychromed wooden carving. However, there is one significant example of a painting 

that may reflect an effort to imitate aspects of woodcarving: Rogier van der Weyden’s 

Descent from the Cross at the Museo Nacional Del Prado [Fig. 3.53].  

 

Although this work postdates the grisailles of Jan van Eyck, it is still significant to 

discuss as part of the emergence of imitation stone imagery. The Descent is a 

polychromatic image whose illusionistic setting creates ambiguity: are the figures meant 

to represent polychromed carved sculpture or living beings? The shallow space forces the 

figures toward the viewer and the steeply sloping ground echoes the almost vertical 

                                                                                                                                                                     

anonymously produced work is a grisaille, found on the exterior of a triptych with a sculpted 
interior. This is discussed in Chapter 4.  
252 Not only are these painted images (the first difference in media), but they also depict stone 
carving rather than representations made from wood. 
253 These works and other examples are discussed and illustrated in Lynn Jacobs’s book Early 
Netherlandish Carved Altarpieces, 1998. 
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treatment of both figures and landscape in carved wooden altarpieces. The use of 

elaborate baldachins and tracery above carved figures in the Crucifixion altarpiece by 

Jacques de Baerze [Fig. 3.52] also displays this emphasis. However, the colourful 

rendering of the figures in the Descent complicates further comparison to wood sculpture. 

Small indications that the figures are painted to imitate living beings can be found in the 

delineation of fine strands of hair and the tears tracking down the faces of several figures. 

But without looking more closely, how is it possible to establish whether the artist 

intended to paint living figures in an impossibly small shallow box or whether the aim 

was to paint imitations of polychromed wooden figures?254  

 

This issue is illustrated by another work, produced by an artist who may have been 

related to Van Eyck that features two male figures, painted in such a way as to make 

ascertaining their material nature difficult.255 Barthélémy d’Eyck’s Triptych of the 

Annunciation (c. 1442-1445) features what appears to be polychromed stone sculpture on 

its inner wings [Fig. 3.54]. This triptych’s panels are dispersed between Aix-en-Provence 

(Church of the Madeleine), Rotterdam (Boijmans van Beuningen), Brussels (Royal 

Museum of Fine Art) and Amsterdam (Rijksmuseum). The Annunciation occupies the 

entire central panel while Saint Jerome and the prophet Isaiah flank this subject, one 

figure on either side. Gabriel’s announcement takes place inside a church and the grey 

spatial setting of the wings is not overtly distinguished from the imitation stone 

architecture of the Annunciation panel. Jerome and Isaiah are placed on squat plinths and 

                                                        
254 Lorne Campbell discusses this work and its relation to wooden sculpture in his book Van der 
Weyden. Lorne Campbell, Van der Weyden (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1980), 7. 
255 Despite its French heritage, this work clearly demonstrates the influence of Northern painting, 
and specifically the Ghent Altarpiece. m 
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stand below a wooden shelf containing books, boxes and other objects related to their 

identity. Not only is the iconography of this triptych somewhat unusual (Annunciations 

were not as commonly depicted on the central panel) but the treatment of the wings is 

also a noteworthy example of what appears to be imitation sculpture. Because the figures 

are executed in full colour (like the Ghent Adam and Eve and Prado Descent) it is 

difficult to establish whether Isaiah and Jerome should be interpreted as living beings or 

as lifeless statuary. The pedestals are the only remaining link to carving that remain, 

especially when we recall earlier examples of paintings that place living beings in niches. 

In particular, the figures of Elisabeth Borluut and Jodocus Vijd from the Ghent Altarpiece 

come to mind: living donor figures who kneel in niches beside stone carving. These two 

examples suggest that artists were capable of creating ambiguous images that are not 

immediately identifiable as colourfully painted carving or living being.  

 

Jan van Eyck’s grisailles place an emphasis on the imitation of particular materials, an 

artistic goal that is primarily achieved in the paint layers of his works. The underdrawings 

of Jan’s grisailles is generally consistent in execution with the underdrawing of his 

colourful images. It is only in the rendering of hair that the underdrawing of grisaille 

figures is different from that of living beings. This distinction is directly connected to 

Jan’s careful observation and imitation of statuary. Other artists, like Robert 

Campin/Master of Flémalle, created grisailles that echo the same desire to mimic carving. 

However, this careful rendering of different types of stone is a feature of early grisailles 

that is generally abandoned by painters like Hans Memling and Rogier van der Weyden, 

a tendency that will be explored in the following chapter. While Van Eyck’s grisailles 
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present a somewhat varied picture of the first extant examples of grisaille production, 

they nevertheless feature characteristics that were employed by subsequent generations of 

artists. Significantly, Van Eyck allowed his imitation sculptures to occupy an entire 

panel, an important development that gave him the opportunity to incorporate trompe-

l’oeil framing elements to great advantage. The early examples discussed in this chapter 

also indicate that Jan van Eyck was flexible in his application of this type of imagery, and 

was likely at the forefront of the grisaille’s development, before it became the default 

standard imagery for the triptych exterior. 
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Chapter 3 Figures 
 
 

 
[Fig. 3.1] Detail of the quatrain, located on the four lower frames of the exterior altarpiece wings. 
Image courtesy of closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
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[Fig. 3.2] Detail of the Deity Enthroned panel from the opened Ghent Altarpiece. Image courtesy 
of closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
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[Fig. 3.3] Jan van Eyck, the Virgin of Chancellor Rolin, c. 1430-34, panel, 66.0 x 62.0 cm, Musée 
du Louvre, Paris.  
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[Fig. 3.4] Jan van Eyck, Portrait of a Man (‘Léal Souvenir’), 1432, oil on oak, 33.3 x 18.9 cm, 
National Gallery, London. 
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[Fig. 3.5] Adam and Eve panels from the opened Ghent Altarpiece. Image courtesy of 
closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
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[Fig. 3.6] Detail of Adam’s foot, opened Ghent Altarpiece. Image courtesy of 
closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
 
 
 
 

 
[Fig. 3.7] Adam’s foot IRR detail, opened Ghent Altarpiece. Image courtesy of 
closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
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[Fig. 3.8] Jan van Eyck, The Virgin and Child with Saints Michael and Catherine and a Donor 
(Dresden or Giustiniani Triptych), 1437, oil on oak panel, central panel 33.1 x 27.5 cm, wings 
33.3 x 13.6 cm, Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Dresden, Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister.  
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[Fig. 3.9] Jan van Eyck, Annunciation, c. 1434/36, oil on canvas transferred from panel, painted 
surface: 90.2 x 34.1 cm; support: 92.7 x 36.7 cm, National Gallery, Washington. 
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[Fig. 3.10] Hubert and Jan van Eyck, the Ghent Altarpiece (closed), c. 1423-32, oleaginous 
medium on panel, St Bavo, Ghent. Image courtesy of closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. Image courtesy 
of closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
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[Fig. 3.11] Transcription of the Ghent Altarpiece quatrain in its original miniscule script style, 
with chronogram highlighted in red. Published by Hugo van der Velden in 2011. Image courtesy 
of closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
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[Fig. 3.12] Top: Detail Archangel Annunciate. Bottom: Archangel Annunciate IRR detail 
showing underdrawn pointed arches. Both details from closed Ghent Altarpiece. Image courtesy 
of closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
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[Fig. 3.13] Top: Detail Virgin Annunciate panel. Bottom: Virgin Annunciate panel IRR detail 
showing underdrawn pointed arches. Both details from closed Ghent Altarpiece. Image courtesy 
of closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
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[Fig. 3.14] Retable at Liebfraukirche, 1331, Oberwesel Collegiate Church of Our Lady.  
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[Fig. 3.15] Rogier van der Weyden Seven Sacraments Altarpiece, c. 1440-50, oil on oak panel, 
central panel 200.0 x 97.0 cm, each wing 119.0 x 63 cm, Koninklijk Museum voor Schone 
Kunsten, Antwerp. 
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[Fig. 3.16] Lower Rhenish artist, Chapelle Cardon, c. 1400, 99.0 x 59.0 cm, Musée du Louvre, 
Paris. 
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[Fig. 3.17] Southern Netherlandish, Tower Retable, c. 1395-1400, approximately 1.5 m high, 
Museum Mayer van den Bergh, Antwerp. 
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[Fig. 3.18] Detail Saint John the Evangelist from closed Ghent Altarpiece.  Image courtesy of 
closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
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[Fig. 3.19] Hans Memling Annunciation, exterior panels of the Jan Crabbe Triptych, 1467-70 
oil on oak panel, 83.3 x 26.5 cm each, Groeningemuseum, Bruges. 
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[Fig. 3.20] Detail Saint John the Evangelist from closed Ghent Altarpiece.  Image courtesy of 
closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
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[Fig. 3.21] Saint John the Baptist, IRR. Image courtesy of closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
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[Fig. 3.22] Saint John the Evangelist, IRR. Image courtesy of closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
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[Fig. 3.23] Jodocus Vijd, IRR detail. Image courtesy of closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
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[Fig. 3.24] Elisabeth Borluut, IRR detail. Image courtesy of closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
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[Fig. 3.25] Sacrifices of Cain and Abel, IRR. Image courtesy of closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
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[Fig. 3.26] Murder of Abel, IRR. Image courtesy of closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
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[Fig. 3.27] Left: Saint John the Baptist, IRR detail. Right: Saint John the Baptist, detail. Image 
courtesy of closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
[Fig. 3.28] Left: Saint John the Baptist, IRR detail. Right: Saint John the Baptist, detail.  Image 
courtesy of closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
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[Fig. 3.29] Saint John the Baptist, IRR detail. Image courtesy of closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
 
 
 

 
[Fig. 3.30] Saint John the Evangelist, IRR detail. Image courtesy of closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
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[Fig. 3.31] Saint John the Baptist, IRR detail. Image courtesy of closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
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[Fig. 3.32] Enthroned Saint John the Baptist, IRR detail. Image courtesy of 
closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
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[Fig. 3.33] Rogier van der Weyden, Beaune Altarpiece (closed), c. 1445-50, oil on wood, Musée 
de l’Hôtel-Dieu, Beaune. 
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[Fig. 3.34] Rogier van der Weyden, Annunciation from Beaune Altarpiece.  
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[Fig. 3.35] Jan van Eyck, detail central panel Dresden Triptych. 
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[Fig. 3.36] Jan van Eyck, Dresden Triptych exterior IRR. 
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[Fig. 3.37] Virgin Annunciate from Dresden Triptych, IRR detail. 
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[Fig. 3.38] St Catherine, IRR detail of Dresden Triptych [Fig. 3.8] 
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[Fig. 3.39] Virgin Annunciate from Dresden Triptych, IRR detail. 
 
 
 

 
[Fig. 3.40] Virgin Annunciate from Dresden Triptych, IRR detail. 
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[Fig. 3.41] St Catherine, IRR detail of Dresden Triptych [Fig. 3.8] 
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[Fig. 3.42] Virgin Annunciate from Dresden Triptych, IRR detail. 
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[Fig. 3.43] Master of Flémalle, The Virgin Mary Nursing the Infant Jesus, oil on oak, 148.7 x 
61.0 cm, painted surface 147.5 x 57.6 cm, Städel Museum, Frankfurt am Main. 
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[Fig. 3.44] Master of Flémalle, Saint Veronica with the Sudarium, oil on oak, 151.8 x 61.0 cm, 
painted surface 148.2 x 57.7 cm, Städel Museum, Frankfurt am Main. 
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[Fig. 3.45] Singing Angels detail from opened Ghent Altarpiece. Image courtesy of 
closertovaneyck.kikirpa.be. 
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[Fig. 3.46] Master of Flémalle, Bad Thief on the Cross (fragment of an altarpiece wing), c. 1430, 
oak, 133.7 x 92.2 painted surface, Städel Museum, Frankfurt am Main. 
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[Fig. 3.47] Circle of the Master of the Legend of Saint Ursula, The Descent from the Cross, 59.9 
x 60.0 cm central panel; 59.5 x 26.5 cm each wing, Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool. 
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[Fig. 3.48] Master of Flémalle, Saint John the Baptist, reverse of Bad Thief on the Cross 
(fragment of an altarpiece wing), c. 1430, oak, painted surface 133.7 x 91.9 cm, Städel Museum, 
Frankfurt am Main. 
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[Fig. 3.49] Assistant of Jan van Eyck, Saint John the Baptist and Virgin and Child, 1440s, oil on 
oak, 38.3 x 23.5 cm (Saint John the Baptist), 38.2 x 23.4 cm (Virgin and Child), frame original, 
but possibly reworked, Musée du Louvre, Paris. 
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[Fig. 3.50] Exterior of [3.49] showing imitation porphyry in upper left corner of panel on left 
hand side. 
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[Fig. 3.51] Jan van Eyck, Madonna in a Church, c. 1425, oil on wood, 32.0 x 14.0 cm, 
Gemäldegalerie, National Museums in Berlin. 
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[Fig. 3.52] Jacques de Baerze, Crucifixion Altarpiece, c. 1390-1399, polychrome and gilded 
wood, Musée des Beaux-Arts de Dijon.  
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[Fig. 3.53] Rogier van der Weyden, Descent from the Cross, c. 1430, oil on oak panel, 220.0 x 
262.0 cm, Museo Nacional del Prado, Madrid. 
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[Fig. 3.54] Barthélémy d’Eyck, Triptych of the Annunciation, c. 1442-1445, oil on panel, 155.0 x 
350 cm, central panel at the Église de la Madeleine, Aix-en-Provence; left wing, upper section, 
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam; left wing lower section, Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, 
Rotterdam; right wing Musée royal d’art ancien, Brussels; reverse of left wing, Museum 
Boijmans van Beuningen; reverse of right wing, Musée royal d’art ancien, Brussels. 
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Chapter 4 

Beyond Van Eyck 

 Over the course of the fifteenth century grisailles would become the standard imagery to 

depict on triptych exteriors. Rogier van der Weyden (c.1399/1400-1464) and Hans 

Memling (c. 1430-1494) took part in the transformation of the grisaille, not only 

mimicking stone statuary, but also creating more dynamic, colourful images. Rogier’s 

close relationship with sculptural projects must have had a great impact on his trompe-

l’oeil paintings of statuary and his role in the grisaille’s development is important to 

acknowledge alongside that of Jan van Eyck. The immediate followers of Jan van Eyck 

who were active in Bruges did not employ the grisaille much frequency, despite the 

possibility that Jan created some of the first examples of this type of image. Petrus 

Christus, for example, an artist traditionally associated with Jan, did not produce a single 

extant triptych.256 Dieric Bouts was not responsible for any grisailles, although a triptych 

left unfinished in his studio, the Martyrdom of Saint Hippolytus (c. 1475), features 

examples produced by Hugo van der Goes (c. 1440-1482).257 On the other hand, a direct 

                                                        
256 Art historians like Friedländer and Panofksy have long connected the works of Petrus Christus 
with his predecessor in Bruges, as well as with other Netherlandish artists from the period. Joel 
M. Upton’s monographic study situates Christus in his fifteenth century milieu. He suggests that 
Christus avoided the typical guild’s requirement of citizenship in Bruges because of his position 
as “apprentice, assistant, and heir apparent to Jan van Eyck.” See Joel M. Upton, Petrus Christus: 
His Place in Fifteenth-Century Flemish Painting, (University Park and London: The 
Pennsylvania State University Press, 1990), 9. The catalogue accompanying the Petrus Christus 
exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum of Art (14 April to 31 July, 1994) is also an important 
source on the artist with essays that examine his place in Bruges as well as appendices with 
archival documents, literary sources and dendrochronological analyses. Maryan W. Ainsworth, 
Petrus Christus. Renaissance Master of Bruges, (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
1994). 
257 This work will be discussed in more detail below. For further biographical details about David 
and his origins see Chapter 3 of Maryan W. Ainsworth, Gerard David. Purity of Vision in an Age 
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line of influence can be seen connecting Rogier and his pupil Memling, the latter 

contributing much to the expansion of the grisaille in the latter half of the fifteenth 

century. Although many painters relied on the grisaille formula for their triptychs, it was 

by no means the only type of representation to which they were restricted for altarpiece 

exteriors. Many triptychs and polyptychs feature polychromatic exteriors and some artists 

began to include colour in their grisailles independent of a desire to imitate types of 

stone.  

 

Grisailles begin to include colour as part of different artistic strategies during the fifteenth 

century, not simply part of the mimesis of stone. For instance, some triptych exteriors 

started to incorporate colours that mimic living flesh, others integrated backgrounds in 

red, which were apparently specific to the Brussels area, and still others featured both 

strategies. These transformations of the grisaille expanded the range of effects associated 

with this type of representation. However, some consistencies in function and location 

remained and these are also explored in the present chapter. Works by Rogier van der 

Weyden and his pupil and assistant Hans Memling comprise the majority of examples 

analyzed in this chapter. These case studies demonstrate that the grisaille was employed 

with great variability in the mid-to-late fifteenth century. Examples include Rogier van 

der Weyden’s Middelburg/Bladelin Altarpiece and the triptychs Hans Memling painted 

                                                                                                                                                                     

of Transition, (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1998), 93-154. Hans J. Van 
Miegroet’s monograph also includes many large colour illustrations of the artist’s paintings as 
well as transcripts of documents pertaining to David. Hans J. Van Miegroet, Gerard David, 
(Antwerp: Mercatorfonds, 1989). 
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for Willem Moreel and Jan Crabbe.258 Surviving material pertaining to Rogier’s 

workshop and its involvement with sculptural projects will be examined as it pertains to 

the grisaille. Other works like the Martyrdom of Saint Hippolytus by Dieric Bouts (c. 

1475) and Hugo van der Goes will also be briefly addressed.  

 

Artists like Dieric Bouts, Hans Memling and Hugo van der Goes decorated their triptych 

exteriors with more colourful imagery. These polychromatic grisailles occur especially 

toward the end of the fifteenth century. The choice of subject matter for these more 

vibrant depictions varied, and could even include landscape elements as in the Flight into 

Egypt and Saint Peter on the Miracles of Christ/Melbourne triptych exterior (c. 1490-

1500) whose central panel is believed to have been painted in the workshop of the Master 

of the Legend of St Catherine [Fig. 4.1 and 4.2].259 Given the frequency with which 

grisailles appear on triptych exteriors at the close of the fifteenth century, it seems clear 

that their inclusion was no longer a conscious artistic choice but rather an assumed image 

for this part of the artwork. Of course this is linked to the contemporary taste for such 

representations that took hold earlier in the period. The grisaille was employed with 

greater flexibility as artists incorporated it as part of their own creative agendas, setting 

the stage for the highly colourful variants seen in the sixteenth century. 
                                                        
258 The dating of the Moreel and Bladelin grisailles is disputed. An anonymous artist who was 
probably working after the death of Rogier van der Weyden painted the Middelburg exterior. 
These examples will be examined below.  
259 The attribution of the interior and exterior of the Melbourne Triptych’s wings is examined by 
Catheline Périer-D’Ieteren in the online Art Journal of the National Gallery of Victoria. See 
Catheline Périer-D’Ieteren, “Contributions to the study of the Melbourne Triptych. II: The 
miracle of the loaves and fishes, The Raising of Lazarus, The Rest on the Flight to Egypt and St 
Peter,” Art Journal/Art Bulletin of Victoria 34 (1994) 
http://www.ngv.vic.gov.au/essay/contributions-to-the-study-of-the-melbourne-triptych-ii-the-
miracle-of-the-loaves-and-fishes-the-raising-of-lazarus-the-rest-on-the-flight-to-egypt-and-st-
peter/.  
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Rogier van der Weyden and the grisaille 

Rogier van der Weyden, born around 1399, was of the same generation as Jan van Eyck 

and was the son of a Tournai cutler. Rogier enjoyed a swift rise to the position of Town 

Painter of Brussels, which he achieved in 1436, only a year after his arrival in the city. 

Rogier received major commissions from individuals (like the Beaune Altarpiece) as well 

as the town of Brussels, which ordered the large Justice of Trajan and Herkinbald 

paintings that have since been destroyed.260 It is generally assumed, based on 

documentary evidence, that Rogier was an apprentice of the sculptor Robert Campin. The 

document in question lists a “Rogelet de la Pasture” from Tournai as present in Campin’s 

workshop. However, this supposition is also based on the identification of Robert Campin 

as the artist of the oeuvre surrounding the Flémalle panels and the stylistic connection 

between paintings attributed to Rogier and the Flémalle/Campin oeuvre.261 If, in fact, 

Rogier van der Weyden was a pupil of Campin’s, the influence of sculpture on Rogier’s 

development is an important point in the context of his paintings. The exposure to 

                                                        
260 The approximate composition of these works can be ascertained from surviving tapestries, 
produced before 1461 and now housed at the Historical Museum, Berne. These tapestries are 
discussed by Lorne Campbell in his essay “Rogier as a Designer of Works of Art in Media other 
than Oil on Panel,” in Rogier van der Weyden in Context Lorne Campbell, Jan Van der Stock, 
Catherine Reynolds and Lieve Watteeuw, Eds. (Leuven: Peeters, 2012), 23-44. The Beaune 
Altarpiece is discussed in Chapter 3.  
261 Robert Campin worked in Tournai between 1406 and 1445 and is known only from archival 
records of his activity. According to these documentary sources, Campin was primarily a 
sculptor, although he was also involved in the creation of a mural. “Rogelet de la Pasture” was a 
member of Campin’s studio from 1427 to 1432 before moving to Brussels. However, the 
identification of Campin with the artist responsible for the Flémalle panels is still much contested. 
Furthermore, the oeuvres of Rogier van der Weyden and the Master of Flémalle/Robert Campin 
continue to be debated in the scholarly literature. Stylistic analysis compounded with the 
documentary evidence renders the separation of these two artists’s works challenging. See 
Stephan Kemperdick and Jochen Sander’s Introduction in Stephan Kemperdick and Jochen 
Sander, Eds, The Master of Flémalle, 2009, 13-22.  
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sculpted artworks in Campin’s studio – in varying states of completion and polychromy – 

would doubtless have had an impact on the artistic development of Rogier.  

 

Potential intersections between Robert Campin’s workshop and Rogier van der Weyden 

can be clarified by several versions of the Trinity, which occur in different media.262 The 

composition of the sculpted Trinity (c. 1440-1450) [Fig. 4.3] at the Royal Museums of 

Art and History, Brussels is closely linked to a painting attributed to the workshop of 

Rogier van der Weyden now in Leuven [Fig. 4.4]. Compositionally, both sculpted and 

painted examples derive from the earlier Flémalle panel grisaille of the same subject [Fig. 

1.11].263 As Fransen notes, the Flémalle painting marked an important iconographic 

adaptation of the twelfth century carved model wherein God the Father holds the Crucifix 

instead of Christ’s dead body. The painter of the Flémalle panel transformed this image 

type by placing Christ directly in the arms of God the Father, creating a more intimate 

relationship and emphasizing the physical and human nature of the saviour. As Fransen 

states:  

“In the development of this iconographic type there is a 
conspicuous dialogue between painting and sculpture. 
Burgundian sculpture probably provided the prototype, but 
the iconographic adaptation of the early fifteenth century 
first took place in painting. The Trinitarian Pieta, with the 
figure of the dead Christ instead of the Crucifix, would 
only appear in sculpture later, halfway through the fifteenth 
century.”264  

                                                        
262 See Bart Fransen, Rogier van der Weyden and Stone Sculpture in Brussels (Turnhout: Brepols 
Publishers, n. v., 2013), 115-128. 
263 Again, this interpretation relies on the identification of the historical Robert Campin with the 
artist responsible for the Flémalle panels.  
264 Fransen, Rogier van der Weyden, 119. 
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It thus seems to be the case that the Flémalle panel was itself based on an existing 

sculptural prototype (with the Crucifix) that was transformed, becoming a model for a 

sculpted – and polychromed—artwork as well as a Rogerian painting.265   

 

Extant sources that describe Rogier’s own involvement with three-dimensional artworks 

seem to support such early training with a prominent sculptor like Campin. By receiving 

his artistic guidance in a workshop concerned with sculptural projects, Rogier would be 

prepared for a career spanning different media. A link between Rogier’s paintings and 

fifteenth-century sculpture is highlighted by archival documents that indicate his frequent 

involvement with such projects.266 He is believed to have created a pattern for a sculpture 

of the Virgin for the Confraternity of Our Lady in ‘s-Hertogenbosch that was carved by a 

local artisan.267 Thus, while Rogier is primarily known to twenty-first century audiences 

as a painter, he was nevertheless an artist who worked in different media and he was 

certainly quite active with three-dimensional projects. Although Rogier van der Weyden 

did not paint many grisailles, many of his paintings help clarify the relationship between 

the grisaille, fifteenth-century sculpture and the use of compositional designs.   

                                                        
265 Fransen puts it succinctly: “Via Rogier van der Weyden this Flémallesque idiom was very 
familiar in Brussels.” It can even be found in manuscript illumination and embroidered tapestries. 
Fransen, Rogier van der Weyden, 127. 
266 Unlike Jan van Eyck whose documented participation with sculptural projects is limited, we 
have a much greater source of such information for Rogier van der Weyden. Bart Fransen’s 
recent publication on stone sculpture in Brussels includes an appendix with documents detailing 
Rogier’s participation (gilding, polychroming, etc.) with sculpture. See Fransen, Rogier van der 
Weyden, 193-199. 
267 Ibid., 192. 
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Rogier van der Weyden, sculpture, and sculpture design 

There are other paintings and drawings associated with Rogier’s workshop that shed light 

on the relationship between sculpture and painting, and, by extension, the grisaille. In his 

book Rogier van der Weyden and Stone Sculpture in Brussels, Bart Fransen explores the 

archival evidence linking Rogier to Brussels carving and examines six case studies in 

detail. Fransen’s volume also includes a chapter “Rogier van der Weyden in 3D,” which 

analyzes the extant workshop drawings and their connection to artworks in two and three-

dimensional media.  

 

Rogier was responsible for the repolychromy of statues in the Saint Veronica Chapel at 

Saint Margaret’s Church in Tournai.268 He also collaborated with other artists on carved 

artworks in Saint Margaret’s, polychroming and gilding two tabernacles. Rogier was by 

no means the only fifteenth century painter who was involved with sculpture. Evidence 

that several other artists – including such renowned painters as Jan van Eyck – 

polychromed statuary also exists, and it was common during this period for painters to 

provide designs for work in other media, the significance of which will be discussed 

below.269 The evidence pertaining to Rogier underscores the frequency with which these 

                                                        
268 Fransen also suggests that Rogier may have produced architectural designs, notably the façade 
of the Brussels Carpenter’s Guildhall (see pages 148-156). Three of Fransen’s case studies 
connect paintings by the Van der Weyden workshop with sculptural projects (Case Studies 2, 5 
and 6), in one instance resulting in the conclusion that a work by Rogier provided the inspiration 
for an altarpiece from the Abbey of Saint-Denis-de-Broqueroie (Case Study 6, pages 129-144). 
Fransen, Rogier van der Weyden, 2013. 
269 In 1435 Jan polychromed and gilded six statues and retables for the exterior of the town hall 
while other artists who may have been in Jan’s employ completed two more. Catherine Reynolds, 
“‘The King of Painters,’” in Investigating Jan van Eyck (Turnhout: Brepols Publishers, 2000), 5-
6. 
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collaborations could occur and emphasizes the general cross-pollination between 

sculptors and painters.  

 

The relationship between Van der Weyden’s painted compositions and carved imagery is 

expanded upon in Fransen’s section on the carved stone Altarpiece of the Virgin from the 

Abbey of Saint-Denis-de-Broqueroie (1450-1460) [Fig. 4.5]. There are convincing visual 

parallels between several paintings by Rogier and his workshop and the Saint-Denis-de-

Broqueroie altarpiece. For example, the positioning of the ox and the ass from Rogier’s 

Saint Columba Altarpiece (Munich, Alte Pinakothek) [Fig. 4.6] is echoed in the central 

panel of the Altarpiece of the Virgin [Fig. 4.5]. The composition of Rogier’s Visitation 

panel at Leipzig (Museum der Bildenden Künste) [Fig. 4.7], and the workshop version 

New York (The Metropolitan Museum, The Cloisters Collection) [Fig. 4.8] recall the 

corresponding subject matter in the carved altarpiece [Fig. 4.9]. Gestural and 

compositional elements from Rogier’s Annunciation from the Columba Altarpiece [Fig. 

4.10] and the workshop painting of the Annunciation (Antwerp, KMSKA) [Fig. 4.11] can 

also be found in the Altarpiece of the Virgin [Fig. 4.12].270  Expanding upon the 

suggestion that compositions from the Van der Weyden group provided the basis for the 

Altarpiece of the Virgin arrangement, it is interesting to speculate whether similar designs 

may have also been used for not only carving but also for grisailles. The case of the 

Saint-Denis-de-Broqueroie altarpiece suggests such multimedia usage for workshop 

compositions.  

 

                                                        
270 These similarities are all noted by Bart Fransen, Rogier, 134-135.  
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That paintings or drawings created by painters offered models for sculptors is a point that 

was codified by local guild legislation. It is also possible of course that sculptures 

inspired painters’ compositional designs and models, a topic which will be discussed 

below. The Fransen case study discussed above provides evidence of a more informal 

instance of such a relationship. However, in Tournai, the painter’s guild enforced the 

position of painters as inventors by making it compulsory that artisans working in other 

media seek their training in design from a master painter.271 Thus, as designers, painters 

were given an important position that brought them not only income, but also offered a 

useful tool for self-promotion. Grisailles might also serve a promotional function for 

painters seeking to make their talent for sculptural design known.  

 

Fransen proposes that Rogier created the initial designs for a series of pleurants, 

originally intended for a tomb in the Collegiate Church of Saint Peter in Lille. A series of 

bronze figures based on this design survives at the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam [Fig. 4.13]. 

Rogier’s drawings provided the prototype for wooden models from which bronze 

sculptures were cast, eventually decorating several important tombs in Brussels and 

Antwerp. 272 It is those pleurants from the tomb (c. 1475-1476) of Isabella of Bourbon in 

the Saint Michael’s Abbey Church in Antwerp that are now housed in Amsterdam. These 

figures are close to Rogier in style, linking contemporary sculpture and polychromatic 

painting. Is it possible to extend the comparison further and examine the relationship 

between the pleurants and triptych grisailles in more general terms? Certainly their 

decorated spatial setting at the base of the tomb recalls the alcoves in which grisaille 
                                                        
271 Fransen, Rogier, 155. 
272 Ibid., 152. 
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figures are commonly painted. The engraving of the Tomb of Joanna, Duchess of Brabant 

provides a good illustration of the type of embellished series of niches where these 

pleurants would be found [Fig. 4.14].273 Indeed, the alcoves under the tomb in the 

engraving, while not seen in paintings by Rogier, echo the spatial setting of most 

fifteenth-century Netherlandish grisailles. Furthermore, although the Rijksmuseum 

sculptures differ in material from the painted stone of the triptych grisaille, the two can 

still be related.274 In gesture and style, the pleurants are close to the grisailles painted in 

the latter half of the century. Despite the copious number of shining folds in the 

pleurants’s garments, their general stance and demeanor is not unlike the grisaille. The 

heavy garments of the figures recalls the solidity expressed by Saint Anthony on the 

exterior of the Donne Triptych (c. 1478) [Fig. 4.15] for example. This connection is not 

entirely surprising since some grisailles – notably two Eyckian examples – imitate 

statuary of comparable dimensions. The Thyssen-Bornemisza Diptych [Fig. 1.1] and the 

Dresden Triptych grisailles [Fig. 1.6] are works of relatively small size and the sculptures 

they depict are thus fairly short. These connections emphasize the relationship between 

contemporary sculpture and the painted grisaille. 

 

Fransen hits upon an important point concerning the relationship between painting, 

sculpture and design when he describes a drawing from the Van der Weyden workshop 

depicting an Enthroned Virgin (Paris, Louvre) [Fig. 4.16] and concludes that it is difficult 

to establish whether or not it serves as a model for a painting or for a sculpture. The 

                                                        
273 This engraving is illustrated as Figure 1 in Lorne Campbell, “The Tomb of Joanna, Duchess of 
Brabant,” Renaissance Studies Vol. 2 no. 2 (1988): 164.   
274 To the author’s knowledge, there are no comparable paintings of trompe-l’oeil cast bronze 
statues found on triptych exteriors in a similar fashion as the grisaille. 
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drawing features a curved base as well as a pair of columns that frame the central pair. In 

this respect, and in the composition of the figures, it closely resembles the Durán 

Madonna [Fig. 4.17], as Fransen notes.275 Underdrawings can be ambiguous in this 

regard, although their function as preparation for painting is explicit. As has been noted 

in the case of the Ghent Altarpiece, the underdrawing of the hair in the grisaille panels is 

rendered in such a way as to indicate the paintings will imitate sculpture. However, the 

Ghent panels are somewhat exceptional in this regard, and many grisaille underdrawings 

do not feature such direct indication of the material that is to be depicted in paint. 

Memling’s grisaille underdrawings are good examples of this phenomenon. 

 

A series of drawings also survives, thought to be copies made in the 1460s after Rogier’s 

original workshop patterns [Fig. 4.18].276 These drawings do not assert any overt 

connections to sculpture and do not reflect a function as models for three-dimensional 

artworks any more than many grisaille underdrawings. Grisaille underdrawings, like the 

Rogerian model drawings tend to be greatly influenced by the scale of the commission, 

among other factors. This is also true of any underdrawing or model drawing. While 

some underdrawings feature elements that reflect their wish to mimic statuary, this is not 

a common characteristic. Similarly, the model drawings do not consider the intended 

three-dimensional nature of the final product. This may be due to the fact that the 

drawings could serve as the models for artworks in a variety of different media noted 

                                                        
275 The suggestion that the execution of the drapery is meant as clear direction for a carver is 
intriguing. Whether or not a particular style of hatching or cross-hatching is intended as 
instructions for translation into three-dimensions is generally difficult to establish. Fransen, 
Rogier, 181. 
276 Campbell, “The Tomb of Joanna,” (1988): 153. 
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above. The functions of both types of drawing would have impacted their execution. 

Underdrawings were applied for the purpose of preparing the composition in such a way 

that the painter could execute the design in paint. Many workshop drawings were likely 

never seen by the patron although their function could change over time.  

 

Designs might serve as the basis for artworks in different media, including trompe-l’oeil 

images of carving. Perhaps these drawings were therefore intentionally ambiguous 

because they could be used with such flexibility. These designs were valuable tools in an 

artist’s studio and were protected against unsanctioned use. Due to the minimal number 

of extant drawings from the early fifteenth century, this avenue of research is somewhat 

limited, but towards the sixteenth century the amount of surviving material increases, 

offering the chance for more research.   

 

Rogier van der Weyden’s polychromatic paintings and the grisaille  

Some of Rogier’s works had grisailles added to their exteriors following the completion 

of the initial composition. This practice began to develop over the course of the fifteenth 

century as the grisaille became established as the standard imagery of triptych exteriors. 

Although larger works like the Beaune Altarpiece (c. 1445-1450) [Fig. 3.33] included 

grisaille panels from its inception, several other examples of works produced by Rogier 

and his workshop feature grisailles that were added later by a different hand. Many of 

these images use colour in a different way than those grisailles created by Jan van Eyck 

that are examined in the previous chapter. For example, the grisaille exterior of the 

Middelburg/Bladelin Altarpiece [Fig. 2.9] was probably executed by an artist in the last 
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quarter of the fifteenth century, after Rogier’s death. This grisaille incorporates a large 

strip of bright red behind the figure of the Virgin in the form of a hanging cloth. The 

grisaille Saint Laurence on the reverse of the portrait wing of the diptych of Jean de 

Froiment also thought to be a later addition to a work that is considered to be a product of 

the Van der Weyden studio [Fig. 2.6].277  

 

Rogier’s Crucifixions are also of note in the context of the Netherlandish grisaille, most 

especially the version in Philadelphia (c. 1460) [Fig. 4.19]. Their inclusion of large areas 

of red seems to preface the trend in Brussels grisaille production to incorporate bright 

backgrounds in this colour. Furthermore, the Philadelphia work, although not a grisaille, 

may be the best surviving example of a painting that imitates an existing sculptural 

group. This point is evidenced by a grisaille Crucifixion by a later artist that seems to 

show the same figural composition as the Van der Weyden group, but from a different 

angle. Rogier and this anonymous artist appear to have utilized the same Crucifixion 

statuary, Rogier from a more frontal perspective and the unknown painter from a position 

to the right of centre. That painters were using existing sculptures as models for their 

grisailles (and polychromatic images) is an intriguing point that will be explored in more 

detail below. In the case of Rogier’s Philadelphia Crucifixion, the influence of his 

training in the studio of the sculptor Robert Campin and indeed his own work as a 

sculptor may have influenced the compositional arrangement. The Bladelin exterior and 

                                                        
277 W. Jahn (1980) finds the grisaille to be of poorer quality than the portrait and proposes that it 
was created by one of Rogier van der Weyden’s assistants, possibly Hans Memling. D. R. Täube 
(1991) supports these remarks. See Cyriel Stroo and Pascale Syfer-d’Olne, eds. The Flemish 
Primitives I. The Master of Flémalle and Rogier van der Weyden Groups, 1996, 125-126. The 
attribution of this diptych is also examined in Cat. no. 39 of the exhibition catalogue Prayers and 
Portraits. See Hand, Metzger and Spronk, Prayers and Portraits, 258-263. 
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the Philadelphia Crucifixion panels are the two major works associated with Rogier to be 

discussed in this chapter.  

 

There are other polychromatic paintings by Rogier and his workshop featuring imitation 

sculpture that have been studied in relation to the Netherlandish grisaille. These works, 

like the Altarpiece of the Virgin/ Miraflores Altarpiece (c. 1440) [Fig. 1.3] and the Saint 

John Altarpiece (1455-1460) [Fig. 4.20], both at the Staatliche Museen, Berlin, frame 

their subjects using pointed archways decorated with small sculptural groups. The 

Altarpiece of the Virgin and the Saint John Altarpiece were commissioned by Spanish 

patrons and do not feature movable wings.278 This is a structural property that 

distinguishes them from most Netherlandish triptychs of the period despite their 

maintaining an essentially tripartite composition. The Altarpiece of the Virgin is not as 

overt in its use of stone as an outlining device; the grey sculptures are mounted on what 

appears to be a wooden wall, thus reducing the emphasis on stone as a framing material. 

The Saint John Altarpiece, on the other hand, integrates the statuary with a supporting 

stone wall, establishing the presence of the frame in a different manner than in the 

Miraflores altarpiece where stone and wood coexist in the arched frame. Rogier’s 

Madonna and Child (c. 1433) [Fig. 4.21], which is believed to have formed the wing of a 

diptych, is a further instance where smaller stone statuary provides additional 

iconographical significance to the central subject matter. The Seven Sorrows of the Virgin 

                                                        
278 Documentary evidence links the Altarpiece of the Virgin with the Carthusian monastery of 
Miraflores, near Burgos, Spain, but there is no corresponding information on the original location 
of the Saint John Altarpiece. See Victoria S. Reed, “Rogier van der Weyden’s Saint John 
Triptych for Miraflores and a Reconsideration of Salome,” Oud-Holland Vol. 115 No. 1 (2001): 
1.  
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are represented above the seated pair as a series of small statuettes framed by an 

arcade.279 Six other statues form part of the columns to either side of the Virgin and 

Christ Child.  

 

Examining these works points to the ambiguity surrounding the definition of the term 

grisaille. Not all imitation statuary falls into this category and Rogier’s Miraflores and 

Saint John altarpieces demonstrate this. The term grisaille has been applied to both 

paintings, suggesting that these representations are essentially the same as such examples 

of full panel exterior wings that depict stone statuary as their singular focus.280 In their 

function as secondary imagery to the main subject matter, these images do share a similar 

purpose to the full panel grisaille. However, despite this connection, these small 

imitations of statuary are distinct from grisailles and are instead connected more directly 

to other architectural details that can be found, for example, in the background of the 

Exhumation of Saint Hubert [Fig. 4.22]. This painting contains a semicircular group of 

stone statues that rest atop columns in the background of the painting. While these figures 

do not occupy the focal point of the image, as the eye wanders across its surface and 

encounters the individual apostles, they act as another group of onlookers, underscoring 

the significance of the moment.  These figures also help to add detail to the church 

environment, helping the fifteenth century viewer to associate the painted image with 

decorative schemes in buildings with which they were familiar. The Seven Sacraments 

                                                        
279 This work is also examined in Cat. no. 36 of the exhibition catalogue Prayers and Portraits. 
See Hand, Metzger and Spronk, Prayers and Portraits, 240-245. 
280 Lynn Jacobs writes, in reference to Rogier van der Weyden’s triptychs: “[…] in a number of 
cases they bring grisaille into the interiors. Most notable in this respect are the Miraflores and 
Saint John the Baptist altarpieces…” Opening Doors, 92.  
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altarpiece (c. 1440-1450) by Rogier van der Weyden [Fig. 3.15] includes a decorated 

rood screen with four carved figures standing atop white columns. As in the Exhumation 

of Saint Hubert, these statues fit with the ecclesiastical setting and would be part of the 

church decoration to which contemporary viewers were accustomed. 

 

Elements that underscore the distinction between such depictions of secondary statuary 

and the grisaille include the fact that the imagery is not found on the outer face of the 

artwork, a feature that is further emphasized by the fact that the Miraflores and Saint 

John altarpieces lack movable wings. Furthermore, the representations do not occupy the 

entirety of their supporting panel, an important feature of the triptych grisaille. For these 

reasons, the imitation statuary on the Saint John and Miraflores examples fall outside the 

parameters of the present study, and will not be examined in detail here. During the mid 

to late fifteenth century, grisailles display greater variation in effect and functioned to a 

degree as secondary imagery to the interior of triptychs, in a somewhat similar manner as 

framing devices.  

 

Not all grisailles associated with Van der Weyden deviate as notably from the format 

established by Van Eyck and the Master of Flémalle/Robert Campin. As considered 

above, the Beaune Altarpiece makes extensive use of the Ghent Altarpiece.281 The Sforza 

Triptych grisailles, likely painted by artists working under the direction of Rogier, are 

inventive in their imitation of more elaborate carvings that include features of landscape 

                                                        
281 For a brief discussion of the Beaune Altarpiece, see Chapter 3. 
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like boulders and trees [Fig. 4.23].282 Despite this transformation, these images preserve 

ties to the grisailles of the previous generation of artists through their explicit mimicry of 

statuary set in niches.  

 

Rogier van der Weyden and the ‘red semi-grisaille’ 

Rogier van der Weyden produced two notable Crucifixions that feature red cloths. The 

Crucifixion panels at the Philadelphia Museum of Art (c. 1460) [Fig. 4.19] are the 

exterior of what was once a triptych.283 Somewhat unusually, this depiction largely 

ignores the divide between panels. Surprisingly, Rogier seems to disregard the resulting 

physical gap between Christ and his fainting mother who is propped up by Saint John the 

Evangelist.284 This essential disconnect between the crucified Saviour and the two other 

figures caused by the space between wings allows the Crucifixion to stand alone, 

although a small swatch of Mary’s blue robe extends into the scene. On the other hand, 

the Escorial Crucifixion (c. 1457-1464) [Fig. 4.24], is a painted on a single panel.285 

Lorne Campbell also draws attention to the inclusion of red as a background colour in 

                                                        
282 Lorne Campbell, L’héritage de Rogier van der Weyden. La peinture à Bruxelles 1450-1520, 
Véronique Bücken and Griet Steyaert, eds. (Tielt: Éditions Lannoo, 2013), 110-111. 
283 A possible reconstruction of the Philadelphia panels as part of a larger partially-carved 
altarpiece is presented by Griet Steyaert and Mark Tucker in “The Philadelphia Crucifixion, Dijon 
Annunciation, and Washington Apparition: A carved altarpiece’s painted wings from the 
workshop of Rogier van der Weyden,” Boletín del Museo del Prado XXXII No. 50 (2014): 50-
69. 
284 For more information on the Philadelphia paintings see Mark Tucker, “Rogier van der 
Weyden's Philadelphia ‘Crucifixion,’” The Burlington Magazine Vol. 139, No. 1135 (Oct., 1997): 
676-683. 
285 The Escorial painting arranges the figures of the Virgin and Saint John the Evangelist to either 
side of the Cross. An internal circle of attention is established through gaze: Christ’s head is 
angled downwards toward the weeping Mary, who, in turn, faces both towards the viewer as well 
as to Saint John, who looks back up to Christ. The colouration of the Virgin and Saint John 
figures is subdued and light in tone, reserving areas of more intense colour for flesh and hair. This 
use of colour is somewhat similar to the so-called demi-grisaille, developed by Hans Memling 
and examined in more detail in the proceeding section.  
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reference to the Escorial Crucifixion: “Carved crucifixes were often displayed in 

churches against such folded cloths. The Virgin and St John are dressed entirely in stone 

–coloured draperies and look very like sculptures in stone.”286 By connecting the 

presence of red with church decoration, Campbell underscores the relationship between 

contemporary sculpture and painting. This connection can be tentatively extended to the 

grisailles that incorporate red, since they often imitate sculpture and are generally linked 

to sanctified spaces. These paintings act as a precursor to later works that incorporate red 

in a similar fashion.287 Véronique Bücken describes grisailles with areas of red as “des 

grisailles ou semi-grisailles peintes sur un fond rouge orangé.”288 Bücken links this type 

of grisaille directly to the city of Brussels where Rogier was town painter. She lists 

several examples to support her argument, conveniently illustrated as a table in the 

exhibition catalogue L’héritage de Rogier van der Weyden. La peinture à Bruxelles 1450-

1520.289  

 

The Brussels Saint Mary Altarpiece 

Elements from the composition of the Philadelphia Crucifixion can also be found on the 

exterior of a triptych, painted by an unknown artist, now in the Brussels Museum van het 

                                                        
286 Campbell, Van der Weyden, 8. 
287 Véronique Bücken suggests that Rogier was the inventor of the red background grisaille: 
“Citant en exemples le retale d'Ambierle et le retable de la Vierge du Musée de la Ville de 
Bruxelles, il y voyait un développement de la formule inventée par Van der Weyden dans la 
Crucifixion de l'Escorial, où des personnages peints dans des tons très pâles sont placés devant 
un dais d'un rouge vif, faisant ressortir les carnations et la blancheur des drapés. Le principe a 
été repris dans la Crucifixion de Philadelphie, sans doute les volets extérieurs d'un retable, qui 
présente non pas un dais, mais bien une sorte de drap d'honneur rouge vif accroché à un mur.” 
Véronique Bücken, “La peinture à Bruxelles à la fin du XVe siècle” in L’héritage de Rogier van 
der Weyden, 27-28. 
288 Ibid.  
289 Ibid., 34-35. 
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Openbaar Centrum van het Maatschappelijk Welzijn [Fig. 4.25]. The interior of the 

triptych was carved by a Brussels artist and shows an Adoration of the Magi in its central 

caisse [Fig. 4.26].290 This compartment is the tallest of the three that comprise the 

sculptural body of the altarpiece, with the two flanking sections approximately a third 

shorter than the middle part. Thus, the altarpiece conforms to what Jacobs calls the 

‘inverted T-shape,’ a popular format for carved wooden altarpieces produced in the Low 

Countries at the time.291 The left segment depicts the Annunciation and the right shows 

the Circumcision. Niklas Gliesmann dates the wooden, polychromed and gilded elements 

of the altarpiece to about 1495-1500.292 This carved caisse is protected by two sets of 

wings, one set for the upper central compartment and the other for the lower section. The 

interior of these panels is painted in full polychromy.  

 

When closed, the top section of the exterior depicts small grisaille figures of Ecclesia and 

Synagogia standing in small rectangular compartments. Below, we find a similar 

arrangement to Rogier’s Philadelphia Crucifixion [Fig. 4.19].293 If the compositions of 

both Rogier’s Philadelphia Crucifixion and the Brussels exterior are derived from an 

                                                        
290 Niklas Gliesmann, in his volume devoted to retabels from Antwerp, Brussels and Mechelen, 
focuses his discussion on the opened altarpiece. See Gliesmann, Geschnitzte kleinformatige 
Retabel aus Antwerpener, Brüsseler und Mechelner Produktion des 15. und 16. Jahrhunderts: 
Herstellung, Form und Funktion (Petersberg: Michael Imhof Verlag, 2010), 161-163. 
291 Lynn Jacobs, “The Inverted "T"-Shape in Early Netherlandish Altarpieces: Studies in the 
Relation between Painting and Sculpture,” Zeitschrift für Kunstgeschichte 54, no. 1 (1991): 33-
65. 
292 Gliesmann, Geschnitzte kleinformatige Retabel, 161. 
293 Gliesmann also notes this connection between Rogier van der Weyden’s Philadelphia 
Crucifixion and the Mary Altarpiece exterior, although he does not go so far as to propose a 
common sculptural group as the inspiration for both paintings. Gliesmann, Geschnitzte 
kleinformatige Retabel, 162. Griet Steyaert also proposes that the Brussels painting was 
“clairement inspirée des panneaux de Philadelphie.” See Cat. no. 21 in L’héritage de Rogier van 
der Weyden, 2013, 156-159. 
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actual sculptural group, then the viewing angle has been slightly altered in the latter 

iteration. In the Philadelphia painting, the Crucifixion is viewed from a more directly 

frontal vantage point. In the Brussels Crucifixion panel, Christ and the Cross are seen 

somewhat from the right. Other subtle changes exist between the two paintings: for 

instance, only Rogier’s Crucifixion includes Adam’s skull and bone at the base of the 

Cross, and the Brussels painting features short planks of wood that stabilize the vertical 

cross member unlike Rogier’s painting. Furthermore, the ground on which the figures 

stand is continuous between the panel divide in the Philadelphia painting, whereas in the 

Brussels work, the earth is separated into two distinct mounds, one per panel. The Virgin 

swoons more deeply in Rogier’s painting, and stands more upright in the Brussels 

example.  

 

Differences between the two versions indicate that the Brussels painter was probably not 

working directly from the Philadelphia example. Perhaps both artists were instead 

working from intermediate drawings of a sculptural group that was present in the 

workshop of Robert Campin or Rogier van der Weyden. It may have been the case that 

workshop pupils copied such a sculpture and such designs provided the basis for the two 

painted versions. While it is not possible to conclude with absolute certainty that a 

sculpted Crucifixion provided the model for both the Rogier van der Weyden and the 

Brussels paintings, it remains a strong and interesting possibility. The Brussels painting is 

far inferior in quality to Rogier’s example, suggesting that its painter might not have been 

as adept as Van der Weyden and thus less likely to experiment with their adaptation of a 

composition. The Philadelphia Crucifixion panels and the Brussels Saint Mary Altarpiece 
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examples emphasize the many links between carving in stone and wood and painting, 

reinforcing the theory that painters may have looked to contemporary sculpted examples 

for their compositions, both for grisailles and for polychromatic imagery.  

 

The Middelburg/Bladelin Altarpiece 

The exterior of Rogier van der Weyden’s Middelburg/Bladelin Altarpiece (c. 1445-1450) 

[Fig. 2.9] now at the Gemäldegalerie, Berlin features a grisaille Annunciation that is 

unusual in several respects. Firstly, the arrangement of the Annunciate figures is a 

reversal of their traditional placement. Instead of corresponding to the Western reading 

direction of left to right, the viewer is asked to begin on the right panel with Gabriel’s 

summons to Mary. Secondly, the painting does not attempt to imitate sculpture, but is 

thought instead to derive from an engraving by Master FVB [Fig. 4.27].294 Thirdly, the 

Annunciation was not planned as part of the initial composition, reflected by the fact that 

a layer of black paint is present below the grisaille, which Stephan Kemperdick describes 

as “an original unprimed black protective coating.”295 The presence of this 

monochromatic paint layer that was applied without a ground layer suggests that Rogier 

van der Weyden did not initially design a representation for the outer face of this triptych. 

Perhaps Rogier left the exterior black with the knowledge that it would receive imagery 

at a later date.  

 

                                                        
294 See Graham Smith, “The Exterior of the Bladelin Altarpiece and the Master FVB,” in Oud 
Holland LXXXV (1970): 115-116.  
295 See Stephan Kemperdick, “I Tableau à II Hysseoires—A Panel with Two Wings: Altarpieces 
with and without foldable wings at the time of Rogier van der Weyden,” in The Master of 
Flémalle, 124. 
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The central panel of the triptych interior shows the Nativity with the kneeling patron 

remarkably close to the infant Christ Child [Fig. 4.28].296 The buildings in the landscape 

behind the donor have been used to identify the kneeling man as Pierre Bladelin, 

although this claim is disputed.297 On the left wing the Tiburtine Sibyl reveals a vision to 

Emperor Augustus, a scene described in the Golden Legend. The right wing shows the 

vision of the Magi, the announcement of the Saviour’s birth to the world.298 The later 

decision to add an Annunciation on the Bladelin exterior demonstrates the iconographical 

flexibility of this subject. As a precursor to so many significant events from both the life 

of the Virgin and the life and Passion of Christ, it can be added with relative ease to 

triptychs featuring a range of imagery. Here, as with many other triptychs, it presages 

some of the events seen on the interior, heralding the coming of the Saviour, realized 

once the triptych is opened.299  

 

The more refined paint application of the interior contrasts in technique with the exterior, 

which is also obscured by heavy varnish layers and grime. Juxtaposition between the 

opened and closed states of this triptych is thus enhanced by the difference in hands as 

well as their current condition. Beneath the layers of dirt and discoloured varnish, the 

paint appears to be primarily composed of grey, white, red and black. These colours have 

                                                        
296 Shirley Neilsen Blum discusses the division between patron’s space and that of holy family in 
Early Netherlandish Triptychs, 23-24 and 28. 
297 See Antje-Fee Köllermann’s catalogue entry on the triptych in Stephan Kemperdick and 
Jochen Sander, Eds, The Master of Flémalle, 337. 
298 Ibid. 
299 The relationship between the Annunciation engraving by Master FVB is proposed by Graham 
Smith, who notes the appropriateness of this model given the fact that paintings by Rogier van 
der Weyden and Hans Memling were themselves used as prototypes by Master FVB. See Smith, 
1970, 115-116. 
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not been used to differentiate between objects or materials, save in the hanging curtain, 

made distinct by its bold red hue. The modeling is fairly simple and unrefined, and the 

execution of details like facial features is rudimentary, especially when compared with 

the triptych interior. This may be due, in part, to the use of the print as a model, which 

itself is without much detail and limited to depicting basic forms. The inclusion of red in 

the hanging curtain cannot be explained by the use of the engraving as a model.  

 

Dieric Bouts, Hugo van der Goes and the grisaille 

Dieric Bouts (c. 1415-1475) was born in Haarlem, but spent the majority of his artistic 

career in Leuven where he became official town painter in 1468.300 His paintings 

demonstrate the influence of Rogier van der Weyden, from whom he also adapted 

methods for framing his compositions. For example, his Triptych of the Virgin [Fig. 4.29] 

employs Rogier’s arched framing motif found in the Miraflores and Saint John 

altarpieces. No grisailles by the hand of Dieric Bouts have survived, but this type of 

imagery was added to two of his works.  

 

A triptych depicting the Martyrdom of Saint Hippolytus is associated with Bouts and 

features grisailles on its exterior [Fig. 4.30 and 4.31]. The grisly depiction of Saint 

Hippolytus’s martyrdom, executed by horse-drawn quartering, was painted sometime 

after 1470 by Dieric Bouts and Hugo van der Goes, and is now located in the Holy 

                                                        
300 Archival documents place Bouts in Leuven between 1457 and 1475. See Catheline Périer-
D’Ieteren, Dieric Bouts. The Complete Works (Brussels: Mercatorfonds, 2006), 17-18. 
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Saviour Cathedral in Bruges.301 Another version of this subject matter, produced by an 

anonymous Brussels artist also includes grisailles, which will be discussed below. The 

Bouts/Van der Goes triptych provides further evidence that a different hand than the 

painting of the interior could execute the grisailles, particularly if the exterior was left 

unfinished. The opened wings of the triptych present the kneeling donors Hippolyte de 

Berthoz and his wife Elisabeth Huygheins to the left of the central martyrdom panel and 

the Emperor Decius with his retinue to the right.302 The exterior is thought to have been a 

later addition by Hugo van der Goes, a painter who worked primarily in Ghent.303 When 

closed, the triptych presents Saint Hippolytus, the patron saint of the donor and Saint 

Elizabeth of Hungary in grisaille. These figures stand on plinths ornamented with two 

polychromatic crests. 

 

Heavy pointed arches enclose the sculptures, lending a sense of solid impermeability to 

the closed triptych. The spandrels are unadorned and the spatial setting is simple. Saint 

Hippolytus’s face is somewhat illegible due to the fact that his features have been 

                                                        
301 Snyder acknowledges the awkward execution of the triptych’s interior and gives the wings and 
exterior to Hugo van der Goes. He also highlights the attributional issues associated with Bouts 
and notes that pervious scholarship (in particular Schöne, 1938) does not give the Hippolytus 
triptych to Bouts but rather another master. Périer-D’Ieteren, Bouts, 17-18. 
302 Hippolyte de Berthoz’s patronage is discussed both in relation to the two triptychs discussed 
above as well as to works by Hieronymus Bosch in Jos Koldeweij’s “Saint Bavo on the Vienna 
Last Judgment unmasked as St Hippolytus,” in Jheronimus Bosch. His Patrons and His Public 
(‘s-Hertongebosch: Jheronimus Bosch Art Centre, 2014) 400-437. Works by Bosch, including the 
Vienna Last Judgment will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
303 Hugo van der Goes was born around 1440 and died in 1482. His most well known contribution 
to the Netherlandish triptych grisaille is the exterior of the Portinari Altarpiece, which will be 
examined below. Margaret L. Koster examines the Portinari Altarpiece in detail in her book on 
the subject. See Margaret L. Koster, Hugo van der Goes and the Procedures of Art and Salvation 
(Turnhout: Harvey Miller Publishers, 2008). For a discussion on attributional issues surrounding 
the Martyrdom of Saint Hippolytus see the corresponding catalogue entry in Catheline Périer-
D’Ieteren’s Dieric Bouts, 2006, 344-357. 
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adjusted. A large forehead was painted below the area now occupied by his hat [Fig. 

4.32]. Hippolytus’s eyes were also higher than they now appear. In its present state, the 

saint is hardly possessed of eyes, nose or mouth. These changes appear to have taken 

place while the work was still in the painter’s studio, although this is difficult to ascertain 

given the poor condition of this area. While Saint Anne’s face is also somewhat flat in its 

modeling, it does not seem to have received such dramatic changes as her compatriot to 

the left. 

 

The grisailles depicting Charlemagne and Saint Margaret represent a second intervention 

that occurred in 1502 when the triptych was given to the Lime Carriers Guild for Bruges 

chapel. When the work was installed in this chapel, the frame was expanded to include 

these grisailles and the crests below, which are thought to be painted by Aert van den 

Bossche. This explains the differences between the central grisailles and those at the far 

left and right. While the artist responsible for Charlemagne and Saint Margaret has 

intentionally copied Van der Goes’s grisailles in composition, they have adjusted the 

space below the niches where the crests are hung. Here, the shields seem to swing in a 

small nook hewn into the space below the sculpture. A curling ribbon affixes the crest to 

the tracery that embellishes the recess unlike the two central wings where the emblems 

are flat, made to look painted directly on the niche wall. Other differences, like the 

colouration of the pedestals and the stylistic massing of the drapery folds. 

 

The rendering of Hippolytus’s martyrdom in Boston by an anonymous painter [Fig. 4.33] 

closely resembles the composition of the central panel of the Bruges painting, but 
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expands the arrangement of figures into the wings.304 The Boston grisailles, (which 

predate the addition of Saint Margaret and Charlemagne on the Bouts/Van der Goes 

triptych) depict Saint Elisabeth of Hungary (the patron saint of the donor’s wife) and 

Saint Hippolytus (patron saint of the donor), Saint Catherine and Saint Claude (the patron 

saints of the donor’s parents) [Fig. 4.34]. The niches in which the grisailles stand are 

more elaborate in ornamentation than the painting by Van der Goes and Van den Bossche 

with delicate tracery framing each pair. The positions of the grisaille figures suggest that 

they are interacting. The alcoves are made distinct from the statues by virtue of their 

slightly warmer hue. The Boston composition reflects the changing style of the later 

fifteenth and early sixteenth century. Rather than replicate the more static, solid niche 

environment and compartmentalized statues of the previous composition, the artist of the 

Boston exterior transformed the space into a more open and elaborately ornamented zone. 

These are features that characterize grisaille production as the imitation of statuary 

becomes subsumed by the desire to create more extravagant scenes.  

 

Hans Memling and the grisaille 

Hans Memling was born in Seligenstadt, Germany around 1430-1440 and is documented 

as a citizen of Bruges on 30 January 1465, the year after Rogier van der Weyden’s death. 

Stylistic and technical evidence strongly suggests that Memling trained in Van der 

Weyden’s Brussels studio before moving to Bruges.305 Memling was also influenced by 

other Bruges-based artists like Jan van Eyck. Despite these factors, his works also reveal 

                                                        
304 See Griet Steyaert, “Aert van den Bossche et le Maître de la Légende de sainte Barbe,” in 
L’Heritage de Rogier van der Weyden, 2013, 249-251. 
305 Dirk de Vos, Memling: The Complete Works (London: Thames and Hudson, 1994), 20.  
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a connection to paintings produced in Cologne.306 The wealthy classes of Bruges 

commissioned many portraits from the artist who also received orders from foreigners, 

notably Italians with trade connections to the city. Many of his altarpieces – triptychs and 

polyptychs – do not feature grisailles on their exterior. For instance, the large Triptych of 

Saint John the Evangelist and Saint John the Baptist (1479) commissioned for the 

hospital of Saint Jan in Bruges shows the donors and their patron saints in full colour on 

its exterior [Fig. 4.35].307 The exterior of Memling’s much smaller Triptych of Jan 

Floreins (1479) [Fig. 4.36] adopts a similar set of stone arches to Rogier’s Miraflores 

[Fig. 1.3] and Saint John [Fig. 4.20] altarpieces, which also function as a framing device. 

However, other Memling triptychs do incorporate grisailles in a creative manner, and 

some of these examples will be examined here.  

 

Some of Memling’s grisailles can be related to examples from the early fifteenth century. 

The exterior of the Gdansk Last Judgment [Fig. 1.8] derives its composition from the 

exterior of Rogier’s Beaune Last Judgment [Fig. 3.33], which is itself inspired by the 

Ghent Altarpiece exterior. Just as Rogier adopts the poses of the kneeling patrons and the 

imitation statuary placed in alcoves from the Ghent Altarpiece [Fig. 3.10], Memling in 

turn transposes Rogier’s composition and condenses the sets of figures into fewer panels, 

unifying the spatial setting. The grisailles of Memling’s Moreel Triptych [Fig. 1.7] 

appear at first glance to fit into the typology of the sculptural grisaille, but on closer 

inspection, the lack of plinths and emphasized animation of the figures signify a 

                                                        
306 De Vos, Memling, 17-20. 
307 These figures are set in stone niches, linking these representations to the triptych grisaille 
while at the same time deliberately asserting their living presence through the use of total 
polychromy and lack of pedestals. 
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divergence from this type of image. Paul Philippot has credited Memling with the 

development of what he calls the ‘demi-grisaille,’ a transformation that incorporates more 

overt use of colour.308 With their flesh tones and isolated areas of naturalistic colours, 

these representations blur the line between sculpture and animated forms.  

 

The Crabbe Annunciation 

As with most grisailles or demi-grisailles, the exterior of the Triptych of Jan Crabbe [Fig. 

3.19] creates contrast with the more colourful interior [Fig. 4.37], which is now divided 

between the Museo Civico in Vicenza (central panel) and the Morgan Library in New 

York (wings). The presence of the two abbots in central panel of the triptych creates a 

relatively crowded scene. To the left of the Cross, the fainting Virgin is supported by 

John the Evangelist. The kneeling Magdalen and the patron of the work – the abbot Jan 

Crabbe – kneel in the foreground. John the Baptist and Saint Bernard of Clairvaux stand 

to the right. The figure on the right wing, presented by his patron saint, has been 

identified as Crabbe’s brother Willem. The left wing features Crabbe’s mother Anna, 

kneeling in front of her patron saint Anne. The detailed landscape in which these figures 

are placed establishes a sense of depth and of open space that is contrasted with the 

shallow spatial setting of the exterior.  

 

The exterior of Memling’s Crabbe Triptych [Fig. 3.19] presents an Annunciation painted 

in such a way that it is ambiguous whether the Virgin and the Archangel are fully 

polychromed sculpture in light blue costume or living beings. The figures of the 

                                                        
308 Philippot, “Les grisailles et les “degrés de réalité’,” 225-242. 
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Archangel Gabriel and the Virgin stand on plinths and rest in niches, adhering to 

elements of the grisaille formula found in examples by Van Eyck. The pair exhibits an 

inwardness and stillness that reflects a common goal of many grisailles: the imitation of 

stone carving. However, unlike statuary, the exposed areas of skin and hair are rendered 

in naturalistic polychromy, making the figures appear to be alive and able to step off their 

pedestals into the space of the viewer. Dissimilar to the drilled curls of the grisailles of 

Saint John the Baptist and Saint John the Evangelist of the Ghent Altarpiece, the red-

brown hair of the Annunciate pair floats lightly around their heads. Furthermore, the 

attributes held by each figure are also painted in full polychromy, not in the greys and 

subtle colours used to imitate carved stone. Gabriel’s sceptre is painted to look like brass 

and the lily, with its bright white flower and green stem seems to be alive. The pages of 

Mary’s book are so thin and light that one has remained caught in the air in mid turn. 

Behind the Virgin, the lily in its vase seems to float due to its somewhat awkward 

positioning in the empty space of the niche recess.309  

 

The drapery of the costumes is also subtly coloured, although less intensely than the 

polychromy of the flesh and hair. The pale blue robes of by Gabriel and Mary fall to their 

feet and spread across the top of their pedestals. The gaze of the Annunciate figures is 

somewhat ambiguous: Gabriel’s stare is rather vacant and does not engage directly with 

Mary. The Virgin glances downward, in a gesture of modesty and acceptance. Both 

figures stand on plinths made of a warmer stone than the niches in which they stand. 

                                                        
309 This gravity-defiant earthenware vase has been noted by Lynn Jacobs in Opening Doors, 320 
Fn 21. Jacobs proposes that, as in his Greverade Passion exterior, Memling may be creating a 
playful commentary on the art of painting by including an impossibly weightless object.  
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Unlike some grisailles that feature inscriptions on the plinth faces, like those of the Ghent 

Altarpiece, the Crabbe Annunciation pedestals are left bare. Text is reserved for the 

banner curling around Gabriel’s sceptre, which reads “AVE GRACIA PLEN[A] 

D[OMI]N[V]S TECVM” Gabriel’s salutation to the Virgin.310 This textile also possesses 

the lightness of fabric rather than the weightiness of stone. These details reduce the 

sculptural associations of the image, establishing a significant level of remove from the 

traditional grisaille. 

 

The figure of the Virgin shares a close resemblance with a fragment of a painting, now in 

the collection of the Philadelphia Museum of Art [Fig. 4.38], although the Virgin in 

Philadelphia occupies a more frontal pose.311 Besides this slight difference, the two 

panels are close in gesture, facial expression and costume. Given the general lack of 

information about the Philadelphia painting and its original composition, it is difficult to 

make further assessments. Comparing the Crabbe Annunciation to other works by 

Memling underscores the importance of the alcove environment to the demi-grisaille. The 

Annunciate pair, when removed from their niches, becomes difficult to distinguish from 

living beings. Some paintings by Memling that depict figures not intended to mimic 

sculpture display a similar use of light blue in the costumes. The Nativity at the Museum 

für Angewandte Kunst, Cologne [Fig. 4.39], the Annunciation (c. 1465-1470) at the 

                                                        
310 The Ghent Altarpiece Annunciation also features the same text, although it is not found on a 
banderole. Instead, it is executed in mordant gilding and floats in space. It is thus intended to 
emphasize the spoken nature of the words, as Mary’s response is painted upside down and 
backwards since it is directed to God. The panels with the prophets and sibyls above the 
Annunciate pair contain swirling banderoles that seem to be suspended midair.  
311 This point has been noted by by Dirk de Vos, who also points out that the Virgin’s robe in 
Philadelphia panel is in fact a pale grey-blue, much the same as the Bruges painting. See De Vos, 
Memling, 122.  
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Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York [Fig. 4.40], and in the Philadelphia fragment 

mentioned above display a similar use of light blue as the Crabbe example. These figures 

are all set in naturalistic, polychromatic environments. Were they placed in niches, they 

would look more similar to the Crabbe demi-grisailles. Without the addition of the 

plinths, the Bruges Annunciation would be read more like the living figures Adam and 

Eve on the exterior of the Triptych with the Virgin and Child Enthroned (c. 1480-1488) in 

the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna [Fig. 4.41]. 

 

Another fruitful comparison can be made with Annunciation on the exterior of the 

Greverade Altarpiece (1491) [Fig. 4.42], which shares some compositional elements with 

the Crabbe version.312 The essential position and gesture of the two figures is similar as is 

their spatial setting. There are some differences as well: in the Greverade panel, Mary 

holds the book with her right hand, which is reversed in the Crabbe painting; the 

Archangel’s gesture is more direct in the Greverade exterior; finally, the vase of lilies is 

moved in front of the Virgin, onto the tiled floor in the Greverade Annunciation. The 

Greverade exterior underscores the relationship between the viewer and the trompe-l’oeil 

sculptures by expanding the space around the stone niches, thus providing the spectator 

with a zone in which to view the carved figures. Greater connection is also emphasized in 

the placement of the lily vase, which serves as both an attribute of the Virgin as well as 

an object that could conceivably have been left by someone from the viewer’s zone. The 

most striking difference between the depictions can be found in the overt attempt to 

                                                        
312 Dirk de Vos describes the Greverade panels as being of “inferior quality”, but notes that this 
may be the due to their poor condition and heavy retouching. See De Vos, Memling, 326. 
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imitate sculpture in the Greverade painting.313 Although these paintings do not place their 

figures on plinths – a simple and effective way to connect the depiction to statuary – the 

effect is achieved by extending the floor of the niche toward the space of the viewer. The 

Crabbe Annunciation, on the other hand, is a more ambiguous image image with 

associations to both sculpture and living beings. 

 

The Crabbe Annunciation has been executed with thin layers of paint over a chalk glue 

ground. The fineness of these layers in areas like the flesh tones and hair reduces any 

sculptural associations due to the relative transparency that generates the impression of 

limited solidity. The dark background of the niches has been rendered in loose, sketchy 

brushstrokes of paint in a similar fashion to the Donne Triptych exterior (1478), now in 

the National Gallery, London [Fig. 4.43]. This cursory indication of shadow and depth 

focuses the viewer’s attention on the brightly lit figures of the Virgin and the Archangel. 

The flesh tones have also been painted with relatively little modeling. This can be seen, 

for instance, in Mary’s face, which is fairly uniform in its lack of three-dimensionality 

except for a slight indication of shadow added to the left side of the cheek as it recedes 

away from the light into the niche.314 Paint is so transparent in places that the 

                                                        
313 Although this Annunciation presents trompe-l’oeil sculpted figures, some ambiguity is 
maintained as can be seen in the way the tassels of Gabriel’s sash have been painted in such a 
way that they could not have been made of heavy stone. The addition of the dove, which flies 
towards the Virgin’s head is another element that is difficult to reconcile with the sculptural 
quality of the scene sine it does not include any indication of a pedestal. 
314 This dark area has been reinforced along the curve of the cheek with a fine black-brown line. 
Shadows in Mary’s face have been executed in thin brownish paint applied overtop of the flesh 
tone, which is otherwise fairly flat. Form is also suggested in the flesh coloured hands with brown 
paint in a similar fashion.  
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underdrawing can be clearly seen. This is evident in the pedestals for example, where the 

adjustment in positioning is possible to make out with the naked eye [Fig. 4.44].  

 

The underdrawing of the Annunciation was applied in a liquid medium [Fig. 2.4], with 

forms set down in a confident, somewhat heavy manner. Modeling has been established 

through the use of parallel and cross-hatching in the folds of garments [Fig. 4.45], for 

example. Several contour lines feature square hooks at their ends, and many have also 

been reinforced with subsequent strokes [Fig. 4.46]. Adjustments to the composition can 

be seen in the infrared reflectogram. Changes are present in the positioning of the 

Virgin’s pupils [Fig. 4.47] as well as her raised right hand [Fig. 4.48]. Gabriel’s hand 

holding the sceptre has also been adjusted [Fig. 4.49]. The cross adorning his headband 

has been rendered in a more delicate fashion in the paint stages and the placement of the 

sceptre has also been fine tuned, as is evident in a series of parallel lines towards its head 

[Fig. 4.50]. 

 

The perspective of the plinth was reworked from the situation in the underdrawing. This 

can be seen to the right of Gabriel’s exposed toes where a black underdrawn line 

intersects a white area [Fig. 4.51]. Here, the reserve becomes somewhat confusing – the 

underdrawn lines do not match the area left in reserve – indicating that this was an 

element of the composition with which the artist struggled, requiring more than one 

attempt before he was satisfied. By showing less of the pedestal top the viewer’s vantage 

point is lowered. In this way the perspective was made more convincing given the shape 

of the arch; the figures also seem to have less room on which to stand. 
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As has been noted throughout the previous chapters, pedestals are a crucial element for 

grisailles that seek to imitate statuary because they provide a direct visual link to such 

objects. The change in Gabriel’s plinth is significant because it demonstrates an attention 

to establishing a sense of movement in the figure. Initially, in the underdrawing, the 

Archangel’s toes were more solidly positioned on the top of the pedestal, giving him a 

surer footing [Fig. 4.52]. However, in the paint stages, Gabriel’s toes have been made to 

extend over the lip of the pedestal, giving the viewer the impression that he is about to 

step off and perhaps into the Virgin’s niche [Fig. 4.53]. This adjustment recalls Adam’s 

foot in the Ghent Altarpiece. Although Mary adopts a more static posture, her foot has 

been underdrawn to jut forward beyond the pedestal’s edge [Fig. 4.54]. Here, the sense of 

movement generated by this motif is reduced given her general attitude of repose. 

 

There is little to suggest that the underdrawn garments reflect any attempt to mimic any 

particular material, such as stone or textile. The same can be said of the other underdrawn 

areas, which do not overtly assert any physical or textural qualities. One exception to this 

point is that the underdrawn hair has been rendered in a loose, light manner [Fig. 4.55], 

suggesting that in subsequent paint layers, the artist was not precisely following the 

underdrawn lines. Had the plan been to mimic carving, the underdrawing may have been 

more precise in this area, providing a composition that could be followed in paint. The 

material nature of objects like the lily, vase and book are also ambiguous in the 

underdrawing. The underdrawing of the vase features some indication of the decorative 

motifs that were later rendered in blue paint to imitate majolica [Fig. 4.56], suggesting 
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that even at this early stage the vase was intended to look distinct from the material of the 

plinths and the alcove.    

 

A comparison between reflectograms of the Annunciation and the central panel of the 

triptych reveals that, again, both interior and exterior were underdrawn in a similar 

manner. The underdrawings are comparable, both in material and style. Areas of parallel 

hatching are used to define shadow in the folds of the swooning Virgin’s robe on the 

Vicenza panel [Fig. 4.57], which is also seen in Mary’s garment on the exterior [Fig. 2.4]. 

Parallel hatching predominates in the Crucifixion underdrawing, whereas small areas of 

cross-hatching can be found in the figure of the Virgin Annunciate, for example [Fig. 

4.58]. Cross-hatching also appears in the underdrawing of the Crucifixion but the 

resolution of the old reflectograms renders such details more difficult to make out. Cross-

hatching is visible in the folds of the Virgin’s garment just below her right hand in the 

Crucifixion panel [Fig. 4.59]. Rectilinear lines of varying thicknesses establish the main 

contours of both the Annunciation [Fig. 2.4] and the figures of the Virgin and Saint John 

the Evangelist on the central Crucifixion panel [Fig. 4.60]. Thicker lines with 

characteristic angular hooks have been used to outline major contours in the garments of 

figures in both the Vicenza and Bruges panels. These technical consistencies suggest that 

Memling was responsible for the underdrawing stage of both the central panel and the 

Annunciation.  

 

The eyes of both Annunciate figures are also fairly consistently underdrawn, with curved 

brackets used to indicate the shape of the eyelids and curves below to show the bottom of 
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each socket [Fig. 4.61]. There is no suggestion in the Gabriel panel that the underdrawing 

is meant to communicate a sculpted visage and not an animated one. A further 

comparison between the underdrawn hair of these figures underscores the suggestion that 

the Annunciate pair are meant to depict living beings and not statuary since Gabriel and 

Saint John the Evangelist feature underdrawn hair that is lively and loose [Fig. 4.55 and 

Fig. 4.62]. Given the similarities between the underdrawings, it does not appear that the 

Annunciate figures were designed in a different manner from the figures on the interior. 

No special treatment was given to forms that may imitate sculpture, no specific 

underdrawing style was used for the demi-grisailles. This consistency in underdrawing 

technique between triptych interior and exterior is a characteristic of works produced in 

the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. It should also be noted that there is no indication in 

the Crabbe Annunciation painting technique that the figures are meant to imitate 

sculpture.   

 

The Moreel Triptych: Saint John the Baptist and Saint George 

Towards the end of his career, Memling painted the Moreel Triptych, which features a 

grisaille exterior. The closed triptych depicts Saint George and Saint John the Baptist in 

browns and greys [Fig. 1.7], a palette that suggests they are meant to encourage 

associations with stone statuary. Saint George directs his spear into the neck of the 

dragon, while Saint John gestures downward towards the lamb to his right. Their spatial 

setting further supports a connection to statuary. However, these figures do not stand on 

pedestals, as is common with contemporary trompe-l’oeil grisaille imagery. Instead, the 
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feet of the somewhat delicate, slender saints rest directly on the floor of their respective 

alcoves, making them look less like sculptures.  

 

The attribution of the Moreel exterior has been debated. Weale (1861) proposed that the 

Saint George panel was painted after Memling’s lifetime and that William Moreel’s sons 

George and John paid for both grisaille panels, thus explaining the choice of saints. He 

also proposed a date of 1504 for the exterior.315 Some scholars disagree with Weale, 

including Dirk de Vos. De Vos states: “no adequate explanation of their presence has 

been found as yet” but proposes that Saint George and the Baptist could have been 

included in the original commission as the patron saints of Willem’s sons.”316 

Attributional issues are also a factor when considering the portraits of Moreel’s family, 

especially his children. These have been executed over the course of several campaigns, 

evidenced by the fact that not all likenesses are left in reserve from the backgrounds. This 

is visible in infrared reflectograms as well as in the X-radiograph of the interior.  

 

Whether or not the grisaille exterior is connected to the involvement of the Moreel sons, 

it maintains some of the important characteristics of the grisaille as employed by previous 

generations of artists. Furthermore, the Moreel example demonstrates that features of the 

grisaille remained meaningful to patrons or were at least desirable. These elements 

include the generally subdued palette and the opportunity for the patron(s) to choose 

                                                        
315 Weale connects the addition of the grisailles to the fact that the altarpiece was connected to the 
family sepulcher, making it is conceivable that the two brothers commissioned the inclusion of 
their patron saints as a further memorial. See W. H. J. Weale, Catalogue du Musée de l’Académie 
de Bruges, (Bruges-London, 1861), 25, 34. Also L. Kaemmerer, Memling, (Bielefeld, Leipzig, 
1899), 116. 
316 De Vos, Memling, 241. 
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relevant figures that would effectively personalize the subject matter. What seems to 

become less important, or is at least less frequently seen, is the imitation of sculptural 

materials in the grisaille. The precise set of factors responsible for such a development 

are unclear and likely varied from case to case. Highly skilled artists like Jan van Eyck 

created grisailles that overtly mimic particular types of stone. But not all artists possessed 

such talent and perhaps this relative lack of ability is part of the reason that many 

fifteenth century grisailles do not imitate specific materials as effectively. On the other 

hand, the status of the commission could also vary with larger, costlier and more public 

works attracting or demanding painters of greater prowess.  

 

Hugo van der Goes and the Portinari Altarpiece 

The closed state of Hugo van der Goes’s Portinari Altarpiece (c. 1475) features a grisaille 

Annunciation where the figures have been flipped [Fig. 4.63].317 Instead of the more 

common format that places Gabriel on the left panel and the Virgin on the right, in the 

Portinari example this composition is reversed. The exterior of the altarpiece provides an 

iconographically appropriate subject matter that prepares the viewer for the opened 

triptych, whose subject matter is strongly linked to birth.318 The significance of the 

Incarnation is illustrated once the altarpiece has been opened [Fig. 4.64]: the interior 

features a Nativity scene with the Adoration of the Shepherds. To either side of the 

                                                        
317 The Italian Portinari family commissioned the work for the hospital of S. Maria Nuova in 
Florence. Thompson and Campbell propose that the wings of this triptych were added at a later 
date. See Colin Thompson and Lorne Campbell, Hugo van der Goes and the Trinity Panels in 
Edinburgh (Edinburgh: National Gallery of Scotland, 1974), 65-68.  
318 For a discussion of the relationship between childbirth and the altarpiece, see Julia I. Miller, 
“Miraculous Childbirth and the Portinari Altarpiece,” The Art Bulletin Vol. 77 No. 2 (June 1995): 
249-261. 
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central panel kneel the donors presented by their patron saints. The altarpiece 

incorporates other details that emphasize the theme of birth: the presence of midwifes in 

the background of the central scene and the prominence of the column on which Mary 

leant during labour highlight this subject. The grisaille Annunciation is thus intimately 

linked with the altarpiece’s main iconography.   

 

The Portinari exterior maintains several characteristics of the early fifteenth-century 

grisaille. The palette of predominately greys, blacks, whites and browns is consistent with 

earlier examples, as is the niche setting. By occupying the entirety of the closed face of 

the triptych the Portinari Annunciation also adheres to essential features of grisailles by 

artists like Van Eyck and Robert Campin/Master of Flémalle. But this Annunciation 

differs from its precursors in that it possesses a strong sense of movement, especially in 

the Archangel panel. This can be seen, for instance, in the absence of pedestals on which 

the figures stand. The figure of Gabriel also communicates the sense of forward motion 

quite emphatically, his wings, knees and arms creating a series of parallel lines that 

underscore the speed with which he alights on the niche floor. His robes are also spread 

about the back of the alcove in an arrangement reminiscent of carved wooden and stone 

sculpture. This emphasis on motion has the effect of tempering the sculptural associations 

suggested by the choice of palette, or at least making the figures appear ambiguous, 

giving the viewer the impression that the painter has succeeded in the impossible: 

creating living sculpture.319 The Portinari grisaille suggests that contrast remained an 

                                                        
319 The exterior of the Moulins Triptych (c. 1497) by the Master of Moulins takes this ambiguity 
one step further by making the figures of Gabriel and several angels float, despite being 
apparently carved from grey stone. The artist has not included any struts to account for such 
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essential feature of this type of imagery since it endures as a part of triptychs well into the 

sixteenth century. The increasing popularity of grisailles with isolated areas of colour 

tempers this factor to a degree, as will be seen in the following chapter.  

 

The works examined above obviously do not provide a complete view of the grisaille 

production of the mid to late fifteenth-century Netherlands. They do, however, help to 

establish a sense of the variation of representations found on triptych exteriors during this 

period. This is further underscored by artists who do not share the twenty-first century 

renown of Van der Weyden and Memling. Anonymous masters also produced grisailles, 

some of which continue to mimic stone sculpture and other materials. The previous 

discussion of the underdrawing of Memling’s Crabbe Annunciation showed that this 

design stage did not differ between interior and exterior. The following chapter will 

consider grisailles from the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, focusing on the 

relationship between underdrawings of triptych interiors and exteriors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                     

levitation, meaning that either the supporting members are artfully hidden or the viewer must 
decide for themselves how such lightness is possible in figures supposedly made from heavy 
stone.  
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Chapter 4 Figures 

 
 
 
 

 
[Fig. 4.1] Flemish, late 15th century, Flight into Egypt and Saint Peter on the Miracles of 
Christ/Melbourne Triptych, c. 1490-1500, panel, 113.0 x 37.2 cm left panel; 113.9 x 83.4 cm 
central panel; 111.3 x 36.0 cm right wing, National Gallery of Victoria. 
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[Fig. 4.2] Closed state of [Fig. 4.1] 
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[Fig. 4.3] Brussels workshop, Trinity, c. 1440-50, Avesnes stone, after restoration, Royal 
Museums of Art and History, Brussels. 
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[Fig. 4.4] Circle/workshop of Rogier van der Weyden, Trinity, 1430-40, panel, 127.7 x 93.0 cm, 
M-Museum, Leuven. 
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[Fig. 4.5] Mons sculptor after Rogier van der Weyden, Altarpiece of the Virgin, 1450-60, 
Avesnes stone, 136.0 x 181.0 cm, Castle Chapel, Enghien. 
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[Fig. 4.6] Left: detail Nativity from [Fig. 4.5] 
Right: detail of Rogier van der Weyden, Columba Altarpiece central panel, c. 1450-1456, panel, 
Alte Pinakothek, Munich. 
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[Fig. 4.7] Rogier van der Weyden, Visitation, c.1445, panel, 57.8 x 36.2 cm, Museum der 
Bildenden Künste, Leipzig.  
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[Fig. 4.8] Workshop of Rogier van der Weyden, Visitation, wing of the Nativity polyptych, c. 
1459-1460, panel, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. 
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[Fig. 4.9] Visitation, detail of [Fig. 4.5] 
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[Fig. 4.10] detail of Rogier van der Weyden, Annunciation from Columba Altarpiece, c. 1450-
1456, panel, Alte Pinakothek, Munich. 
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[Fig. 4.11] Workshop of Rogier van der Weyden, Annunciation, 1440-1460, panel, 20.0 x 12.0 
cm, Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten, Antwerp. 
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[Fig. 4.12] Annunciation, detail of [Fig. 4.5] 
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[Fig. 4.13] Ten pleurants from the tomb of Isabella of Bourbon, c. 1475-76, bronze, 
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. 
 

 
[Fig. 4.14] The tomb of Joanna, Duchess of Brabant, from Charles de Rietwyck, ‘Sigillographica 
Belgica’. Copyright Bibliothèque royale Albert 1er, Brussels, MS 22483, fols 82v-83r.. Published 
in Lorne Campbell, “The tomb of Joanna, Duchess of Brabant,” Renaissance Studies Vol. 2. No. 
2, (1988). 
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[Fig. 4.15] Hans Memling, Saint Anthony detail from exterior of Donne Triptych, c. 1478, panel, 
70.5 x 30.5 cm, National Gallery, London. 
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[Fig. 4.16] Workshop of Rogier van der Weyden, Enthroned Virgin, c. 1440, drawing, 173.0 x 
159.0 mm, Musée du Louvre, Paris.  
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[Fig. 4.17] Rogier van der Weyden, Durán Madonna, c. 1435-40, panel, 100.0 x 52.0 cm, Museo 
Nacional del Prado, Madrid.  
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[Fig. 4.18] Left: After Rogier van der Weyden, Philip of Brabant, 1460-70, drawing, 204.0 x 
128.0 mm, formerly the Mannheimer Collection. Right: After Rogier van der Weyden, Philip of 
Nevers, 1460-70, drawing, 204.0 x 128.0 mm, formerly the Mannheimer Collection, both 
drawings were lost in the Second World War. 
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[Fig. 4.19] Rogier van der Weyden, Crucifixion with the Virgin and Saint John the Evangelist 
Mourning, c. 1460, oil on panel, 180.3 x 186.4 cm, Philadelphia Museum of Art. 
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[Fig. 4.20] Rogier van der Weyden, Saint John Altarpiece 1455-60, oil on oak panel, 77.0 x 48.0 
cm, each panel, Gemäldegalerie, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin. 
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[Fig. 4.21] Rogier van der Weyden, The Virgin and Child Enthroned, c. 1433, oil on panel, 15.8 x 
11.4 cm, Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza, Madrid. 
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[Fig. 4.22] Rogier van der Weyden and workshop, Exhumation of Saint Hubert, late 1430s, oil 
with egg tempera on oak, 88.2 x 81.2 cm, National Gallery, London. 
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[Fig. 4.23] Workshop of Rogier van der Weyden, Sforza Triptych exterior, c. 1460, oil on oak 
panel, 53.7 x 19.0 cm each wing, Musées Royaux des Beaux-Arts, Brussels. 
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[Fig. 4.24] Rogier van der Weyden, Crucifixion, c. 1460, oil on oak panel, 325.0 x 192.0 cm, 
Monasterio de San Lorenzo, El Escorial, Madrid. 
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[Fig. 4.25] Anonymous Brussels, Altarpiece of the Life of the Virgin closed state, c. 1495-1500, 
Museum van het Openbaar Centrum van het Maatschappelijk Welzijn, Brussels. 
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[Fig. 4.26] Anonymous Brussels, Altarpiece of the Life of the Virgin, c. 1495-1500, polychromed 
and gilded oak, 86.0 x 152.0 cm, Museum van het Openbaar Centrum van het Maatschappelijk 
Welzijn, Brussels. 
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[Fig. 4.27] Master FVB, Annunciation, Graphische Sammling Albertina, Vienna.  
 
 

 
[Fig. 4.28] Rogier van der Weyden, Middelburg/Bladelin Triptych, c. 1445-50, oil on oak panel, 
right wing 93.3 x 41.7 cm, central panel 93.5 x 92 cm, left wing 93.5 x 41.2 cm, Gemäldegalerie, 
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin. 
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[Fig. 4.29] Dieric Bouts, The Life of the Virgin, c. 1445, oil on panel, 80.0 x 217.0 cm, Museo 
Nacional del Prado, Madrid. 
 
 
 

 
[Fig. 4.30] Hugo van der Goes and Aert van den Bossche, Martyrdom of Saint Hippolytus closed 
state, Museum of Sint Salvator Kathedral, Bruges. 
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[Fig. 4.31] Dieric Bouts and Hugo van der Goes, Martyrdom of Saint Hippolytus, 1470-79, oil on 
wood, 90.0 x 89.2 cm (central panel), 92.0 x 41.0 cm (each wing), Museum of Sint Salvator 
Kathedral, Bruges. 
 

 
[Fig. 4.32] Detail Saint Hippolytus from Martyrdom of Saint Hippolytus closed state, Museum of 
Sint Salvator Kathedral, Bruges. 
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[Fig. 4.33] Unidentified Artist, Martyrdom of Saint Hippolytus, fourth quarter of the 15th century, 
tempera and oil on panel, Center Panel, unframed: 87.6 x 133.7 cm, Right wing, unframed: 87.6 x 
59.7 cm; Left wing, unframed: 87.6 x 59.7 cm, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. 
 
 
 
 

 
[Fig. 4.34] Unidentified Artist, exterior of Martyrdom of Saint Hippolytus, fourth quarter of the 
15th century, tempera and oil on panel, Right wing, unframed: 87.6 x 59.7 cm; Left wing, 
unframed: 87.6 x 59.7 cm, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. 
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[Fig. 4.35] Hans Memling, Triptych of Saint John the Evangelist and Saint John the Baptist 
(closed state), 1474-1479, oil on oak panel, 176.0 x 78.9 cm each wing, Memlingmuseum, Sint-
Janshospitaal, Bruges. 
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[Fig. 4.36] Hans Memling, Triptych of Jan Floreins (closed state), 1479, oil on oak panel, 48.0 x 
25.0 cm (each wing), Memlingmuseum, Sint-Janshospitaal, Bruges. 
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[Fig. 4.37] Hans Memling, Triptych of Jan Crabbe, 1467-70, oil on oak panel, central panel 78.0 
x 63.0 cm; 83.3 x 26.7 cm each wing, Interior central panel Museo Civico Vicenza; Interior wing 
panels at the Pierpont Morgan Library, New York. 
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[Fig. 4.38] Hans Memling, The Virgin, late 15th century, 29.2 x 24.8 cm, oil on panel, 
Philadelphia Museum of Art. 
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[Fig. 4.39] Hans Memling, Nativity, 1470-72, oil on oak panel, 28.6 x 21.3 cm, Museum für 
Angewandte Kunst, Cologne. 
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[Fig. 4.40] Hans Memling, Annunciation, c. 1465-70, oil on panel, 186.1 x 114.9 cm, The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. 
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[Fig. 4.41] Hans Memling, Adam and Eve, exterior of the Triptych with the Virgin and Child 
Enthroned, c. 1480-1488, oil on oak, 69.3 x 17.3 cm (each wing), Kunsthistorisches Museum, 
Vienna. 
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[Fig. 4.42] Hans Memling, Greverade/Passion Triptych (fully closed state), 1491, oil on wood, 
205.0 x 75.0 cm, Museum für Kunst- und Kulturgedichte, Lübeck.  
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[Fig. 4.43] Hans Memling, Saint Christopher and Saint Anthony, exterior of Donne Triptych, c. 
1478, panel, 70.5 x 30.5 cm each wing, National Gallery, London. 
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[Fig. 4.44] Hans Memling, Annunciation detail from Crabbe Triptych. 
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[Fig. 4.45] Hans Memling, Virgin Annunciate from Crabbe Triptych, IRR detail. © Nenagh 
Hathaway 
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[Fig. 4.46] Hans Memling, Virgin Annunciate from Crabbe Triptych, IRR detail. © Nenagh 
Hathaway 
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[Fig. 4.47] Hans Memling, Virgin Annunciate from Crabbe Triptych, IRR detail. © Nenagh 
Hathaway 
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[Fig. 4.48] Hans Memling, Virgin Annunciate from Crabbe Triptych, IRR detail. © Nenagh 
Hathaway 
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[Fig. 4.49] Hans Memling, Archangel Annunciate from Crabbe Triptych, IRR detail. © Nenagh 
Hathaway 
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[Fig. 4.50] Hans Memling, Archangel Annunciate from Crabbe Triptych, IRR detail. © Nenagh 
Hathaway 
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[Fig. 4.51] Hans Memling, Archangel Annunciate from Crabbe Triptych, IRR detail. © Nenagh 
Hathaway 
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[Fig. 4.52] Hans Memling, Archangel Annunciate from Crabbe Triptych, IRR detail. © Nenagh 
Hathaway 
 

 
[Fig. 4.53] Hans Memling, Archangel Annunciate from Crabbe Triptych, detail.  
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[Fig. 4.54] Hans Memling, Virgin Annunciate from Crabbe Triptych, IRR detail. © Nenagh 
Hathaway 
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[Fig. 4.55] Hans Memling, Archangel Annunciate from Crabbe Triptych, IRR detail. © Nenagh 
Hathaway 
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[Fig. 4.56] Hans Memling, Virgin Annunciate from Crabbe Triptych, IRR detail. © Nenagh 
Hathaway 
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[Fig. 4.57] Hans Memling, Virgin Mary from Crabbe Triptych interior, IRR detail. IRR: © Prof. 
Dr. Molly Faries / RKD, The Hague 
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[Fig. 4.58] Hans Memling, Virgin Annunciate from Crabbe Triptych, IRR detail. © Nenagh 
Hathaway 
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[Fig. 4.59] Hans Memling, Virgin Mary from Crabbe Triptych interior, IRR detail. IRR: © Prof. 
Dr. Molly Faries / RKD, The Hague 
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[Fig. 4.60] Hans Memling, Saint John the Evangelist and Virgin Mary from Crabbe Triptych 
interior, IRR detail. IRR: © Prof. Dr. Molly Faries / RKD, The Hague 
 
 
 
 

 
[Fig. 4.61] Hans Memling, Left: Virgin Annunciate, Right: Archangel Annunciate, both IRR 
details from Crabbe Triptych. © Nenagh Hathaway 
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[Fig. 4.62] Hans Memling, Saint John the Evangelist from Crabbe Triptych interior, IRR detail. 
IRR: © Prof. Dr. Molly Faries / RKD, The Hague 
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[Fig. 4.63] Hugo van der Goes, Annunciation from Portinari Altarpiece, c. 1475, oil on panel, 
253.0 x 141.0 cm each wing, Uffizi Gallery, Florence. 
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[Fig. 4.64] Hugo van der Goes, Portinari Altarpiece, c. 1475, oil on panel, 253.0 x 586.0 cm 
overall, Uffizi Gallery, Florence. 
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Chapter 5 

Grisaille Production in the Sixteenth Century 

  Grisaille production on triptych exteriors continued in the sixteenth century as 

Netherlandish artists transformed these images into increasingly colourful and lively 

representations. While many artists maintained an interest in the imitation of statuary, this 

tendency waned at the end of the fifteenth century and artists like Hieronymus Bosch and 

his workshop created triptych exteriors that greatly expanded the expressive range of the 

grisaille. The subject matter began to emphasize narrative imagery although the demand 

for depictions of isolated saints in niches also continued. Artists like the Master of Delft 

sometimes used this sense of narrative to create a greater unity between the two exterior 

wing panels. Greater ornamentation also flourished in grisaille depictions with elaborate 

tracery and swirling banderoles decorating the more activated scenes. This chapter 

includes works from the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries that reflect the range 

of possible grisaille compositions available to patrons who continued to commission 

works that reflected their taste and identity. It also includes an excursus on the more 

extreme divergences found in works by Hieronymus Bosch and his workshop.  

  

The Master of the Ursula Legend 

The Master of the Ursula Legend was active in Bruges and inspired by the art of Rogier 

van der Weyden and Hans Memling, with whom his works share stylistic affinities.320 

The exterior of Master of the Ursula Legend’s eponymous panels (before 1482) [Fig. 5.1] 

                                                        
320 Dirk de Vos, "Bruges Musées Communaux," Catalogue des Tableaux du 15e et 16e Siècle, 
(Bruges: 1982), 154. 
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present individual figures that are painted in articulated spatial settings in such a way as 

to imitate small statuary. No attempt is made to distinguish particular types of stone from 

which the statuettes are carved. This grisaille depicts the four Church Fathers and four 

Evangelists, each presented with their attributes. Evangelists Matthew (angel), Mark 

(lion), Luke (ox), and John (eagle) are shown on the left. Jerome (lion), Augustine (heart, 

cope and mitre), Gregory (tiara, cope and book) and Ambrosius (cope, mitre and book), 

the church fathers, are painted on the right. Atop these figures the Annunciation takes 

place across the divide between panels. These panels are an appropriate work for the 

beginning of this chapter because they acts as a bridge between the centuries.321 This 

exterior adheres in some ways to the fifteenth century grisaille tradition, yet the work also 

features aspects that are more typical of triptych exteriors from the sixteenth century as 

well as altarpieces that combine painting and sculpture. 

 

These painted wings are the only extant components of what was once a large altarpiece. 

The opened wings show scenes from the life of Saint Ursula in full polychromy with 

Ecclesia and Synagogia above [Fig. 5.1]. Although the topmost panels are longer and 

narrower than the compartments below, De Vos argues that these uppermost panels were 

originally intended as part of the altarpiece, planned at the same time as the larger 

segments below.322 Various hypotheses have been put forward regarding the subject 

                                                        
321 Max J. Friedländer based his identification of this artist on these two panels, which had been 
located at the Bruges convent of the Augustinian Black Sisters. Pascale Syfer-d’Olne, Roel 
Schlachmuylders, Anne Dubois, Bart Fransen and Famke Peters, Catalogue of Early 
Netherlandish Painting: Royal Museum of Fine Arts of Belgium. The Flemish Primitives IV: 
Masters with Provisional Names (Brussels, Brepols Publishers, 2006), 321.  
322 De Vos, "Bruges Musées Communaux," 154. 
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matter of the lost central section.323 The possibility that the central imagery was sculpted 

is bolstered by two major factors. Firstly, the compartmentalization of the wings is 

treated differently between the opened and closed faces. Most triptychs from the period 

feature a unified space on their wings; there is generally one painted surface per panel, 

which might include several narrative moments. For instance, the interior wings of Hans 

Memling’s Saint John Altarpiece depict the beheading of Saint John the Baptist (left 

wing) and the revelations of Saint John the Evangelist [Fig. 5.2]. Each wing is occupied 

by a unified representation that includes different scenes from the saint’s vita. However, 

the interior of the wings of the Ursula Legend panels are divided into several distinct 

painted segments, further emphasized by the presence of carved frame members. 

Secondly, an ‘inverted T shape’ is established through the location of the Annunciation/ 

Ecclesia and Synagogia panels.324 This structure, with its taller central section, is often 

associated with altarpieces with carved central segments, or caisses. The inclusion of 

grisaille panels on the exterior of a partially carved altarpiece is not entirely unusual, and 

several examples can be found in Brussels, Mechelen and Antwerp.325  

 

The Master of the Ursula Legend’s Triptych of the Annunciation, now in Indianapolis, 

features similar compartmentalization, although here this feature is only present on the 

opened triptych rather than the closed work [Fig. 5.3]. Its inner wings are divided into 

                                                        
323 This panel may have presented Ursula protecting her virgins, or perhaps resembled the 
altarpiece that appears in the lower right panel of the right wing. The central panel may have been 
sculpted. De Vos, "Bruges Musées Communaux," 154. 
324 Lynn Jacobs discusses the many examples of this compositional format in her essay “The 
Inverted ‘T’-Shape,” 33-65. 
325 See Gliesmann, Geschnitzte kleinformatige Retabel. One such example has been discussed at 
some length in the previous chapter.  
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two nearly square images whereas the exterior displays a fairly traditional grisaille [Fig. 

5.4]. The figures of Saint Paul and Saint Bernard fully inhabit each panel and are painted 

to imitate sculptures in niches. Unlike the Bruges panels, the Indianapolis triptych does 

not form an “inverted T-shape,” perhaps given that its central panel is painted not carved.  

 

In the Bruges grisaille panels, each individual stands atop a short pedestal projecting 

slightly beyond the limits of their niche. By painting the plinths in such an illusionistic 

way, the grisailles achieve a sense of trompe-l’oeil and plasticity. However, in another 

respect, the pedestals also compete with the attempt to create a compellingly three-

dimensional space. One of the reasons that the Ursula Legend grisailles do not appear 

convincing in a sculptural sense is related to the placement of each of the statue within its 

niche. The viewer looks at these statuettes from a slightly elevated perspective, illustrated 

by the fact that the plinth tops are visible. However, some of the headpieces worn by the 

figures in the panel of the church fathers extend beyond the top of the alcove, creating an 

optical contradiction. Such visual confusion may be the result of an attempt to combine 

different models (i.e. prints or drawings) as sources for the figures. However, it may also 

simply be an indication that the artist was less skilled in establishing a convincing 

trompe-l’oeil effect. Yet this paradox does not overpower the general impression of the 

grisaille panels, which manage to maintain their sense of solid impermeability despite 

such a subtle break in their illusion. The figures still display a sense of plasticity, even 

without the establishment of precise perspectival space, thanks to their modeling in 

shades of grey. 
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The Master of the Ursula Legend panels and the Dresden Annunciation grisaille 

The Annunciation panels [Fig. 5.5] have been painted in a different setting than the 

Church Fathers and Evangelists. Gabriel and Mary enjoy a space that is more ornamented 

than the panels below. The ceiling of their niches is painted so as to appear like a barrel 

vault with parallel planks of wood. This detail lends the scene a sense of consequence not 

shared by the others through its greater articulation. The distinction in setting, restricted 

only to the Annunciation panels, may be due to the nature of the subject matter. As the 

most significant event depicted on the exterior, it is given its due through the greater 

embellishment of its setting. Furthermore, the slight increase in time and attention 

required to add such details would be minimized by the fact that this was required for 

only two panels. The slight disparity in setting does not necessarily provide evidence that 

the attribution of these panels is different from that of the other grisailles.   

 

There are strong visual similarities between the Annunciation in Bruges and another 

painting in Dresden (Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister), attributed to the Master of the Ursula 

Legend and workshop and which features the same subject matter on its exterior [Fig. 

5.6]. The interior of the Dresden Triptych depicts the Virgin and Child with a kneeling 

donor in its central panel [Fig. 5.7]. On the interiors of the wings stand female saints: 

Mary Magdalen and her ointment jar is painted on the left wing and Saint Catharine with 

her sword and book is on the right. The barrel vaulted ceilings of the Annunciation 

setting in the Dresden and Bruges paintings and the comparable positioning of the 

Annunciate figures establish a direct visual link. The Dresden Triptych is significantly 

smaller than the Bruges panels. Such a difference in scale would have been linked to the 
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artwork’s intended location. This was more likely to have been semi-public in the case of 

the Bruges panels and more private in the case of the Dresden Triptych.  

 

Significantly more detail has been added to the niches in the Dresden Annunciation. The 

arches of the alcoves feature decorative tracery, the plinths on which the figures stand are 

more elaborate in their molding and the walls of the niche are given ornamental 

indentations. Given the smaller size of the Dresden Triptych, the work must have been 

meant to be viewed at close proximity, justifying the inclusion of details that otherwise 

could not be seen from greater distance. The incorporation of more detailed 

ornamentation in the Dresden Annunciation is an indication that though the work is small, 

it was nevertheless an important and prestigious commission.  

 

Not only is the Annunciation set in a similarly vaulted space in the Dresden painting, but 

also the figures of Gabriel and Mary are almost identical to those atop the Ursula panels 

in Bruges. Even drapery folds, like those behind Gabriel’s sceptre, are nearly identical 

between the two versions. The fold of the Virgin’s mantle as it descends to the plinth 

below her book is also remarkably comparable between the Dresden and the Bruges 

paintings. The execution of facial features is less successfully modeled in the Bruges 

example, with the nose, eyes and lips appearing somewhat sharp and flat, especially in 

the panel with the Virgin. The figures in the Dresden painting on the other hand, have 

softer features with more rounded, more naturalistic contours. Despite these subtle 

differences, the works are clearly related to one another.  
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Comments on underdrawing and technique 

The same dry medium appears to have been used for the underdrawing of the interior and 

exterior for the Bruges panels [Fig. 2.2 and 5.8]. Extensive underdrawing is found 

throughout the exterior with significant attention paid to the figure of Saint John the 

Evangelist [Fig. 5.9]. The Evangelist appears to have been planned in a different pose and 

the underdrawing reflects the artist’s attempts to refine the placement of the statue within 

its niche. This extensive reworking is not found with any of the other figures. Niches 

have been underdrawn in all panels with the help of a straight edge. Evidence of the use 

of such a tool can be seen in the Saint Mark panel in the lines indicating the base of the 

plinth and the lip of the alcove [Fig. 5.10]. Some loose squiggles are present that seem to 

be cursory attempts at suggesting drapery folds that were abandoned even at the 

underdrawing stage. This can be seen, in the Jerome panel on the saint’s thigh and also 

below Mark’s left forearm. Subtle compositional differences are present between 

underdrawing and paint stages throughout the grisailles. These shifts are mostly related to 

the placement of drapery folds, gestures and attributes.  

 

In general, greater attention is paid to modeling in the underdrawing of the grisailles than 

that of the interior panels.326 The inner scenes feature an underdrawing that is more 

focused on setting out the basic contours and ensuring the overall composition is 

satisfactory. A simple circle has been used as a shorthand feature to indicate eye sockets 

in the underdrawing of the polychromatic paintings [Fig. 5.11]. This drawing motif is 

also present in the Saint John and Saint Matthew panels of the grisaille [Fig. 5.12]. The 
                                                        
326 Infrared reflectography also reveals areas of damage that are concentrated on the uppermost 
grisailles and are hardly present on the Church Fathers and Evangelists. 
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lack of such a characteristic underdrawing shorthand in some grisaille panels (the 

Annunciate pair, Saint Augustine and Saint Gregory) invites the possibility that there 

may have been more than one hand involved in their creation. Not only might the 

underdrawing have been executed by more than one hand, but the paint layers could also 

have been the product of several individuals. This may also point to the use of a 

compositional model like a print or a model drawing that would have simplified the 

underdrawing process, serving as a source that could by copied directly.  

 

The palette of the Bruges Annunciation is composed of a base layer of creamy brownish 

paint with additional layers of black, white and grey. It is this underlying tone that seems 

to provide colour to the grisailles. This is because the subsequent paint layers were 

applied with varying degrees of transparency, allowing the brownish layer to shine 

through in areas. Impasto has been used to emphasize the wrinkles around Ambrosius’s 

eyes and in his forehead, for example in [Fig. 5.13]. This more three-dimensional 

painting technique helps in depicting the actual folds in the sculpture’s surface. However, 

the effect is somewhat reduced by the relative lack of subtle transitions between light and 

shadow in the grisailles.  

 

Underdrawing and the Dresden Annunciation  

There appears to be relatively little underdrawing in the Dresden Annunciation [Fig. 2.5]. 

The small size of this triptych may have meant that a less detailed underdrawing could 

suffice for the necessary compositional design. Large areas of damage and retouching are 

present throughout the reflectograms of the two wings, obscuring any underdrawing in 
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these locations. Isolated areas of parallel hatching that has been executed in a dry 

medium can be seen at the neck of Gabriel’s cloak but otherwise such modeling is absent. 

The Bruges grisaille features far more underdrawing in comparison, with parallel 

hatching visible throughout Gabriel’s drapery. More underdrawing is also present in the 

Bruges Virgin panel compared to its Dresden counterpart. It is possible that the general 

lack of underdrawing in the Dresden painting indicates that the artist was working from a 

detailed model, making it unnecessary to indicate form as thoroughly since it could be 

copied from the existing image.  It is also possible that both paintings derive their 

composition from the same design, be it a model drawing or full-scale painting because 

neither work is a slavish enough copy of the other. The presence of divergences may also 

indicate creative expression at work rather than an inability to follow a compositional 

model. It is thus difficult to clarify the relationship between these two grisailles. 

 

The Master of Delft 

The Master of Delft, believed to be responsible for the painting of the interior of the 

Triptych with the Virgin and Child in a Enclosed Garden, was born around 1470 and was 

active until about 1520. His name derives from the identification of Delft’s Nieuwe Kerk 

tower in his Crucifixion triptych now at the National Gallery in London. This tower was 

completed in 1496, which implies that the artist was active by this point.327 The semi-

grisaille exterior of the Triptych with the Virgin and Child in a Enclosed Garden 

attributed to a member of the Master of Delft’s workshop incorporates a greater palette 

                                                        
327 Schmidt, et al., "Masters, anonymous, and monogrammists," accessed February 22, 
2016,http://www.oxfordartonline.com/subscriber/article/grove/art/T055065pg115. 
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range than grisailles of the early fifteenth century [Fig. 5.14].328 Grisailles did tend to 

feature an expanded chromatic scope as the fifteenth century progressed, but rarely 

favoured the pinks and blues of the Catharijneconvent example. The relative differences 

in polychromy between the closed and opened altarpiece maintain a level of contrast, but 

the greater use of colour in the grisailles reduces this feature.  

 

The Annunciation, still a common subject matter for the triptych exterior, is depicted over 

both wings. As the moment of the Incarnation, it is an appropriate subject matter for a 

triptych that, in its opened state, shows the Virgin and Child in a hortus conclusus [Fig. 

5.15]. Both images emphasize the miraculous nature of Christ’s birth and symbolize the 

virginity of Mary. The Virgin and Child in an Enclosed Garden includes references to 

Christ’s Passion, although it is not the main subject matter here. While many early 

Netherlandish triptychs use the Annunciation as a precursor for a scene from the Passion, 

displayed on the inside of the artwork, this triptych encourages the viewer to consider 

Christ’s ultimate sacrifice in a less overt manner. On the central panel, the young Christ 

looks up towards God the Father who is surrounded by instruments of the Passion, 

reminding the onlooker that the grown Christ will offer himself to save humanity, 

reinforcing the significance of the Annunciation as the moment where such sacrifice 

becomes possible. The inner right wing depicts Saint Cunera wearing the scarf with 

which she was strangled and presenting the patron’s wife. On the opposite wing, Saint 

                                                        
328 These pastel hues have been associated with the Master of Delft since Max J. Friedländer 
suggested the sobriquet in 1913. See “Master of Delft, Triptych with the Virgin and Child and 
saints (centre panel), the Donor with St Martin (inner left wing), the Donor’s wife with St Cunera 
(inner right wing) and the Annunciation (outer wings), c. 1500 - c. 1510,” in J.P. Filedt Kok ed., 
Early Netherlandish Paintings in the Rijksmuseum, online coll. cat. Amsterdam 2009, accessed 
February 22, 2016, hdl.handle.net/10934/RM0001.COLLECT.9539.  
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Martin recommends the patron of the triptych to the holy figures in the central panel. 

These interior wings thus adhere quite closely in essence to the fifteenth century tradition 

of separating the Virgin and Child from mortals through the physical space between 

panels.  

 

The unified spatial setting of the two wings in which the Annunciation takes place has 

been rendered so as to increase the connection between the wings. A bridge appears to 

link the panels, making it possible for Gabriel to approach Mary directly. This cohesive 

space reflects a shift away from the fifteenth century grisaille tradition of pieces of 

immobile statuary contained within a single niche. Furthermore, the addition of flesh 

colour highlights the potential for movement and connection within the scene by 

suggesting that the figures are alive and capable of interaction. However, this effect is 

reduced by the heavy black contours and fairly rough transitions in modeling that flatten 

the figures and give the work a somewhat planar effect. 

 

Despite its attempts to appear convincingly three-dimensional, the ogee-arched setting in 

which the Annunciation takes place reduces the achievement of spatial illusion in places. 

For instance, the tips of Gabriel’s wings extend in front of the top of the alcove, yet his 

feet are shown underneath its awning. This establishes a visual contradiction that reduces 

the sense of depth in the painting. Furthermore, optical elements essential to the creation 

of trompe-l’oeil like the stairs at the far left of Gabriel’s panel seem flat, without any 

sense of successive ledges on which a figure could stand. The inclusion of shadows 

serves to somewhat correct for these failings, providing a sense of naturalistic accuracy 
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and enhancing the physicality of the top of the baldachin, for instance. The double 

shadow that falls on the far wall behind the Archangel further underscores this attempt at 

illusion. However, the general effect of the greyish space the figures inhabit is one of 

overlapping planes rather than a space of true depth and recession. The triptych interior is 

generally of higher quality than the exterior, although some of the buildings in the 

background reveal a struggle with achieving perspectival unity.  

 

Several features link the Annunciation to other works by the Master of Delft. The 

baldachin under which the Virgin sits is similar to one shown in The Vision of St Bernard 

of Clairvaux (c. 1500) and her meek gesture recalls the triptych with Scenes from the 

Passion of Christ (c. 1510) at the National Gallery, London. A comparison between the 

rendering of the Virgin’s hands in the Utrecht and London works underscores the fact 

that neither version is meant to imitate sculpture. Both paintings are fairly schematic in 

their execution, a feature that is highlighted in the underdrawing. In the case of the 

Utrecht underdrawing, which will be examined in more detail below, there is no 

indication of individual fingers, for example. Instead, a basic mitt-like outline expresses 

the general shape of the hand. 

 

The underdrawing reflects the general hierarchy of the triptych; the interior receives 

greater attention than the exterior in this early stage in the creative process. In the 

Annunciation, the underdrawing is visible through the paint layers in many places [Fig. 

5.16]. Basic shapes have been established using a wet medium and a brush. Lines are 

somewhat sketchy with areas of parallel hatching to create shadow and form [Fig. 5.17]. 
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This more summary underdrawing contrasts with the detailed, careful rendering found on 

the interior although the same wet medium is used throughout [Fig. 5.18].329 Finer, more 

regular strokes are used to create the figures of the Virgin and her entourage on the 

interior unlike the rougher application employed for the semi-grisaille. The more 

complex masses of folds found in the garments of the Virgin and the surrounding figures 

received detailed hatching to a greater degree than the more simplified robes of the 

Annunciate pair on the exterior. However, this distinction between interior and exterior is 

one of degree and not one of basic execution. 

 

Paint has been applied thinly in the grisaille panels, which is most evident in the 

background. The looseness of the brushstrokes used to apply paint in the back of the 

niche is illustrated in the infrared reflectogram [Fig. 5.19]. Strong black contour lines 

have been used to emphasize the figures of the Annunciation, making them appear more 

linear and two-dimensional, although certain areas of the exterior exhibit more attention 

to detail in terms of their technique. Objects like Gabriel’s sceptre and Mary’s brooch are 

more carefully worked up with carefully placed highlights, indicating that the artist was 

conscious of lighting and textural effects. These areas of relative detail contrast with the 

loose background and suggest the greater involvement of the workshop on the exterior. 

Although the artist responsible for the closed altarpiece was capable of finer paint effects, 

the more talented Master of Delft paid more attention more consistently to the interior of 

the triptych. Generally, the technique of the exterior thus differs from the interior with its 

                                                        
329 For access to further reflectograms of the Master of Delft’s Triptych with the Virgin and Child 
in a Enclosed Garden see https://www.catharijneconvent.nl/adlib/41503/?q=meester+delft.  
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fine, detailed paint application, subtly modeled forms and more naturalistically applied 

colour.    

 

Condition issues may also have impacted the appearance of the exterior. The 

Rijksmuseum’s catalogue entry on this painting suggests that the colours of the 

Annunciation may have suffered from “wear and fading of sensitive pigments and 

lakes.”330 This observation indicates that these colourful areas probably appeared brighter 

and thus closer to similar hues on the triptych interior, further reducing the contrast 

between the opened and closed states of the artwork.  

 

The previous two case studies provide a cursory examination of the ways in which late 

fifteenth and early sixteenth century grisailles both converge and diverge in terms of their 

materials and technique. The essential resources available to the early sixteenth century 

artist were not significantly different to artists of the previous century and many 

continued to apply them in ways consistent with earlier generations. For instance, most 

grisailles continue to exhibit underdrawings as a preparatory stage in the creative process. 

Even an artist like Hieronymus Bosch, known for his nonconformity, makes some use of 

this compositional tool in his grisailles, albeit in a more limited capacity. The pigments 

used to paint grisailles would also not have differed significantly, although the manner in 

which paint was set down did change as the century progressed.331 In the sixteenth 

century the increasing influence of Italian art has a distinct impact on Northern art, a 

topic that is beyond the scope of this thesis. The Italian connection will be briefly touched 
                                                        
330 See “Master of Delft,” in J.P. Filedt Kok ed., 2009. 
331 This point is discussed in Chapter 2.  
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upon in the discussion of the Flight of the Israelites from Egypt triptych, which will be 

examined below. The following examples will further clarify the ways in which the early 

sixteenth century grisaille continued to develop in terms of its subject matter, 

composition and colouration.  

 

Adriaen Isenbrant and the Seven Sorrows of the Virgin 

Adriaen Isenbrant was a master in the Bruges painter’s guild by 1510.332 Little is known 

about his life prior to his arrival in the city and concrete evidence for his artistic training 

is similarly vague. Isenbrant’s diptych of the Seven Sorrows of the Virgin represents 

another unusual employment of the grisaille that is worth noting for several reasons. This 

work is a good example of the grisaille’s incorporation into a non-triptych structure. 

Indeed, this type of imagery finds itself increasingly freed from its typical placement on 

altarpiece exteriors as the century progresses.  

 

It has been argued that the intended location for Isenbrant’s large Seven Sorrows diptych 

determined its format, which is somewhat unusual for an altarpiece. This diptych was 

painted on three sides because one panel was fixed to a wall and thus did not require 

imagery on its reverse.333 The two panels of the diptych altarpiece have been separated 

and can now be found in Brussels (Musées Royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique) [Fig. 

5.20] and Bruges (Church of Our Lady) [Fig. 5.21]. The wing with its grisaille exterior 

                                                        
332 Jean C. Wilson, “Adriaen Isenbrant and the Problem of his Oeuvre,” Oud-Holland Vol. 109 
No. 1-3 (1995): 1.  
333 Hugo van der Velden, “Diptych Altarpieces and the Principle of Dextrality,” in Essays in 
Context: Unfolding the Netherlandish Diptych, John Oliver Hand and Ron Spronk, eds. 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Art Museums, 2006), 140-142. 
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and polychromatic interior displaying the kneeling patrons was split vertically so that 

both inner and outer faces can be shown simultaneously. The other element of the diptych 

features a polychromatic version of the grisaille, replicating the exterior’s composition 

with its series of scenes that frame the central figure of the Virgin. This duplication of the 

main configuration is unusual, but it can be explained in iconographical terms. The 

diptych was commissioned by Barbara le Maire, the widow of Joris van de Velde, a man 

who was devoted to the feast of the Seven Sorrows of the Virgin. After his death, le 

Maire made a donation to the Bruges Church of Our Lady, commending the soul of her 

husband to the Virgin of the Seven Sorrows and explaining the choice of subject matter 

for the diptych interior. The feast of the Seven Sorrows of the Virgin was not on a fixed 

date but always fell in the Lenten season. Thus, its celebration took place when images 

were often covered. The fact that the Isenbrant diptych exterior was painted in grisaille 

made it possible to celebrate mass on the important feast day in front of the altarpiece 

without having to show its colourful interior.334 The cult of the Seven Sorrows of the 

Virgin became popular in the decades after 1490 when it was first established. 335 Images 

of Mary surrounded by representations of her sorrows were also produced in print like the 

Seven Sorrows of the Virgin at the Louvre, Paris (Cabinet de Rothschild) [Fig. 5.22] and 

the example at the British Museum (inv. nr. Add. 21235, fol. 119v) [Fig. 5.23]. Pieter 

Pourbus’s Triptych of Joos van Belle (1556) also depicts the Seven Sorrows of the Virgin 

as its central panel employing a composition quite similar to that of Isenbrant’s grisaille 

exterior [Fig. 5.24]. 

                                                        
334 Van der Velden, 2006, 140-141. 
335 For a more in-depth discussion of the imagery of the Seven Sorrows of the Virgin see Carol 
M. Schuler, “The Seven Sorrows of the Virgin: popular culture and cultic imagery in pre-
Reformation Europe,” Simiolus Vol. 21 Nr. 1|2 (1992): 5-28. 
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Isenbrant’s diptych allows the patron and his family to be placed in close proximity to the 

Virgin while maintaining the requisite space between the divine and the mortal through 

the physical panel divide.336 Patron saints George and Barbara advocate for Joris van de 

Velde, his wife and his children. The Virgin’s gesture is reversed between the grisaille 

and the polychromatic interior to establish a more direct relationship between Mary and 

the Van de Velde family. On the exterior Mary glances toward the edge where the 

diptych would be opened in perhaps a sign of subtle encouragement for the viewer to 

consider the imagery contained within.   

 

Isenbrant’s grisaille attempts a sculptural association that is highlighted through a 

comparison with the Seven Sorrows repeated on the interior. When closed, the diptych 

shows the Virgin as a stone statue sitting on a bench within an alcove. The alcove is 

decorated with a series of seven circular reliefs, each representing one of Mary’s Sorrows 

(Simeon’s prophecy, the flight into Egypt, the loss of the twelve-year-old Christ in the 

temple in Jerusalem, the way to Calvary, the Crucifixion, the descent from the Cross and 

the entombment). Instead of replicating this illusionistic sculptural formula on the 

interior, Isenbrant has instead converted the stone reliefs to rectangular decorative wall 

paintings. This compositional alteration provides variety to the diptych and also 

underscores Isenbrant’s concern for incorporating the seven scenes in a convincing 

                                                        
336 Heraldically, the Van de Velde family is to the Virgin’s dexter and thus in the opposite 
position to typical devotional diptychs where the donor is painted on the sinister panel. However, 
Hugo van der Velden has argued that the figures were positioned so that when the panels were 
displayed in a corner the group would be in front of the Virgin with the priest as intercessor 
between them. See Van der Velden, 2006, 145. 
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trompe-l’oeil fashion. In contrast, Mary is painted in living colour on the diptych interior, 

sitting in her blue robe on a richly decorated marble seat.  

 

The fairly direct repetition of the subject matter highlights its importance to the patron. 

Furthermore, the addition of a movable wing with a grisaille on the closed face 

underscores the necessity for colourful works to be somehow covered at certain times. 

The emphasis on the articulation of the spatial setting seen in the delicate tracery and 

addition of roundels in this example is a development that is also seen in works by 

Bernard van Orley. 

 

Bernard van Orley 

In the sixteenth century grisailles began to feature more elaborate architectural 

embellishment and denser groupings of figures as can be seen in the exterior of Bernard 

van Orley’s Last Judgment Triptych and the Seven Acts of Mercy [Fig. 5.25]. The 

almoners of Antwerp Cathedral, several of whose portraits are included in the work, 

commissioned the altarpiece in 1518-1519 and the work was installed on the altar in 

1525.337 When opened, the central panel presents Christ as judge, sitting atop a rainbow 

and surrounded by flying angels who sound the heavenly trumpets and support the 

Instruments of the Passion. Saint Michael with his sword and shield flies downward to 

aid in the assessment of the earthly souls below. Only six acts of mercy are shown on the 

inner wings, with the final act (the burial of the dead) depicted in the central panel along 

                                                        
337 Maryan Wynn Ainsworth, "Orley, van (i)," Grove Art Online. Oxford Art Online, Oxford 
University Press, accessed February 22, 2016, 
http://www.oxfordartonline.com/subscriber/article/grove/art/T063846pg2. 
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with the Last Judgment. The exterior is shown in an articulated setting with tracery 

decorating the top of the niche opening and three rounded arch portals adding further 

depth to the back of the compartment. 

 

When closed, the triptych shows four figures atop a plinth delivering food and clothing to 

those in need. Drops of grain are suspended in mid air as they fall into the awaiting cup 

of a beggar. The female figure at the far right gently offers a robe towards a man whose 

body is largely hidden behind the painted frame. The varied gestures of the figures 

receiving charity provide an assortment of postures that leads the eyes across the panels, 

as these different poses are observed. Details like these suggest action in a way that 

encourages the viewer to participate in the motion of the scene, observing each detail in 

sequence. If not for the trompe-l’oeil setting and the palette of brown, white and black, 

this arrangement of figures could be easily transformed into an image of living figures 

whose movements are paused only because through replication in paint they have been 

frozen in time.  

 

Van Orley and his workshop also produced a triptych for the Brussels guild of carpenters 

and coopers (c. 1515-1520) [Fig. 5.26]. As with the Last Judgment Triptych discussed 

above, these panels contain a condensed group of figures in a manner that exemplifies the 

rapid development of the more static and less populated compositions more common for 

fifteenth century grisailles. Here, elaborate scrollwork that floats in the air above the 

heads of the figures has also been included. Objects associated with the patrons sit along 

the painted trompe-l’oeil frame, bridging the space between the fictive statuary and the 
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viewer. Devices like this recall similar objects found in works like Hans Memling’s 

Greverade Annunciation where a vase of living lilies is placed in front of Mary, recalling 

offerings that could be left by churchgoers [Fig. 4.42]. Van Orley’s successful unification 

of the grisaille painting and the world of the viewer is achieved through his skillful use of 

the trompe-l’oeil frame.   

 

Further supporting examples 

Similar developments can be seen in the northern Netherlands where artists like Jan van 

Scorel (1495-1562) and his followers were inspired by exposure (firsthand in the case of 

Van Scorel) to Italian art. The Flight of the Israelites from Egypt (c. 1535) at the 

Catharijneconvent Museum in Utrecht is a triptych whose exterior is not only unlike 

those works by Van Orley and his workshop examined above but also different in some 

ways from its fifteenth century predecessors. Its interior features a representation that is 

more populated and continuous between its three panels and generally lacks a central 

focal point [Fig. 5.27]. Stylistically, the work is close to the Utrecht-based artist Jan van 

Scorel and the general Italian influences of the triptych interior reflects the works that 

Van Scorel experienced during his trip to Italy from 1522 to 1523. The work can thus be 

dated after Van Scorel’s Italian sojourn, to c. 1535 but its quality suggests that it was 

produced by his workshop or by a follower rather than the master himself.338  

 

The left wing depicts the Israelites camped at Elim among the twelve fountains and 

seventy palms. On the right wing Moses strikes water from the rock. The central panel 
                                                        
338 The Catharijneconvent attributes the work to School of Jan van Scorel. See “Jan van Scorel,” 
accessed February 22, 2016, https://www.catharijneconvent.nl/adlib/42517/?q=scorel. 
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shows the manna falling from heaven. When closed, the triptych presents a highly 

unusual grisaille-like painting with two seated figures facing one another across the two 

panels [Fig. 5.28]. On the right panel, Moses points to his tablets as he looks toward an 

unidentified prophet on the left panel. Unlike fifteenth century grisailles whose figures 

and their settings comfortably occupy the entire surface area of their supporting panel, 

these figures are seated in a largely empty space. Although the benches on which Moses 

and the prophet sit feature some basic articulation beyond appearing as simple blocks of 

stone, they are not ornamented to a noteworthy degree. The floor and background of the 

environment are similarly bare with no suggestion of tiles on the ground or stones 

composing the far wall. Instead, these are painted with a yellowish brown paint, serving 

to differentiate the figures from the rest of the image [Fig. 5.29]. This relatively uniform 

colouration flattens the image.  

 

The greyish tonality of Moses and the prophet suggest an association with sculpture, as 

does their position sitting atop simple grey blocks. However, there is no overt attempt to 

encourage a trompe-l’oeil effect by imitating particular materials or the effects of chisel 

or hammer. Facial details and nuances of drapery are ambiguous in nature. If the figures 

recall sculpture at all, they may suggest stronger connections to freestanding monumental 

Italian sculptures rather than those Northern examples that find themselves confined to 

their niches in more static poses. The way that the two figures sit rather casually at the 

edge of each stone block is in stark contrast to the relative rigidity seen in many fifteenth 

century grisailles that imitate statuary. The Flight of the Israelites from Egypt grisaille 

provides further evidence that maintaining contrast between triptych interior and exterior 
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continued to be an important element when designing and executing a triptych. While the 

painting on its outer face may not be a grisaille in the traditional sense, it nevertheless 

demonstrates an awareness of the existing tradition, while transforming this paradigm to 

suit particular, more modern artistic requirements.  

 

There are numerous other examples of early sixteenth century grisailles that both 

conform and diverge from the fifteenth century paradigm. Sixteenth century artists like 

Gerard David (c. 1460-1523), Joachim Patinir (c. 1480-1524) and Albrecht Bouts (c. 

1452-1549) produced works that reflect the increasing diversity these images began to 

display. Gerard David painted a demi-grisaille in around 1510 [Fig. 5.30] (Metropolitan 

Museum, New York) that makes use of Memling’s Annunciation type. David’s figures 

are naturalistically coloured in their hair and flesh in a similar fashion to Memling’s 

Bruges Annunciation [Fig. 3.19], discussed in Chapter 4. On the other hand, Patinir’s 

Triptych of the Penitence of Saint Jerome of c. 1512-1515, also at the Metropolitan [Fig. 

5.31], exhibits a grisaille on its exterior that largely adheres to fifteenth century 

conventions. The reddish stone in the back of the niches is differentiated from the grey 

border and the figures have been painted to appear created from a brighter material than 

their surroundings. These contrasts highlight the bodies of the two saints and add some 

variation to a scene that is otherwise fairly dark in tonality. 

 

Grisailles were also produced by painters of lesser skill, demonstrated by examples like 

the triptych of the Adoration of the Magi at the Catharijneconvent in Utrecht [Fig. 5.32]. 

They were produced in a wide range of qualities and thus their cost would vary 
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accordingly. The dating of the Adoration of the Magi exterior to around 1600 

demonstrates the enduring demand for these images and is further evidence that artists 

continued to add grisailles to existing triptychs even into the seventeenth century.339 

Here, the artist incorporated red to highlight one of the heraldic shields held by one of the 

grisaille figures. The loose, painterly quality of the execution highlights the two-

dimensional nature of the representation in contrast to the attempt at an illusionistic 

setting. This setting recalls the Patinir grisaille mentioned above with its heavy grey 

border and shallow niche recesses.  

 

Another work at the Catharijneconvent highlights the relationship between a 

monochromatic colour palette and the painting process. This small panel, thought to 

depict the Preaching of Saint Eligius, has been painted with greys and white atop a layer 

of black [Fig. 5.33]. Although the work is not a triptych, it was until recently considered 

to be a modello for the Saint Eligius Triptych attributed to Ambrosius Francken 

(Antwerp, Royal Museum of Fine Arts) [Fig. 5.34]. It is now believed to be painted after 

the triptych’s central panel.340 Besides their obvious differences in colouration and size, 

the works are compositionally close. Some differences between the larger triptych and 

the small panel can also be recognized: a standing gentleman at the far left of the 

Catharijneconvent work replaces the kneeling woman at the left of the triptych, the boy 

seen from behind is moved from a more marginal position in the triptych to a fairly 

                                                        
339 The Catharijneconvent dates the interior of the triptych to c. 1520 and attributes the painting to 
an unknown Northern Netherlandish artist. See “Onbekend, Drieluik met Aanbidding der 
koningen,” accessed February 22, 2016, 
https://www.catharijneconvent.nl/adlib/21054/?q=grisaille. 
340 See “Onbekend, Prediking (van de H. Eligius?),” accessed February 22, 2016, 
https://www.catharijneconvent.nl/adlib/8318/?q=eligius.  
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central location in the Catharijneconvent example and the figure of Eligius (if this 

identification is correct) is slightly shifted in the Catharijneconvent painting. The fact that 

the composition was replicated carefully in a monochromatic palette also suggests the 

possibility that the small Catharijneconvent panel may have been intended as a model for 

prints.341  

 

Hieronymus Bosch and the Netherlandish grisaille 

Hieronymus Bosch lived from about 1450 to 1516 and came from a family of painters 

who moved from Aachen to Nijmegen and who eventually settled in ‘s-Hertogenbosch – 

or Den Bosch – now in Northern Brabant. Hieronymus was based in Den Bosch for his 

entire career. His grandfather Jan van Aken, who died in 1454, was a painter as were his 

father Anthonius (died before 29 December, 1480) and three of his uncles (Thomas, 

Goessen and Jan). Hieronymus’s brother Goessen also shared the profession.  Through a 

favourable marriage with Aleyt van der Meervenne Bosch enhanced his social and 

economic position in the city. Hieronymus is mentioned in the city records as well as in 

those of the Brotherhood of Our Lady in Den Bosch, giving historians some evidence of 

his activities.342 He participated in the family workshop and also collaborated with artists 

in other media, serving as advisor for the polychroming and gilding of the Marian 

altarpiece for the Brotherhood of Our Lady in Den Bosch.343 This type of cooperation 

between artists was common at the time. In terms of his painting technique, the materials 

available to Hieronymus Bosch would not have been different from his contemporaries. 

                                                        
341 This topic is outside the scope of the present thesis, but is one that deserves further attention. 
342 James Snyder, ed. Bosch in Perspective (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
1973), 161. 
343 Matthijs Ilsink et al., Hieronymus Bosch, Painter and Draughtsman: Catalogue Raisonné, 55. 
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However, his painting technique differed from artists of his generation. This will be 

examined in greater detail below.  

 

Bosch is an artist who has become synonymous with nonconformity. Works produced by 

Bosch and his studio are still immensely popular for their unusual subject matter, their 

atypical treatment of religious scenes and their inclusion of a pantheon of strange hybrid 

creatures. The exceptional quality of Bosch’s paintings extends to the grisailles created 

by the artist and his workshop. Three major divergences from the traditional grisaille 

formula were frequently adopted by Bosch. Two of these departures are compositional: 

Bosch strives to create a fully unified single image across the divide between panels, in 

addition, he also uses a tondo format for several triptych exteriors. Bosch’s grisaille 

painting technique marks the third deviation from the fifteenth- and early sixteenth- 

century standard. This last point will also be explored in relation to the technique of his 

polychromatic triptych interiors and exteriors. Technical material produced by the Bosch 

Research and Conservation Project is utilized as the primary comparative data for this 

examination, providing significant insight into the creative process behind the Bosch 

workshop’s grisaille imagery.  

 

Hieronymus and his workshop created many unusual examples of triptych grisailles, 

including the Arrest of Christ and Way to Calvary (exterior wings of the St Anthony 

Triptych, Museu Nacional de Arte Antiga, Lisbon); the Mass of St Gregory (exterior of 

Adoration of the Magi, Prado); the four tondi on the reverses of the Rotterdam After the 

Flood and After the Last Judgment; the reverse of St John on Patmos (Berlin, 
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Gemäldegalerie); the remarkable Crowning with Thorns (exterior of the Bruges Last 

Judgment Triptych); and St James and St Hippolytus (exterior wings of the Last Judgment 

Triptych, Akademie der Bildenden Künste, Vienna). The Garden of Earthly Delights also 

features a striking grisaille exterior. 

 

Bosch’s painting technique is described as “drawing in paint” by the Bosch Research and 

Conservation project, and this is especially true of his grisailles.344 Triptych exteriors 

were of unusually great importance to Hieronymus as is demonstrated by the fact that he 

executed them with the same directness, thinness, and fineness with which paint was 

applied for interiors. This can be seen in the exterior of the Bruges Last Judgment 

Triptych [Fig. 5.35]. With his uncharacteristic paint use, Bosch further sets himself apart 

from his contemporaries whose working methods were often more layer-oriented, 

codified and less spontaneous. Fifteenth- and sixteenth-century artists also tended to 

leave grisaille figures in reserve in their underdrawing stages, but grisailles like the 

Bruges Crowning with Thorns were executed on a continuous dark paint layer, resulting 

in a subtle representation that must be closely observed to see its exquisite detail.  

 

An unexpected reversal of attribution further underscores the importance grisailles held 

for Bosch: the BRCP concludes that the underdrawing of the Vienna Last Judgment 

interior is a workshop product while the grisailles on the exteriors of the wings are the 

                                                        
344 The Bosch Research and Conservation Project uses this description in reference to a detail in 
the Hermit Saints Triptych, which also appears in a drawing. See Matthijs Ilsink et al., 
Hieronymus Bosch, Painter and Draughtsman: Catalogue Raisonné, 485. 
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work of Hieronymus.345 The grisailles of the Last Judgment in Vienna depict Saint James 

and Saint Hippolytus [Fig. 5.36] and are of high quality, like most grisailles associated 

with Bosch.346 The incorporation of illusionistic heraldry below the saints and the arched 

passageway of the Saint Hippolytus panel echo the fifteenth-century niche spatial setting 

so common for grisailles. The majority of grisaille examples associated with Hieronymus 

display a greater divergence with traditional characteristics in their subject matter, 

format, composition and technique.  

 

Bosch and the roundel format 

The first type of departure discussed here is the use of the rounded composition (tondo) 

for triptych exteriors, a circular shape in which the main subject is painted. Other details 

can be included encircling this main scene or the surrounding area can be painted without 

additional imagery. Several examples of Bosch’s employment of this format exist and he 

sometimes included more than one tondo in a single panel. This use of a composition 

featuring two stacked tondi can be seen on what is assumed to be the reverse of the 

Rotterdam After the Flood and After the Last Judgment panels [Fig. 5.37], to be discussed 

below. 

 

The Vienna Christ Child features a roundel composition surrounded by a field of 

monochrome red paint [Fig. 5.38]. This panel once formed a triptych whose remaining 

                                                        
345 This work is discussed in catalogue entry number 17 in Matthijs Ilsink et al., Hieronymus 
Bosch, Painter and Draughtsman: Catalogue Raisonné, 290-306. 
346 Jos Koldeweij has corrected the longstanding misidentification of Saint Hippolytus. See 
Koldeweij, “Saint Bavo on the Vienna Last Judgment,” 2014, 400-437. 
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components are lost.347 However, it is likely that the accompanying exterior panel would 

have somehow mirrored the Christ Child in format, comprised of a red background with 

a rounded grisaille painting in an identical position to the extant panel. Given the unusual 

iconography of the Christ Child it is difficult to conclude with absolute certainty what 

this lost panel would have depicted, although, as several authors propose, an image of 

John the Baptist as a child would be appropriate.348  

 

The circular shape provides a framing device for the grisaille imagery that serves a 

purpose not unlike the niche setting found so commonly in more traditional examples. 

Both establish a defined shape through or in which the subject is seen. Bosch would 

sometimes also achieve the illusion that the viewer is looking through an aperture into the 

world of the painted scene beyond. For example, the Berlin Passion Scenes inner tondo 

has a lighter outline painted at the ride side of the circle, suggesting that light is reflected 

at the edge of the opening [Fig. 5.39]. This is not the case for the Vienna Christ Child, 

which features no such lighting effect. It is also the circular shape that makes this 

composition so different from the bordering devices associated with earlier grisailles. Not 

only does its use cause the size of the grisaille representation to be diminished, allowing 

it only a fraction of the overall panel, but by including such a large area of a single, 

uniform colour around the portal Bosch effectively flattens its overall appearance. This 

                                                        
347 The BRCP fittingly proposes that the central panel of the triptych was likely a Crucifixion 
given the subject matter of the surviving panels. Matthijs Ilsink et al., Hieronymus Bosch, Painter 
and Draughtsman: Catalogue Raisonné, 236. 
348 An engraving by Israhel van Meckenem depicts this layout with John the Baptist as the pair to 
the extant Christ Child. Ibid. 
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emphasis on two-dimensionality is in strong opposition to the function of many fifteenth- 

and early sixteenth-century grisaille environments. 

 

The monochrome red surrounding the Christ Child further underscores the unusual 

quality of Bosch’s grisaille treatment. The red paint is severely abraded with only 

remnants of original glazes remaining. The entire surface of the Christ Child had been 

painted over with a brown paint, many traces of which remained until the conservation 

treatment of 2014 to 2015. As noted, it was not uncommon to include fields of red in 

grisaille imagery in the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, but the Bosch workshop—

as was their tendency—used this hue in a very different manner. Rather than 

incorporating red as the background of a stone niche or as the colour of a hanging curtain, 

as can be seen on the closed face of the Bladelin Triptych for instance [Fig. 2.9], it has 

become much more ambiguous. This ambiguity is a common element in Bosch’s imagery 

and iconography.  

 

Bosch employs a somewhat different rounded composition with a double tondo for the 

reverse of the Berlin Saint John on Patmos panel [Fig. 5.40].  Here, a central image of a 

pelican feeding its young with its own blood is ringed by a series of Passion scenes. 

Unlike the Vienna Christ Child with its singular focus on the figure of the young saviour, 

the Berlin panel is crowded with a variety of small scenes. The pelican section and the 

surrounding Passion imagery have been painted on a comparable scale, and are only 

distinguished by a slight variance in palette. These representations are framed by what 

appears to be a solid dark field. 
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The remaining space around the concentric circles is full of demons and is painted so 

darkly that they are barely visible [Fig. 5.41]. The ageing of the paint layers in this area 

may have also contributed to this darkened appearance. In sharp contrast with these 

devilish images, delicate flowers also emerge out of the darkness [Fig. 5.41], minute 

details that would likely have been invisible to the average viewer standing at some 

distance from the altarpiece. Here again, we see an astounding level of attention and 

detail in Bosch’s grisaille, perhaps inclusions meant especially for the eyes of God. 

 

As Koldeweij suggested in 2001, Saint John on Patmos and the Passion Scenes were 

once part of the top zone of a large altarpiece for the chapel of the Brotherhood of Our 

Lady in ‘s-Hertogenbosch that featured sculpted compartments as well as painted 

scenes.349 Although composed of several painted and carved panels and with double 

wings, the altarpiece was nevertheless tripartite in nature. The panel depicting Saint John 

the Baptist in Madrid is thought to be the matching interior wing of this upper section.350 

In all likelihood the Berlin panel was matched in format by its counterpart, forming what 

might appear as a pair of eyes gazing at the viewer. In its original form, this striking 

altarpiece exterior would have engaged its audience in a far more insistent manner than 

                                                        
349 A reconstruction of the polyptych in its opened and closed states can be seen in the catalogue 
entry no. 6, Matthijs Ilsink et al Hieronymus Bosch, Painter and Draughtsman: Catalogue 
Raisonné, 164. 
350 This painting has been cropped on all four sides and the original reverse has been lost. This 
work is included as catalogue number 5 in the Bosch Research and Conservation Project’s 
Catalogue Raisonnée. Saint John the Evangelist and the Passion Scenes are listed in the 
following catalogue entry. See Matthijs Ilsink et al., Hieronymus Bosch, Painter and 
Draughtsman: Catalogue Raisonné, 160-179. 
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those fifteenth century grisailles whose trompe-l’oeil statuettes look passively out from 

their niches.  

 

Two panels in Rotterdam exhibit their grisailles within roundels, although in this case the 

format is altered further. It is assumed that the full panel images of the Bosch workshop 

After the Flood and After the Last Judgment form the interior wings [Fig. 5.42], but given 

the fact that both sides are painted in grisaille the contrast that is so essential to most 

fifteenth century triptychs is largely absent. The reverse of the panels stack one portal on 

top of another [Fig. 5.37], creating a series of independent views to various tortures of 

man. In fact, After the Flood and After the Last Judgment are also painted in a palette that 

is perhaps more monochromatic than the tondi on their reverses. Given that neither side 

of these panels imitates sculpture and contrast between interior and exterior is largely 

restricted to compositional differences, the paintings in the tondi are as much grisailles as 

the representations of the interior.  Such a reversal of fifteenth century tradition, albeit a 

subtle one, is entirely characteristic of Bosch and his workshop.  

 

In a sense, Bosch’s use of the tondo format recalls semi-grisaille stained glass windows, 

like the anonymously produced Feeding the Hungry of c. 1510-1520 (Rijksmuseum, 

Amsterdam), for example [Fig. 5.43]. Despite their shared format, the greater articulation 

of the scenery in the back of the After the Flood and After the Last Judgment panels 

brings them closer in appearance to the stained glass example than the Vienna Christ 

Child. 
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The current octagonal shape of the Rotterdam Wayfarer [Fig. 5.44] is not its original 

format. This work initially formed the exterior of a triptych whose other panels included 

the Ship of Fools (Paris) [Fig. 5.45], the Gluttony and Lust panel (New Haven, C.T.) [Fig. 

5.46] and Death and the Miser (Washington, D.C.) [Fig. 5.47]. Probably for financial 

gain, the interior and exterior the panels were separated by cutting them lengthwise, 

making possible their current dispersal. The central panel of the triptych is thought to be 

lost. 351 As with many Bosch exteriors, the Wayfarer includes too much colour to really 

be called a grisaille, although its presence is quite subtle. Here, the circular aperture 

highlights the distinction between the realm of the viewer and the world seen through the 

painted opening, a difference that is also emphasized by the somewhat unnatural palette 

used to filter out any bright colour from the world of the travelling figure. 

 

Bosch and the unified exterior 

The Rotterdam Wayfarer introduces the second curious Boschian grisaille element that 

can be observed. Unlike most fifteenth-century grisailles that carefully frame subjects 

within a single panel, safe from any physical divide, Bosch produced several examples 

that treat the two exterior panels as a single painting surface. In the case of the Mass of 

Saint Gregory, the vertical frame members were simply ignored and painted over so as to 

create a continuous image [Fig. 5.48]. It is none other than Christ himself who occupies 

the space at the panel divide. Christ is doubly bisected by his presence in a much smaller 

form on the Cross at the altar top as well as his larger visionary manifestation below. It is 

highly unusual to place such an important figure in a location where the image is 
                                                        
351 A reconstruction of the triptych can be seen in the catalogue entry no. 19, Matthijs Ilsink et al, 
Hieronymus Bosch, Painter and Draughtsman: Catalogue Raisonné, 198. 
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disrupted not only by the space between wings, but also by the presence of framing 

elements.  

 

Like the Mass of Saint Gregory, the Wayfarer’s painted representation was originally two 

separate panels whose imagery extended over the gap between the two closed sections, 

intersecting the body of the central figure at the shoulder.352 When opened, the subject 

would be split apart, an essential disruption of the image that was generally avoided by 

artists of the previous century. The Prado’s Haywain exterior depicts the same subject 

and also ignores the break between panels [Fig. 5.49]. This example, although not a 

grisaille, demonstrates that Bosch was keenly interested in a continuous image despite 

fifteenth-century conventions. We can see evidence of this care in the framing of the 

Prado Haywain exterior.  

 

When the panel supports of the Prado Haywain were initially constructed they featured 

engaged frames.353 This included a framing element where the closed wings meet. 

However, these disruptive ornaments prevented Bosch from achieving a satisfyingly 

unbroken painting surface on the closed triptych and so the members were removed by 
                                                        
352 The Bosch Research and Conservation Report notes that there would have been a 
‘compositional gap’ of about 0.5 cm between the panels of the Wayfarer. See the notes on 
condition in the catalogue entry number 19, Matthijs Ilsink et al et al., Hieronymus Bosch, 
Painter and Draughtsman: Catalogue Raisonné, 316. The reconstruction of this triptych is 
discussed in Friso Lammertse and Annetje Roorda Boersma, “Jheronimus Bosch, The Pedlar: 
reconstruction, restoration and painting technique,” in H. Verougstraete and R. van Schoute 
(eds.), Jérôme Bosch et son entourage et autres études (Leuven/Paris/Dudley, MA: Peeters, 
2003), 102-118.  
353 The framing members of the Haywain’s wings are original but that of the central panel is 
modern. A detailed description of the Haywain’s frame can be found in the Technical Studies 
volume by the Bosch Research and Conservation Project: Matthijs Ilsink et al, Hieronymus 
Bosch, Painter and Draughtsman: Technical Studies, 312. For a discussion of various types of 
fifteenth century Netherlandish frames see Chapter 2. 
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planing these down until they were level with the panel surfaces. This treatment produced 

the difference in surface texture [Fig. 5.50] that probably has worsened over time. Once 

the vertical elements of the engaged frame were planed on the exterior, sixteen 

strengthening dowels were added to secure the panel to the remaining section of the 

engaged frame on the interior.354 A smooth, albeit interrupted image could thus be 

created on the closed triptych. Possible further examples of this compositional feature 

include the Garden of Earthly Delights exterior [Fig. 5.51] and the Bruges Last Judgment 

[Fig. 2.7]. Because the original frames of the Garden of Earthly Delights and Last 

Judgment do not survive it is impossible to properly assess these cases. The examples 

discussed above show that this compositional element was of great significance for Bosch 

and his followers, not only for his grisailles, but also for his polychromatic triptych 

exteriors. Other distinguishing elements of Bosch’s grisailles can be found in his creative 

process. 

 

The underdrawings of Bosch grisailles 

Many of Bosch’s triptych grisailles feature little underdrawing and examples like the 

Christ Child in Vienna exhibit almost no underdrawing whatsoever [Fig. 5.52]. There is 

some slight indication of drawing in the eye sockets of the figure as well as in his mouth, 

but otherwise the painting was not generally prepared in this way. 

                                                        
354 As an interesting side note, the frame of the Escorial Haywain appears to have been designed 
so as to tackle the issue found in the Prado engaged frame, which required alteration. The 
Escorial version features an applied frame for the corresponding part of the interior wings. This 
alteration meant that dowels were no longer required and the exterior could support an engaged 
frame around its perimeter with no framing members at the middle panel divide. However, it 
cannot be assumed that it was Hieronymus who made the adjustment to the Escorial Haywain 
given that the exterior was painted by a later follower of Bosch. 
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Identifying this stage in the creative process can be somewhat complicated by the fact 

that the same material used for the underdrawing may have also been employed in 

subsequent paint stages. It is thus difficult to distinguish underdrawn contours from 

painted lines in infrared reflectograms. This was apparently the case for Bosch’s Saint 

Anthony Triptych grisailles in Lisbon, for example.355 The relative absence of 

underdrawing is also related to Bosch’s painting technique, which appears to have been 

less regimented in terms of having distinct stages. The underdrawing phase may have 

been more fluidly incorporated into what we would consider paint stages than is typically 

seen by other fifteenth-century artists. 

 

When Bosch did use underdrawing to prepare his grisailles, these preparations generally 

lack the modelling seen with greater frequency in more typical fifteenth- and early 

sixteenth-century examples like Hans Memling’s Bruges Annunciation [Fig. 2.4] or the 

Master of Delft’s semi-grisaille [Fig. 2.3]. In the latter works, we observed 

underdrawings that use hatching throughout to establish areas of shade and depth. It is 

clear that this compositional stage is a distinct phase in the creative process for these 

artists, helping to establish form and sometimes even contours. These functions are 

generally served to a much lesser degree by Bosch’s underdrawings. 

 

The minimal underdrawing of Bosch’s grisailles is one of the characteristics that has 

helped to identify works that do not fall as securely within the core oeuvre like the 
                                                        
355 This consistency in material between underdrawing and paint stages in noted in Matthijs Ilsink 
et al et al., Hieronymus Bosch, Painter and Draughtsman: Catalogue Raisonné 145-146. 
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Rotterdam Wayfarer [Fig. 5.53] and its corresponding panels. The fairly extensive and 

detailed underdrawing seen in the Wayfarer contrasts markedly with examples like the 

Vienna Christ Child, marking the underdrawing as a workshop product in all likelihood, 

although the Bosch Research and Conservation Project attributes the paint layers to 

Hieronymus.356 Examining underdrawings can thus also help us to clarify different hands 

collaborating in the production of a single triptych. 

 

In the case of the Lisbon Saint Anthony Triptych grisailles the underdrawing is less 

detailed than that of the interior [Fig. 5.54 and 5.55]. Lines are mainly restricted to 

contours that outline the figures, their costume and details of landscape for the exterior. 

In the interior, a medium sized brush was also used to establish the main forms, but here 

this stage was followed by a more detailed working up of the modeling with a finer brush 

in parallel and cross-hatchings. Differences between the underdrawing of the grisaille 

exterior and the colourful interior can be so great as to suggest the involvement of 

different hands.357 It is evident that Bosch’s involvement in the creative process was not 

codified, that he could, for example, participate in a particular stage on the closed triptych 

but not the opened state. While a relatively sparse underdrawing may indicate the hand of 

the master at work, it does not exclude the possible involvement of assistants in other 

parts of the creative process. In this way, Bosch’s working methods are not so different 

from his contemporaries who also involved journeymen and/or assistants in the creation 

of their artworks. Bosch was clearly involved to varying degrees in the production of the 

                                                        
356 See the catalogue entry number 19 in Matthijs Ilsink et al et al., Hieronymus Bosch, Painter 
and Draughtsman: Catalogue Raisonné 316-335. 
357 This appears to have been the case for the Vienna Last Judgment triptych, which is discussed 
above. 
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grisailles that came out of his studio and his foregrounding of efficacy extended beyond 

his underdrawing to his painting process.  

 

Bosch’s grisaille painting technique 

Works whose paint layers are attributed to Bosch demonstrate that his grisaille painting 

technique was highly efficient while still achieving the desired visual effect. As with the 

painting technique of his colourful works, Bosch makes frequent use of underlying layers 

that help to expedite the painting process and minimize the use of paint for his grisailles. 

Underdrawing or underpaint often provided the necessary shades for modeling while the 

ground was often used in the lighter or midtone areas. Thin, transparent or semi-

transparent paint was then applied overtop to attain a sense of three-dimensionality. 

Many of Bosch’s grisailles have been painted wet-in-wet.358 This fresh, loose technique 

can be seen in the hair of the Christ Child in Vienna where Bosch has dragged a brush 

loaded with grey paint into the still wet black of the background [Fig. 5.56]. Delicate 

touches like the line of thread of the whirligig, which has been adeptly scratched into the 

wet paint also demonstrate a level of artistic confidence and expression [Fig. 5.57]. We 

can observe this wet-in-wet application in the finely painted Bruges Crowning with 

Thorns where white highlights have been dragged into grey paint to create the soft folds 

of a garment or the sheen on a piece of armour [Fig. 5.58].  

 

                                                        
358 This characterization is discussed at length in the Bosch Research and Conservation Project’s 
Catalogue Raisonnée. Matthijs Ilsink et al et al., Hieronymus Bosch, Painter and Draughtsman: 
Catalogue Raisonné 485-488. 
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Perhaps one of the reasons that Bosch’s grisaille technique is unlike other fifteenth- 

century examples is connected to his general lack of interest in imitating sculpture in 

these images. Bosch’s grisailles do not generally strive for a trompe-l’oeil effect. Instead, 

many of Bosch’s grisailles are subtle images, often full of careful detail. By moving away 

from the established grisaille paradigm Bosch created triptych exteriors that engaged 

their viewers in new ways, sometimes preserving certain elements from the existing 

typology and otherwise introducing more narrative subject matter and unusual 

compositional arrangements. Grisailles were of enough importance to Bosch that he 

sometimes left triptych interiors to his workshop, concentrating his own involvement on 

subtle and detailed exteriors. 

 

Jan Gossart and the grisaille 

Jan Gossart was born around 1478 and died in Antwerp in 1532. He was active in the 

Southern Netherlands as a painter, creating religious and mythological imagery as well as 

portraits. His trip to Italy from 1508-09 had a profound influence on his artistic 

production.359 Although Gossart did not produce many grisailles, he was an artist 

interested in producing trompe-l’oeil effects as can be seen in his illusionistic framing 

devices, like the one he painted for the Virgin and Child at the National Gallery, London 

[Fig. 5.59]. The addition of text that appears to have been carved into the frame member 

in the Virgin and Child recalls those examples produced by Jan van Eyck, where paint is 

used to replicate different materials and their particular qualities. An interest in this type 

                                                        
359 For more information on Gossart’s time in Rome, see Stephanie Schrader, “Drawing for 
Diplomacy: Gossart’s Sojourn in Rome” in Man, Myth and Sensual Pleasures. Jan Gossart’s 
Renaissance. The Complete Works, Maryan W. Ainsworth Ed. (New Haven, New York: Yale 
University Press, in association with the Metropolitan Museum of Art), 45-56. 
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of mimesis interest is not present in Gossart’s grisaille panels now in Washington, 

discussed below.  

 

Gossart’s grisaille panels at the National Gallery of Art in Washington [Fig. 5.60] 

incorporate some of the innovative features of Bosch’s triptych exteriors. The grisaille 

shows the penitent Jerome kneeling before a crucifix, which is found in the adjacent 

panel. In Gossart’s depiction of Jerome, the subject is depicted without any references to 

sculpture. There is no suggestion that the landscape is a carved low relief or that the 

figure of Jerome is made of stone. It is instead an image that has been executed in shades 

of grey rather than in naturalistic colours—a black and white photograph in a sense. 

Gossart establishes an intimate link between the panels by separating Jerome from the 

crucifix. The viewer is thus encouraged to overlook the physical divide between wings in 

the service of reading the image as a singular representation, executed on a unified single 

paint surface. A rocky landscape also continues across the two panels; the lake in the 

background is bisected where the panels meet. By essentially ignoring the separation 

between panels, Gossart has created a grisaille image that requires both wing panels to be 

viewed simultaneously for the subject to be complete. As has been discussed in the 

previous section, this is one of the developments seen with many Bosch examples. 

Gossart’s painting is dated to c. 1510, placing it within Bosch’s lifetime. It is clear that 

artists were beginning to approach triptychs differently, which impacted the execution of 

their grisailles.   
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Into the seventeenth century 

The works examined in this chapter are closest in temporal terms to the first coinage of 

the term grisaille. Yet these paintings are increasingly varied in iteration, in some ways 

defying an encompassing categorization. The application of a single name to the group of 

paintings examined here would seem to require a great deal of additional qualification 

although, as we have seen, contrast remains a particular point of significance for triptych 

exteriors. This point is directly connected to the tripartite format of the artwork on which 

grisailles are painted. Triptych grisailles continued to be painted into the seventeenth 

century, although not with the same frequency. The triptych itself fell out of favour in the 

1610s as the preferred format for altarpieces, meaning that the demand for grisaille 

exteriors steadily declined.360 Even Peter Paul Rubens, the noted Flemish painter and 

diplomat who worked in the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries produced a grisaille 

triptych exterior. The closed state of the Resurrection of Christ depicts figures in front of 

doors, painted to imitate statuary [Fig. 5.61]. This work was produced for the epitaph of 

Jan Moretus (who died in 1610) and his wife in the Antwerp Cathedral of Our Lady. 

Rubens worked on the triptych from 1611 to 1612 after returning in 1608 from a trip to 

Italy and Spain.  

 

Rubens’s exterior has been discussed by Lynn F. Jacobs in her book on early 

Netherlandish triptychs.361 Jacobs’s overarching argument, already examined in Chapter 

1, centres on the connection between a tripartite format and the terminology used to 

                                                        
360 Lynn Jacobs identifies single-panel altarpieces as the desired type from this period onwards. 
See Jacobs, Opening Doors, 276-277. 
361 Ibid., 279-280. 
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describe the hinged panels: doors, or dueren. This case is particularly supportive of 

Jacobs’s hypothesis because the two grisaille angels are painted so as to appear they are 

about to pull open the doors behind them, revealing the opened triptych. Angels were 

found at the opened entry to Christ’s vacant tomb, which may explain their presence here. 

These figures may also guard the Gates of Paradise, through which the soul of Jan 

Moretus must pass to attain the heavenly realm.362 In their posture and garments, the 

angels also recall classical statues, evidence of the clear influences of Italian art on the 

famous Flemish artist. Jacobs suggests that this example “suggests instead the nostalgia 

experienced by an artist working in a format that he knows is in its waning days.”363 The 

significance of the triptych format for grisaille painting is emphasized by Rubens’s 

Moretus altarpiece and, as production of tripartite altarpieces wanes, so too does the 

creation of such imagery. Subdued palette paintings continue to be produced in other 

formats, but the type of grisaille representation examined in previous chapters would 

quickly decline from this point forward.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
362 Jacobs, Opening Doors, 279. 
363 Ibid., 280. 
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Chapter 5 Figures 

 

 
 
[Fig. 5.1] Master of the Ursula Legend, Wings with the Church Fathers, Evangelists, and the 
Annunciation (exterior wings), before 1482, oil on panel, 47.5 x 30.0 cm (Church Fathers and 
Evangelists); 59.0 x 18.5 cm (Annunciation panels), Groeningemuseum, Bruges. 
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[Fig. 5.1] Master of the Ursula Legend, Wings with the Legend of Saint Ursula, Ecclesia and 
Synagogia (interior wings), before 1489, oil on panel, 47.5 x 30.0 cm (Ursula Legend scenes); 
59.0 x 18.5 cm (Ecclesia and Synagogia), Groeningemuseum, Bruges. 
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[Fig. 5.2] Hans Memling, Saint John Altarpiece, 1474-79, oil on oak panel, central panel: 173.6 x 
173.7 cm; each wing 176.0 x 78.9 cm, Memlingmuseum, Sint-Janshospitaal, Bruges.  
 

 
[Fig. 5.3] Master of the Ursula Legend, Triptych of the Annunciation, c. 1483, oil on panel, 59.0 x 
116.2 cm, Indianapolis Museum of Art.  
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[Fig. 5.4] Master of the Ursula Legend, exterior of Triptych of the Annunciation, c. 1483, oil on 
panel, Indianapolis Museum of Art. 
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[Fig. 5.5] Detail Annunciation from [Fig. 5.1] exterior 
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[Fig. 5.6] Master of the Legend of Saint Ursula, Annunciation (exterior of the Triptych with the 
Virgin and Child and Donor), c. 1480/90, panel, 44.5 x 31.0 cm, Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister, 
Dresden. 
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[Fig. 5.7] Master of the Legend of Saint Ursula, Triptych with the Virgin and Child and Donor, c. 
1480/90, panel, central panel: 44.5 x 31.0 cm; each wing: 44.5 x 13.5 cm, Gemäldegalerie Alte 
Meister, Dresden. 
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[Fig. 5.8] IRR [Fig. 5.1] interior  
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[Fig. 5.9] IRR detail [Fig. 5.1] exterior 
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[Fig. 5.10] IRR detail [Fig. 5.1] exterior 
 

 
[Fig. 5.11] IRR detail [Fig. 5.1] interior 
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[Fig. 5.12] IRR detail [Fig. 5.1] exterior 
 

 
[Fig. 5.13 Detail [Fig. 5.1] exterior  
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[Fig. 5.14] Master of Delft, Annunciation exterior of Triptych with the Virgin and Child in an 
Enclosed Garden, c. 1500, Oil on panel, Each wing 86.5 x 31.5 cm, Catharijneconvent, Utrecht 
on loan from Rijksmuseum Amsterdam. 
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[Fig. 5.15] Master of Delft, Triptych with the Virgin and Child in an Enclosed Garden, c. 1500, 
Oil on panel, central panel 87.1 x 69.2 cm; each wing 86.5 x 31.5 cm, Catharijneconvent, Utrecht 
on loan from Rijksmuseum Amsterdam. 
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[Fig. 5.16] Detail Archangel Gabriel from [Fig. 5.14] 
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[Fig. 5.17] IRR Detail Virgin Annunciate panel from [Fig. 5.14] 
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[5.18] IRR detail central panel [Fig. 5.15] IRR: © RKD, The Hague.  
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[Fig. 5.19] IRR Detail Virgin Annunciate panel from [Fig. 5.14] 
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[Fig. 5.20] Top: Adriaen Isenbrant, Seven Sorrows of the Virgin Diptych closed; Bottom: Adriaen 
Isenbrant, Seven Sorrows of the Virgin Diptych interior left wing. Both 1521, panel, 144.0 x 143.0 
cm with frame, Royal Museum of Fine Arts, Brussels. 
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[Fig. 5.21] Adriaen Isenbrant, Seven Sorrows of the Virgin inner right diptych wing, 1521, panel, 
138.0 x 138.0 cm, Church of Our Lady, Bruges. 
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[Fig. 5.22] Anonymous, Seven Sorrows of the Virgin, Louvre (Cabinet de Rothschild), Paris. 
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[Fig. 5.23] Seven Sorrows of the Virgin, British Museum (inv. nr. Add. 21235, fol. 119v), 
London.  
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[Fig. 5.24] Pieter Pourbus, Triptych of Joos van Belle, 1556, central panel: 140.5 x 124.0 cm; 
each wing: 141.5 x 52.5 cm, Sint-Jakobskerk, Bruges. 
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[Fig. 5.25] Bernard van Orley and Workshop, Last Judgment Triptych, installed 1525, oil on 
panel, central panel: 248.0 x 218.0 cm; each wing: 248.0 x 94.0 cm, Royal Museum of Fine Arts, 
Antwerp. 
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[Fig. 5.26] Bernard van Orley and workshop, Saint Thomas, Saint Matthew and seven donors, 
exterior of the Triptych of the Carpenters and Coopers, c. 1515-20, panel, 155.0 x 108.0 cm, each 
wing, Royal Museum of Fine Art, Brussels. 
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[Fig. 5.27] School of Jan van Scorel, Fright of the Israelites, c. 1535, oil on panel, 
Catharijneconvent Museum, Utrecht. 
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[Fig. 5.28] exterior of [Fig. 5.27] 
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[Fig. 5.29] Colour detail of [Fig. 5.28]  
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[Fig. 5.30] Gerard David, Annunciation, c. 1510, oil on oak panel, left wing: 87.7 x 29.5 cm, right 
wing: 87.6 x 30.0 cm, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. 
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[Fig. 5.31] Joachim Patinir, Saint Sebald and Saint Anne with the Virgin and Child, Penitence of 
Saint Jerome Triptych closed state, c. 1512-1515, oil on wood, each wing, overall, with engaged 
frame, 120.7 x 35.6 cm, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. 
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[Fig. 5.32] Unknown Haarlem, Adoration of the Magi Triptych exterior, 1515-24, oil on panel, 
123.0 x 86.5 cm (max. height and width), Catharijneconvent Museum, Utrecht. 
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[Fig. 5.33] Unknown South Netherlandish, Preaching of Saint Eligius, c. 1588, oil on panel, 37.5 
x 26.5 cm, Catharijneconvent Museum, Utrecht.  
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[Fig. 5.34] Attributed to Ambrosius Francken, Saint Eligius Triptych, 1588, panel, 250.0 x 188.0 
cm central panel; 260.0 x 89.0 cm each wing, Royal Museum of Fine Arts, Antwerp. 
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[Fig. 5.35] Detail: Bosch, Crowning with Thorns, exterior of Last Judgment Triptych, c. 1495-
1505, oil on oak panel, Stad Brugge, Groeningemuseum, Bruges (BRCP: Rik Klein Gotink, 
Robert G. Erdmann) 
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[Fig. 5.36] Hieronymus Bosch and workshop, Saint James and Saint Hippolytus exterior of Last 
Judgment Triptych, c. 1500-05, oil on oak panel, 163.0 x 60.0 cm each wing, Akademie der 
bildenden Kunste, Vienna. 
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[Fig. 5.37] Workshop of Hieronymus Bosch, right: After the Flood reverse, left: After the Last 
Judgment reverse, c. 1510-20, oil on oak panels, After the Flood panel: 70.0 x 39.2 cm; After the 
Last Judgment panel: 70.5 x 37.4 cm, Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, Rotterdam. (BRCP: Rik 
Klein Gotink) 
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[Fig. 5.38] Hieronymus Bosch, Christ Child and Christ Carrying the Cross, oil on oak panel, 59.7 
x 32.0 cm, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna. (BRCP: Rik Klein Gotink, Robert G. Erdmann) 
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[Fig. 5.39] Hieronymus Bosch, detail Passion Scenes, 1490-95, oil on oak panel, 63 x 43.2 cm, 
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Gemäldegalerie, Berlin. (BRCP: Rik Klein Gotink, Robert G. 
Erdmann) 
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[Fig. 5.40] Hieronymus Bosch, Passion Scenes/ St John on Patmos, 1490-95, oil on oak panel, 63 
x 43.2 cm, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Gemäldegalerie, Berlin. (BRCP: Rik Klein Gotink, 
Robert G. Erdmann) 
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[Fig. 5.41] Bosch, detail Passion Scenes, 1490-95, oil on oak panel, 63 x 43.2 cm, Staatliche 
Museen zu Berlin, Gemäldegalerie, Berlin. (BRCP: Rik Klein Gotink, Robert G. Erdmann) 
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[Fig. 5.42] Workshop of Hieronymus Bosch, right: After the Flood, left: After the Last Judgment, 
c. 1510-20, oil on oak panels, After the Flood panel: 70.0 x 39.2 cm; After the Last Judgment 
panel: 70.5 x 37.4 cm, Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, Rotterdam. (BRCP: Rik Klein Gotink) 
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[Fig. 5.43] Anonymous, Feeding the Hungry, c. 1510-1520, 23.9 cm diameter, glass and silver 
stain, Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. 
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[Fig. 5.44] Bosch and workshop, The Wayfarer, oil on oak panel, 71.3 x 70.7 cm, Boijmans van 
Beuningen, Rotterdam. (BRCP: Rik Klein Gotink, Robert G. Erdmann) 
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[Fig. 5.45] Hieronymus Bosch, Ship of Fools, c. 1500-10, oil on oak panel, 58.1 x 32.8 cm, 
Musée du Louvre, Paris. (BRCP: Rik Klein Gotink, Robert G. Erdmann) 
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[Fig. 5.46] Hieronymus Bosch, Gluttony and Lust (fragment of Shop of Fools), c. 1500-10, oil on 
oak panel, 34.9 x 30.6 cm, Yale University Art Gallery, New Haven. (BRCP: Rik Klein Gotink, 
Robert G. Erdmann) 
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[Fig. 5.47] Hieronymus Bosch, Death and the Miser, c. 1500-10, oil on oak panel, 94.3 x 32.4 
cm, National Gallery of Art, Washington. (BRCP: Rik Klein Gotink, Robert G. Erdmann) 
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[Fig. 5.48] Hieronymus Bosch, Mass of Saint Gregory, 1490-1500, oil on oak panel, left wing 
138 x 29.2 cm, right wing 138 x 33 cm, Madrid, Museo Nacional del Prado. (BRCP: Rik Klein 
Gotink, Robert G. Erdmann) 
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[Fig. 5.49] Exterior of The Haywain, 1510-16, oil on oak panel, left wing 136.1 x 47.7 cm; right 
wing 136.1 x 47.6 cm, Museo Nacional del Prado, Madrid. 
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[Fig. 5.50] Exterior detail of The Haywain, 1510-16, oil on oak panel, Museo Nacional del Prado, 
Madrid. BRCP: Rik Klein Gotink, Robert G. Erdmann) 
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[Fig. 5.51] Hieronymus Bosch, Creation, exterior of The Garden of Earthly Delights, c. 
1495-1505, oil on oak panels, 187.5 x 76.5 cm each wing, Museo Nacional del Prado, 
Madrid.  
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[Fig. 5.52] Bosch, Christ Child, IRR detail (BRCP: Rik Klein Gotink, Robert G. Erdmann) 
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[Fig. 5.53] Bosch workshop, Wayfarer, IRR detail (BRCP: Rik Klein Gotink, Robert G. 
Erdmann) 
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[Fig. 5.54] Arrest of Christ exterior of the Temptation of Saint Anthony, IRR detail (BRCP: Rik 
Klein Gotink, Robert G. Erdmann) 
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[Fig. 5.55] Temptation of Saint Anthony, interior right wing IRR detail (BRCP: Rik Klein Gotink, 
Robert G. Erdmann) 
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[Fig. 5.56] Bosch, Christ Child detail, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna. (BRCP: Rik Klein 
Gotink, Robert G. Erdmann) 
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[Fig. 5.57] Bosch, Christ Child detail, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna. (BRCP: Rik Klein 
Gotink, Robert G. Erdmann) 
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[Fig. 5.58] Detail: Bosch, Crowning with Thorns, exterior of Last Judgment Triptych, c. 1495-
1505, oil on oak panel, Stad Brugge, Groeningemuseum, Bruges (BRCP: Rik Klein Gotink, 
Robert G. Erdmann) 
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[Fig. 5.59] Jan Gossart, Virgin and Child, 1527, oil on oak, 30.7 x 24.3 cm, National Gallery, 
London. 
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[Fig. 5.60] Jan Gossart, Penitent Saint Jerome, c. 1509/12, oil on panel, left wing painted surface: 
86.7 x 24.5 cm, right wing painted surface: 86.7 x 24.5 cm, National Gallery of Art, Washington. 
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[Fig. 5.61] Peter Paul Rubens, The Resurrection of Christ exterior, 1611-12, oil on panel, 136.0 x 
40.0 cm each wing, Church of Our Lady, Antwerp. 
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Chapter 6 

Summary  

Fifteenth- and early sixteenth-century Netherlandish triptych grisailles are a surprisingly 

diverse group of objects. Major similarities within the group can be identified, including 

their location on the exteriors of these tripartite artworks and their important role in 

establishing compositional and functional contrast between the triptych’s exterior and 

interior. Over the course of the fifteenth century these works became less homogenous, 

showing more variations in their use of colour and sense of movement. However, despite 

these transformations, triptych exteriors remained consistently more subdued than the 

opened state of the artwork. The motivations behind such an interior-exterior distinction 

so closely linked to colour may have had roots in religious dictum. But without surviving 

records pertaining specifically to these objects and their use in the Netherlands, it is 

difficult to propose a direct relationship between church policy and the triptych grisaille. 

The argument that Lenten strictures determined the subdued palette of grisailles is 

inconclusive given that triptych exteriors were sometimes executed in full polychromy. 

Grisailles were of special importance because they were located on the part of the 

triptych that was most often on view. Triptychs were often conceived as a singular artistic 

entity with a unified overall iconographic program and reducing their exteriors to 

afterthoughts denies these works their important function.  

 

Origins and terminology 

The origins of the Netherlandish grisaille remain unknown. Identifying their genesis is 

much hindered by issues of terminology and survival rates. It is also much influenced by 
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our twenty-first century tendency to group these paintings as a single type. Many twenty-

first century attempts to define the grisaille result in an umbrella term, a catch-all quality 

that is reflected by the variety of images included in our present-day characterizations. 

Defining a group of works from our modern perspective may not accurately reflect 

fifteenth- or sixteenth-century attitudes towards these objects in their historical context. 

Yet in a sense, the seventeenth-century term grisaille is not too far removed from the 

fifteenth-century descriptions that survive. These accounts essentially call these artworks 

images in black and white (“noir et blanc” or “swart en wit”). However reductive the 

term grisaille may be, it might in fact be fairly close to the terminology of the fifteenth 

and sixteenth centuries and thus not an inappropriate word to use today. Using the term 

grisaille remains a somewhat encumbered venture, necessitating repeated qualification. 

 

This thesis has examined several examples of Netherlandish grisailles ranging from 

works by Jan van Eyck to Hieronymus Bosch, approaching these artworks with a focus 

on the creative process through the study of materials and techniques. The first chapter 

set out the state of the field, detailing the existing scholarly literature on the 

Netherlandish triptych grisaille and situating the current project within this milieu. This 

chapter also examined the use of terminology surrounding these paintings, outlining the 

expansiveness of twenty-first century definitions and citing the lack of substantial 

concrete evidence of any fifteenth-century verbalizing about Netherlandish grisailles. 

Grisailles operated in a context that would be alien to many twenty-first century 

audiences. These artworks were often part of a decorated religious environment that 

sought to not only impress viewers, but also encourage them to contemplative—and 
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active—piety. Divorced from their original locations, the grisailles that imitate statuary 

are isolated from the other types of religious decoration that would have surrounded and 

underscored the function of these images. The ritual opening and closing of triptychs 

must have imbued these artworks with a sense of mystery and drama whether or not they 

were associated directly with the liturgical ritual; the revelatory power of the colourful 

interior was made possible by the subdued imagery of the exterior. Without 

understanding this transformative force inherent in the winged format, we miss part of the 

significance of the grisaille. The introductory chapter thus sought to situate Netherlandish 

grisailles within this broader context, examining their location on the exterior of a 

tripartite artwork, their function and iconography, and their relationship with manuscript 

illumination, contemporary sculpture, carved altarpieces and the church environment at 

large. As artworks whose success often depended on the achievement of trompe-l’oeil, 

the first chapter also explored the importance of illusion to these images.  

 

Grisailles and painting technique 

The second chapter described the Netherlandish painting technique, which allowed for a 

comparison between the polychromatic painting process and the muted colours used for 

the grisaille. This section on materials and technical analysis highlighted the function of 

the underdrawing stage, an emphasis that was carried throughout subsequent chapters. 

Grisailles, like their polychromatic interiors, were typically underdrawn in a manner 

consistent for that individual artist and their workshop. This study did not observe 

consistent significant stylistic or technical difference between the underdrawings of 

colourful triptych interiors and grisaille exteriors. It was only in the underdrawings of 
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grisailles that carefully imitate statuary – especially those of Jan van Eyck – that any 

distinction could be identified. This discrepancy between interior and exterior was 

connected to specific subject matter rather than to any consistently different treatment 

between the two faces of the triptych. Netherlandish triptychs can vary in technique 

because artists used their materials in a manner characteristic of their individual training 

and working method. However, such distinctions are only rarely found between the 

interior and exterior of triptychs, suggesting that these artworks often included grisailles 

from their very conception.   

 

The second chapter also analyzed references to trompe-l’oeil imagery and what could be 

roughly translated as grisaille painting in two documentary sources from the later 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. These documents provided some sense as to the 

challenges associated with interpreting historical sources and highlighted the lack of 

pertinent contemporary textual material related to these paintings.  

 

Jan van Eyck 

Jan van Eyck’s grisailles provided the basis for the third chapter, offering material with 

which to establish the foundation for further analysis. The Ghent Altarpiece served as an 

appropriate starting point given that its grisailles are some of the earliest surviving 

examples of such images and the altarpiece offers a wealth of accessible technical and art 

historical research. Streeton’s recent assessment of these paintings appears to proceed 

from the assumption that grisailles, given their subordinate placement within a 

hierarchical structure, were necessarily the purview of workshop assistants. In fact, a 
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close examination of Jan van Eyck’s grisailles demonstrates that these works were of 

great interest to the master, a point that is further supported by this chapter’s analyses of 

the Dresden Triptych and the Thyssen-Bornemisza Diptych. The discussion of illusion 

and mimesis initiated in the first two chapters was also extended with more detailed 

reference to works by Jan van Eyck. As an artist whose concern for replicating the natural 

world is clearly demonstrated by his polychromatic paintings, Jan van Eyck did much to 

create a direct link between triptych exteriors and the imitation of stone statuary. The 

manner in which hair was underdrawn in Jan van Eyck’s Dresden Triptych demonstrates 

that the grisaille figures were intended to mimic statuary from this early stage in their 

design. On the interior, the underdrawn hair of Saint Catherine indicates that, once 

painted, the saint would imitate a living being. However, in most cases, it is only in the 

paint layers that grisaille images “come alive” as statuary.     

 

Van der Weyden and Memling 

Artists like Rogier van der Weyden and Hans Memling contributed to the expansion of 

the representational boundaries of the grisaille. Rogier van der Weyden’s connection with 

sculptural projects occupied much of the fourth chapter of this thesis. Bart Fransen’s 

recent publication on this topic investigates Rogier’s involvement with three-dimensional 

artworks, although his discussion does not focus on Netherlandish grisailles. Fransen’s 

book provided a point of departure for an assessment of the relationship between grisaille 

underdrawing and other forms of drawn design. Rogier is one of the few fifteenth-century 

artists for whom some drawings survive, making such an exploration possible. Drawings, 

as well as other forms of graphic planning, were an important compositional tool for 
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Netherlandish artists. The significance of this type of design for grisailles is demonstrated 

by the ample presence of underdrawings in most of these paintings. Drawings could be 

used to show a patron the initial composition and its essential features for approval. 

Underdrawings as well as preparatory or presentation drawings could be used for this 

purpose. Drawn workshop models are another important avenue of research that could 

help clarify the transmission of designs between sculpted artworks, grisailles and 

polychromatic paintings.  

 

Hans Memling’s injection of colour into triptych exteriors signals one of the major 

developments that took place with the mid to late fifteenth-century grisaille. Whether or 

not Memling’s so-called demi-grisaille paintings were intended to mimic polychromed 

sculpture or living beings is difficult to assess. The grisailles painted for the Greverade 

and Donne triptychs demonstrate that the artist was also producing more traditional 

triptych exteriors. However, in some cases Memling rendered the outer wings of his 

triptychs in a more ambiguous manner, preserving the spatial setting of the traditional 

grisaille but painting figures with flesh tones and other areas of colour. The underdrawing 

of Memling’s Crabbe Annunciation features no suggestion that the figures are meant to 

imitate statuary. Instead, the underdrawing is fully comparable in style and method to that 

of the living figures depicted on the triptych interior.  

 

Into the sixteenth century 

As the fifth chapter outlined, grisailles produced in the early years of the sixteenth 

century became increasingly colourful. While this had an obvious impact on the pigments 
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employed for these representations, it did not necessarily impact the underdrawings of 

these more strikingly polychromatic paintings. Works like the Master of Delft’s Virgin 

and Child in an Enclosed Garden exemplify this more colourful type of grisaille, 

featuring not only areas of naturalistic colour, but also isolated fields of blue and pink. 

This chapter also recognized that the demand continued for the standard grisaille exterior 

established early fifteenth-century painters like Jan van Eyck. Artists like the Master of 

Delft and the Master of the Legend of Saint Ursula continued to maintain a greater sense 

of contrast between triptych exteriors and interiors when it came to the paint stages.   

 

Bosch 

Hieronymus Bosch approached his grisailles with the same innovative force that he 

brought to his other works. Although generally adopting a palette that maintains 

significant contrast with altarpiece interiors, Bosch and his workshop chose to 

incorporate unusual compositional formats and subject matter, painting exteriors that are 

exceptional among the grisailles produced by his contemporaries. Bosch’s grisaille 

painting technique was also dissimilar to other artists from his time. With little 

underdrawing used to set out his design, he instead used the paint mixture as a drawing 

material in some instances, creating subtle and dark images that did not aim to imitate 

sculpture. Bosch’s grisailles are a reflection of his own artistic preferences, not only in 

terms of style but also in execution.  
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Grisailles and the underdrawing stage 

The IRR examinations that were performed for this study reveal that there is no 

identifiably distinct underdrawing type for grisailles. Rather, artists used underdrawings 

that reflected their personal working methods, including hatching and cross-hatching as 

suited their individual or workshop styles. Underdrawings for grisailles, like their 

counterparts on triptych interiors, appear to be concerned with establishing compositional 

design and indicating areas to be left in reserve. There is little to suggest that artists were 

consciously attempting to draw statuary in this early creative stage, even for grisailles 

whose painted trompe-l’oeil effect is powerfully convincing. Variations in the extent and 

style of underdrawings that were observed may be related to the involvement of different 

hands in this stage or to the involvement of other participants in the paint stages, 

necessitating a more precise and detailed design for these subsequent artists to follow. 

Such a strategy is no different from the working methods for the production of triptych 

interiors.   

 

This study has produced new infrared reflectograms of twenty-one Netherlandish panels 

and examined underdrawings in their context of triptych production. Much more 

technical research is necessary to arrive at a more complete picture of the way these 

objects were created, their function and reception. The purpose of this thesis has been to 

offer a starting point for future analyses, setting out the issues that still need to be 

addressed and offering a basis for subsequent projects. More instrumental analysis of 

grisailles would greatly enrich our understanding of the materials involved in producing 

these paintings. Non-destructive methods (like X-ray fluorescence, for example) can offer 
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useful initial information required for subsequent and necessary micro-destructive cross-

sections. Monographic studies such as the recent publication by the Bosch Research and 

Conservation Project would also improve our understanding of grisailles associated with 

particular artists’ oeuvres and help to clarify variations of treatment within these object 

groups. Such explorations would then facilitate more thorough comparisons between 

workshops and help to chart with greater precision any identifiable developments within 

this representational trope.  

 

It is the author’s hope that this project made clear that the Netherlandish triptych grisaille 

held a critical place within the hierarchical structure of the artwork to which it belonged. 

While not the image of greatest veneration, triptych exteriors were regularly on display 

and provided edifying representations to their religious audience. They were created by 

artists whose range of materials was fairly limited and the production of grisailles 

reflected this. These painters were pragmatic craftsmen who were economical and precise 

in their use of time and resources. While their artistic abilities may have differed – 

comparing one of Jan van Eyck’s magisterial Ghent Altarpiece grisailles to the exterior of 

the Bladelin Altarpiece makes an excellent case for such a contrast in talent – they were 

nonetheless engaged in similar tasks, carrying out the wishes of patrons and attempting to 

distinguish themselves as craftsmen. 

 

The sheer number of Netherlandish triptych grisailles produced during this period is 

directly linked to the popularity of the triptych as the preferred format for altarpieces. 

These tripartite structures served multiple purposes, both functional and decorative. Their 
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sacred imagery links them with other church ornamentation, including stone statuary 

often imitated by the grisaille. Unlike the solid stone walls into which sacred statuary was 

placed, these two-dimensional painted imitations offered an element of surprise as their 

relatively weightless forms could be turned aside. While sculptures could be veiled or 

hidden by curtains, grisailles could function as a more elaborate painted barrier, 

protecting and concealing the imagery hidden within the triptych. Toward the end of the 

sixteenth century, as canvas increasingly became the preferred support for paintings 

given its lightweight nature, low cost and transportability, panel triptychs were no longer 

created with as much frequency. Grisailles were still produced, but their function changed 

as their location was no longer closely linked to the exterior of a movable artwork. They 

became popular as wall decorations in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, recalling 

the Giotto Arena Chapel frescoes so often cited in twenty-first century definitions. These 

paintings often maintain the trompe-l’oeil element of fifteenth- and sixteenth-century 

Netherlandish panel grisailles, deceiving their viewers into believing the two-dimensional 

representation is actually carved in low relief. 
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